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ABSTRACT
,

.

Thisv !dOcpmeynt is a transcript of a United States
HoUse of Representatives hearing conducted in October,(1981,' ".
regarding reauthorization of'the Vocational Education Aciof
1963 -- specifically the National Institute of Education's study of
vocational education mandated ,by the Education Amendments of 1976.
Six principal findings were'reported in the NIE.study: (1) The ways

by which federal funds are di'stribu'ted to areas and are earmarked to
benefit certain groups of individuals are crucial to:realizing
federal policy: objectives; however, states often distribute funds in N
ways contrary to federal policy because of ambiguous regulations.' (2)

One of the key objectives of the. Vocational EducatiOn Act is to
assist the states to improve thdir capacity to provide vocational
education programs ,and 'services to'studenls who are handicapped, or
disadvantaged, or whose English-speaking.proficiency is limited; such
legiSlation has spurred. greater services to these studentsbut
confliCting regulations maybe a disincentive for ising federal'
funds. (3) Overcoming Sex bias and stereotyping. in vocational
eduCation is a new objective of.federal policy introduced with the

1976 legislation; 'sex stereotyping,has been.reduced but states spend
little on sex-fair activities.-14) State plans mandated by the 1976
legislation have not reached its goals and apparently 'have had little

effect on local decisions. (5) Few efforts are made'in program
improVement. (6) Program eialuatiorrefforts have been considerably
augmented under the legislation, but there is room for improvement.
It was concluded that the Act attempts to accomplish too much with -

with too few,resources; . that there are mismatches between means and ends of

federal policy.; and*that realizing feder4policy'ends depends on state and
lo..caI policies, pratices, and resources. (KC)
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HEARINGS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE .

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Pa-rt 5: National Institute of Education Study

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 21, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,'

AND VOCATIONAL.EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND.LABOR,

Washington, D.C."
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m. in room

N' 2175 Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Peiki 11,s (chair
an of the subcominittee) presiding.

(Members present. Represent Oyes Perkins,. Miller,
Erdahl,-and Craig. . (

Staff present John F. Jennings, cou nsel; andNancy Kober, legis-
lative specialist.`

Chairman PERkINS. The committee will come to order. A quordn
\ is present,

The Subcorhmittee on Elementary, Secondary, and 'Vocational
Education is continuing hearings today on the reauthorization of
the Vocational Educ4tion Act. This morning we will be focusing on
The National Institute of Education's study of vocational educ.ation.

The Education Amendmentsof 1976 mandated the NIE to under-
take a thorough evaluation and study of vocational education
programs. The legislation req.uired the study to examine such areas
as funds,4is§trillutiot4, corppliande with Federal laws, the quality
and effective ess of vocational education programs, and the effec-
tiveness of,the consumer and hOmemaking programs. In addition,
the law instructs the institute to make Findings and recommenda-
tions, including recommendations for changes ir; existing legisla-
tion or for ne* legislation.

The subcommittee is looking forward to hearing about the find-
.ings of the study. We -hope that the info4mation from this report
will provide us with a comprehensive foundation for considering
reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act. We anticipate
using the report throughout oqr delibeKations a§ a valuable soutce
of information. .

This morning, kv.e will hear froth Dr. Henry-David, who has ably
directed this studY. Dr. David will be introduced by Mr.- Edward
Curran, the Director of the National Institute of Education.

After yoti have introduced Dr. David, Mr: Curran, I think I will.
ask him aer)w questions, in view of the fact that r will have to
leave this rning. A bill is pending on the floor today that con

ferns my district very much, the agricultural bill.
' (ogot
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You guhead, Mr Curt- i
,

.
4kTATEcIENT OF EDWARD A. CURRAN, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIO-N

Mx CURRAN Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
y Edward Curran; director of the National Institute. of Education,

and I am pleas that my first appearance before this subcommit-
tee is relate to an important policy inquiry, the study of vocation-
al education -hich the Congress directed the institute to conduct
some years ago

- As you know, the 'Education Amendments of 1976, Public Law
94-482, directed NIE to conduct a major study of vocational
education and to provide interim and final reports on th-at study to
the President and the Congress. The final repCim, which is the
subject of today's hearing, fulfills the institute's statutory responsi-
bility for completing and reporting on* the study, and actually
represents the eighth publication,of the study.`

The stiady was completed by a staff assembled specifically for
that purpose at NIE under the capable direction of the distin-
guished, internationally know;p expert on education an `training,
Dr. liehry David. . . .

T,he,repOtt which is before.you today represents a synthesis Of
thAf .staff's analyses, numerous commission papers, and six major
contracts. I beliJve that the study fully respond to the directions-

. contained in Public Law 94-482; namely, that NIE investigate th,e
drstribution of vocational education funds, compliance with applica-
ble legistalion,- the assessment of grogram ttuality 'and effective-
ness, and consumer and homeinaking education programs

I should add, Mr. Chairnlan, that the legislation establishing ttle"
'Department of Education, Public L'aw 96-88, created a statutory,

A baseffor the federal Interagericy Committee on Education, known,
as FICE, and directed it to conduct a 2-year study of vocational

;education to be completed at about the same time as the NIE
study . / " ,

In order to avoid duplication of effort., the Secretary of Education
dirkted that the FICE study be conducted through delegation to
the National Institute of Education. FICE will be provided the
opportunity to review and to comment upon the institute's study

Mr Chairman, I am pleased to be able to introduce Dr. David to
this committee, so that, he can present the major findings'of the
study Fte and hip staff have carried out a difficult-task with skill,

-dedicatlun, and dbjectivity. This institute is in their debt
Chairman PFRKINS. Before, Dr DaVid commences with his. testi2

mony, I would like to asl hism`a-few questions, inasmuch as Pwill
have to leave. . '. , . ,

Dr David, from your in Itiyear study of vocational education,
could you tell us your concl ion' about whether thereyis a Federal
role ib vocational education, a could you tell us what you believe
that Fed ral role ought to be? ..

Dr D vin. Mr Chairman: the study,argites, I think, in several
sways t appropriateness of the assumption of responsibilities in
the field of education by the Federal Government, awl specifically
points out that in the absence of the assumption of these responsi-
bilities, certain things which are regarded as nationally des,irable

. 4



.would probably nut be taking place in the same measure and as
.rapidly as they have.

The Federal Government's concern with broadening the equality
of opportunities in 'education, particularly in the vocational
iiducation field is, I believe, demonstfated by our findings, and is
certainly one appropriate role. .

Asecond appropriate role was that established, Vbelieve, with
the adoption of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 ;4 that is. tP
provide assistance to ,the States for the purodse of reforming, redi-
recting, and improving the 'capacities of the States to provide
programs of vocational-education both at the secondary and post-
secondary level's , .

.
.

There is evidence that that Federal role has made a difference
oker time, and specifically has made a difference with respect to
the broadening of equality of opportunities since the adoption of
the 1976 legislation.

Chairman PERKINS.'n'ank you very mi:icli.
4

Now another question. Fro4your study, could you tell us what
the tw u greatest accomplishmtnts have been of the 1976 vocational
education amendments, and could you tell us also what have been
the two greateSt failures?, -

Dr DAvio M Chairman, that is an invitation to hang myself,
but I will try, sir.

The 1976 legislation, I believe, placed very, heavy bets pn what
" could be accomplished by systematiC and cbmprehensive planning

of*an informed and open- nature at the State level.
I would have to, on the basis of the evidence we have found,

make the obserkation th t those hopes were not fully realized,
although the legislation id have a positive effect on planning
actikities I would have 't count that on the partial favorable side,
and on the partial failure ide.

I would also have to observe, as our evidence shows, that the
hop' e that The two criteria established in law for evaluating the
outcomes of 'vocational° education, namely, placement in the field
related to training, and second, judgments of employers on the
preparation for employment and the character of the tzairrng re-
ceiked, while usefu.i., did,not.play out to have the consequences it
was thought they would have for two purpoSes. one, improking
programs directly, and two, assuring greater correspondence with
labor market conditions .

`That doeS not mean That the stimulation given to evaluation by
the 1976 amendments did not produce positive results. ---
. On the pogitive side, I would say that to the extent That there

as targeting of funds toward people who otherkise would not
hake a decent opportunity to secure vocational education, the prin-
ciple of the Set-aside is a sound and workable one, as it is d mon-
strated to be by the evidence. I cannot say the same thing f e

rokisions governing the procedures far the distribution of
intrastate

,
The most important consequenp, it seems to me, and it is of a

positive nature, of the 1976 amendments is that they reaffirmed
the agenda for change which had been established in 1963, and
that they have institutionalized some of the elements of this
change _within this very large, decentralized, pluwlistic, diversified

, tt
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system, wkh is systematic only in.`each of the States and not for
the country as a whole

The conseqUences of the legislatio , I think, are results which
aresbf a positive natur nationally an appear in making national
purposes in part also, purposes of State and localities

I would prefer to settle for those resp nses, Mr Chairman, other-
wise we go into a great deal of detail abut each,major piece of the
legislatioh. -

\
Chairman PERKINS. If you had to make' one recommenda tion on

where you think, vocational education ought to be going in the next
20 years, what would that recommendation\ be9 .

", I5r DA% ID. My response.would have to pe a persoi al on, ., you
understand, Mr.. Chairman, because you are now t lking about
what would be nil preference with respect to policy, . nd.that is not
something 'which emerges from studies, tad mattN. how soundly
conducted they are. They represented the preferences for values,
and for outcomes for the country as a whole. , .

If' I had' my druthers, Mr Chairman, I would have vocational
education, together with other parts of our huge educational enter-
prise, concern itself with the provision of opportunities for those
who lack them. So I would place the.emphsis upon the broadening
gLthe notion of equality of opportunity, which I regard'as a central
ttreme'.for the development of American edvatiiin almost from the

; founding of the Republic
.. Chairman PERKING Wank you very much. GO ahead with your'

a-, testimony
- Mr KILDEE. 'You may proceed now with your formal testimony,
either in now. or e summary. It will be included in to() in the
record

,
.

. , ,

STATEMENT OF HENRY
.

DAVID, 1111., D.. PROJECT DIRECTOR.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDY., NATIONAL \ INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION ' 1
Dr DAVID. Thank you very much. . \

I would like to begin by saying that my colleagUes and I share
the chairman's hope that the final report of ',the vocational
education study being submitted to you today will do exactly what
the chairman hoped it would do, provide a body Of information,

' insights and analyses which will prove. useful to those concerned
with the reauthorization of the legislation I

What I have done in my prepared statement, Mr. hairman. is to
pull out from t e section of the report called findin -s and coliclu-
sions a set of findings. These findings bear on w at we regard
as the six principal provisions of the 1976 amend% nts, ,and they
deal, therefore, with- One, distributing funds to are s lacking the
resources to meet vocational education' needs; 't o, providing
programs and services to 'students who are handicap d, disadvan-
t-iged, or whose English proficiency ability is limite ;three, over-
°ming sex bias or sex stereotyping in vocational ed cation: four,
improving ,planning for use of all resources; fiv,e,I encouraging
changevin and improv'ement of the Nation's vocational education
enterprise, and six, strengthening evaluations of progr ms

Tir first three of thpse_items essentially -revolve around clues-
a

bons of equality of opportunity. The, last three revolue around



mea for unpro% mg the %National education enterprise as a
whole, rough, assistance pros ided to the States. The two sets. of
course, ar intertwined, they are reciprocally influence one an-
other.

What we have laid out in the findings andtconchisams are some
25 different findings which bear upon these 6 theme, We close by
saying that, if one wants broad, general conclusionstwhich emerge
fro the study %%as a hole, they,.are three Those thrN. I?road
Con' lusions are: , .

One, the Vocational Edu-, catitm Act of 1963, as amended, attempts
to accomplish too much with too few resources

Two, there are sometimes mismatches between the ends of
Federal policy and the means relied upon to realize them._

Three, realizing the ends of Federal policy depends hem dy upon
State and local policies, practices, and resources.

Let me touch on each of these in reverse order Tht Federal
Gmernment doesn't contrul.the governance or the operation of
%mational education programs,,nor do the States, although they
control them in small degrees One has to understand that Federal

,legislation is using the States to influence, sometimes directly and
sometimes indirectly, the localities

To say there
and

sometimes mismatches between the ends of'
Federal policy and the means relied upon to realize theth is not to
speak to the failure of the legislation at all, but to the kind of

'' correcti'e steps that might be taken as they had been taken in
196t, and in 1976

. It is another way of saying, Mr Chairman, that all legislation of
this kind is essentially experimental. One hopes that incentives or
sanctions will work as intended Ode hopes that poiic5, aspirations
will be mutually shared When one discmers that things don't
work, one tries another tact The 1976 amendments did exactly
that and the report points to certain fthlures which can be readily,corrected., .,

To go back to the very first point, that is the ambitious goals
established by the legislation of 963, as subsequently amended
They represent very large aspirations, indeed, that is, to contribUte

- not only to realizing an economic goal, enhancing the skills and
knowledge of the work farce of the_country, but also to realize a
social goal. to contribute significantly to greater equality of oppor-
tunities To achieN;e these, certain programmatic instruments are
necessary, and also a xesource base. The Federal resource base, I
think we have demonstrated, is inadequate, being deployed as it is
among the States, to acc'ornplish all of the objectives of the legisla-
tion . 1

Since you ho e before you my' brief statement, I think it prob-
ably would be less than profitable if I recited all of the 25 key
findings I, w,ould prefer, unress you urge me to do SON tO respond to

. questions un any of those findings. I ask the privilege of calling
upon my colleagues should I not have the answer present in my

. head, I -would mi. lead you if' I suggested that I have memorized
every. page of the r port we produced , 4\ [Prepared state ent of Henry David follows.] t

, - i
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N11, kirbEi- We will c'ertamly pioceed in that-fashion, and I
a ppi eclat 1' y OU I' candor

Yow entire eport wilt be included in our record along with oral
-tatc.nants We 1.1111 thcln proceed with questions; to whiAyou may
respond in any fast' on you wish

Dv DAN in Maly I ask my associates to join me at the table,
please.' '

Mr KiLDEE Ye,, please
I know that the report that you have prepared will be used, as

the chair man indicated. Yety frequently by this committee. It will
hec(drue a document that w ill be read and reread by those in the

ld of yocational education as they interface with this committee,
dui mg the process of reauthorization The 'committee certainly
Yylslie- to thank you for the report

Vont study points out the relative decline of Fede'ral.support of
itinal education as measured against increasing State and

.ucal suppott Du you believe that the present Federal law is trying
aclocye too much with too little support, and if' so what should

the Federal law try to'achieve9
Dr DAN, iu I think I have already indicated that all of' the objec--

'tiy es; ith the scale of' Eederal support available to assist the
States to achieve them. cannot be realized. There are obviously two
routes to take in dealing with that situation. One is to increase the
file of resources and, obviously, others will talk to that rather
than myself The hecu d is to reduce the number of objectives

One of the objectives of the legislation', .as -you know, is to,,jn-
cc( az,t.: the capacity of' local districts to pr 'ide adequate programs, IV
if not progr,,ims ut: high quality as the law see Equalizing capac-
ity. if that were the sole objective of the law, coo not be attained
flit ough the present scale of Federal appropriation which in dollar
y aka. ter ms have been fairly stable if' not declinin , and in actultly

ikirchasing power terms hate sigifificantly decline over the last 10
year,

To add to that the additional purposes of,assurir g that those Who
ri t a bad shake, because they are disadvantaged or handicapped or
less than proficient in the/ use of the English language, is to call for
additional expenditures of Federal fundi to assist the States Only
a relanyely ',mall number of States are allocating their own re-.
,nurces for these ends ;. et,

Let me illustrate very, briefly. 'Nationally speaking, if you aggre-
c;ate_all expenditures that are reported, as you know, the States
and the localities outspend the Federal Government by something
in the ratio of 10 to 1. For particular aspects of the vocational
education titter prise,the ratio is much higher. On the other hand,
if you look at those to which I have referred, the ratio is much
smaller We a're talking about a match of 2 to 1, or,.3 to 1.

That is another way of signaling the fact,that the Statesand the
localitie, do not, out of their own resources, operate as strongly
..'.ith respect to these Federal objective as they do for other objec-

,,tiyes
Om could go down the line to other aspects of the legislation and

find the same thing Thus, the scale of local and State expenditures
on program iniprovement is relatively small. One has the impres-

s e
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Stun from our.findings that the w ithdi aw al of Federal funds 'would
leave these efforts to improve programs sei iously iiiipfined

So, the general conclusion I would offer you is that the States
and the localities have behaved as.if they 1)elieve that soc,atiunal
education confers positive benefits, by increasing then _expendi-
tures on it until rycently. It does nut necessarily mean that those
expenditures are Cdirect-ed at the same ends 11, hiGh. distinguish
Federal. policy purposes.

I don't know sithether, My colleague Stuait Rosenfeld 1% ould like
tolitke to add to .that. Wehave detailed inforinatioh un all these
counts,and you might want to say a word of t.1% u on she Fedet al
funds gb vis-a-vis State and local t

. Mr. Ko.D.Eg. Would anyone else 'Who does care to contlibute,
please give your name first for the reporter

Mr, ROSENFELD My'rianie is Stuart Rosenfeld
I think the problem is that it is trying to do the same thing w ith

the same dollars,. Right now out of a sin dollar 20 'pet cent goes
to the.-State for'cimprovement, and SO ercent for the basic grant
Of that same dollar, there are set-asides ,of 20 percent fur the
disadvanraged, 10 percent for the handicapped, the !united English

,i proficient, and 15 percent for adult and postsecondary.
That same dollar is expected to be used for imp,rosement and,

extension of programs, as opposed to maintenance and that SaIlle
dollar is supposed to be distributed to equalize _th. capacity of
districts, and to stimulate hew 'programs foi .113, and emeiging
industries. Obviously, it cannot,do all of that.

There is not enough money in the law right rfow to fund this set-
aside, to -provide excess seryices foi these special popidations
There is not enough to equalize, but' there may be enough to
improve to a certain extent. -

` C 'At the present level df funding, ,oi.) ctin' expect the same dollars
to accomplish all these different purposes, many ut which are
interrtally inconsistent.

Dr. DAVID May-I add to that. There is a tablesin chapter 1 of the,
report which disaggregates the match of State and local dollar* to
Federal dollars,Na,nd if you merely glance at that, you will see that
it shows that for the subpart 2 funds, the' basic grsant funds. thi-
every federal dollar-there are almoSt 13 State and local dollacc

If you look at the subpart :3 funds, ,thpse devqted to program

a 4
timprovement and upportiye services, the match is nut quite 2'

State and local dol rs for very Federal dollar.
If you look at /subpart 4 funds, the special programs fur the

,° disadvantaged.,. the match is less than 1 to 1 of State and local
dollars to Federaldollars. ,,

,
,-

,

What we find, on balance, is that the States are doing essentially
what they think is necessary to maintain programs, and to main-
tain.,:,hem in more traditional way". The Federal dollars are used,
essentrially, to bring. about the changes announced in' Federal legis-
lation. .. .

. e
Mr. K1LDF In this chart, it ap pears that the amount of Federal

tiollars has .110_4-gown significantly since the beginning`at all
Di% DAvInerffat is right. ,

Mr ICILDE.-$.omewhat after the 1963 act it grew some, but then
declined :
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Dr DAvtn Thct e also in that same chapter a figure which
shows s hat happens to the Feder"al dollar in terms of the way. its
List's are mandated, which gives you another perspective on the
question that you have raised

I don't know if others in the room are aware of the chart to
w huh you hate z den ed. which pi )Vides a s tew o'er time of w hat
has happened to Federal dollars, and per pupil expenditure of
Federal and State dollars. It sliows exactly what you hate men-
tioned

Mr (;KILDEE I will ask another questioll'Ik and then I will turn to
the minority. if you don't mind

Dr David, your report points out the difficulties with the present
Li s pro\ isiunt requiring States to distribute the Federal funds in
ca ceiftain manner among the eligible institutions

Do yizu belies e that the Federal law ought to contain any such
pros isions at all. and if so. what should those provisions be?

Dr, DAVID Mt reply has-to.be contingent If the Federal purpose
.directive, then it is necessary to be precriptive in

speaking to the mode in tshieh funds are -distributed within the
States So. 41-1-efe is a target, the most familiar, the most cliche, 'of
all agertations to make is that you hat better use a rifle than a
blundt.rbuss If you use the latter, you may hit some innocent
parties,

It follows from ihat, that if' the directions, the prescriptions, are.
ambiguous and not clear, the ambiguities ought to be'removed, and
that is not difficult to do. It seems to me that the Federal law
could, on the assumption that there is a target to be reached,
actually prescribe the way in which the States would iiiistribute the
Federal. funds to eligible applicants, and which factors are to be
used primarily in that distribution The factors to be used will be a-

'function of the ends to be accomplished. The measuresitior be used
for those factors could also be prescribed

Mr. KILDEE. There is a certain ambivalence on the question of
presolptiness. Some of your findings regarding the distribution of
tocational education funds suggest that tire Federal, law could
benefit cfrom more prescription or at least greater clarit.'Do you
feel that this isan accurate conclusion?'
'Dr. D D. Yes.
Mr Kit, EE. How do you reconcile this with your conclusion that

the Federal law is already prescriptive, and may attempt to do too
much? .Dr DAVID. The answer to the first question is that you have read
correctly. The answer to the second is that icia-not prescriptive in
undertaking to du too much, because what it does is to exhort and
encourage in a eery large number of cases, rather than prescribe

For example, there arc some 15 authorize 0 uses of Federal funds
uncle). subpart 2, not a'single one is prescribed. What is prescribed
Is the use of the set,aside money out of t4iat, but the States have
complete discretion of the objects on which they wish to spend
Federal dollars We are only talking about Federal dollars.

The same thing is true for subpail 3. There are six authorized
uses, only one of which is mandated, that is the equivalent of a set-
aside for guidance and counseling, the rest are a matter of discre-
tion

C
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What the 1971;,,Ainendments did was, in effect, to produce consoli-
dations in the Price of categoric-id Approaches to programs, and
that was desirable from the viewDuint of giving the States much
greater flexibility A

The key question Is the selectivn of those targeted elements and
an understanding that discretion leaeS the States in curn4liance
even whin they want to du exactly as they please The two might
have the surface appearance of tieing inconsistent, but they are
not, and actually they reflect a policy choice. -

That is, if you provide Federal dollars, do you also want to say
how .they may be used, du you 4. ant to circumscribe the uses, or do
yqq 1.sant to prescribe the uses These, it, seenis to me, ,turn on the

Qight one assigns to the objectives, they are not issues of princi-
ple.

There is nothing in itself that makes discretion good, and there
is nothing in itself that makes prescription bad, or the reverse

Mr Kii.,DEE If you will indulge me, Mr Erdahl, with one more
question as ti t:urrulary- to what we have been talking about here.

Do you beliee that the Federal law, then, ought to retain set-
asides for programs for the*disadvantaged and the handicapped?

tf'yuu beliee that those set-asides should be retained, how could
the provisions for the set-asides be improved?

Dr DAVID We are now distinguishing between what the study
Says, and what Lam saying personally The study dorsn't speak to
the athisab,ilit) of retaining the set asides, except on the assump-
tion That there is a Federal objective to be attained and that is one
way or attaining it.

So, if the principle of targeting_ the use o f funds holds, then the
set-aside makes sense. There are technical ways for providing for_
the uses of the set-asides which could be improvements over the
present measures when it comes to the intrastate distribution of
fundshose are detailed, I think, at length in the report.

I willask Stuart, my colleague, to comment on part of that. The
most mistaken use of the set-aside provisions has to do with those
that deal"with the question -of excess costs, and I will ask Bella
Rosenberg to speak to that one.

Mr ROSENFELD. There are a number of different ways that serv-
ices for the disadvantaged.and handicapped could be prpvided in
addition to set-aside. That is only one possibility '

If 5was determined that the primary objective of the act was to
incre' e the capacity or poor school districts, one thing you could
do to stimulate or encourage enrollment is to have some kind of a
weighted formula that gave a higher weight to students with var-
ious disadvantages, which would not prescribe the use of the funds,
but which would be a method of distributing the money.

4 You could also distribute the money directly to districts in terms
of =number of disadvantaged, handicapped, and LEP who are en-.
rolled.

If the objective of the act was primarily to improve programs,
you can give priority to proposals submitted by districts that dealt
with the special needs of the special populations.

So there are a number of ways; We have stated that we feel that
it is important to provide services,,f9r, special populations but not

,(6-910 Q-141 2
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necessarily thjuugh a set-aside that prescribed exactly how those
dollars are spat,

Di DAVID The closing section of the findings and conclusions
portion of the report tiles to illustrate what happens if you make
certain assumptrons about what is the key aspect of Federal pur-
pose. It lays out three of these assumptions, and there could be
others, with regard to the primacy of Federal purpose, and indi-
cates what kind of steps would be taken to realize them more
effectively than is presently the case.

Each one of these steps carries with it not only new and
different approach to the- distribution of funds but also a different

approach to planning, to evaluation, and the like What we have
tried to suggest there, Mr. Chairman, is that it is the convergence
of the different in truments which produce intended effects, not
the reliance upon single programmatic instrument There should
be. we are arguing some correspondence between what it is evalu-
ated and the intent'

n
is distribute funds in a certain fashion for a

certain purpose.
Almost the easiest way to tllukrate.a weakness in the existing

law*. and the manner in which it has been interpreted, is to speak
to the question of excess costs where the purpose of mainstreaming
ss defeated and the reporting by the States on what they actually
do cannot be fulfilled

If I may, I would like, to ask Bella Rosenberg to speak to that
Mi ROSENBERG. My name is Bella Rosenberg
The excess cost rule is not a function of the statute per se, but

the implemOnting regulations. To, make it simple, there are essen-
tially two intepretations One pertains to excess costs in a main-
stream program, that is, a program in which handicapped. disad-
'antaged, or limited English-speaking students participate in voca-
tional education along with their nonhandicapped peers; a different
interpretation of eNces costs is made for separate program's and
distinct settings.

For the mainstream program, excess costs are interpreted exact-
ly as excess costs would suggest. Those costs that are over and
above the cost of providing vocational education services to non-
hand icapped students.

In a distinct setting, excess costs are interpreted as the full costs
of that program. The. States, however, must make sure that the
average statewide expehditure per handicapped or disadvantaged
student equals or exceeds the average statewide ex enditure per
nonohandicapped or disadvantaged student.

Theoretically, then, the regulations 'provide an incentive not to
mainstream students 'because you can cfaim the full cost of the
separate program as excess costs. The evidence on whether or not
this is discouraging mainstreaming in Practice is rather mixed

The evidence is quite clear that excess costs claimed for separate
programs are significantly higher than those claimed for the main-
stream programs. It is alro far easier, or so States and localities
claim, to keep track of excess costs in a separate program than in a
mainstream one. There is, nonetheless, some evidence that States
are4now beginning to move in the direction of mainstreaming
Whether that is air function of the Vocational Education Act, or

18
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other laws. such as Public Law 91-1-12. is something that we cannot
address at this point

Mr KILDEE There are various incentives, let's say, for main-
streaming, so It is hard to determine ghat might *lead a certain
program to have been mainstreamed I agree with that it is diffi-
cult to ascertain

In my own State of Michigan, in many programs in education,
the trend has been toward mainstreaming for a variety of reasons,
so it would beihard to ascertain, but it is something look into, I

think
Ms ROSENBERG. The curr6tt interpretation is, at least in theory,

a disincentive to one of the purposes of this set-aside, which is to
encourage mainstreaming.

Dr DAvin The additional point is that schools and districts don't
maintain books which enable one to ascertain what the excess cost
i's that is to be factored The businss of producing records some-
times strikes the localities as so Aurdensome that they would
rather not put in for excess costs

The implementation of the legislation takes a form which is at
least in part self-defeating.

Mr. KILDEE ;Thank you
I appreciate the patience' of the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr.

Erdahl.
Mr ERDAM.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Dr David, and your colleagues and associates for

providing this NIE study for us.
I have a question, even though you ha've already touched on this,

but I will ask it again, _Maybe you could use the mike because I
noticed that some of the people in the back of the room were '
having a little difficulty hearing.

You mention that maybe we have too many goals and too few
resources I suppose one could say that we could reduce the goals,
or try to increase the resources. But specifically, what appears to
be the most effective use of the Federal dollar-5 in coordinating
vocational education in the United States?

Dr DAVID I would, if you permit me, sir, change the character of
your question slightly, and say, I could indicate on what kind of
purposes Federal dollars, when spent, make a significant differ-
ence

Mr F/RDAHL That is a better wv to phrase my question, and you
may answer it accordingly.

Dr DAVID I would then point to a small rwmber of things where
they do make a difference. Federal dollars Available for research
and development and for exemplary programs and the like seem
over time to have made a difference, because they provide some of
the bases upon which improvements can be made.

Federal dollars for,the purpose of overcoming sex bias and sex
stereotyping, an effort which will probably go on for the next 0 or
50 decades, seem to have made a measurable difference together
with other deveklpments because these things don't stand alone.
We argue the point tnt civil, rights legislation, the grkerid change
in attitudes may be even more determining.

Federal doll4rs, it seems to me, have made a difference in such
programs as specially designed programs for disadvantaged. The

r
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generaithe of in appioach °would be to say that Federal dollars
are effyctice wheie,the gals sought do not stand cei'y high on the
list of priorities of States and localities

Mr ERDA T ha n k you very much
Another question, and I welcome other merribers un the panel to

respond if they wish as well
What have you studied 'about the tole of, the guidance counselor.

the 1ersurfnel that ties a vocational student to a job, student s itis-
faction, and so forth. Do y'ou touch on that aspect of it?

Dr. D.vin. No. we report eery brieflys,on differential findings
ikrth,respect to job satisfaction bet,ween students.who are classified
as hacing been in secondary schools, cucational education students,
and general education students

We Mice not looked at the work and the Accomplishments of
guidance and counselor .personnel. We did commission a studs on
guidance and counseling from a policy point of iew. and I do
propose to make that available to the subcommittee

Mr. ERDAHI. I think that would be helpful because the end result
would seem to be very important.

, Another thing you mention in your report, and it is a thing that
still has to be wrestled with, is the idea of sex stereotypes in
N ()cat iund I educationthe' girls are supposed to learn, to make
bread, and the guys aresupposed to learn how to fix automobiles

.What du you see down the road for that, what improvements in
that area'?

You can rephrase my question and answer it, if you will
Dr. DAVID No, it is all right. a,

If you will permit a personal note, Mr Erdahl. I served on
President Kennedy's Commission on the Status of Women, which,
made its report to./An a month before he was assssincited, And we
pointed .out in th.al.report that the correspondence between the
distribution by sex in the world of work and the distribution by sex
in the world of vocational education programs was almOst a perfect'
fit. That is, where the women were absent in the world of ,work
from certain uccuyirtions, they were also 'absent from the training
programs.

That picture no longer holds to the same degree There has teen
an increased measure of participation in so-called nontraditionql
vocatiunlaj education programs by both sexes, which is borne out,
for example, by the figures for the enrollment of males not only in
occupational home economic but also in consumer and homemak-
ing.education programs. ,

So, theAe things are ch&riging They are changing more rapidly
within the same time period at the level of 'professional education
and participation in professional occupations.

Mr. ERDAHI.. If you would yield for just a minute.
This question came to mind because_ I spoke at a private college

in Minnesota over the weekend, and it happened to be a Catholic
girl school. One of the young ladies-mentioned that she had been
accepted or had applied to law school, I believe, to the-University
of Vinnesota. She said she thought that approxitnately 50 percent
of the student body there at the law school was female, and that is
a dramatic improvement, I would say, from just a decade ago We
see the same thing,.I think, in medicine, and a lot .pf professions.
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Dt DAVID 1 would a OR! rates of change ate higher for the
professional occupations than the% ate for the %ocational programs
of less than baccalaureate level. but changes in the latter also are
taking place

What we 'discerned decadesago. and sill! holds. today. is that
these ate matters of persona-choice They reflect family'uttitudes.
They depend to a great extent upon role models that are available.

Mt: bias N exactly in the direction.thal you have suggested, that
there are certain things that are just right for boys to do, and

certain things, that are just right for girls tOdo, and something is
offbeat if. they get reversed But that has eroded us a guiding'
princplo, and how long it will take for 'it to disappear entirely. I

. haent the foggiest notion. because that is embodied in the culture
in which we live

We do know that cultural changes occur. and they occur. some-
times with glacial speed. and sometimes more rapidly, People who
are concerned with notions of equality and open access, and so on.
ha\ e reason to hope, but also to complain that the glass is only half
tilled

Mr ERDAH Thank you very much
.Thank you. Mr Chairman
yIr ku,nEE The bell indicates that there is a vote in the House

it will take us about 10 minutes to run over rot that purpose. We
will just take a break, and we will be right back

[Recess) -

Mr Kum.: If the witnesses would' take their place at the table
again, we will resume

The term block granting is rather current right now in OMB,n
the White House, and varioub departtitents of the executive branch.
Du you think that block granting vocationa4 education with 'other
educational programs, or alone yithout restrictions, would make
any sense''

Could you comment on either one of those modalities?
Dr.. DAVID Mr Kildee, if I appear to be'careful in my eply it is

because I am being reflective, and I would like to begin,,f I may,
by 9bserving that unless One knows what the specifications of a
block grant approach are, it is difficult to know whether you are
for Or against block grants.

I suggested before in answer to a question that very few of these
issues can be dealt with in terms of some universal principle which
applies, unless you see how it applies to a partiCular case. I think
the nature of the block grant here Would be the critical thing.

Second, insofar as the study' itself deals with what happens when
there is wide permissiveness, that is -discretion. on- the part of the
recipient Of the Federal funds, or the use\of the Federal funds, the
study suggests that Federal purposes or national pposes are not
necessarily attained if 'you allow people very broad

qf
discretion in

the use of the Federal .funds.
We have characterized the two patts of the legislation, subpatt 2

and subpart 3 as being in a s6tise miniblock grants because, putting
aside the set asides, "they authorize activities for which F,ederal
funds may be appropriately used without directing that any df the
activities be, in fact, put in place.

of.
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So'the study prod.uk es, I think: ml or mrition sugOsting that if you
go, to %, ide disci etiov you ha% e no 4,ea,:,on to be disappointed if
people don't behpe in the way you would like them to behtive In
short, theS behro,e quite legally if they behave according to their

-Own instints and desires
My' own person-al iew. and I cs.ant to emphasize that because

this is not a study view or a r-ti w, of -the institute, my Own personal
rew is that unless block grants take the form of providing motley

,to the States ehich is more easily and readily 41,ected through
Federtd mechanisms, as in the case of revenue sharing, broadly'
speaking. or special rel,enue sharing programs. such as those nitre-
sewed by ETA. or in the commubity development field, the attain-
ment of specific purposes -Is better assured by not otTermg very wise
discretion over a large number of uses to the recipient of,,Federal
funds
..This is a waN, saying that the approach in block grant teems 1,

means that spikific objectives may be lost, trnd dnderstandably lost.
h:ecause the recipients of the funds may not share to the same
degree t'hez,,e objectives and give them the same 'priorities

=t

I have to make a contingent response. If Federal purposes, let us
say. such as the economic purposes of the3cfgislation, or the social
-purposes of the legislation. are centrally important in Federal.
policy. I would be inclined to conclude that they worthl not bee-
necessdily attamable through t h'e block grant approach. with
again the additional qualification that I would have to know what
the blocl,grant mechanism looked like t

The recent publication on the- question Of diffe'eeht forms of
gtants in aid, arid different approaches, indicate such wide variety
that the, mere labeling of' someOling. as. block grant or not.block
grant doesn't tell you a great deal about how things workout.

Mr. KILDEE. What you are saying, then, is that you would have
serious, misgivings about whether a totally unrestrictive vocational

.- education block Qant would be in the national goad
. Am Iputti4 words in your mouth, or you have kuch
ings)

- Dr DAvio You are raising a different _question It might be in
thelnational interest- or the national good defined in some otheli
way. But if $ou are asking me whether a declared national purpose
would thereby be assured, I have to say, I doubt it.

Mr: Kn.pEE. Would vocational education be served well Illtry an
unrestricted vocational education block grant?

Dr DAVID I will answer that in a way that might appear to be
in conflict with that which I have just said, but is not.

To the extent that any State recipient can benefit from addition-
n1 Federal resources, which then become available to the State and
local levels, the vocational education enterprise would benefit I

like to think that resources ake a difference in the way an .":"1

enterprise delivers services, and t e like, but it doesn't necessarily
. that the benefit accruing di enterprise would redound

also to-the attainment of the national p rpose.
Mr. KILDEE. Two areas where we have tried to achiete a national

purpose would be in the areas'of sex st eotypirig and the handi-
capped. 4

1.0
2
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Do %rat feel that %Vational education and the national interest
would best be set ed if kept some restrictions for tilt! sexwould

and rot the handicapped, or would you trust time
States to carry on without that Federal restriction?

Dr(
:

DAVio. I am now'responding to your question on the basis of
the poSition One would take on the. ekidence the study produced

We would conclude 'that a gain has been demed from earmar,k-
ing Federal funds for the appointment of a sex equity person at the
Sts level \'e would not colicitide that the amount, of- money
whiJh that post caries with it for the performance of the 10
enumerat-kd functions is in all cases adequate

It kke %ket:e to make a suggestion there, we would say that the
:f50000 or suLh sum-would be thel'-nummum rupountind that it
could ,be -,caled'in terms of size of the State and the State's popula-
tion, the number of school districts, et cetera

You could presumably travel a fair diskince'm a State %% ith a
- population under a million with :i;:)0.000 rn se2s,_equity acto, ities It
7- is difficult ti) beh ineke that you can do that a State with Ll

population 4.oker la million, with more than sOool districts,
as in Texas, for example

,So, that is one answer -

The quest ion on the handicapped, I think takes a somewhat
different Vim. namely, that the sray of using Nieral funds lot the
hanuicamed through the dress costs prokisions alone, has tt7ried
out to be undesirable It might well be useful toearmark a large'
amountgof motley and redui;e the equivalent State and local match

What I ha'te Lti mind is an approach that has _shown some
' positive results with respect to consumer and homemaking

education programs. V het e NA hen the match was on 10 ients State
and local and, 90 cents Federal, there'Iwas an increase in the
na-rabr of outreach programs lir adults which wer* launc ed rn
the States. That operated as an in9htiy,e.

Theirefore, -my reply to your sc.coricrquestion, would hake to-be
contingent on the sae of the incentive that would be required to
inkce States( which are not out ofe their own resources prokiding
significant amounts of money fur education of the handicapped, et
cetera, that wouQl produce the intended results.

A number of States are, and that is an area of policy in which a
few States preceded adoption ;of legislation at the Federal-level,
just as there are a few States-which Have made an effort through
lkislation to deal with issues of sex bias or sex stereotyping. as.in
the canxof Massachusetts -

So these things turn on questions of file scale and intensity of
the incentive that would be, offered to bring- other States up to
scratch, as it Were

Mr Kit.DEE We have been talking for the, last few minutes about
your re5ction to a %creational education block grant, without the
restrictions An idea which I, incideritally, do not advocate.

Let me, ask you another' question. What would you think of
,including koca!ional education in a general educationblock grant'

Dr DAVID I have given no serious previous thought to that, and
I tkould have to think through the kind of legislative approach that
would be taken in detail to feel equipped even to venture an
opinion on that.1 would pefer at thii point not to

1
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----If you will ask me to think about it,
,
and come back at some later

dat,g. I will be happy to undertake that task
Mr KILDEE I want to, make.it clew' that I am only asking the

question, and not advocating.
It would seem to me that with your background, yo,,u Could

entore an educates' guess about the fate or future of vocational
education were it to fall into an educational blOck grant

Dr DAvin- Let me tell ,;au why I appear to hedge, without
actually doing that. I have to know what assumptions would be

_Th-nade about the availability of State and local resources for
education in general I would have to knave what is happening at
the local commumt. level in terms of bond issues. In othel- words, I
would have to be able to get a handle on what the preferential uses
of Federal fop_ ' would be under alternative situations

If it is tru . for example, that there are no, more surpluses
available to the\State in California, I can see the demands for any
Federal dollars that come J,Vwould be Co sustain the general fabric

'and the structuge of education broadly' speaking Under those cir-
Atumstances, conteivably, vycational education might come of the '''
tailend of the pr `cession

So I would hale to be much better inforiped about a number of
things which are 'Contingent.. ,

Mr. Kit,Dt;F: Yot4 have an advantage over Members of Congress
because we can never at until the final bit of information comes
in when we e final./ have,to cast our vote. We try to get some help
in -detisionmaking proc"ess, but we have never had that final bit of
information

Dr. DAVID That, *.easy,
-sir,

if you ask me ho'w I would vote, I
would vote against_it. . ,,

Mr KILDEE. You would voteagainst placing vocational education,
into a general educzhional block granto /

Dr DAVID. It dcie. $ not mean that it would be any more an
informed vote, forgive:me:Than anyone else would,,cast.

Mr.' KILDEE. I anrnot saying that all our votes are,that well
nformed. We don't ,t+e a "maybe" button 4lown there, we just
hair yes and no. .j

,

The Federal Government approache programs both philowhi-
cally and ,fiscally. They feel there is'a national goal to be achieved,
and that would be tie philosophical approach. The fiscal approach
includes the consideration of how much we are willing to spend to
achieve that national goal, 0

Do you feel that the prese,o- sral I cal commitment to voca-
tional education is adequate e

_

Dr DAVID In a sense, w-
:

ally reylied to that If all of
the purposes of FederA), poli erve , The scale of that com-
mitment is inadequate. If son to be s'rved, and others elimi- qi

mated, the answer would be,sin the purpose of the Federal policy
' to assist State,,s, if adjustments were made in ,knflationary terms,

the thing might be workable.
I might !Illustrate the nature of my response by sayiiig" that if

you don't fond parts of the legislation at. all, you should not,exped
things tp happen. There is a beautiful illustration in the 10'76

amendments,in section' 191, which provides for emergency assist-
ance to urban areas and to rural areasyi order to provide needed



new facilities, equipment. programs, and the like Theiappropri-
ation for that is zero dollars So that is an objective that has not
been fulfilled.

So the generhl rule one would make, not with respect to educa,
tjunal legislation alone but to all legislation, is not the announce-

i'alent of purposes tlas .to be accompanied by resources'of suitable
scale. The more ambitious the purpose, the larger the scale of
resources, as a general guide.

If one takes seriously the declaration of purpose of Federal iegis-. lation.,and I am one who believes that rhetorical statements should
be taken seriously. that is to help the States to provide ready
access 'for everybody to programs of high quality, and assuming
that that is attainable over V to years, then one has to think
about the scale of resources required to provide .the assistance

Mr. KI.I.DEE. You have provided us with an adequate amount )f
rhetorical statements this morning, which we will speculate on I

would like, to see you appear before Mr Natcher's subcommittee
sometime to respond to some of these questions.

The Congress dues Wave hearings so that we eventually can make
informed and intelligent judgments and choices I recognize that
you don't have that same responsibility, nor role. But we try to
extract from people like yourself enough information so that we
can make those choices

I appreciate the patience of Mr. CrSig. Mr. Craig, I will recognize
you now

Mr. CRAIG. I don't have many questions. I am fascinated by your
observation and some of your conclusions from the, study. I guess
the one question that I would have would be 'regardingand I
think you have alldded to it pretty' wellwhen we.talk about the
role of the Federal Government as i1 relates to the act, and our
participatory level with funding in declining period of funding.

guess, what I am trying to say is, when a conclusion statement
is made by Dr. David that the 'act of 1963 attempts to accomplish
too much with too, few resources, I don't know that see those
resources increasing.

In light of that, then, are you saying that targeting for specific
goals is going to result in a better accomplishment oT Federal
policy versus basic grants to States, and supplementing those voca-
tional education programs within the States?

' Dr iDAvtn. Mr: Craig; that is one.possible approach The alterna-'
tive to that, I think I hake already mentioned, is to redefine the
objectiy,es.

For example, if equalization of district capacity no ld'nger was
It, central to the.legislation, the funds uow available would be 41e to
11 go a fairly' long distance in the direction of 'program improvement,

development of program's for new and emerging occupations and
industries, and the like.

Mr. CRAIG. So you are saying, narrow the scope.
Dr. DAVID. That is right. My crystal, ball doesn't indicate that/

there arQ'good chances for an increase in the Federal resourcei
available in the near future.

Mr. CRAIG. Tours is a pretty clear crystal ball.
Dr. DAVID. A way of making better dp with those resources is, so

to speak, to change one's consumption patterns. We do that within'

V)



the household, and we do it elsewhere We say, we .vi II not buy
tht4e things. we will buy anther things We will reallocate our
iesources wt will redeploy thent and redeploying thenvon a small
n Lubber of thirigs would make .t hem, go further It also means
sacrificing an objective. l% 1116 is true. even the Department of
Defense recognises that ,

CRAIG I think we all 'recognize that that has to be dune
Thank Nou very much I have not had a chaiice to read the final

report In, that report, du you suggest objectives in light of limited
Federal dollars, or increasingly I-united Federal dollars/

Dr DA% sp. No ,The report is designed to provide essentially an
as:sessment of the way the legislation 'works presently It'has

in it chaWs, and in some cases directly states explicitly that
certain r!.hanges would be desirable in the instrumentalities used
fur attaining certain ends There is no question about that But it
did not must' to the level of saying. we announce our preferences of

policy in these. forms, that we think policy should do such apd
snr. h That 'is much more approppriate, if I may say so, for the
work of a C01111111.0,1 Willa is given an open brief to suggest what
Louldlpe dune k% Oust the policy field, rather than an inquiry cig-

signed ttir help ,a legislative body make future poly choices We
thought we e were serving du; needs of thtt Congress, rather than

,arrogating to our:2eles essentially' the functions of the Congress by
this is what we think policy should be about

What we think we have (Wile is to say, if' you put together the
purposes ut the legislation, and the instrumentalities used, and
understand how the resources are deployed, you can think diffe
ently about the way you would formulate policy purposes in the
future We think there are analyses which support the alternative
approaches to thinking of policy.

We did not arrogate to the study staff the task or'saying, this we
firmly belteyp to be the high purposes in the national interest, and
that legislation should take the following form in order to attain
them

Mr Cm!: There are some of us who would argue that vocation
al education from the Federal level, the overview that Congress has
had and the rule that they- have played was to really stimulate
State and local governments to get into the act. I link that with
that thought in mind, we can make t1 claim that,i happened
over the last 10 or 15 years ?n a very successftil way

If that is a reasonable conclusion, then can we still' continue. to
allocate limited resources in such a way to cause them to stimulate
,State and local funding to accomplish national goals without' us
needing to become increasingly more narrow in our Intent, arid
more selective our direction as to where those moneys migbt go''

other words, if we can seed the field a little bit in.sy,Olictive
way, which I think'we4have done, and thus createa largerVarvest
at the State and local level. .

Dr. DAVID. _My response to that, in the light of the historical
experiences with the legislation, a?xl the findings of the study,
would talt the following form. Federal policy has played a critical
role in capacity building..with the enterprise from the very begin-
ning/More strikingly so after the 1963 legislation.
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The creation of a whole network, for example, of area vocational
centers was. in part. largvls a function of Federal dollars. and in
large part a fun-ction of VEA dollars So _there are elements. it
seems to me. which one can now take pretty much for granted-as
being in place, and to which States and localities will presumably
be attentive in their own interest. .

That does nut follow to the same degree watt other objectises of
Federal legislation v.I4ich }lase beep given primacy in the require-
ments Here again 1 would mentidn specifically e question of: .

'opportunities of a' more equal nature for those get the short
end of the stick by and large.

I might co?rect a misimpression I gave earlier when I spoke of
the Federal and State expenditures for the disadvantaged under
subpart 1 els being less than 1 percent. No match is required there,
but the relationship of Federal dollars to State and local dollars
tells you what the States mnd localities are not attending to primal-

. ily , Vd
The same thing would be true, I think, for the objective of

usercumrng sex bias and sex stereotyping. It has not been high on
the agenda of all States prionto 1976

So there are s,cted purposes which I think do continue to be as
stated in tlie national interest, and for which the targeting of funds
could make' a difference.

Mr CRAIG. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr Krum:. Thank you. Mr. Crajg.
Dr' David, how do you believe state planning for vocational

education can be improved, and is there a Federal role in encourag-
ing that improvement? ' .. .

Dr DAVID I will make an initial response, and ask my colleague
Gerry Ilendrickson who was the assistant director on the project to
follow up. because she has been particularly attentive over the
yedrs to the planning requirements and what has with,them

Our findings are that the 1976 legislation did stimulate planning
activities at the State level and to a .much smaller degree at the
local level, and that the ca cities for planning became more so-
phisticated There is a diffe ce between the paper document that
is produced to secure-Federa funds and the actual operational and

'systematic planning that goes on in the States, which is not uni-
forinly of the" same quality, by any stretch of the imagination.

We hav been told by some State directors that they don't actual-
ly. share

e,
s ith the Federal Government their operational plans be-

cause, w t they Produce are documents that will get them Federal
-money, becabse` that is yvhat is required from them. So the require-
ments press in the directon of compliance, rather than of oper-
ational planning.

I think' we would conclude from what we have learned that the
cultivation of understanding of planning, and what it can produce
and the benefits derived from it comes riot irtstantly, but slowly,
arid that planning requirements,. if continua' in the Jaw, would
continue to produce benefits at th6 State and local level.

My own personal view is that an annual plan is pretty much
nonsense, that one ought to plan for roughly a 3-year cycle. That

0
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would make better -,ense The nature of the plan should specify not
sets of goals as Is 'now done in quantitative termsso many more
students enrolled and so many more coursesbut essentially direc-
tion and purposes. the related deployment of State ,resources, and
the encouragement b, the State of the deployment° of local re-
sources (o attain those purposes.

The long and short of the story is that in some States there is no
control exercised over the localities at the level of State govern=
tnent What one has to.do is to invest a fair amount in the cultiva-
tion of interest in the achievement of certain objectives.

I would also, if it were up to me, place a greater emphasis on the
assistance given to the development of local planning capabilities,
because the critical decisions are made At the local level: How
many jobs do we see in the immediate future" What new programs
%ould help fill them" What will we need in the way of teachers"

Those are the things on which improvements, in local planning, I
think, could make a difference in the operation of the enterprise

I should take this occasion to emphasize that we talk about two
different things at the same time. We are talking about a vocation-
al education enterprise, which is national in scope, involving 17
million enrolled students, with different systems of gover'riance,
and so on, and we are talking about the structure of Federal policy
which tries to bring about changes in that whole enterprise.

. So we have to think of where the leverage points are within that
Federal policy.to achieve the change elements that are desired My
own seire is that we are now at a point in the development of
planning capability where the assistance to be delivered should-
probably be given at the local level. ..,.

' Gerry, did you want to add?
MS. HENDRICKSON To answer that question, we should begin by

asking, planning to what end? One purpose of planning is to enable
an administrator, on the basis of the needs and interests of the
students, and the needs of the labor market conditions in the area
and beyond, to enable that administrator to decide what programs
to offer, what one to continue, and what ones to discontinue

You have to recognize that those decisions are made -locally.
Planning could be improved by putting those decisions locally, and
having the §ttate responsibility be to oversee and to assure that
that responsibility is discharged. That is one kind of planning.

Another kind of planning is planning for the use of Federal
funds, planning for the deployment of Federal funds, or for the
deployment and use of State-level funds, and that is a State-level
function. lib

I think that it is noteworthy to observe that in the current
legislation the planning requirements and the funding require-
ments are not connected. That is the funds are to be deployed
according to characteristics of the district. Planning, on the other
hand, is to be attentive to the labor market conditions, and the two
are not.connected.

The way State-level planning would be conducted, and the way it
could be improved is connected to the purposes and goals of
Federal funding. If the purpose, for example, were to equalize
capacity so that money would go out again by characteristics of. the
district, there is not a heavy role for State planning in that kind or

A
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a ituatiuti Claiming tuuld have a life of its own. The State respon-
sibility couhl be to uersee local planriwg with respect to the labor
market, but the State-kel planning again would not be connected o
to funding.

If, on he ether hand, the Federal objective were to install new
programs, to improve and expand existing programs so that they
better match the labor market, and so that they address'the needs
of new and emerging industries, then State level planning would be
for the deployment of Federal funds to that end, and there would

. be a heavy role for State planning.
Mr KILDEE Are there not at least two elemen to planning?

Yuu .rpentioned that you have to know what is nee ed..But, also, is
there not an element of how" The relationship, for example, of an
educational agency to industry, to the union How is a very impor-
tant element in planning, is it not also?
. Dr2.-DAvin. That is a critical aspect of the information base. The
direction is to plan in the light of all resources. By and large the

,information about the, most critical aspects of training are not
-available to the State.

For example, we know virtually nothing for practical purposes
.about the ialestment of employers in education and, training, par-t ticularly, the latter. There ought to be a fairly high correspondence
between w hat Is provided by the public vocational education enter-
priseand what is done outside of it.

There are other important elements of Federal policy that make
a difference in w hat one plans for with what resources, which are
also not always available. As Gerry Hendrickson has pointed out,
the tendency is to plan for one known item, which is VEA funding
with some knowledge of State funds, but those are not highly
predictable, as you know, where you have State legislatures which
meet for the most part once every 2 years, and where what may
happen the next time around is a puzzle, and what may happen in
terms of the availability of funds at the local level is frequently not
known.

The State Plans take the form of saying, this is what we will
have by numbers the net lime around, or these are they new
programs th4 will be offered, et cetera, They are not in a position
to show how one travels froin:here to there because the determin-
ing means of travel do not lie in the hands of a State education
agency, and are certainly not amenable to that division of it con-
cerned with vocational education.

The critical point that my' colleague has emphasized Is that the
plans aredivorced from the funding requirements. That is, States
are co welled to drive Federal dollars in certain directions in
terms of the economic characteristics and other deinographic char-
acteristics of local districts. The plans are not necessarily tied to
that beCause 41ey represent a picture of future offerings, future
enrollments, fifld the like, as a set of goals. So that is a central
problem.

Mr. KILDEE. Dr. David, how would you characterize the
Department of Education's-overall administration of the act?

DAVID I have taken the liberty.pnce before to rephrase the
question', Mr. Kildee, and I hope you will permit me to do it in this
case.



May I saN. that the study characterizes the oversight and moni-
toring of the legislation a certain way, and this is -not my own
characterization, and this is detailed in several chapters of the
report.

In general, we observe that whereas in 1976 both House and
Senate reports characterized the implementation of the legislation
and the consequent monitoring as inept and srovenly, to use strong
words of that kind, that is no longer the case. -

Mr Kit.tiF:E. That is no longer the case?
Dr DAVID. It is no longer the case. We have also obsZI.ved ttat in

the implementation of the legislation that there hd§ been great
uncertainties, ariant interpretations, inconsistencies, and in some
places the absence of technical knowledge which would have
litAped the States greatly

There .are still, in policy terms, certain issues which remain
unresolved by the Department. For example, up to the time we
wrote the report, there was still no final policy manual on funds
distribution available.

We were fortunate in having the Department open its files to us
in terms of the assessment of the State plans and the exchange§
with the State departments, and the directors of vocationsl

'education They' shOw industry, persistence, and the like, with an
emphasis upon w hat we have descr.ibed in the report as the minuti-
ae and the mechanical aspects of compliance, rather than a con-
cern with the attainment of the larger intentions of Federal legisla-
tion.

We would haNe to conclude that over time the earlier criticisms
made no longer can be made. In monitoring and other respects
there have been improvements in the Department. There is greater
rigor in looking at the State plans, but it doesn't necessarily follow
that there is sufficient attention to a difficult problem::nam. ely, will
the effects produced by a State plan come about in, the light of
what is down on paler -

We said these things ih part before in the interim report we
submitted, and I believe the evidence s,upports, roughly spwking,
what I have just said.

I should add, incidentally, that we have had the fullest coopera-
tion from both BOAE and the following OVAE on 'the score of
information, interviews, and sharing of policy of documents, and
the like.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Dr. David. I want also to
thank Mr. Curran and your other' colleagues. Your report will
certainly generate a great deal of discussion and study both in this
committee and throughout the educational community, in the coun-,
try. It will be helpful` to us in reauthorizing vocational education

Thank you very much.
Dr DAVID. Thank you, sir, for permitting...us to be here.
Mr. KILDEE: The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11.20 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[The National In'stitute' of Education report follows:] -

;Jo
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FOREWORD

This document reports on findings of the studies on vocational

educatten that the Education Amendments of 1976, Public Law 94-482

directed the National Institute of Education -to conduct. It is The

Final Report required by the statute to be transmitted to the President

and the Congress. With it the' Institute fulfills its statutory

reporting obligations, for The Interim Report was transmitted to the

President and the Congress on September 30, 1980.

I am satisfied that the Institute's Vocational Education Study has
been responsive to the directions for inquiry set forth in the statu-
tory charge in focusing primarily upon the four studies specified. the

distribution of vocational educational funds, issues of compliance with

the applicable laws, the means for assessing program quality and ef-
fectiveness, and Consumer and Homemaking Education programs. It has,

moreover, 'sought to provide information, analyses, judgments, and

perceptions that would not only contribute to a balanced understanding

of Federal vocational education policy but would also be useful in

formulating future legislation.

The legislation establishing the Department of Education, Public
Law 96-88, created the Federal Interagency Committee on Education

(FICE) and directed it to conduct a 2-year study of vocational educa-

tion, which was to have been completed coincidentally with the trans-
mittal date IMG.The Final Report. To avoid duplication of effort, the

Secretary of Education, Terre] I. Bell, has held that the FICE study be

conducted through delegation to the National Institute of Education.

FICE is to review and comment upon the Institute study at an early

date.

The Introduction to The Final Report recounts briefly how the

study was carried out. On behalf of the Institute, I commend the staff

of the Vocational Educational Study, which, under the able dire.ction of
Henry David, carried out a difficult task with skill, objectivity, and

dedication. 4

September 1981

4

4
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Edward A. Curran
Director
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INTRODUCTION

The themes treated in this Final Report on the Vocaiional Educa-

don Study reflecthe charge given to the National Institute of Educa-

tion by the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482), approved

October 12, 1976, which was then amended by P.L. 95-40, approved June,

3, 1977. Title V, Section 523(b) of the statute directed the Institute

to'undertake "a thorough evaluation and study of 'vocational education

programs conducted unae'r the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and

other related programs conducted under the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act of 1973 and by the State Post-Secondary Commissions

authorized by the Education Amendments of 1972." ' The legislation

required the inquiry to include:

(A) a study of the distribution of vocational education funds

in terms of services, occupations, target populations, enroll-
ments, and educational and goVernmental levels and what such dis
tribUtion should be im order to meet the grtatest human resource
needs for the nextr1CLyears;. °

. (B) an examination of-how to achieve compliance with, and en-

. fprcement of, the provisionS"-pf,applicable laws .of the United

States;
(C) an analysis of the means of assessing program quality and

effectiveness, . . and

(F) a review and evaluation.of the effectiveness of-programs
funded Under subpart 5 of part A of the Vocational Education Act
of 1963 [which contains the Consumer and Hom4making Education pro-
.visions of the law] and to make reccmmendatipns for the redirecl
tion and improvement of programs at all levels funded under such

subpart.

In addition, the-mandate callgd upon the Institute to make "find-

ings and reccmmendatioKs, including recommendations for changes.in" tne

existing legislation "or for new legislaeliin: ," The institute was

alio authorized to attempt to secure ,funds fran the United States

Commissioner of Education and the Secretau of Labor to conduct as many

4 1'r,
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as three "experimental programs" that would contribute to the first

three required studies. Such funds could not be secuil.ed.

the legislatida provided for up to $1 million a year, "for each of

the fiscal years, ending prior to October 1, 1981," to support the

study. The funds were made available to the Institute through trans-

fers from the Basic Grant and ogram Improvement and Supportive Ser-

vices moles appropriated for the ocational Education Act. The legis-

lation also allocated 10 percent oftthose funds to the Study of Con-

sumer and Homemaking Education programs. This resource base has been

amplified through funds provided by the Institute itself, the Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S. Office of Education, the

National Advisory.Council on Vocational Education, and the National

Center for Research on Vocational Education at The'Ohio State Univer-

sity. Governmental agencies and officials at all three levels of gov-

ernment, as well as private organizations, have assisted the Study by

contributing data, information, and services, including the administra-

tion of surveys.

The legislation called for three products: a plan for the Study,

49P to be submitted to the Congress for review and approval by the close of

1977; an interim report, which the Institute transmitted to the Presi-

dent and the Congress on September 30, 1980; anda final report, to be

transmitted a year later to the President and the Congress. In stipu-

lating t he two "reports shall not be submitted to eny review.out-

side of the In itute before their transmittal to the Congress," the

law sought to ass e independence and objectivity in the conduct of the

Study and disinters and neutrality in reporting .;ts results.

The Study sought to contribute to the field of vocational educa-

tion by reporting on selected aspects of its investigations. To this

end, the Institute has already published, in addition to A Plan" for the

Study, of Vocational Education (1977) and The Interim Report (1980), the

xiv
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The Planning Papers, for the Vocational Education Study (1979)

The Planning Papers on Consumer and Homemaking Education Progral
(1979)

Basic Skill Proficiencies of Secondary Vocational Education

Students (1980)

Evaluating Vocational Education: The Federal Stimulus (1981)

A Portrait of Rural America: Conditions Affecting Vocational

Education Policy (1981)

_Another monograph, the Coordination of Federal Programs: Vocational

Echation and CETA, is in press.

It is also tne Institute's intention to publish subsequently on

,several subjects investigated during the course of the Study, including

the luture of the vocational education enterprise, vocational education

in urban areas, the basic skills of vocational education students, and

vocati011al education for students with special needs.

Tt:i4dy Plan outlined the research strategies not ooly.for in-

veAfgating9the four topics 'specified in 1.11e mandate but also for con-

,ducting a policy inquiry; centering on the purposes, structure, imple-

mentation, and consequences of Federal vocational edOcation policy.

Such an inquiry would seek to ascertain in which respects, if any, the

1976 amendments to the 1963 Vocational Education Act influenced changes'

rn the Nation's decentralized and highly diversified public school

vocatiOnal education enterprise.

r's

In Federal law, that enterprise is formally' defined as "organized

educational programs which are directly related to the preparation' of

individuals for paid or unpaid employment, orfor additional prepara-
?

tion for a career requicing other than a baccalaureate or advanced

degree. , (P.L. 94-482, Sec. 195(1))." The scale,and characteristics

of the .enterprise are shaped by policies made 4 each level of

xv 7
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government -- local, State, and Federal. Localities and States are
responsible for operating educational programs and providi og related

services, as well as for, the governance of the large! public

educati onal system of winch vocational education is a part. Even

t hough is national in, scale and reflects national purposes, the

vocational education enterprise is not a single system. It is Ga

collection or different State systems and is characterized by

diversity.

Salient features of that pluralistic enterprise Here del ineated fin

Chapter VI. of The Interim Report, and are described and analyzed in

tnis Final, Report, particularly in Chapter III. The Study's "Occupa-

tional Education dnd Training: A Data Book ," scheOuTed for -later pub-
1 ication , will provide information on the national investment made 1A

t he acquisition of occupational knowledge and skills, of which the,
investment in public school vocational education .s a part.

The Institute' s conduct of the Study has been sketched in status
reports, Chapter I of The Interim Report, and elsewhere. Thelre is good

reason, however, to relate briefly here how, the Congressional mandate

has been carried out. More than three - fifths of the resources for the
Study were al located to °extramural research and support activities.
The titles of. the Study 's extramural research projects and tits. techni-
cal papers it t crtimi ssi oned are listed in Appendix A. The nemainin re-

sources were used to me9t intramural administrative and research osts.

Intramural research efforts were devoted to such topics as aoca tjonal
education in rural end spay settledtreas, the effectiveness of
condoner and homemaking education programs; vocational education pro-

;
grams for the incarcerated; coordination between vocational -education
and Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) pro§rans; basic

skills of vocational education 5tudentsi, evaluation issues and prac-

tices in vocational education; and vocational education in urban

areas. -

44
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Six major contracts for research here awarded through the competi-
tive procurement process. One, awarded to the School of Education of
the Universi ty of California at Berkeley, was ifor a study of the "Di s-
trjbut ion of Federal, State, and Local Vocational Education Funds." It
had three objectives. to examine and evaluate existing national data
bases on vocational education; to analyze the funding policies and

practices of the States and the actual fl ow of funds to local education

agencies in 15 States; and to examine the distribution and utilization
of Federal, State, and local vocational education funds in terms of

services, occupations, enrollments, and target populations.

A second contract was awarded to Abt Associates, Inc., for a study

of "State and Local Compliance and Evaluation 'Practices:" The study

was to inquire into, State and local behavior in 15 States with respect
to the spirit and tetter of Federal legislation and to . assess its
effects viitn respect, to planning, evaluation, funds distribution,
equity objectives, and coordination between .CETA and vocational educa-

tion programs. A third study, on the "Responsiveness of the-Consumer
and Homemaking Education System at State and Local Levels," conducted

through a contract- awarded to CRC Education and Human Development,

Inc., examined ,tne extent to which consumer and homemaking education
(C&HE) programs, activities, and services in 10 States correspond to
the intentions of Federal legislation and also the implementation of:

those intentions on Federal, State, and local levels.

A fourth contract, awarded to A. L. Vellum and Associates, Inc.,

provided for- a study on "Meeting the Special Needs of Special Groups."
This inquired into how and to what extent the needs for vocational edu-
cation on the part of special groups identified in Federal legislation
were being met 1,,,n 15 communities. Award of a contract to The Huron

Institute provided for a fifth study, The Effects of RarticlpitIng in

Vocational Education. ". It sought to determine the shorter -'arid longer-

term economic a d .noneconomic outcomes for the .participants of

xvii
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secondary and posts-condary vocational education programs. This study

also sought to determine levels of proficiency in basic skills attained

by secondary vocational education students.

The sixth and final major contract, awarded to the Lawyers' Com-

mittee for Civil Rights Under Law, was for a study called "The Analysis

pf, Federal Legal and Regulatory Framework for Implementation of Voca-

tjonal Education Legislation." Key.topics in this study were)the con-

sistency, clarity, and comprehensiveness of that framework, Federal and

State interpretations of the legislation; incentives and sanctions

bearing c cmp I ance with Federal laws ; and Federal 'agency

implementation of the legislation..
1

The extra- and intramural research efforts are interrelated and

complementary. The results of both have informed the preparation of

the Final Report, as have other sources inclUding research and surly

reports, official documents, and agendy correspondence files. The ex-

tramural research relied heavily urSon fi Id work conducted in States

and localities, involving in most Ingo ies five ccamon, so-called

"core" States: California, Florida, Illinois, New York,' and Texas."

For the Study as a whole, field work has been conducted in the 27

States, shown in Appendix B.

All present members of the Vocational Education Study staff have

contributed to the conceptioq and preparatinon of the Final Report. It

is the fruit of an integrated, collective effort. The names and

iods of service of presvt and past staff me1nbers appear in Appendix C.

However, it is aopropri ate to record the di stinctive cvntributions made

by the present' staff members to the body of thij Report. Gerry

Hendrickson and Henry David were primarily responsible for 'prep.irin.4

Chapters I, -IV, and IX; Stuart Rosenfeld for Chapters II and VII;

Rodney Riffel for Chapter V; Louise Gorman- for Chapters VI and VII; 'and

Bella Rosenberg for Chapter VIII. e,*

, -
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. .
The work of the Vocational Education Study has been facilitated in

numeroys ways by Marc S. Tucker, Associate Director of the Program on

Educational Policy and Organization, and his colleagues. Other units

withfri the Institute provided technical assistance from the inception
of the Study. Special mention must to made of the, indispensable con-

tributions in l'aunching the Study made by Corinne Rieder and Lois -elfin

Datta, then in the Institute's program on Education and Work. The

Study benefited greatly from the wise countel and gen'erous support

provided by Michael 'Timpane, former Director of the Institute, and from

the welcome advice and assistance proffered by his successor, Acting

Direct Milton Goldberg..
---..N

The Vocatic Education Study T's in debt tc the members of its
Consultant Group, whose names are listed in Appendix 0. They have

. .

illuminated the issues on which their advice was solicited not, only by
...

bringing to bear upon them varied viewpoints and experiences but also

by bein1. g tough-minded and frank critics. The Study also owes a .debt of
.

gran*: to a host of scholars, vocational education administrators

and teachers, officers of professional sooeties, and local, State, and
Federal officials. They have eased and enriched the Study's work by

generously providing information, analyses, and advice. The Study's

staff is grateful to all who have helped and hastens to absolve them of
any errors of commission or omission in this Final Report.

...

xi x

Henry David
Director
Vocational E ,ducation Study

Gerry Hendrickson
Assistant Di rector
Vocational Educatioq Study
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Nation's public 'school vocational education enterprise is

governed and Operated by States and localities but shaped by purposs

and policies that are Federal, as well as State and local. It is

pluralistic and diversified in structure and governance and constitutes

a ritultiplicit of di fferent sy.3tems which have key characteristics in

common. In Federal law, this enterprise is formal ly defined as "organ-

ized educational programs . . directly related to the preparation of
individuals for paid or unpaid employment, or for additional prepara-

tion for a career requiring other than a baccalaureate or advanced

degree." These programs ,,which number more than 400, fall into seven

major occupational fields and one nonoccupational field, consuner and

hcmemaki ng education. The occupational fields are agriculture, s-

trtbgive , heal,th, occupa,tional home economics, business and of fice,

technical , and trade and industry.
:0

It is a large national enterprise on which State and local govern-

ments report they spent almost S6 billion annual ly In recent years.,
fede,ral efpencli tures under the provi sions of the Vocational Education.
Act of 1963;',as amended, cone to some $700 l lion now. More than 17'

bmillion students are enrolled ed in federal ly funded courses and programs

of study. Of these,- about 7 tip 1 lion 'are enrolled in 'occupational 1,

specific vocational programs.

About three=f1fths of al 1 enrol lei students are in high school

programs and the remainder are in pottsecondary4 and adult programs.

The progc,arns are offered in a varliety of settings, -including canprehen-

sive _high schools, 2- and 4-year 'postsecondary institutions, area

vocational centers, acid sp6ci al ized secondary and postsecondary

vocational schools and fechniZil institutes. Ail the Nation's public

educational institutions offering 'vocational programs prcibably number

0

4
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close to 20,000 ana employ more than 370,021)411- e'nd part-tim

teachers. oso

Federal purposes, together with Federal funds, have been embedded

in the vocational education enterprise since the adoption of the

Smith-Hughes Act in 1917. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 marked

a departure from past Federal policy. Seeking its reform and redirec-

tion, the Act established an agenda for change in the vocational educa- '

tion enterprise. Two major revisions of the Vocational Education Act,

the first effected with the Amendments of 1968 and the second witn the

Education Amendments of 1976, P.Lt 94-482, reaffirmed the purposes of

Federal vocataonak- education policy and sloit to realize them more

fully.

The 1976 legislation also directed the National Institute of

Education to undertake a study of 3ocational education programs and

Federal education policy. -The resulting Vocational Education Study has

centered on the purposes, structure, Implementation, and consequences

of Federal policy, especially on the'1976 amendments to the Vocational

EducatiOn of 1963. pro* this document, the Final Report, and the

preceding Interim Report, the,N'ational Institute of Education fulfills

its mandated responsibility to report on the study to the President and

the Congress.

II ' ..

r
Federal policy establishes ambitious goals to be achieved by the

, 4 States with the assistance of, grants. In the words of the Declaration
) ,

of Purpose of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended, Federal

policy seeks to assure

s1.4

4

4
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that persons of all ages, in all communities of the State, those
in high school, those who have completed qr discontinued their
formal education and are preparing to ent4,- the labor market,
those whO have already entered the labor market, but need to up-
grade their skills or learn new ones, those with special educa-
tion rhandicaps, and those in postsecondary schools, will have
ready dcess to vocational training or retraining which Is of high
qualit , which is realistic in the light of actual or anticipated
opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to their
needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such training (Sec.
101). . 1

Realization of the interrelated social and economic 40bars of

Federal policy depends heavily upon decisions made at State and local

levels. The grant of Federal funds, awarded on the basis of an

approved State plan,' carries with )ce a commitment.,by the recipient

State that it will implement certain processes, procedures, and pro-

grams Ahlcn are a means for achieving the long-term goals of Federal

policy. These means, which affect critically the uses to which Federal

funds 'are pu ;, are also the intermediate goals of Federal policy.-

Thus, distributing Federal funds to poor areas is a goal in its own

rignt as well as a means by which Federal legislation seeks to assist

the States in providing ready access to vocational education programs
.0-

of nigh quality to all persons. To understand'how the Vocational Edu-

cation Act works it ;Ise essential., therefore; to understand. the inter-

play among (1) the Federal ,as istance provided t.* the States to help'

them attain the long-term_joals of Federal pOlicy; (2)/the legislated

means for realjzin.those efiti?: in themselves constituting intermediate

goals; .and (3) the scale of'-tbe Federal resources for assisting the

''
... ---- .

O.,-

t...,

9 ..,,t ' t'':: ; .
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States.
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,
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The 1976 legisIsation made imptrtant changes inghe ',earls for,te41-4. ,

izing the ends of Federal policy. That legislation is coMpleW;andt ,

detailed. It may be chagacterized as prescriptive in the process as and41, s't

TYprocedures it requires but, permissive in the discretion it °al ows t4

States in deciding upon the uses to which they may put the Federal.

. l461.
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grants-iriLaid it authorizes. Because it is ambiguous in some respects,

uncertainty has marked its implementation.

The principal provisions of the 1976 legislation have to do with

o distributing funds to areas lacking the resources to meet voca-

tional education needs;

o providing programs and Services to students who are hamdi-
.capped, disadvantaged, or whose English proficiency is

limited;

4.--

o overcoming sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocational -

education;

o improving planning for the use of all resources,

o encouraging change in and improvement of tne Nation's vocation-

al educatiop enterprise; and

o strengthening evaluations of programs.

)

The Act's Declaration of. Purpose speaks of.--4ad7iLes'S to voca-
.

e--.,Dional training or retraining which is of high quality.'' The first

three of the objectiiis just listed may be link primarily to the

aspiration for quality of opportunity in vocational education--"ready

access"--and the related last three primarily to assuring that the

institutions and programs for vocational education and training are of

"high quality."

= e
a

III

Distributing Funds to Areas

Tlie Ways by Whic;.Federal funds are distributed to areas and are
I / .

earmarked to benefit certain 'groups of individuals are crucial to

realizing Federal' policy objectives. The 1976 legislation and ,

subsequent regulations prescribe in greater detail than did earlier

xxiv
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laws how States and territories are to distribute Federal dollars to

eligible recipients within their jurisdictions `with the use of

formulas. Examination of the prescribed procedures for distributing

funds to areas lacking resources, the interpretatiOns of the procedures

by Federal officials, first of the U.S. Office of Education and later

of the U.S. Department of Education, their implementation by the

States, and the results of their use l s to six findings.

`1'

(1) VEA funds are distributed to States and territories with

little regard to differences among them In fiscal capacity and no

regard to the relative costs of education.

The formula for distributing Federal funds among the States and,
territories does not take into account differences among,them in
tne relative costs of education and only in small part recognizes

differences in fiscal capacity, The,size of various age cohorts.

n the States, adjusted for the 'relative median per capita income
of the States, determines, the State allotments. Per capita _

incoMe, however, affects the costs of education in each State, and
tnus the need for VEA funds. The present allotment procedure
favors States with low average inaome,, but without regard for the
States' wealth, relative costs ofsprolgraml% or the scale of

programs. Consequently, some States that have high per capita
incomes but relatively limited fiscal resources and high costs of
education heceive less than:States with law per capita income but

with ample fiscal resources and low costs of, education.

(2) Aspects of the intrastate distribution ocedures are

amtiluous, lack clarity, and are faulty.
wor

The procedures are ambiguous in two Important respects: they do

not stipulate, first, how the distribution and priority factors
are to becombinedto produce allocations and, second, how much
weight in the,formulas is to be given to factors designated as .

most Important, In the statute. The differences between distribu-

tion factors and application approval priorities remain to be
clarified, with the resul that application approval priorities

are usually treated as diftribution factors. There is also

ambiguity about how to take account of enrollments. Sane States

haie been -directed to develop a formula in which factors are

xxv
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_multiplied by the number of students enrolled. Others merely add
enrollment as another factor to the formula. Since the 1926
legislatioh went into effect, inconsistent signals have been given
t the States on the intrastate distribution of Federal funds
be us guifies in the legal framework and inconsistencies
in i terpretation.

The procedures lack clarity with respect to the number and kind of
additional factors that States may use in their formulas. As a
result, States may add factors that reduce and even counteract the
effects of the mandated factors. The procedures are also not
clear with respect to the manner'in whic factors may be used.
States may group measures into such loos categories as "high,"
'medium," or "low." This serves to elim ate significant differ-
enc'es between some recipients.

The measures that the States are instructed to use to represent
the distribution factors and the application approval priorities
are sometimes faulty. Federal officials describe some measures
that are.not available in all States by recipient. For example,
assessed property wealth per capita has been selected to represent
relative financial' ability, even though such data are not
available at the school district level in most States. The-
alternative measure of assessed property value per student, which
is readily available in all States, could have been approved.

1.
(3) The intrastate distribution procedures permit States to

allocate Federal funds in line with gdals.and priorities which may or

may not be congruent with those of*Federal polic.

states may use In their formulas as many social, economic, or
demographic factors relating to the need for vocational education
as they wish. They may assign such weights to each, factor as they
wish, as long as the two prescribed distribution factors are given
the greatest weights. Under the requirements, States can devise
?procedureS resulting in almost any distribution patterns they may
desire. Consequently, the procedures adopted vary greatly among
States, and the way Federal funds are in fact distributed may not
advance the national objectives of Federal policy.

(4) The many factors driving the intrastate distribution of

A Federal'funds are not always mutually reinforcing.

xxvi
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Federal funds are required to be distributed intrastate with
respect to relative financial ability and concentrations of low

income people, and with.priority to areas that are depressed and

have high rates of unemployment and lack resources to provide-high

quality programs, and introduce new programs for new and emerging'

occupations. All these conditions are ngt necessarily found to

the same extent in the same eligible.recipients. A district with

high unemployment may arso have high relative financial ability

measured by property wealth. A district with high financial
ability measured by property wealth may have a high concentration

of low income people. Districts able to initiate new programs for

new and emerging occupations are likely to have adequate resour-

ces, with the result that this priority favors wealthier, and not

loorer, districts. Since the different factors are not necessar-

ily mutually reinforcing and may even offset one another, actual .

distributions of funds appear more random than systematic.

(5) The effects of the required procedures on the distribution of

Federal funds were weak and inconsistent in fiscal year 1979.

The procedures produced different results among the States. There

were occasional examples of a particular factor being responsible

for a significant effect in a State, but no patterns of signifi-

cant effects for all States could be discerned. Districts with

limited fiscal capacity did not receive g large enough share of.

the States' allotments of Federal funds to improve significantly

their abil-ity to provide programs of high quality. Nor did areas

with high unemployment receive large enough shares of the allot-

ments to provide needed vocational education programs. Areas with

high concentrations of low income families did not receixe large

enough shares of the allotments to make an appreciable difference

in the resources available to them. In fiscal year 1979, in

short; the effects of the distribution requirements designed to

,drive Federal funds to areas lacking resources were marginal.

(6) Federal grants, the instrument for assSsting States, -have

been too limited in scale to help the States with the task of realizing

all the objectives of Federal policy.

Federal funds are expected to help States m providing districts

with needed fiscal resources, stimulating the extension and

improvement/of programs, providing programs and services for

populations with special needs, and achieving other objectives:
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Yet the Federal funds available Wthe States in recent years,.for
example, would.not have-been,sufficient to help cdrrect inequali-
ties among district's in the resource base for vocational education
alohe or to assure_pcograms and institutions of high quality
'nationwide. To bring. the level of resources of all districts up
to z.heaverage district would require.not only more Nderal funds
than art now allotted to' the Statel4but also assurance that 4tates
would not change their present ccmmi9ents to the principle
equeiiing local educational resources.-

Programs andServicei for Special Needs Students
. ,

r .

One of the key obJectiles of the Vocational Education Act, as

ended, is to assist the States to improve their capacity to provide

ocational education programs and services to students who are nandi-

capped% or disadvantaged, or whose English-speaking proficiency is

limited. The chief provisions for realizing this goal are the special,

tleeds set asides and the fully federally funded 'special Programs for

the Disadvantaged. Examination id these provisions and their regula-
r

tions, as well as their implementation by States and localities,

reveals that:

(1) The successive amendments to tire Vocational EducatIon4Act of

1963, in combination with civil rights laws and other legislation, have

stimulated the State; to make a greater effort tolkerve students with

special needs.,

The
4
idea of reserving Federal fun fdr the purpose of assisting

and stintulating the States to pr ide programs and services to
students with special needsis a sound approach to attaining
greater equality of oppOrtu ity a vocational education. In the
absence of such a provision, St tes and localities would very
probably. not be devoting even the relatively modest resources they

now do-tip serving handicapped, disadvantaged, and limited English-
Proficient students. Nevertheless, Federal 'objectives. with
respect to'students with speciir needs are imperfectly advanced by
the present requirements of the Vocational Education Act.
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(2) The manner in which the excess costs and matching require-

ments are interpreted and implemented may inhibit localities from

spending Federal funds to provide programs and services for students

with special needs and creates a disincentive to mainstreaming these

students in regular classes.

The excess costs requirements impose recordkeeping burdens that
many localities find difficult tb shoulder. Smaller and rural

d/stricts are especially hard-pressed to account for excess costs

and are therefore likely to be deterred from applying for and

receiving Federal funds to serve students with special needs.

Some Stases or LEAs are unable or reluctant to find matching funds

for these set asides, a problem which the 1979 Technical Amend-

merits to-tne Vocational Eaucation Act sought to alleviate by per-

mitting the use of Federal funds for match purposes. Regulations

for this legislation had not Seen issued .by Septemoer 1981, and
States nave'not yet been able to take advantage of the possibility.,

for a reduced match. States are having far less difficulty spend-

ing'monies on the Special Programs for the Disadvantaged wnich are

fully federally funded, and which are similar In design or target-

4ing those supported oy tne set aside 'for the disadvantaged.

The interpretatiOn of tne excess costs requirements creates a dis-

incentive to mainstream handicapped or disadvantaged students in

regular classes. Excess costs for handicapped or disadvantaged
'students in regular prOgrams are held to be expenditures for extra
or suppiementaliservices, whereas the entrre costs of separate

ordgrams for such students are considered excess costs, provide

that the average statewide expenditure per student for handicapped

or aisadvaptaged itudents equals o,r exceeds the average per stu-

dent expenditure for all other students. Since excess costs in

separate programs are much easier to account for and the levels of

reimbursement are much higher than those for mainstreamed pro-

grams, the regulations are an incentive to use Vocational Educa-

tion Act funds for sepgrate-programs.

Overcoming SexIBias and Sex Stereotyping

' Overcoming sex bias and stereotyping in vocational education is a

new Objective of Federal policy introduced with the 1976 legislation.

A number of provisions encourage the States to achieve this objective,

but only two-of them are"mandatory. ,States are by and largefaiiing to

IP
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take advantage of the availability of Federal funds for, thi s krPose.,

Three major findings emerge from investigAting the consequences of this

aspect of the legislation:

(1) All States have appointed a sex equity coordinator, but the'

States show tonsiderable' variation in the" ways in whit, the mandates

functions of thi..§..position are carried out.

4

Coordidators arse, for tne ,most part, performing the mandated uric-

tions: Yet, "consci ouiifts-rai si ng" activities eOr State an
local admi ni stnatou and. teachers are the most prevalent. In some

States, the mandatory ,S50%000 expenditure to support these
functions al 1 cws for considerable program deve 1 opTent, but in

States with relatively large populations or many school districts,
it is sorely inadequate. - .

d ,
;

t.

(2) Few States spend a significant prbportion"ot heir Feaeral or

State and lo01 funds on sex equity-related activitiesI

Most States met the requirement to spend an unspecified amount of '

Federal funds on prograw, for displaced omemakers, but almost
three- fifths of al 1 Vocitionei Education-Mt outlays for this'
activaty were accounted for by only five States. The other two

b'rov 1 si ons authorizing. the use of Basic Grant, Federal funds for

sex equity-related activities- -day care' and 'support services for
women seeking to eliter nootradi tional programs- -are permissive,

and expenditures fOr these purposes are also 'very low. Together,
the three provisions account for less than 1 percent of Federal
Subpart 2 funds and abouk.0..2 percent of 'State and local matchp
funds, 'witn the majority these expenditures concentrated "i
only a few States. Expenditures of <Pr9gram Improvement and
Supportive Services funds to promote sex equity were similarly
accounted eon by afew States. Only six'wene cesponsible for
four-fif0s. of total expenditurev,which came to 2.0 percent of
Federal Subpart 3 fundt and 0:1 perent of State and local funds.
Half of the States did 4not spend any Subpart 3 funds for this
purpose,

. ,

(3) Sex stereotyping is /till Orvasi ve in vocational education,

bui is lass severe than in the° darly 100s.

'XXX
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Female-participation rates ilTselected occupationally specific

programs indicate that women are somewhat less heavily concen-

trated l programs traditional to their sex. For_ example, the

proportion of females enrolled in technical programs, which have

been predominantly male, rose from 9.7 pe6cent in 1972,to W.5

percent in 1979. ,The proportions of men enrOLled in consumer and

homemaking education and occupational home economics programs,
Were women have traditionally predominated, have increased,
indicating that these programs have become slightly less sex

.stereotyped. Although some progress has ben made toward sex

equity in vocational education, women's paOticiloation in programs

that are nontraditional for their sex remains markedly row.
o

Improving Planning

The_pjapning provisions of the 1976 legislation require States to

install a process designed to result in comprehensive and coordinated

planning attuned to changing labor market conditions and resulting in

streamlined planning documents. Increased emphasis. on planning was a

key feature of the 1976.1egislation. The intention of Congress was to

use planning both to facilitate the attainment of national objectives

and to provide a rationale for the,distribution of funds. Although the

planning Kolistons have had some posi/ihie effects, the major findings

of the NIE investigations indicate that their full intentions remain to

be reali4ed.

.(1) A State planning body, generally called the State Plan

Committee, is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for more

coordinated and comprehensive planning for the use of an resources.

The State Plap Committee, consisting.of representatives from 10

.specified fitelds, agencies, and institutions, provides a setting

in which the major providers'of and interests in public vocational

education and training oan present information, points of view,,

and claims to federal funds. The required process establishes a

vehicle for broad participation in planning decisions. Neverthe-

less, it appears that in most States the development of the plans

is still carried our by the division of the State department4of

r;
. tV (.1
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education responsible for vocational , technical , or occupational
educe t ion.,

The State Plan Committee was also intended to provide a settiv in
which the vocational education and ng needs 'of the State
could be considered in the light, of al 1 pertinent resources. The

aim was to plan for cdordinated forts to meet such needs that
would also reduce program overlap and duplication. This intention
has not been achieved. For the. most part, State Plan Committees
general ly consider only the uses of Federal Vocational Educatioot
Act funds, and there is little coordinated planning for the -use of
all resources.

(2) Occupational aemand data are being orQiuced and displayed in

plans, Dut are of questionable utility for local program decisions.

Occupational demand and supplyVta presented.in the State plans
are improvements over what had been available earlier-. Contibut-,
ing to tnis ha.s,been the work of the Natidnal Occupaogal Inform-

, ation Coordinating Committee and the accompanying StateOccupa-
tional information Coordinating Committees established by the 1976

legislation. These data, nowever, have limited value, if any,
for local program decisionmaking. The pr/ojected State level
demand data are got sufficiently reliable at thelocal% school dis-
trict level, wnere other local sources of information would be
needed for' annual programmatic decorSiOns.r

(3) Although State_ planning has improved, States still prepare

plans that bare primarily compliance. documents and do not reflect the
operational planning that many of them in fact do.,

State vocational education officials believe that the primary
prrpose of the State plans is to demonstrate compliarfce with
Federal legislation. They are prepared with that objective -in
mind,"since their Federal grants depend upon approvals of their /
plan?. The plans contain the required elements--labor market
demand and supply data, information on goals,- programs, enroll-

, ments, and the like. In many plans` tables satis4ring
information requirements appear separately, unconnected to other
components. The State ,plans, however, generally are not documents

that attergpt to integrate the short- and longer -term goals they
set forth and to chart the routes by which they are to be at-
tained. Many observers report that the planning capability at

XXXII
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the State level is greater than the documents 2ndicate. The

States recognize the value of good planning and do a substantial

amount pf it. However, for most States, systematic planning and -

the production of acceptable plans are two different processes.

(4) State plans apparently db not significantly influence local

ro ram decisions.

Programming is largely a local prelttive, and the States appear .

to exert little influence upon eligible recipients applying for

Federal funds. Most Federal and State funds are not allocated IM

the basis of local program planning applicatibns. Decisions on

4nich programs to offer or discontinue"(and information on Vie

availability of programs at neignbohng institutions which would

influence such decisions) are made at the local level, where there

is knowledge about the availability of resources and about the

local school board. For the most part local planning tends to be

weak, and the enforceable planning requirements
are aimed at the

States, which in most instances generally cannot even pretehd to

cont^ol6local decisions on programs.,

(5) Coordination in planning is taking place at the State level,

Involving reifesentatives of Vocational Education At and Comprehensive

Emeloyment and Training Act programs,, but it has, little effect upon

program decisionmaxing at the local level.

The participation of repretentali4es froM the State Employment and

Training Council and from the State Advisory Council on Vocational

Education in the State planning process increases interaction at

the State level among CETA and vocational education personnel. 4t

does not, however, lead to significantly improved local planning

for the coordination of resources to develop programs. CETA and

Vocational Education Act programs have different funding sources

and cycles and different monitoring procedures and information

systems. State and local administrators do not always know fully

about the resources available to them at ehe time they are

developing their plans, nor dO State education agencies'a-lways

know about how much CETA money flows from prime sponsore'to

vocational education institutions and programs.
Consequently,: _ _

planning for the coordinated use of a47 resources for occupational

education and training is constrained.

4
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Extending and Improving Programs

Encouraging change and improvement in the Nation's vocational

education enterprise is a key purpose of Federal policy, but the

Vocational Education Ac lacks effectiv provisions for achieving this

objective., The law tends Basic Grant ,funds to be used preferentially

to extend and impr ye-programs rather than to maintain Cien. States

are explicitly require.ed to give priority in approving applications for

Federal, funds to eligible recipients that propose new programs for new .

and emerging occupations, 3ut no other funds distribution tend few

application requirementS serve to advance the objective of improvement

and extension. "There' are also unresolved pc.oblems, ip#t frustrate any

accounting of expenditures according to tnese categories. It is not

always clear what constitutes improvement and whaQ is purely mainten-

ance, and it is usually not known - whether a given expenditure draws ori.

Fe4ral or non-Federal funds. Therefore it is difficult to detirmine-
,

exactly what States and localities are doing to fulfill the Federal

ourpose of promoting change in the vocational education enterprise.

Nevertheless, major findings on this score which emerge from the

National Institute of Education investigations.
..c.,

(1) Only a small proportion of all funds spent at the local level

go for program improvement purposes.

Most funds are reported primarily as expenditures for maintaining
vocational education programs.` Even though the Declaration of g

Purpose clearly prefers that Federal funds be used for improvement
or expansion at the local level, expenditures of Federal funds

be distinguisned from expenditures of State and local
funds. Judging from the uses of all funds reported by administra-

tors, however, it appears unlikely that Vocational Education Act
funds are being used as desired.

(2) More than 90 percent of Basic Grant Federal funds are spent

on vocational education programs or administration. m.

XXX IV
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Some of the Federal funds spent onprogram support may be used for
imprtivement, but it is impossible to know how much.- States.do
keep account and are asked to report how much is spent on the

various services and activities authorized under 'Subpart 2, some

of which were specifically introduced to stimulate change, e.g.,
,those concerned with sex equity. Expenditures for individual

activities are low and tend to b. highly concentrated in a small

nprnber of States., Fl exibil it n the legislation has allowed

States to fund activities t reflect their own priorities. Only

in a few States and for a ew activities do these, accord with

Federal "priorities.

(3) Less than one-half of al 1 reported Program Improvement and

Supportive Services funds are spent for program improvement purposes.
5

About0ial f of the reported expenditures of Federal funds for
activities -and services authorized under Subpart 3 are aimed at

improvement. The largest single expenditure of these funds, about

one-third, is for guidance and counseling services, which should

not be counted as program improvement. An appreciable fraction

goes for administration. The objective of improvevent' s presume-

bly.attained through such activities as curriculum development,
pre- and inservice training ol teachers, and research: The State

and local match foG program improvement Activities is afar lower

than that for supportive services. Thus, Federal Subpart 3 funds

are more highly directed toward program improvement than are State

dollars.
,n, p

(4) The requirement to give, priority to applicants ,proposing new

programs for new and emerging occupations has .not operated as,

intended.

This factor is unique in that it seeks to further a particular

.e, ,program change. -The instructions to the States on how to incor-

porate the factor into their procedures, 'however have been vague.

',- f, Some Sates reserve a pool 'of ,Fedefal funds specifically for

,applicants proposing new programs for new and emerging Zindustries;
other States have included it as a factor In their formula. The

requirements are sO loose that States can diminish the,effect of
the factor klinittilig either the size of 'the pool of funds or the

weight assigned the factor in -a formula. , 5 t

,
. .
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(5) There are incompatibilities between the objectivelof program '

improvement and extension and other objectives of the Vocational

Education Act.

Most funds under the Act are distributed to appl ants on
basis of factors that represent level of fiscal apacity, f the
purpose is to enable poorer districts to maintain programs of the
same quality as those offered in wealthier districts, the poorer
districts should not be expected to spend an appreciable portion
of their Federal funds year after year on .program improvement
projects. Similarly, if Federal dollars are to .4,Le used to provide
programs and services for students with special needs, it is un-
likely that they would be deployed to improve and extend services.

Equalization and special needs purposes, therefore, are likely to
be at odds with Improvement and extension aims.

(6) 'The provisions for federally funded Corsumer and Homemaking

?d cu programs encourage, but do not 'require, improvement and

extension.

Federal funds are earmarked for Consumer and Homemaking Education
programs. Curriculum subjects not always included in the past in
home economics programs are emphasized in Subpart 5 of the VOca-
tional Education Act, although the previsions still permit sup-
porting traditional subject matter programs with Federal funds.
The responsiveness of the States to the objectives promoted by t0
Federal legislation has been varied. Some States use their
Federal funds to support proposals that address the priorities
stressed in Subpart 5, which gives them Some control over the way
these funds are used. However, most distribute. funds by formula
as an entitlement. In many States, program improvement aqd-e0en-
sion have been most evident in the outreach programs offered for
adults, many of which are dependent on Federal funds. Ancillary
services supported with Federal funds also contribute to program
improvement.

Strengthening Evaluationso

/
The 1976 amendments 'introduced requirdMents fort:. strengthening '

State evaluations of vocational education programs in order' to

6 u,
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contribute to improving programs and their Vcor'respondence to labor

market demands. The concern of 'the 1976 legislation with empl-lilient:

relacted outcomes was well founded. 'There had been reason to believe
0

that some vocational education programming had,elqnored labor 'market

demand and supply relationships and that the knovil edge and Skills

taught were not up to date. The 'statutory evaluation rain oementt

sought to Correct .for_such deficiencies in segeal, ways, including

providing data on placements and employer asseSsnentt, Each State is

di rected to evaluate-She effectiveness of each program assisted auri-niv

the life of its 5-year plan and may Use Federal funds ftWth4 purpose.'

la the case of students comphetingientrylevel" progna733S,:the craterl'a
'

for assessment are student emploplent in bcdupaIcians.Oted to train-

* )ing and employer Judgment on Whether. the students. are wei.l.,yrained and

prepared for employment. These criteria were intended to prow de

information that would help bring programs into line with labor market

occupational demands. Three major findings emerged' frOm the, rese'alip
6

conducted,, by tne National- institute of EduCation ,on, the new_reyaluat1bON:r4i.

(40 ;)*!
requirements.

The 1976 evaluation provisions significantly stimulatp

evaluation activities on the part of the Stites and localities.

(1)
.

.

Federal legislation helptd bring about..a heightened appreciation

of the usefulness of systematid evaluations for program planning

and Improvement. It contributed to enhancing botn State and local

c'capabV1 i ties for conducting evaluations, the first far more than

the- latter. Aslvith other technical capabilities, there are

marked variations among the States.

(2) The statutory evaluation reauirements using the criteria of

student alacement and employer judgments on training and preparation

for employment are not generally useful for improving programs.,

1,4
These criteria have led to,the generation and collection of data

of dubious validity and reliability which do not for the most part,

XXXV11
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provide the kind of information needed to improve programs or to
decide on program offerings in line with changing labor market
conditions. Placement rates al one do not indicate either the
nature of the problem with a program or its remedy. A 1 ow place -'
ment rate for,graduat8 from a given program might mean that the
program is irrelevant to the labor market, or relevant to the
1 abor market out preparing students poorly, tnat its students were
1-7 sadvantaged and hard to employ, or that it wat offered in labor
market areas with high unemployment.

(3) The best promise of securing results I ikely to be useful for
improving programs and decision mak ineg on provam offerings is to

evaluate the ways programs are planned and operated.

Outc.cfne data indicate at best that a probleth exists', they do not
noicate what nlgnt De done to bring about improvement. Such data

can contribute 1 ttl e-94 1f anything, to improving programs. Pro-
gram improvement requires information on the planning of programs,

"tneir content, the curricula, teaching methods, qualifications of
teaciiers their equipment and fac I ties, and al 1 the 'other fac-
tors that affect their operation and tnei r relevance to labor
1,:irket ons.

Iv

Determining the effects of vocational education on participants is
a difficult task. Tne results of r9.search proyisle only a partial view

of econcmic outcomes for individuals and of the effects of their
,vocational educational experiences those outcomes.

Th'e ,a yall able evidence indicates that females who graduate from
r

high school business and office programsthe majority of females in

occupational ly specific secondary vocational education programshave
higher earnings, greater likelihood of empl oyment in clerical jobs, and
higher occupational status than female graduates of the secondary gen-
eral curaeiculuin. Differences w1 th respect to economic outccmes for

male secondary vocational and general curriculum graduates who have no
postsecondary education are not., as strong as those, for feal es. One

XXXV111 .
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year after graduation, about half tne male graduates of trade and in-

dustry programs are employed in jobs related to their training. Yana-

t ibns in labor force participation rates, unemployment rates, and job

satisfaction between Male graduates of the general and vocational cur-

r IA] a , both without postsecondary education, > p..n.d to be smal ; and in-

consistent. Differences in outcomes between whites and blacks -and be-

,tween ,males and females are often much larger than di fferences astoci-

-sted with the two high school ,curricula.

6
information on postsecondary students, wn ich is limited to the re-

analysis of one national survey, snows that 45 percent of ,both the

secondary vocational education graduates and tne general curriculum

graduates in -tne sample pursued nonbaccal aureate postsecondary educe-
t on within 4 years after graduation. Of the secondary vocational and

general curriculum graduates in postsecondary vocational programs,

approximately half the graduatet of each curricular group reported that
they obtained. ei trier a certificate, license, or 2-year degree within 4
years of nigh scnool graduation.

High school graduates 01 o pursue postsecondary education below trie"

baccalaureate level do better on a variety of ineasures of gainful em-

ployment tnian those who do not. However, for Lne one national sample

studied, 'differences in gainful enpl oymect outcomes between students in
nonDaccalaurean postsecondary vocational and ad.adeinic programs are

slight. They are not substantial enough to warrant the conclusion that
the advantage of oostsecondary nonbaccalaurate education Is any greater

for students AO pursue a vocational curriculum than for those in ,an

academi'c curriculum.

The research on outcomes in gainful employment was limited to what

could be learned from available survey data on students. More impor-

tant; it was further limitea by the difficulty of Sttributing the sA-
sequent attainments of students_ to particular ecuntwal experiences.

XX X1X
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. 0

Where no different effects were found, it could mean that there were
actually no differences) but it could also mean that di fferences in
outcomes were not large enough to b: significant. The results of his

. ,
research are not assessments of the effectiveness of either secondary
or postsecondary cational education programs;

Options for Change

Feoeral vocational education policy has two overriding and I.nter-
relateo national'goalsone economic and the other social. The-,eco-

namio goal is to improve the skills of the labor force and tt prepare
individuals for lob opportunities. Federal assistance to Vie/States to
attain this goal takes the form of encouraging ,:vocapgnal eduction pro-
grams for new and cnierging occupations; ,imprirements in their quality,
the training and retraining of adults, and coordinated program plan'ning
in line with labor market derhands. The social goal Is to provide more'
equal opportunities in vocational education for 'all persons.- To

achieve this goal, the Federal yioverrament helps the States to equalize
tne capacity of local districts to provide programs of high quality, to
overcome sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocational, education, and to
provide programs and services for populatOns with, special needs.

Continuing efforts to find more effective means to realize these goals
have constituted an agenda for change\ in the Character of tne

vocational education enterprise since the adoption of the Vocational
Education ACt.af, 1,963. '

ero

The findings of the Natlonal Institute of Education Study of

Federal voEational education policy support three broad conclusions:

..o the Vocational Education At of 1963, as Emended, attempts to
acconpl sh too much with too few resourcesd
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o there are sometimes mismatchesbetween the ends of Federal
pot fc and the means relied upon to real ize them, and

the ends of Federal policy depends heavily upon
State an local policies, practices, and resources.

Too Much with Too Little. Federal legislation seeks to assist in
equalizing the resource base of needy di stricts, to fund new programs,
to extend and improve programs, and to direct funds to serve special

needs populations. These objectives can be advanced by Fdderal policy.
The problem Is that resources available under the Vocational Education
Act are insufficient to help States realize all of then.

End and Means Mismatches. Ends are sometimes announced unaccan-
b

panted by speci fic means for reaching them, as in the case of the end

of overcaning sex bias and sex stereotyping and of peogram'impro'vement

and extension. Sometimes, a single instrument is relied upon to ful -
fi11 several goal s, as in the case of the funds distribution proce-
dures, which are' expected both to provide resources to meet the needs
for new and engrgang occupational programs and to equal ize resources

for quality rirOgrams in poor areas.
e

State and .Local Policies, Practices, and Resources.' Realizing

some ends of Federal policy is acutely dependent upon what the States
and localities are willing and able to do. In the absence of shared

oNectives_ and the deployment of State and local resources to help

reach them, Federal legislation alone can do little. Acting through

the States, Federal legislation can exert only relatively slight
influence *in local decisions on program of ferings. The governance and

operation of, vocational education programs are 'responsibitties of the
States and localities.

In the light of these broad conclusions, some suggestions may be
made about 'apprbaches to future .legislation 'under certain constraining
assumptions:'

tt,
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Assuming that the Primary Goal of Federal Policy is to Equalize
the Capacity of Local Shool Districts to Provide Vocational
Education Programs. . . .

--NITo achieve the objective of increasing ihe resource base of

di ricts lust able to provide a wide range of high quality programs
and improve, and expand )heir programs, Federal funds would have to be

directed toward districts of low financjal ability by a method that is
explicit, recipient-specific, and systematic.' This would require using
a formula that specifies al 1 of tne factors by which funds4are di strib-
uted, does not al lbw States to add factors, and specifies how they are
to be scaled. The measures used would have to be available by school
distracts in al 1 States and representative of local financial ability
and need. The goal of equalizing capacity would be achieved with such
a distribution method without(p1;cing f.ur ther restrictions on the use
of Federal funds. Additional requirements for the uses of Federal

funds would impair the equalization function. They would diminisn tne'

ability of poor di stricts simply- to provide good, pasic vocational

education programs. Under such an approach, the State education,, agency

would be required to assure that Federal funds are di stributed by a
11.

specified method which woull.,.tfe evaluated in terms of results--that is,
the degree to which equal 1za tion is achieved.

-c/
. Rai sing the capacity of the poorest di stricts to a specific level,
such as the national redian, solely with Federal dollars would require
appropriations' larger tnan those of recent years. The amount needed

would depend on the l'evel to which capacity is to be raised and the
extent to whifh other funds serve equalizing aims in the Stat'e.

Consequently, the effectiveness and the 'costs of thi s approacn woul d

8lso be,functi3s of how States distribute their funds,

Equality of/pport.inity objectives for special needs Students

could be incorporated in this approach without weakening the

fltf r
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.. equalization goal by

incurred in meeting the needs oC targeted populations. Special needs

students could be given more weight than others in a di stribution

formula in order to promote their enrollment in vocational education

program(. 6

Assuming that tnelirlmary Intention of Federal Policy is to Extend and

Improve Programs. ; . .

recogvzi ng and adjusting for tne higher costs

f tne goal were to prlepare a well - trained labor force, the

por)ach to take would be to oi str4bute :eceral funds wi :hi n States on

:ne bas's of proposals ..vhicn 1escribe now`tn 441.:..s are to oe spent and

dry. Pla-nning a: the State level-, then, would ,invol ve planning, for the

use of reaeral funds so that they most ef fact Ively further the goal. of

improving and extending programs. Local planning would have a heavy

respons,o1; ty :n razing possible the devel opment of proposals describ-
.v

ing current and projected labor market aemanas, justifying the need for

new programs or program improvements in tneir light; enc.' showi ng in

detail' the Dcdget requirements for meeting the needs. Evaluation would

primarily determine :tie extent to wnicn improvement occurs and is

effective. This approach :Laird also further greater equality of 3ppor-
tunity by giving priori ty to proposals also emphasizing programs and

services for students to to special needs or the reduction of sex di s-

crimination and stereot.yping. The State role would consist ih assuring

appropriate evaluations of the propbsals and in supporting improvement

efforts through resear rricul um development, exemplary programs,

training, and the iixe.,7*.,
. .

Assuming that tne primary Intention of Federal Pol tcy is to Site Those

with Special :eedS . .

Realizing this objective would require that Federal funds and

Federal planning and evaluation requirements be focused on students

r)
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with special needs. Federal funds would be di stributed within the

States to tpplicantS on tne basis of how many students are to be

enrol led in vocational progr.wis and of, proposals describing how the

funds are to be spent. A simple -di str.ibuti on formul a would requi.re

expl cip definitions for identifying the categories of students with

special needs and counts of those ,41 tn special needs to, be served: A

more complex formula would al so 'take nto4accoun a the di fferent educa-

tional and training costs for the di fferrente groups of special needs

stuatnts. The planning 'process mould,- be required to show not only how

:nese students would De served Out also wnat Kinds of services would be

made ava ap I e to nelp trem fine employment. The evalations required

,qou' o erpnasi ze such try ten a as tne number of conpi eters and pl acenent

Tnese ,ustrative suggestions concerning the central thrust of

=eaeral policy unaer three different assumptions emphasize one key

pernt That tnat al ternative vi ews of the primary ends of ,Federal

policy carry wi tn tnern tne adoption of different sets of means and

requirements for State behavior and imply diffeeeeces,in the scale of

'Federal resources needed to assist tne States in8yreal izing Federal

goals.

t

xli v
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CHAPTER I. THE YOCATIOtAAL EDUCATION ACT: ENDS AND MEANS

The Education Amendments of 1976, P.L. 94-482, constitute the sec-

ond. major revision of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. Like their
0

predecessor, the Amendments of 1968, they sought to continue the reform.

and redirection of the vocational education enterprise initiated in

1963A so that tne goals of Federal pol4cy might be realized more fully.

Tne amending legislation adopted in 1976 is complex and detailed. It

is, moreover, prescriptive in the oroces?es and procedures it,requires, ,

r

out also permissive in the broad discretion it allows the States in

deciding goon the uses to whist they may put the .Federal grants-in-ald

it authorizes. It 15,, in adds ion, ambiguous in some respetts, and

Jncertainty nas marked its implementation. Finally, it seeks to e

realize a iariety of goals, botn ultimate and intermediate.

The Goal Structure: The Ends

The Deelaratidh of Purpose of the Vocational Education Act

declares that it is Federal policy to help States improve "planning in

' the use of all resources available to them for vocational education and

manpower training' and to provide "grants to States to assist them" in

a variety of ways,

so that pzrsons oTf all ages, in all communities of the
--' State, thol4 in high school, those who have completed or

discontinued their formal education and are preparing to
enter the labor market, those who have already entered the
labor niaPket, but need to upgrade their skills or-learn

new ones those witespecial educational handicaps, and
those in postsecondary schools, will have ready access to
vocational training or retraining which is of high quali-
ty, which is realistic in the light of actual or antici-
pated opportunities for gainful employment, and ,Nhich is
suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit
from such training (Sec. 101).

I-1
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This Declaration of Purpose enunciates ambitious and intertwined

social and economic goals. The social goal expresses the aspiratiOn

for equality of educational opportunity for everyone, regardless of

aye, location, condition, or ability. This is the meaning of Federal

assistance to help the States bring about "ready access to vocational

t r a i n i n g or retraining which i s of high u ti l i t y . .

t
" The economic

goal is a trained labor force. This is to be achieved by providing 4n-

didlJuals wrth educational opportunities for the acquisition and devela

opment of occupational knowledge and skills, up to tne first baccalaur-

?ate degreed:evel, treat .reet the demands of the labOrlt/Trn4`.Tnis is

tne meaning of 'iocatilcal training and retraining . wni:n Is real-

istic in tne lignt of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful

employment. .

Tne realization of these goals depends upon wnat the States and

localities, which4are responsible for operAting vocational education

programs, an achieve' wi,th trieir own and Federal resources. or the

grant of FeGeral assistrnCe funds, on the basis of the.A.approvec State

plan, she VEA exacts, 'so to speak, a price--that the States implement`

certain processes, prooedurA, and programs. These processes, proce-

dures, and programs' are a means for achieving the long -term goals of

FedeT'al policy. They are instruments. But they also, in themselves,

-constitute intermediate goals or purposes of Federal policy and affect

critically the usel to which Federal funds are put. As expressed in

% the Decl a'ati on of Purpose, in addition to the object ive of "improving

planning," tney are:,

(1) to extend, Improve and, where necessary, maintain
existing programs fdh vocational education,

(2) to develcp:new programs of. vocational education,
(3) to develop and carry out such programs of voca-.

Lionel education witqin each State so as to overcame sex

discrimination and Sex stereotyping in vocational educa-
tion programs (upluding programs of4homemak ng), and
thereby furnish equal educational opportunities in voca-

1-2
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tional education to persons of both sexe%', and
(4) to provide part-time employMent for youths who

need tne earnings from such employment to continue their
vocational train or a full-time basis. . .

,

Consequently, to understand how the VEA works, It is essential to
4

unaerstana the interplay among three factors: (1) the overriding,

ultimate goals of Federal policy to be achieved by assisting the '

States; (2) tne legislated means for realizing those goals, which in

themselves`constitute intermediate purposes; and (3) the scale of the

Federal resources mace available to the States t3 assist them 1ln accoMr-

p'7sn-^g not only these ends Put also still other objectives.

when tne reauthorwation of the VET was under consideration in

13-6, Potn the purposes and tne provisions of the legislation were Sub-

;ects of lebate. Information on the iocatjonal education enterprise

and on how it nad Peen affected by Federal policy, gathered through

uongressicrial hearings held in different parts of the country, shaped

tnati4debate. So, to204,did tne findings lot.A.isits to States by staff

members of tne rouslikilf Representatives Committee on Education and

Labor and the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. One Senate

committee staff member recalls that she concluded from the staff visits

that tne Deciaralion of Purpose in the existing law [the Amendments of

:968 :.L. 90-576)] was broad, enough to cover anything the State

Director wanted do with his Federal money." When questioned about

using Federal funds for maintaining existing programs rather than othr

purposes, State directors pointed to the Declaration of Purpose, which

declared that one'objective of Federal assistance was to maintain, ex-

tend, and improve existing programs." 'They held, moreover, that since

maintaining programs came first in the listing, this purpose had prior-

ity. 4hen questioned about tne flow of -Federal furids to 4ealthy

Pan districts, ratner than poor inner-city. areas, State directors

asserted tnat this was justified by the statement in'the Declaration of

Purpose that Federal grants'were _to be used to assist the States' in

I' 4
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providing ready access to vocational education to all persons of all

ages ill all communities."1 The visits to the States also persuaded

Zongressional staff that comprehensive statewide planning, another

Oojectide of the legislation, was sorely lacking. These deficiencies,

as well as others, were identified in tweporTh which helped shape

thinking about the provisions of the. 1376 amendments. These were the 1

U.S. Geneal Accounting Office study, What is the Role of Federal

Assistance for Vocational Education/ (1974) and D. N. Drewes and

Doog.las S. Katz, Manpower Data and Vocational Education A National

St,cy of 4/ailao1lity and, ?se (1975).

when tne emending 'legislation of 1976 was drafte'd in the Senate,

an effort was made to correct these deficiencies by recasting the lan-

guage setting fortn the purposes of the YEA. First, primary emphasis

was placed upon improved State planning in the use of all resources as

a means for fulfilling Federal goals. Thus, the proposed drift for the

/ Senate bill :ailed for planning for "vocational education policy and

progrlms' tnat would involve "a wide range of indifiduAls and agencies

zioncarnac wich, education and training within the .State," so as to

achieve an equitable cistrioution of funds among secondary, postsecond-

ary and adult vocational education programs. . . ."2 Second, the

idea of Aidersality expressed in the words "persons of all ageP-in all

communities' was modIfied by dropping all comMunities," implying

tnat all communities cad not have equal claims to Federal assistance,

out retain)ng the idea tnat ".individuals of all ages" were to have

'ready access 'to vocational training or retraining . . . of nigh duali-

ty. . . ." Finally, the proo6sed draft sought to diminish, if not pre-

dent, the use of Fveral grants to maintain programs by stating that

they were designed to assist States to extend, improve, and, where

necessary, maintain exiting programs. . . ." Placing maintenance

tnird. and Qualifying it with tne- notion of necessity would, it was

tlocght, gide tne* desired weight to the purposes of extension and

improvement.

.

1-4
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mbers of the volational education community opposed these pro-

. posed changes in the purposes of the VEA.3 In the dellater with the

Senate Committee over the language of, the bill to be reported out, cr-

prom,ses were struck 'in which changes in the Declaration ot Purpose,

wni:n some Committee ,members viewed as largely symbolic-, were traded

for changes in ifikoprovisions. The result was that improved planning
.

was given propinence in the Declaration of Purpose and in key prove -

Vans, the concept of "persons of all ages in all ccr.rimumktles:swas re-

:a'ned, tne idea-of "equitable distribution" of Federal funds was

:nqoped, maintaining existing programs was deemphasizedrby being listed

tnrd and Dy adding tne qualifier "wfiere necessary," and Federal assis-

tance for offering new programs" was added. The announcement of a

wnolly new purpose was the pledge of Federal assistance LC the States

11 order to 6vercome sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in voca-

tional edikation programs. . . ."

" 6

in the "eport accompanying its bill (S. 2457), the Senate Commit-

tee declared that even though the Declaration of Purpose spoke of "per-
t

,sons of all ages in all communities," the ,intention of the Federal

legislation was to provide assistance to individu'als lid areas mos:,in

'heed,

Given the limited amount of,Federaf assistance available,
it is the Committee's intent that scarce dollars will be
first, devoted to those with greatest needs. Certainly the
phrase "of all ages in all communities" is not intended to
imply any per capita distribution of Federal funds through-
out a State.4

Compared to that of the Amendments of 1968, the 1976. Declaration

of Purpose was notsignificantly,revised. The important changes in the

1975 )egislation" lie in the provisions Which, in effect, define the 01)-

jectives and morities of Federal policy. Consequently, to understand

I-5gr,
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what the Amendments of 1976 hoped to accomplish, it is 'necessary to

examine systematically the structure and substance of the legislation.

Structure of the Vocational Education Act

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 ,,as amended (P.L. 94-482),

has three main parts, the first two of which have subparts. Th* hirdiew

Part C, consists of "Definitions." A glance at Parts A and B and their

subparts, together with the amount of dollars appropriated for ea h for

fiscal year 1980, provides an immediate clue to Federal objectiv and

priorities.

Part A - State Vocational Education
Programs

Subpart 1 - General Provisions

Subpart 2 - Basic Grant

Subpart 3 - Program Improvement and
Supoortive Services

Subpart 4 Special Programs for
the Disadvantaged

$762,080,000 (total)

$ 11,500,000

562,266,000

124,817,000

20,000,000

Subpart 5'- Consumer and Homemaking 43,497,000

Education

Part B - National Programs

Suopart General Provisions

14,800,000 (total)

.41.

Subpart 2 - Pograms of National Significance 10,000,000

Subpart 3 - Bilingual Vocational Training 4,800,000,

Subpart 4 - Emergency Assistance for Remodeling -0-

and Renovation of Vocational Facilities
w"

Part A funds are drstributed first to the States, which have broad,

discretion w-!th respect to their subsequent distribution to local

Iw
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. education agencies (:_EAs) and other eligible recipients for each of the

fide subparts. In contrast, Part B monies support activities conducted

at the Federal level.

Subp'art . of Part 8, General ProvisiOns, descsribes (1) the org'ani-

zation, staffing, and responsibilities of the agency that administers

,provisions of the VEA, (2) a new national data collection system, the

iocational Education Data System (VEDS), and (3) the composition and

responsibilities of the National Advisory Council on Vocational -FO ce-.

Subpart' 2 of Part 8, Programs of National Significance, provides

`or s0000rt of a national center for research in vocational education,

for the estaolisnment of a Coordinating :ommittee for Research in Voca-

tional Education, and for programs for training and developing voca-
..

tilpal education personnel. Subpart 3, Bilingual Vocational Training,

authorizes bilingual vocational education programs and services such as

guidance and counseling, preservice and inservice training, add

curriculum development. Funds have never been appropriated,for Subpart

4, Emergency Assistance for Remodeling and Renovation of Vocational

Facilities, which was designed to assist LEAs in urban and rural areas

to provide needed vocational programs which they-could not offer with

available State and local resources.

Part A, State Vocational Education Programs, however, the dom-

. inant portion of the Vocational Education Act, accounting for 98 per-

cent of the VEA's appropriated funds. It is rimari-triough this

part of the legislation that the goals and instruments of Federal leg-

islation are to be'carried out.

The Policy Instruments: The Means

Federal Part A funds are allotted to the States in three lump

sums. one for Subparts 2 ,and 3 combined, one for Subpart and one 4

for Subpart 5. The States,. in turn, distribute funds for purposes

1-7
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autnorized be-eer each of tie subparts to lOcal educational agencies,and

other eligible recipients Subpart 1, General Provisio'n, sets forth

most of tne controls blacs?0 ipon tne States' actions witn respect to

tne There are requirements...for the distribution of finds, for

the, appointment of sex equity coordinators, for planning, evaluation,

and actountebility, for using funds for vocational programs for Ameri-

can Indians, sand for institutionalizing improved occupational informa-

tion systems. In additaon, there are requirements to set aside por-

tions of Saboarts 2 and 3 funds for tnree uses 20 percent for disad-

ran'taged and 'imitao Engligheakirlig persolns, 10 percent for handi-

capped persons, an .5 percent for' persons in postsecondary and adult

programs. Tne t'tles of tne, four-subparts which, follow the General

Provisions, as well as tne three set asides, represent =ederal priori-

ties on whin FeNal funds arebe spent. one titles, of course,

designate d'fferent objects. in one case it is a program (consumer and

homemaking edication), in a second,..a target groups(disadvantaged), in

a t.nird, a group of activities (program improvement and supportive

services), and in a fourth, an educational level postsecondary). The

fifth (basic grant) covers numerous programs and services on which

Federal fun's may be spent. In sett'Ing up these subparts .and se

asides, the legislation circumscribes the use of funds so as' to ser e

',important purposes. let:" as will be seen in t.Ke discussion of each

Subpart, the Act is'aiso permissive with respect to the ways in which

finds may be used once they reach eligible recipients--so permissive

that Subparts 2, 3, and 5 may be thought of as mini-block grants. A

-graphic representation,of the set aside and subpart provisions of Parts

A Snd B of tne legislation appears in Figure I.-1,

Subpart 1 - General Provisions

In addition'o,setting forth the procedure fo/ r distributing Fed-
.

eral finds to the States and the?) the requirements for their distribu-

tion within the States and for State and local matching of Federal

I-3
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dollars, Subpart 1, General Provisions, also describes the requirements 4

for planning, evaluation, and accountability. It specifies the content

of the State Plan to be submitted, originally to the U.S. ,..Office of

Education and now to the Department of Education, to secure the grant-

in-aid and the procedures for producing tke' Plan. It sets forth the,

format and content of the application by eligible recipients for Fed-

erS1 funds. It also specifies the criteria by which programS are to 56.

evaluated and the way in which States are to be held accountable. Fur-
.

ther, it requires that beach State "assign such full-time personnel as

necessary' to cunduct nine functions in connection witg Overcoming "sex

discrimination and sex stereotyping in vocational education

programs. . .

Requirememts for Allocating and Distributing Federal Funds. 'Fed-

eral funds are allocated to the States on the basis of a formula' that

has remained unchanged since 1963. This formula, discussed in Chapter

11, uses population factors and a relative per capita income factor.5

Within a State, in almost all cases funds must be matched one-for-one

by State end 'local funds (Sec. 111(a)). Matching funds need not 5e

distributed in the same manner as Federal funds,

w.

The intrastate distribution of Federal funds was the subject of

considerable debate in the Congress, and the resulting provisions dif-

fer snarply from prior legislation. The'Senate Committee expressed

concern that a number of States allocated funds among school districts

on' the basis of a flat distribution,6 without taking into account

relative need or ability to pay. The House Committee found that the

requirements of the previous Act were not directive enough to carry out

the intention of Congress, which was to provide additional resources to,

those school districts and agencies most in need of resources with

which to provide programs.? Between them, both committees amended

the 1968 legislation so as to reassert Federal priorities and target

Federal funds toward populations with special needs, poor areas which

8,410 0,81--6
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1 ack"the ans for providing needed vocational education, programs, and

programs fp 'new and ernergi ng_occupati ons. 8

.
Tie 197.6%legislation requi res Federal funds std be taistributed.in-

trastate to eligible- recipients on .the basis of two factors applying to
.

the '''approval of appl icatiatis and two factors applying to the distribu-
tion of futids an5ng approved gpticants: The provisions are di s-

cussed in detail in Chapters II and It is sufficient to note here
that States are instructed (54) (A) ) to gave priority, on the
ore hand, to appl cations for cede funds caning Fran areas ehnch are

economical ly deo% ss,,ed, have high unemPl oyment;.ra,tes, and lack the

eesource; oto meet their vocational ucat)on needs without Federal

assistance,,. and, i the other hand, to appl brotions which prcpo'se

rogrants new to ya area and that are designed to meet new and emerge ng

manpower needs' arid job opportunities. Stat are further instructed
Sec. 106C5)(B)) t'o distribute Federal funds ai ng appr,ov d applicants

or the basis of "economic, ctemogr aptu c and social 'factors relating to

the need for iocational education among therious populations and
iarious areas of tne _State," except that the two )nost Important factors

n the case of LEAs.must be (1) their "relative 'f inancAal ah Lei y . . .

to provide the resources neses,say to ,meet the neeati for viRational

education in the areas they service: and (2)- the "relative number or

concentration of 104-Income families or individuals within" them._

States are al so instructed to apply not, ti nly the relative financial

ability ccns iderati on in acting on applications for Federal funds from

other el igible recipients, but also the relative number or c4ncentra-

ti on of students . . whose education imposes higher than average

costs, such as handicapped, students, students from I ow-i ncane families,

and students from 'families in which English is not the daninant

1 anguage. "
'

How these provisions affect the distribution of Federal funds' is

treated in detail xi Chapters II and IX. So, too, are the ?if'
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/ 3' aes Co es:--ar a are_. ^ca.'. -ea.-, -ea _c.--pralk ce s..":le-t l'o-lat:.e
teu,;- sc,eoupte or -se o ctate arc :ea: '

_

ee' as: of tee s-s cern-111g to tee .se :edeea `-nas,
one wnce ',as a' eeaci 'zee"- '-entionec. s tee set a5' :e Sec. '.2,

oee:en;. foe c-sa4,aetacel arc -+-.tea 'E -g -sPeae ce eta": `2;f

a-c cee:eet foe XS:SeCOli.dry CrOgrals. 3o :r
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t the nouse and Senate Committees had reiterated the Federal commitment

to assist populations with special needs to which the first two set

asides attend.11 Each committee too< note of the findings of the

Gener°a1 ,Tccounting Office study that some States were neitner

spending toe required set-aside amounts of ?feral funds nor providing

Sta.A Ira 'Ocal funds suf'icient,to serve these oopUlations. In- some

States, such funding oecline'd .as :ederal .fUnding increa 12 Tne

..3"o leg,slation tried to correct these failures 5y requiring matching
w

o' :ne set avoes.
e 9

.*
aro The s 'or

Inr.Th aroacco4.2taoilty, al irocedura' it af.lre,

were great'f strengtneneo response :0 critic'sms yo,ced a:

rev.ngs -net .y0c4:1;a1 educat bid yrogLaps were frequentlf,irrelevant

to,local,econowes, Ynd in resWrse to tiie'"GA0 finding'that most of tne

enro' was concentreted -1 programs wtth !only a Aricheral

.onsn.c to labor marcet needs)I1; of tne problem, it was

asser%ed, was :ne 'ac( of' inforsatior job.sKills ,n demand and Op

wh4tner or nOt educat,on students .were securing and rteTd,ng

;O05. second, -e'ated oroolen enonaolzed dur'ng :ne near,ngs was

t-at o annIg was. :arr'ec out compliance purposes only. State

o'ahs, 'concl.ded :ne Sena te :orp,ttee, contained 'vie pa:len/or( neces-
.

sal to comp:i 4/tn ne "ace of tne statute, out vo rot re'lect the

olann'ng e"orts .ncertaren by :ne State. . . .'14 4:Ine'y, the
A

point was nade :net acc.T.ntao"ity Procedures were 'ack.ng for,ensuring

tnat "ederal ',nos were spent accorvngto Plan. .35 a res-;: o' these

severa de'cienc'es, 't was coricltded :net programs were not olanne

with 'apgr marxet c.Kaand 7,1 wind, States were not being neTd acco

!pie 'Or oe'iter.ng what they promised _in their Plans, and irogram sac -

tess was not eva'Ated in :n4'se terns. .

spught- to correct :nese de'iciencies .F.1 sty

ways. )- :t treated a Nat,onal Jccuoatiorial :mfornatTon Coordin'alli1r

ik

4
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. Committee (40ICC) at the Federal level with para,11e1 'committees in each

State to coorainat% and systematize occupational demand and supply data

which could be used for ,planning purposes. In addition, the Act great-

ly tigntereh tne planning provisions by nequiring tne 5-year and annual

plans :Secs. I07(0) and 138(a)) to set out explicitly the planned use
0

of Federal, State, and lapel vocational education funds to meet, labor

marKet demands.li The annual plan would serve to update tne 5 -'ear

plan and, if necessary, snow more accurate employment data or a differ-

ent 'evel of ' ding tnan was oritinally estimated (Sec. 108;D)(I)).

rl an-.,a' ac:D :abi=ity'report would Show, haw 'unds were ,se

wnat ^es ts tne acnieveo In re:r.lon to tne need 'or cur-
.

-.,^* "v praspect've, stipu'ated '1 tne'5-year plan ;Sec. I08(0)(2);.

-he eva'uation qd.,i-ements of tpe :975 amendments, discussed in

chapeer make it ,clear :mat tne success of programs is to be

measured 11 employment termswhether students are placed 'n 'jobs

-elated to tne:r training and whether tneir employers consider them

well trained and orepared, for employment.

Botn tne Houser-and Senate Co4iilte'es saw these provisions as in-

terrel,ated. The Senate Committee observed that one Key element of the

comprehensive plan would be the development of procedures for contin-

uous o;anningapd evaluation, including the 7.egular collection of data,

to be availab'ekto'all'oarties in tne State to whom it would be of In-

tere§t: A solid data base will give a State a basis for provam evalu-

ation. Evaruation will, hopefully, lead to improvement in p;.ogr'am

duality. Both data and evaluation can result in improved planning eap-

aWTIty.:16 Improved planning, accountability, evaluation, and in-

`omation on jobs arid occupations, it wal believed, would in combina-

tion helpimake the vocational.education eptecprise more resitonsive to
.

7abor market demands abd so further the gtal of producingt a well, -

trained labor cores'.

Ni Other 'Reduireserits.4; the Ger:tog-al Provisions: ' The General

1

.00"
-

./ I-14
o
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Provisions al so - contain requirements bearing on State tomrhistrati an

Sec. 104;. One is the requirement that each State must designate an
individual to serve as a ''sexequity coordinator' and must reserve a

1

minimum of S5C,,DOJ for tne fact irs associatga with the post. Second

are 'the requirements for thetgcmposi Clan and' activl ties of 'State and

vocal advisory Councl i s on tro-Ct-i-O-na 1 zauc a tjurraol-n
ion hhere are requirements for tie submission and approval of State

P. the conditions und'er which funds may be withheld, and the proce-

dure fo. ,udi-ial review, should a State wish to cnal I6nge di sapproval

:s ,Sec. 1:2,9;

Subpart 2 - Basic Grant

7ne Basic Sr ant is tne centerpiece. of tne Vocational 'Education,

Act. Yost of tf4 par' A funds -- almost Tv' percent--go to tne States in

tne `or, f tne oast grant. The Act,, 1 Sts :5 possible uses for tne

? basic gr'ant, rangigvefrxi general support for 'vocational education

p r arns .:o supporl. for particular programs, .sucn as 'energy education

progralms, and inc"%dng sucn di verse uses as 'wort stay' and 'COW-
.

eratrte education pr,pgrans, "constructioli, "t.eacners' salaries," arid

special servi des. scn, as 'day care for children of students" or

ao..i%ent te-vices.

rs
States have comlete scret.ion, deciding nether r not, to use

Federal finds for any of the authorized Aurposes. curt ernore, the

authorized uses are so broad ;e.g.. , 'voCational, education programs "}

and so numerous tnat it is ficul: to think of educational training,
e.elated pi.7poses,, for which r deral funds owl d be app?cOr lately used

tnat mot," d not'be al lowed. The reguldations add only one restriction on

tne use Of Su3part 2 funds, namely, that seine funds oust ze used for

. ;so; aded homemakers. It is important to recognize that the Act

elsewtere encourages the use of federal t'unds for particular purposes,

Such as extending and improVing programs ,,rither tnan maintaining

f t
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tnem, but )t does not provide specific mechanisms for realizg tnese

purposes, as is mace clear in Chapters 1:1 and I.

'Subpart 3 - Program Improvement and Supportive ServXes

F)nds nade available under Suopart 3 may ,De used for research, ex-

emplary and innovative programs, cunriculum avelopment, ,guidance and

counse'Ing, oreservice,and inserlice training, grants to overcome sex

b7as, ana certa'n aam-',Iistrative posts. Actiiities funded 'under Pro-

gram :mpropame^t Supportiie Seryices are designed to <eeo the

enteroc se t,r-ent 3,,c to 'mprove 10: or examp,'e, tney 00u11 inab'e a

scnoo' to offer a orogram to meet a new occupational peed oy provTng

teacner tralwl,,g aro cur-':u,lum aevelopment )oportLAItces. These Inds

-11;n: be,used to corio.co -esearcn on effective ways of teacning aiad-

iantaged and ^a-licapped students or, indeed, on waysof,-reducing sex

2r4og-am Impcove,nent and supportive service activities, there-

e, 'nay seNe to ne'p realize One goals of =ederal policy.

nere is only one restriction on one use.of Subpart 3 funds, name -

1j, 23 percientt lust oe used 'or guidance and counseling services.

erwse, States are 'eee on .l locate funds among the uses irr any way\

ey crigosef an: lay also noose not to spend funds on some autnorized

uses. -7Jvercomi,,g sex ,as was a latter of considerable concern when

ehe 'egis!ation was noted in 1976. Yet, expenditure's td achiev'e th's

ab:ectlie are rot nandatea. As win one baiic'grant, the *pursuit a:

:erx.a.n ac:1i(:ies or durposes is encouraged? but there are no accom-

panying meehanisms. :mat direct funds toward then. ThusThusi 41th the

exception of tne requirement to use Federal funds for counseling and

guillanee, Ihe States are given complete discretion in the use of Sub-, --

part 3 fun*

4
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$ (1Subpart 4 - peci Programs for the Di Sadwitaged

Funas under tnis Subpart Are to be allocated by the States to ,

areas of nign concentrations of youth unemployment' and school drop-

outs,' and shall be used to pay the full cost of vocational education'

for disadvantaged persons" .(Sec. 240(b)(1)). No restrictions are

pl a .upon tne 1*,* of these funds,. but neither are there directions or

vI(

,re

e '-uggestions of a programmatic character. The absence of a match-

ing requirement makes clear the Federal purpose of providing an ;ncen-

tve to selected ._EAs to provide programs for tne disadvantaged. It

0,l' ot recal led, powever, :net in fiscal year r980 only 520 mil lion

were aPpropriated or Subpart S.

Subpar- t - Consumer and Homemaking Educatl Programs

Cons-mer ano Homemaking Education (EVE), to wnich Chapter VI is

devoted, is tne only program area treated categorically in the 1976

Act. Federal iocational education polrcy has been concerned with home

economics since its inception with tne Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, wnich

provided ',,nas for this and three other Isubect a:eas.18 Funds

appropriaited under tnis.subpart are di stributed according4tio tne fac-

tors specified in tne-Gerlerai Provisions, but tnere is the additional

F eeui r em e t tnat one-third must be spent in economically depressed

areas, a, req6izment designed to contribdte to the Act's social goals.,''

The Act lays out tie preferred Intent of the field by listing six

content areas Ai& may receive funding, as will bebSeen in Chapter VI,

but does not crestrict the uses of tne funds to these six. It is .

°Simillrly permissive in encouraging, but not requiring, the achievement

of certain program 'ends, such as "participation of both males and

females to prepare for acmbining the roles of homemakers and wage

earners, . . . elimination o7 sex stereotyping, . f . outreach programs

`oreyoutn and adult s. . "

a,

a
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Resources for Realizing the Goals

. 47The Federal resources actually spent in fiscal year 1979 to assist

tne States to achieve the many end% of,Federal policy came to about

$565 million, as Table 1-1 shows. It should be noted that the dollar

amounts shown expended in this table do not conflict with those given

earlier, which are for fiscal year 1980 and which show sums appropri-

aced. In fiscal year 1979, the States and localities reported spending

almost billion for vocational education programs, but almost

tertaimly, pent more than that ,since they do not report all vocational

educationigxp-elditunes. Thus, 'using reported expenditures, only 1

col'ar of Federal money was spent for about LO State and local

do'lars,

This ratio, however, should not be taken as a reliable measure of

eittmr theactual, or potential influence that Federal ,oidlicy can exert

upon the vOcati;nal 'eaucation enter;r4se., The cauifonary note is

importa-nt because it. is frequently asserted that Fe4eral dollars are

relatiielf too few to "leverage" the enterprise in the direction of

attaining Federal goals. ,On balance,othere is warrant for concluding

that, in combination with the means adopted, Federal resources are too

sma1,1 in,scaleto achieve all-of the several ends-oVederal policy.

This IS even true for those few Sta es in which Federal dollars are a

significant, fraction of t tal Ivocati nal educ ,)on expenditures, such

as dent iirginia and Sou ti.Oakota../.At the'same time, it must also be

said that the expenditures of Federal dollars on certain pur:poses--that

t' is to say, certain darts of'the significant enough in

relation to combLed State and local expenditures to make a differ-

ence.

. 1 *
OTsaggregatspg the natafpial expenditure data by subpart and set-

, . .

aside categor'les shows great variatidns in the ratios. of State antl

local to Federal dollars,: as Table I-1 shows from a high of 15 State
4

I
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TAQLE 1-1

RATIO OF FEQERAL TO STATE AND LOCA EXPENDIJURES1

FOR PART A. STATE VOCATNNAL 5DUCATION PROGRAM,

FY 1979
(IN THOUSANDS)

Ratio

Part A Federdi State/Local Fed:S/L
17-----

.

State iocat!lonal Ezucation°

r4)grams' 5566,107 55,910,906 1.10.5

.0,

S2art 2 404
, 131 5,245,765 1.12.9

41.

Subpart 3
0

102,694 244,238. 1: 2.4

Set Asides Under
Sjbbarts 2 iFTI-7

Dsaavantaged $104,954 312,039 1 3.0

-lanaicapped 53,140 121,163 1: 2.3

ES 3,879 017,402 1: 4.5

ostseconaary and Adult 133,090 2,006,417 1:15.1

`Subpart 4 17,538 12,230 1: 0.7

Suboart 5 40,741 438,571 1.10.8

1. Expenal:Jres do not include u6 eniiquiaatetbligations.

%.

, - '2. BeCallse of roundilig, tne total as not additive.
. .

Source. .The locatioeal education Data System, 1979

7

0
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and local dollars for every Federal dolla,r for expenditure on post-

secondary and adult programs to a l ow of 70 State and local cents for
4

aver), Federa_l ool lar spent on special prograns for the di saavan-

taged.19 :1 general , tne degree o 't'ne adPrma-_.,_,ar_c,-
.cet-or-local priori ties, and greater correspondence.between

Federal 4,nd 'Conn neo State and local expenditures signal Federal ...,

priori tisLot yet fJi ly snared by States and localities national ly.

t should not be scrpr ;sing that tne Federal' to State and local

ratio ; as ':w as it 's for Subpart 2, Basic Grants, for tne expends-
t..res are IP 'vocati one' educati on programs' in gerenal , as we (l as or

a ,a-ge o- ^o-e spec: a' i zed ob,ect Ives. -ow fer, substantial State and
xa' overnatcnes sno...1 I not autoriatical ly e taken to indicate tne
i

absenc'e_of an inf 1 , uence of a particular Federal or i ori :y wi -Ain the

scope or a s Doe rt. here the overma tcn.41 s low, , the availability of
Federal faids"-cTf.--5-6-'y establ i snes an agenda for State and local act iv-

i ties', as "n the case of rograii :mgr overlent and Supportive Services

and programs for di sa'a van:caged and'. handl capped persons, but also,

accounts 'or ar appreciable portion a' total expenciit,,:res.

A SUMMING UP

The or ecedi ng sections nave characterized Federal vocational eCu-

ca.tIon having two overridi ng 'goals-one econcni c',and tne

other social. 7nese, t nas been said, are to be acn eyed tnrough

ihs:r.Amentali:14s7orocesses, procedures,1Mid programs--wnich in tnem-

sel 4es cons' -ute objectives. They seek to effect cnanges designed to

improve tne Nation' s vocational ecucation enterpr.i se,. The actors nak-

log tnese c'nanges are the States that apply for acid receive Federal

grants` -1r -aidin- a id aria tne rtciP"ients of Federal funds Ni tni n the States.

The preced4ng 'descriptions of tri# structure and substance of the /coca-

t ional Education Act of 1963, as amended, shoulO have sel so made clear

Naot 'only its complexity bi,t also its contrizting features of

1-20
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permissiveness and prescriptiveness, which iq turn suggest problem

areas in the relationships,betxeen ends and means.

the Amenpments of 4976 became law on October 12tn of that year.

In 'a strict sense, they only became fully operational, first, with the

enactment of tne technical and other amendments of Public Law 95-40,

-adopted J,un'b 3, 1977, and tnen, with the issuance of the consequent

Rules aid Regulations by the Office of Education on October 3, 1977.

This means that States and localities have been responding to the last

serie of changes in t,ne VeA for a relatively brief period of time.

How Key provisio ss of the 1976 legislation have been implemented and

wnat influences ney )have exerted up to 1981 art tne subject matter of

later criaoteris' articularly II, III, IV, VI, and VIII. Chapter IX

presents an ove 11 assessment of ,the effectiveness of the 1'76

legislapol in realizing the goals of Federal vocational education

policy. o

4e

4

r 0

4

'

4,

p
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FOOTNOTES

1. Jean S. Frohlicher, "The*Educatioo Amendments of 1976: Their
Evolution in the,Satec.Thelr Directions for the Future."
ritimeograplet0 (paw prepared for the National Institute of
Education:Vatational ,Education Study, 1981), p. 2$-29.

2. Quoted in Frohlicher, p. 29, emphasis added.-

3. Ibid. , p. 30.

4, U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Labor ahig. PublIolipelfare.

Ecueation Amendments of 1976-- RW)ort to Accompany S. 2657, Senate
Report No. 34 -382, 94th4tong., 2nd Ses.0 197o, p. 57 (hereafter
cited as Senate Repor't).

5. See,Chapter 0,, pp. 5-14. .The minimum allotment is $200,000, and
4 no,State may receive less Ulan its total fiscal year.1976 allot-

6. Senate Repo;111,p. 71.

7, fl.S.°Congress, Hodse,-Committitkon Education and Labor, The Voca-
tional -National Institute of Education Amendments of
1976: eport to Accompany H.R. 12835, House Report No, 94-1085,
194.th 69n9., 2nd Sess., 1976, p. 33 (hereafter cited as House
Report).

w
Senatr e,,Report, p. 70.

r
9. Washington, D.10.: U.S. Government Printing Office, r980; Chapter

III. 0

10. p. 111-41%

11. House. Report, pp D4-15; Senate ReObrt, pp.. 76 -79.

12. U.S. General Accotiniing Office', What is the Role of Federal Assis-
Once for Vocational Education? Report.of the Comptroller General
to the Congress (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

r Office, December 197.4), p.
- .

1,3: House Report, p, 20.
,

14. Senat:e-ieport, p. 66._
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15. The Education Amendments of 1973 subsequently amended tne General
Eddcation Provisions Act to require plans for all edutation pro-.

3rams, including vocational education.

16. Senate Report, p. 68. 0

k

Ito

1

.17. A larger number of autnorized uses can in fact be'identified. The

'15-uses, 1 iied, in the lingu,pge of the Act (Sec. 120 (b)(1)), are

as fqllows% (1) vocational educetion programs; (2) work-study

progrIms as described in Section 121, (3) cooperative vocational

education programs as described in Section 122, (4) energy educa-
tion programs as oeseibed in Section 123, (5) construction of
area notational education school facilities ;v(6) support of. full --

time personnel to perform the duties described in Section 10.1(b);

;7) the provision of stipends, subject to the' restriction contain-

ed in paragraon ,i. which snail not exceed reasonaple amounts as
prescribed by tnelCommissioner, pursuant to regulations, for seu7
dents entering or already enrolled in vocational edutation pro-
grams, if trove students have acute economic needs wnich cannot De
md; under work-study programs, 3) placement services for students

who 4arlisuccessfully completed vocational education programs,
supjl to thirestriction cdntained in paragrapn (2), (9) indus-

trial arts prograj s which such programs will assist in meeting the
purposes of tnis Act, 00) support services for women who enter
programs designed to prepare individuals for empltygrUh-t in MPS-- '"---=1-

which"naoe been traditionally limIted to men, including counseling

as to the nature of such programs and the difficulties which may

z'
be encountered by women"*in suCh'prOgrams, and job development and ___,
Job follow-up services; (11) day care services for children of
students in secondary and postsecondary vocational 'education pro-
grams, (12) vocational education for: (1) persons who had solely )

open nomearrs but who now, because of dissolution of marri4e,
use seek employment; (ii) persons who are single heads of house-
olds and who lack adequate Job skills; (111) persons who are cur-
rently homemakers and part-time workers but wish to secure a full-
time job; and (iv) women who are now in jnhc whirh have been tra-
ditionally considered jobs for females and who wish to seek eq-il
ployMent in job areas wnich,have not been traditionally considered
jobs for females, and men who are now in jobs which have tradi-
tionally been considered job areas for males 'and who wish to ,reek

I. employment in job areas whreh have not been traditionally Gonsid-
ere8 job areas for males; (13) construction and operation of

'-
residential vocational schools as described nn Section 124; (14) .

provision o'Of vocational training through arrangements with private...
vocap.lonal training institutions where such private institutions
canInake a significant contribution to attaining the objectives of

the State plak-iankr-can-providet-substantiallx equivalent training
at a lesser cost, or.: an 5rovide equipment or services not

'
.

,
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ava''able in puollc Inszit,:tIons, and ('5) sJbject to tne rpm-

/
s'ons-of Sect'on ill, tme costs of sJpervIslon and administration
1' JocatIonal educat',on programs by eliglole reclplents, nd State
1-aLris-r4-,24, , -r. ^-7ear p'an s...ibm=4.d_4.1,4ant to ect7on -

I?' ri'.1 )f :re arru.:' wolram p' an sJoni:ted ovsJant to SectI on
-06. ex:eot.tnat rdt lore tnan :J per cent_n of tne amount )f
Oaf-tents oeterlled under Sec:Ion 111'for sucn purposes,shall be
"lade frcm grars ,rider till suPpart.

13: -n,le'r tne SfnIt'n-nes 4c: .,_. 64:347), Fedral f,nds -;:oul'i be

spent or our suoect areas ageicJiture, industry, trade, and
none econolics.. .

.

13. The natchl-g ^ds eoort,.1 for tne lsa'Jvantaged :nI narlicIoped
se" asIze -ai oe art 'ow. The JlatcnIng ratios are o'ten

trIve St, .ngent re?-)r7,1,g reduements. Some rac,plents
7:4,-eocrt o y what Is necessary to J?...at tne or rat:'

'a14e,'erts. '',.onsao,ertly, reported latcrIng re4j1-e'lerts are
.ier, t,e y t) De :onserdat,Je.

. a
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CHAPTEJ II.. VWATIONAL EDUCATION FUNDS:
ALLOCATION PROVISIONS

Introduction

a 9

Vocational education offered in public schools, both secondary and

postsecOndary , obtains its operating income from Federal, State, and

local governments:, ',In the case of Federal funds Provided through

appropriation acts, the money oris first to the State, then from the
State to the .11Fal level, and final ly to the educational institution.

Federal docational Education Act. funds , for example, are available to
the, school after being processed by the 4U.S. Department of Education
and by both the State education agency (SEA) and local education agency

LEA).- Each has a hand in affecting the ultimata4d stributign of funds

to the school s aVe1 each retains part of tha'*'1 locati on for expenditures

on administration and supportive services. State funds for vocational

education go to the LEA, which allocates then among its schools. Local

funds are al located to schools for vocational education progra' -s by'

LEAs. Other funds for meeting operating costs are derived from tuition

c naPges and, less cemmonly, , from private sources.

!
In addition, other Federal funds for operating expenditures reach

" di strictsand schoo}s; from region'al , loyal, or State sources. CETA

funds, f instance, nstiffl ow 'from a prime Sponsor either to a LEA or

directly to a school, Appalachian Regional Development Act funds may

reach a School lirectly from the Commission.

1
Each level of goverm

.
ent influences school practices by i s

decisions on the flow and. use of funds. Thus, each level acts a a

control center 'for realizing national' goil*?:". In, one way or anothert

each level g, constrained by the law and the consequent rules and
.

regulations 91th respect 'to how it distributes and u4s funds.r

r
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Issuses and Caveats

The funds that are allocated to the States and territories through
the Vocational Education Act form the basis for achieving the purposes

of the Act. The only means at the disposal .of the Federal Government

(besides barring idiscrimirlatory practices by taw) are dependent upon

the acceptance of funds by the States and the implicit agreement to

di stribute and to use the funds in accordance with the Act. Therefore,

many of the critical mechanisms 'in the law have to do with how the

Federal dollars are di stributed.
, .

The stri bution of funds by the Feder'al Government to the States
e

and territories has been remarkably noncontroversial. Since the proce-

dure I's quite expl +ci t, there are no problems of interpretation or.

Implementation. Th'e consequences of each particular formura chosen

seem acceptable to those who do not benefits well as to those who

do..

tTne required distribution of Federal 'funds by the States has

t4.proied f t to implement. Problems in implementation have been

attributed to ambigua ty, conflicting purposes within the Act, the
a ify 4. the bffice of Vocational and Adult Education (3W) to
interpret and iprovid adequate guidance to the -States, and the

1 imVations of the data. The purpose of Uri s chapter and the next is

to exaerc the Consequences of the poi icies, to ga,beyond administra-

tive is s to find out what effects policies 11Ti e. on fUnds avail able

and institutions and 'on ',services a aiT,abl e Rio

have been selected fpr exa l'ing the
to
students. o

distribution and tne use of funds and resources.A,

The first framework, covered in this chapter, 7$ based on the dis-

tribution procedures set Out in the law. It is appe'opriate to 1 ook at

tne actual distribution of funds with respect, first, vto each, of the

1 ocfil ,districts
frameworks

,

II -2
.

r

,
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factors in the law tnat must influeoce the distbution of funds and,

second, to tne procedures used. The factors include median per, capita

income and population by age grouping's for the Federal-tdState formu-

la, for intrastate distribution, they .include relative financial abili-
.

ty and concentration of low income families or individuals, in_the case

of postsecondary in,l,titutions, they may include concentration of in-

dividuals for whom tne costs of education are high, efforts to serve

ar.las that are economically depressed or that have high rates ofunem-

oloyment and are unable to provide for thei'r,own needs, and efforts to

Serve areas intrOducing new programs ftlliew and emerging occupations.

nis discussion 4111 "urtner illuvnate the structural analysis o' he

'ormu,as 4nicn was provided in The interim Report by describing the

donsecuences of tne distributional requirements of the law. :t

.

address questions such 2S'
411

Ahicn States benefit and which do not tie Federal

'ormula2

2. 4hat effect floes each of the required intra tate factors

have on the actual allocations to recio-ients

3. 'what shq'l:s in distribution have occ r'red sXide tne

Implementation of the 1975 law?

Tne second froame4:4treated in C'h is based on the

mandate.' Section 523(0) of tne Education Amendments of 1.9,75 asked tne

VIE to study tne distribution of vocational education 'dollars in terms

of 'services, occupations, target populations, enrollments, and

educational and governmental levels."
.

The quantitative data presented in Oils chapter, are designed to

describe patterns and trends, and should not be used to evaluate the,

relative performances of individual States. Altnough tne fiscailN year

1979 SEDS data are the most carefully collected bits of information on

1 IC-3
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vocational eduatlon available to date, they do have ce taro limita-

tions. A few of the most obvious Tollbw.

. (I) The VtDS enrollment figures, while more precise than ever

before, still represent students with a wide range of hours of exposure

to vocational education instruction. They do not indicate full-time

e.quivalents. it can safely be assumed that studemls in occupationally

specific 'programs 'recetve nore vocati,ona.l education instruction than

students who are not in occuOttionally specific programs, but exact

Values cannot be be ascribed to degree of participation. Furtermore,

Statei, nay use varying criteria. for determining %rho is in an occupa-

tional program.

(2) The figures on enrollments if target populations include only

those for whom services were purchased with the set -aside funds, not

all who were served. Districts may have 'served handicapped or disad-

vantaged students but chosen not to apply for the set-aside funds, and

thus the stuaents were not "counted." -I,.,.
(3) Due to the stringent reporting reouirenerlts, matching State .

and lo al funds may, in some instances, be reported only to the level')

of the law. Therefore, they probably do not reflect the true State and

localexpenditur. ;it is doubtful, for example, that States such as

West Virginia or Ve ont actually match postsecondary and adult expend-

itures by less * n 2 State 'and 1061 dollars to'every Federal dollar.

1

-
4
This would indicate an annual total expenditure df less than $50 per

, student, hardly enough for an adequate eduCation.

-

The data analyzed by the University of California also hav'e rimi-
.

-tations, although they are generally.,the same limitationsothat .States

are faced with when designing formulas. Unemployment rates, for exam-

ple, are county figures rather thaw LEA rates except in the large

cities. Measures of concentration of low-income families or

4
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individuals, such as numbers of students pion AFDC families or students
eligible for Title I, are pr-oxies, since actual counts by LEA are not
available. Measures may vary from State to State. Furthermore, the

study of secondary districts was limo ted,td 12 States and the study of
postsecondary institutions was limited to 6 States. These were not

selecttrd randomly, they included the five 'core" States, common to all
elements of the study, and others representing less populated States in
each region of tn'e country.

The Distribution 4f VEA Funds to the States

,7ne first distribution point is Federal, where the Department of
c Education ,:ontrois tne flow of appropriated monies , to tne State and,

territories. The requirements in the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
as amended, for tne distribution of Federal dollars to the States, in

otuktrast to the requirements for distributi n bx the States, are

relatively straightforward. Fran 1917 until 1463 Federal dollars were

allocated to every State according to specific populathons, e.g.,t
rural, farm, urban, for the different occupational subjects stieci fled

in the law.

Since 1963, the appropr4itions for individual programs have befin

consolidat2d into grants for all vocational education occupational

programs. The present Federal formula is based on the age groups in a
State's populati9n, ratner than onplace of residence, and on intone

factors. The law sets aside small shares of the appropriation for

American Indians and the National Occupational 'I rmation Coordinating

Committee. The remainder is al loted to the States, on the basis of 50
percent according to their populations between, the ages of 15 and 19,
20 percent according to their pbpulations between the ages of 20 and
24, 15 percent according to their populations between the ages of 25
and 55, and 15 percent 'according to the\r populations between the ages

of 15 and 65.

11-5



The amounts allotted according to population groups are modified

by the median income of each State. This is done by adjusting by a

'factor - -1 minus 0.5, times a ratio which is the per capita income for

State livided oy the per capita income for tne'Jnited States. A

condition placed on the factor is that no St.ite can have an adjustment

factor of more than 20 percent tabove or'5elow the national average. In

other words, a State whose median income A the same as She national

average wouifd. De 5.5. 400r, State would have a factor greater than

3.5, but PO more than 3.5. A wealthy State would' have a factor smaller

tr(In 3.5, but tless :nan 0.4. In no case can the allotment for ar
State be 'estna its allotment in flice year 1375.

ne provi'sio governing the distributionrof Federal funds to the

States/ first adopted by the Vocational Education Act of 1963,

repres#nt three majorchanges from previous legislation. One, theN,

funds appr

Ae

priated for occupational areas are consolidated into grants

tnat are ot designated for particular occupational areas. This ;hange
.

giles the States more flexibility in the use of Federal dollars with

respect to4occupations, prsumabiy"enabling them to be more responsive

to labor maNet demands by deemphasizing traditional programs,, suchqas
ZN

vocational agriculture And C&HE, And by supporting occup&t,T6hl pro-
f

grams for new and emerging industries. A second major cnnge is the

shift from population factors based on place of residence to age

groups, with weights assigned to each group so as to indicate the ioca-

Clonal education needs of a State's total population. The weights

assume that the youngest age group, 15-19, accounts for slightly more

than half of the Irns< need jfor vocational education. The third

change, adjusting by an income factor, compensate in part for a

State's lacx of fiscal capacity triprOvidesivocationask education pro-.
. \

grams adequate in number and quality..

I

11-6
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The Consequences of the Federal Formula

The Federal distr1ut1on is far a4sier to anal/ze than the States'.

diAtributYons, f.inds fallow predictab14,and identi,fiabre patterns. 'The

population factor is 441atively weak in its effect on the per capita

State allotments, olyt differences,among States do influence the:flow of

fdnas. Since t'ne.forn'ula favors younger populations, the major effects

are,dLe to differences among States,that Influence the proportion of

yodth in the State, such as migration patterns and- pr000rtion of minor-

Tne b' -th rates of minority po.P.,:lations nave neen

rigner trar :rose )f nolhinrity nopu'atIons in recent years, and

znerefore States 41tn 'arge minority oopJlations nav larger youth-

Populations. Snilarly, States:41tn large im:411gratnon of young people

72nei.t from 'tme ;,Jrrent population formula. The southeastern States

andtne .:festerm States had tne largest proportions of- youth, actorng

to the IP% 1-.4nsJ5.4NTne ntrtnaastern States ha4 tne

Tne id,:ustment .fac.to.r is much more powerful than the nopulation

factor in reassigning the.Federal dollars.among States ald.territories..

1.: 4as Irt'Oc..L.1d 1 1.303 41:h the intent 3f* equazin,j resources

aveilao:e, for rotational education among the St31:2S and territories.

Jes-pi:e the limits placed on the !actorf the`constant,.which is set

at 0.:, by the minimum and maximpl, which are Set at 20 perCent
A
below and aoove 'the national median'', 04e effect is vgnifitant. median

peitcapita incometne factor used to adjJst the nllotirent, is not )nly

a Measn of a State's relative wealthit also ndicatei. its relative

cost of 11/ing. States 4ithelow 'costs tend to ave low wage scales and

appeariioataratively poorer in terms. 01 median income. Low per capita

income, however, may not 'neceslerily reflect fewer poorer

Low costs Ire 'most closely associated with southern States and Fural

States and, as would expeC"ted, the .adjustment formula (toes favor

those States.% at the xpense of urban, northei-n States (see 'Table
C

-

I t'J
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The 1D States with the highest adjustment fors (with one ,excep-

tion) are southern. The 13 States with the lowest adjustment factors

are urbanized and,o? northern. ,The high factor States, with 'the excep-

tion of New Mexico, nave relatively lov) costs of living, as reflected

dy average teacners' salaries in 1973 -79. Conversely, the low factor

States nave nigh :osts of living, judgin-g by average teachers' salaries')

',see Table :1-2). Further, the' 10 highest factor States all have

larger percentages of rural- populations than all the low factor States

except AlasKa. .

,Tne 'im/ts of D.I and J. on t'e adj..Jstent factor affected 5

States, tne llistr/ct of Columbia, and all the territories in fiscal

year ./75 Alabama, Arxansas, Niiissippr4, New Yexieo, South Carolina,

a^dtne territories Here limited to a fan'A of 0.6. At thp low end,

Alas-Ka and tne:strict of Columbia sere limited to 0:I. In addition,

tnr'ee of tne territories had their allotments increased to the mimmum

of 5200,300.

"r 4

clear 'that tle =ederal formula does not opera!e; nor 5 it

intended to operaEe, asian incentive to /ncrease t'Te States' investment

in vocational education. The States and ter4itories receive their

a;lotments regardless of 4,w many stu nts are enrolled and,regardless

of «nat eff3rt-tnej themselves maxe support, ar imoro've vocational

`education: The use) of a population based formula means that "States

4.,th large o'rogram enrollment s receive less' per enrollee ,than States

41:h less extensive programs, and there 'is a negative, though not

sgnifita.pt, correlation between Federal funds per capita and State and

local funds per capita.

Further, if the formula is intended to compensate for lack of

fiscal capatity--to intrease the resources of.States that are presumed

to oe less able to provide the services they need--then income may not

be tne pr3per measure. Persondf income is only one source of revenue'

Y .

1'
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TABLE 11-1

ADJUSTMENT FACTQRS FOR FEDERAL FORMULA, FY 1979

States with Fa;tors That
Increase Their Allotment
by More Than 10%

States with Factors'That
Decrease Their Allotment
by More Than 10%

Alabama North Carolina Alaska , Illinois

Arkansas Oklahoma California Nevada
Georgia South CaroliAa Connecticut New'Jersey
;dm South Duota Delaware New York

milleXentucky Tennesse4 Hawaii District of
'ouisiana
Maine

mississi:01

'Jtah .

vermont

west iirgirlia

Columbia

'sew me'xico

)ffice of Vocational and Adult Education

TABLE 11-2

INDEX' OF AVERAGE TEACHERS' SALARIES, 1973-1179,
AND INDEX OF PER,,CENfRURAL,POPULA'T,ION, 1970

.

.Ten t4ighe nr. States Ten °Lowest Factor States

. A°1ablia

Arkansas"
<fltJcky '

Louisiana

Mississippi
New Mexico
South Caroiina
Tennessee
West Virginia

United States

1. The indices
average.

Source! Digest of Ecation Statistics. 1980

Index of

fl4ex'of Rural

Salaries Population

32 ) :57
#,70 189
34 130
45
81

#- 18628

73

11
09

105 114

80 198
81 155

84 230

100 100

Index'of
Indpx. of Rural ,x

Salaries Population

Alaska 157 195
California 121 34

Connecticut ' 102 39
Delaware 97' 105
Hawaii 122 64

Illinois 108 14

Maryiand 112 88,
Nevada 101 72

New Jersey 109 42

New Ygi.k 125 54

Ugited States 100 100

represent the ratio of the State average to the J.S.

'
."\
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available for ed tion.. Texas and Louisiana, for example, have large

amounts of revenue dm oil production, yet are below the national

median per capita income. There appears to be little covelat1on\be-

toeen median per capita income 'and tax effort. Of the 10 highest4fac-

tor States, t11 but Maine made a tax effort below the national average

\tin 1977. .0f he 10 lowest factor States,2 made a tax effort above the

national average in the same year. Thereftre the formula directs funds

preferentially toward States that have lower tax burdens (see

Table I:-3). The States receiving the reduced allotments frequently

are :nose already neaviry ourdened by taxes.

It is also. clear tnat dollars do not flow preferentially to States'

with hip Jnemplo ent rates, another factor in intrastate formulas.)

According to Depart(((ment of Labor statistics for April 1973, 7 of the 10

highest factor States had unemployment rates below the national aver-

age. Six of the 10 lowest factor States had unemployment rates above

the national average.

".\ Alternatives

The Federal formula, is an Instrument of Feder41 policy,and can

quite effectively influence the flow of Federal funds to the States.1

Jther distrioution riles for allocating Federal IEA funds are possible

Without unduly complicating the process. The simplest change would be

fine - tuning the formula--adjusting the constants in the formula; the

Heights assigned to the different segments of,the population, or the

constant in the adjustment factor,. A more substantive change would be

to ch5nge the measures in the formula. For :population" could

be changed to vocational education enrollment, counts of target copula:

tions could be used, or some Measure of need could be used, such as tax

effort. A third, even more extensive revision would be to design a new

formula to achieve a different purpose, such as supporting States with

Liv
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TABLE 11-3

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND INDEX1 OF'TAX EFFORT

,
Highest Factor States , Lowest Factor States

PeLent
UneeriDoyment

Rates

1979

Index of

' Tax

Effort

1977

Percent
, Unemployment

Rates
1979

Index of
Tax

Effort
1977

Alabam 5." 79 Alas Za 10.0 . 106

Aransas 5.5 '9 California. 6.2 120

<ent...cKy 4.' , 31 Connecticut 5.1 lob

Lpuisiana 5.4 76 Delaware
.

7.3 79

Maine 6.3 131 District of 7.4 120

Mississippi 5.5 96

Columbia

Hawaii 6.8 115

New Mexico 5.8 79 Illinois 5.2 96

South 2arolina 5.2 87 Nevada 5.1 63

Tennetsee

eiest lirgilia

4.6

6.6

83

73

s, New Jersey

New Ybrk

5.7

6.7

LIO

162

United States 5.3 106 .4 United States 5,8 100

.4 ,

1. The index gepresent4the State's tax effort to the average
national tax effort.

Sdur.-..es. Employment and Earnings, June 1979, Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, UtS. Department of Labor-

Halstead and Welden, Tax Wealth in Fifty States; 1977

Supplement
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high raLes ,of unemployment or suppbrting Ispecific occupations or

ndus'Cr.les.

4
Shifting the population weights to give more weight to older

populatLons would have the effect of redistributing funds from some

nurAl States to some urban' States, although none of the, changes would

be very large. By giving greater weight to the 25-64 stratum and the

20 -24 stratum, for example, allbcations to New Mexico, South Dakota,

Mississippi, and North Dakota would be reduced, and allocations to the

District' of 'Col,Jmbra, California, Florida, ,and New York would be in-

creased. .1lecreasIng the constant would depress the effect of median

income, and would distribute-proportionally more funds to the States

with higher Shan average per capita incomes, increasing the constant

would exaggerate the effeCt of -median income and provide more funds

proportionally to States wrth'lower than average per,capita incomes
"--

and

fewer funds to States with higher than average incomes.

Another change would be -to replace per capita median income with a

measure of effort, such as education revenues per .personal income, or

vocational education expenditures per personal' income, rather than

capacity. Using vocational education expenditures divided-by personal

income as a measyure of effort would favor the more industrialized and

higher silo ding States such as Massachusett, Washington, Illinois, New

York, and North Carolina. Those losing the most YEA dollars pel: caPlts4

would be rural States, such. as Wyoming, Arkansas, Sodth Oakota, and

Nebraska.

In general, measures that take into ,account the cost, of provi'ding

vocational education, such as education revenues or vocational educa-

tional exp;nditures, would dramatically shift, funds towards the States

with larger percentages of metropolitan populations'_ and away from the

rural States. Using vocational education expenditures would favor the

more industrial izett. urpn States.

.4%

.0*
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Another kind of alteration that could be made in the formula would

be to change the mathematical rel at_ionship between per capita income

.and the aajustmeftt factor. The current formula droduces a linear re-
lationship between the median income and the adjustment factor. Oth4r

mathema-tical relati onshps would produce di fferent effects. For exam-

ple, if the factor were simply the national per capita income di vided
by the State' 9 median per ,capita income, the very po'orest States would
receive- propor,tional ly more than they Jo now and the very wealthiest

would receive less. The way in which the per capita income ;)r some
slmi I ar measure 'of- need,. is maehematical ly incorporlted ,nto the 3110t-

rent formula would affect the °Acmes. The rel ationsnip,could, for
example, either exaggerate effects at the extreme conditions and more
highly concentrate the funds in areas cf greatest need' or it could

depress the effects on the poorest, States.

7.
The equalization of fiscal capacityusing the Federal money, to

equalize tie resources available for voCati 0'nal education ac ross

States- - s an implicit goal 3f the current Federal-to-State, formul a.
However, funds could bet distributed to compensate for 'the needs of in-

, .
di vidual s, not school districts. Funds be di stributed according

to tne number Of people with special needs such as the disadvantaged ,or

5 1 the limited English-prOficient., Or the 0,31,, might be more explicitly
economic, such as distributing funds to States with high unemployment
rates or to States with changing economics requiring new Lob skid Is.

If, for example, the number of disadvantaged were "tiied, allotments
would be dependent on the measure chosen, but if a uniform income level

for "di sadvantaged" were choir it *avid still favor the southern and

rural States .+ If. al ternatively, AFDC 1 ity were chosen it 'would

probably Sti 11 shift funds to the South but would favor the States with

large central city populations at: he exatose of the rural States,

where any poor dO not apply for AFDC.2 The use of unemployment'

rates to distribute funds would favor the northeastern States, probably

r

?I' J
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at the expense of the westerin,and southern States. ;n contrast, dis- :

tributing the'funds according to some measure of changing occupational

skills, assuming that a measure could be ,devised, would very likely

favor tne western and southern States, where new industry has higtii?r

rates of growth.

The Distribution of VEA Funds by the States

States, which represent the second decision point in the distribu-
.

tin of funds, are respons4tie for the allocation of Federal

grants tg local education rIgendies' and other eligible recipients'

,rior to 19'6, r'ederal legislation gave the States and 'tarn-

tories. a great zeal of discretion4rn distributing their allotmerits

among tneir elrgible recipients. The 1963 amendments to the Vocational

Education Act required' trip States to, give "due consideration" to tne

relative finanical ability of particular LEAs within the State, pectic.-

ularly tnose in economically depiessed4areas and those with high rates

of unemployment, to the relative needs of all population groups, and to

the 'extra" costs of 4ograms, services, and activities provided by

LEAs.f4triougn the intent to direct Federal funds toward communities

with the greatest fiscal needs and with populations with special-needs

was cLear, there were few requirements for implementation.

In drafting the 1976 amendments, the Congress concluded that the

funds were not being' distributed as it wished and presc'nibed, more

precisely than ever before, how Federal funds were to be'distributed

intrastate. After the 1976 legislation w4kadopted, the subsequent

rules, regulations, and interpretations by 30AE required the Statet to

show, th examples, 'the extent to which, the resulti.ng distribution is

consistent with the objectives of the law. '3

'Specifically, tne 1976 law requires States ,to give priority to

applicants that

r
1 otr)
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(1) are located in economically depressed 'areas and
areas with lugh rates of unemployment, and are unable to
provide vie resources necessary to meet the vocational
education needs of those areas without Federal assistance,
and

(?) propose programs which are new to the area to be
served and which are de,i'gned to meet new and emerging
manpower needs and job opportunities in the area and, where
relevant, in the States and the Nation.

Tne law further requires States to use, as the two most important

'actors '1 allocating 'ands

in the case of local 'educational agencies, the rela-
tide financial ability of such agencies to provi,de the re-
sources necessary to meet the need for rotational education
in tne areas they service and the relative number or concen-
tration of low-income families br individuals within such
agenc'es, and (11J in the case of other eligible recipients,
tne relative financial ability Of such recipients to provide
the resources necessary to initiatO or maintainoocational
education programs to meet the needs of their students and
the relatiieNnumber or concentration of students whon they
serve whose education imposes higher than average costs, such
as .nandicappec students, students from low-income families,

and students from families in which rnglish is not the
dominant langudge."

fSubsequent regulations and interpretations by BOAE set forth ;ilea,

sures tnat could serve as proxies for the priority conditions and the

factors and the requirement for a formula in Which they are used.

evel per pupil funding among districts was prohibited as it was
1 n

1366, but 30AE went further by requiring examples of the difference

between per pupil distribution in the wealthiest and the poorest dis-

tricts.'

The distributional requirements reflect two distinct goals. One

P:,

,s to compensate {or the iacx

;

of ability on t e part of eligible recip-

ients to provide docational education progr s of high quality out of

e
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their own resources. The use o f relative financial ability, concentra-

. tion of poverty; and unemployment rat-es and econ'omic depression in dis-

tricts wivi insufficient resources QS factors influedcing' the Jistribu-
..

t'pn of 'funds presumably directs relatively more dollars to distriCts

with fewer resources. The second goal is to improve the economic .con-

dition-of\seas,:particularly those that 'are depressed. The law gives

priority toWstricts with high rates of unemployment or tnose ;n 'areas

designated as depressed, with inadequate resource to provide for their

vocational education needs, and 'to those makirigefforts to meet- the,

demands `or workers in new and, emerging 4ields of employment.

.
1

States are by no means restricted to the four factors in the law,

only to toe re:ative 'importance of each in limiting recipients and in

weignting the `low of l'unds'. They may also use otffer economic, social,

and lemographit factors as long as they relate' to the need for voca-

tional education.. 3,ther factors typically Introduced 13' States include

measures of secondary student dropout rates (e.g., Oregon, Vir-

ginia, and '',1yOnTng), measures of program quality r effectiveness

' rdano, Illinois, Rhode Island-, and New H ire), and measures

of degree of sex adult}, (e.g., massachuseetsebrasVa, and New Hanp-

,shire). curtner,-some States use counts of the populations targeted

for set-aside funds as diStributional' criteria. (e.g., California,

MivlurioKentucq, Varyland, and Wyoming). Thus,: the'Set asides not

only prescribe tne use of funds, tney also influence4Ine' flow of funds

to districts in some States. $
A .

Tnere are two otneNrequirements that apply selectively to the

appropriations for Subpart 4, Special Programs or the' Jisadeantoged.,

and Subpart 5,.Coasumer and HorieMaking Education'. "he Suopart 4 funds,

in addition to'the criterra already described, must glie priority to '

applicants with high concentrations of youth unemployment and school

dropodts. (Trfese two factors must also be used in tne dist'ribution of

sdopart 2 funds that are used for either cooperative programs or work'-

1.r..
%Cr
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Study programs.) Subpart 5 of the Act requires that one-third of the

funds allotted to the States for Consumer and Homemaking Education oust

be used by recipients in economically depres5ed areas.

Each of the factors reflects some form of need. the wealth fac--

tors reflect a district's need for operating funds, and the economic

factors reflect a community's need for different, or simply more, Jobs

skills. Although it is airly clear what sorts of districts are

intended to benefit from each factor, how to measure and scale each and

tnen ;3 'ormulate them to produce a single allocation is not ,clear.

Desoite the regu!ations and 4 years of :Jarifyingl memos from ,tie OVAE,

States still do not always know what is expected of them.

'The factors that influence thewdistribution of funds that are

included in the Act we assembled piecemeal in 1975 with no apparent

analysis of thethe); would interact or simulation to determine their

effects wne/ combined. Although the goals and consequences of a single
I

act)r "..s. quite predictable: the consequences of any formula which
0

omust incorporlte all four are not..intuitive, and it is not clear wheth-

er the ;oaf represented by each of the criteria' is being achieved. The

OVAE has never been able to judge the effectiveness of the prmulas,

only the effectiveness with respect to one particular measure. Ctinse-

quently, the.r analyses nave been lilhited to evidence of level or

near-level funding patterns and comparing selected recipients.1101Y

with the use of statistical methods carill'the independent effect of each

variable on the resulting distribution be measured.

Consequences of State Formulas

The Interim Report of this Study analyzed the process by which

States distribute funds to local recipients in terms of clarity, inter-

nal consistency, sensitivity to changes, and adequacy of the data used.

The University of California evaluated and compared various

1 ivy
t.
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distributional models irn use during, 1978-7,9. They suggested that

certain types of procedures might producePresults.that more effectively

net the intent of the Act than othert. In oThr to test these ideas,

and otner triories about the effects of the Jistiibutional process lade

on the basis\ of a n examination of the laws, the formulas, and tht

implementation processes at the Federal and State levels for 1978-79,

they examined data in 12 States.6 The expenditures of Federal and,

where available, State and local funds were. analyzed with respect to

tnree of-the factors in the law that were generally included in State
.

procedyres, with respect to concentration of target popOlations, and

wi.:h respect, to other' measures not specifically mentioned but wni:h

could illuminate the effect of 'distribution .process--geographic

location and concentration of minority populations. The methodology is

described in more 'detail in tne University `of California's report to

NIE:7
I

Means of Analysis. Two methods were used to examine the effects

of three factors used in most States' allocation formulas. The first

was to find'the independent effect of a factor on the distritution of

folds to determine whether a systematic, linear relationship between a

/characteristic of a recipient and its expenditures exists.8 This

test asks whether a change in a factor significantly changes the allo-

cation among recipients if all of the other factors included in the

analysis are held constant.

If in a given formula, each factor is represented by a properly

scaled, linear measure and the factors are weighted and added tdone

another (as OVAE suggests in its draft manuals on the, implementation of

funding formulas), this test yields a statistically significant effect

for each factor. If.'an effect is not detected, it means that no order-

ly or systematic relationship between the factor and the, allocation

could be found with any degree' of reasonable confidence. It ..does not

mean that there was no relationship. Many high need districts may have

Xfi- '110 () - -
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received more dollars perpupil than low need districts, but it did not

happen consistently.or systematically enough so that it could be stated

41t6 confidence that a choge in a factor caused'a change in the allo-

cations.. This test will be referred to simply as the "Independent

effect."

In the second test, the expenditures per pupil are ranked yfrih

respect to each factor and then separated into approximate quartiles so

that ab,out 2S percent of the students are in,the lowest quartile, 25

oiepercent of the students are i the low-mid quartile, 2'5 percent are in

the ni3n-mid quartile, and 5 percent are in the high quartile. The

largest city has been omit ed from the analysis so that its large

enrollment 4111 not distort th test. (The largest city would fill up
\

an entire quartile 7n some States.) The test asks whether districts

witn greatIc need receive proportionally moreldollars than districts

with lesser need.

The ratio of the average expenditures per pupil in the quartile

composed of high, need districts to the average expenditures per pupil

in the quartile composed'of low need districts is cOmputedv A ratio of

more than, 1, indicates that the average pupil, expenditbres in the "high

need" quartile is higher than the average expenditures per pupil in the

'low need" quartile. The compa'risons are of average expenditures only.

Even with a ratio of more than 1, some "high need" districts may

receive fewer dollars per pupal than some of the "low need;, districts.

Further, other factofs .also influence the ratio, so one cannot say

whether the particufl factor under consideration is causing the

differences in expenditures. Thus, although this is 'a statistically

imperfect test, it is )mportant because it does indicate whether or not

th'efund generally flow in thg desired direction with respect to a

mandated factor. This test'will tle referred to as the "ratio" test.

Relati/e, Financial ,Ability.

11-19
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acceptable measures for relative financial ability (RFA) of local

education agencies. 3ne, assessed property value, is the measure of

fiscal capacity most frequently used in State aid formulas. 'The other

is a measure of effort, computed by dividing tax revenue per capita oy

income per capita. Tne second of tnese two measures is very rarely

chosen, since income data for school districts is only available in

those 'few States wnere school dif,tricts are coterminous with county

boundaries. A similar problem Pkists even for the first measure:

total population is often unknown for a school district and, therefore,

instead of property wea'tn per capita- -the measure nandated by the

reguationsStates often use propgrty wealth per average ;ally

attendance or nembersnip.

when he independent effects on secondary districts were tested in

11 States,)none showed a significant independent effect of RFA on Fed-

oral expenditures per student (see Table II-A). In other words, in no

State did RFA nave a systematic effect on the distribution of'Federal

funds, after tak'ing into account unemployment rates, location, and con-

centrations of poverty, minority, and target popeclations. Similarly,

an analysis of :ne allocations to postsecondary institutions in 6

States indicated no significant systematic effect of RFA (see Table

In 9 of the 12 States examined, the prop4rty-poor secondary dis-

tricts received more Federal funds per student than the property-rich

secondary districts. In four States--Colorado, South Dakota, Utah, and

Washington --the poscer districts received at least 80 percent more per

student than the richer districts; an two States, New York and Pennyl-

vania, the wealthy districts received significantly more per student

than the poor districts ;'and in Florida and California there was little

difference In the average expenditures) A pattern is riot evident in

the expenditure of State and local funds. In fives f nine States in

which data were available, the wealthiest districts spent slightly more

'EA funds per student than the poorest districts.

71%

1.
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TABLE 11-4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE FINANCIAL ABILITY AND THE 'OUTLAYS OF
OCATIONAL EDUCATION FJNDS,.SECONDARY DISTRICTS, FY 1779

Ratio of 'poorest" quartilel

to "wealthiest" quartile

Federal State ,and

State Independent Effect-
7

Outlays Local Qutlays

Call'arn,a No 1.J5 0.94

So',:rado lo 1.81 3.99

T1ori:.,a No 1.00 1.25

inols No 1.21 ,0.93

Kansas -- 1.25 1.35

New 131rx No 3.37 --

31anoma No 1.38 0.95

Pennsilqan'a No 0.56 --

South Dakota No , 7.24. 1.79

Texas No 1.22 --

kJ:an No 2.44 1.20

washington No 2.02 0.98

4

1. The independent effect is the regression coefficient tested for

statistical significance.

2. 'Poorest' quartile is comprised of those districts with the lowest
RFA tnat include approximately 25 percent of the vocational educa-
tion enrollment. lhe "Aaithiest" quartilesNis comprised' of those j

districts wkth tne hignest RFA tnat include approximately 25 per-
cent of the socational'education enrollment.

Source

a

Benson and Hoachlander, The Distribution-'of Federal Funds\On-
der the Vocational Education Act Interstate and Intrastate.

Allocations

1'
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TABLE 11-5

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISTRIBUTION FACTORS AND THE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION OUTLAYS FOR POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

IN SIX STATES, FY 1979

Ratio 1

.
1 Ratio

Federal Outlays State and Local Outlays

Factor: Relative Financial Ability ..-

Call'fornia, - 0.94

Colorado 0.50

Florida 0.40

Illinois . 1.20

Kansas 6.5'0

pennsylvania 0.31

1.09

1.36

--

0.93

2.50

-- .

Factor: Concentration of Low Income Families
California .34 1.07
Colorado 2.46 2.26

Florida 1.63 --

Illinois 0.70 0.77

Kansas 5.28 00,94'

Pennsylvania 0.50 --

Factor: Unemployment Rates

California 1.99 ' 1.08 .

Colorado "1.91 ,1.40

Florida 1.31,

Illinois 1.91 0.71

Kansas 1.90

Pennsylvania . 1.30

Ratio is ttie average per pupil expenditure for the quartile of stu-
dents in distrjcts most in need with respect to the factor for the
quartile of students in districts least in need.-

Source: University of California, 1981

11-22
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0 Ratios_ of allocations Co Fostsecon4ary inst utibns were examined

;ix States. In four States, the average 'YEA expenditure in the

wea,tniest districts was higher than the average VEA expenditures in

tie poorest districts. gnly, Kansas spent- significantly more VEA.

dollars per student in poor di stricts

a
The evidence from the tests leads to the finding that, at borni the

secondary and postsecondary levelt , relative financial ability, as use'd'

by the Sta s examined, did not have a syst61natic or consistent effect

on the allocation of funds.

Appl cants in Economically Depressed Areas and with Hi gti. Rates

/of Jnempl ment. Although two separate priority factors, 1:ocation in

an econcmica depressed area and rates of unempl oyment, ?are. me ntioned

one section f the law, the first has proved to be of little value
f rrassigning priorities to recipients. The most readilt,-avaiTAle and

tiert, mos commonly used measure, the Economic Development. Advil tnistr
11

ti n' s definition of economical ly depressed areas, now includes about
85I percent of the Nation' s population. Therefore, it cannot be used to

dt ferentiate among school di stricts, and OVAE has ruled that a :iore
dilscriminating measure must be used. Most' tStates have turned- to

employment rates alone to sati sfy that section of the law. Thus only

e consequences of unemployment rates can be Aaryzeh statistical ly.

1 The factor is supposed to be further restricted to appl icants "un-
ble to provide the necessary resources to meet the fees for voca-

Lionel' education.," This, too, has proved unmanageable. most States

have Ignoc ed the condition entirely, apparently assum ng that by

includ-ing relative financial ability. in their formulas, they are taking

need into account. The language of the Act, however, suggests that the

privity only -applies to di strictss actual ly unable to adequately

support programs.

1)
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,another problem States face in implementing this requirement rs'

thai unemployment rates ,-1 Ike income, are not available by school di s-
trict and ther.ifore 'county data must be !used. County figur'es obscure
di fferences among schoOl stricts within counties. However, since
employment opportunit)es are not limited by the- boundaries of a school
district,', there is same justi ficatipp . for accepting this measure

clespitAhe lack of di striCt data.

Both. tests were applied to unemployment rates to learn their
effect on Federal expenditures (see Table 11-5). Tne ,independent

effect, tested in 11 States, was sir fi:ant in-only 1--:l inois. In

tne other 10, unemployment rags had no independent and systematic
effect on the expenditure of VEA f'Jnds. Of the four States to wrii,:h

tostsecondary distributions were tested, two States showed vgni ficant
, .

effect (see -able 11-6).

1114 r-at19 test, the average Federal expenditures in secondarj,

)istricts in tile duaiiti le .;vi th a high unemployment rate compafed to tne

average Federal expenditures in secondary districts in the duarti I e'

with the Test unemployment raw, shOwed different results. .Of 15

States examined-12 in the University of California study and 4more in
an independent study-15 showed that the districts with hi unempl Oy-

.
mentop. the average-did recei +e more Federal money than di strictl` with
1 ow °Jnempl orient. , The exceptions eiere Kansas, Utah, 'and .Jashington

f
;see. TaPIV 11-7). -

,t

The-'resul ts of ccmparing the :State and- local expenditures in nine
States were mixed. f*r States-Showed higher expenditures -for students
in districts with low unemployment and fiv.e States showed higner ex-o
pendi t..ires per student in districts with high unemployment.

In postsecondary districts in all six States, .those with the I caw-: '
est unempl o'yment.s-pent the largest number of VF.A dollars per student.

1

-
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TABLE 11-6

)
e

INDEPENDENT EFFECTS' OF FACTORS ON THE EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL
IN °OSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS, FY 1979

Factors
4 4

r

p.

State , Unemployment Rate

Relative
Financial Ability

Concentration
of Poverty

California

Colorado

Florida

Illinois

xansas'

Penns.rvania

0

)

J

,....,

0 %

0

0

0

0

<0

0

1*

..+7.1:

.**

0

C

1., Independent effect Ls the regression coefficient in the multiple
regression analysis, tested for statistical significance. Levels

of significance are

4

* p < 0.10

** p 7 0.05
***, p 7 6.01

..

. Source: University of California, 1981
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;ABLE 11-7

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNEMPLOYMENT RATES AND THE DISTRIBUTION
OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FUNDS, SECONDARY DISTRICTS, FY 1979

Independent2

Ratio 1
of "poorest" quartile to

v
weathiest" quartile

State and Local
State Effect . Federa,1 Outlays Outlays

Alabama3 -- 1.24 --

:.alifornia No 1
.
33 3.86

Colorado ( No 1.5, 1.42
.7'oriu , No 1.20 1.13
Illinois Yes 1.31 0.90
Kansas -- 0.91 0.74
Maryland3 -- 2.97 --

New fork, No 1.40 --

North Carolina3 1.48 --

tOklahoma `ft 1.51 4 0.88
Pennsylvania No 1.75
Rhode Island3 -- 1.21 --

Soutn Dakota No 6:85 1.21

Texas No 1.43 - --

Utah No 0.74 0.51

Washington No 0.95 1.05

I. 'Poorest' quartile is comprised of those districts with the highest
unemployment rates that /Ntlude approximately 25 percent of the vo-
cational education enrollment. The "wealthiest' quartile is com-

prised of those districts with the 16west unemployment 'rates that

include approxirhately 25 percent of the vocational education

enrollment.

2. The independent effect, is the regression coefficient, tested for
statistical significance.' .

3. The ratios for these States were taken from the Hartle study, which
compared not the first and fourth Nortile, but the first and fifth
quintiles. Thus the ratios are ndt.strictly comparable to other
States. The numbers compared were planned allocations, not actual
experiditures.

Sources. Benson and Hoachlander, The Distribution of Federal Funds
/ Under the V'ocation'al Education Act- Intersta'te and Intra-

state Allocations; and Hartle, Implementation of the Funds
Distribution Provisions ih the Vocational Education
Amendments of

11-26
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-he evidence points to the conclJsion that tne factor, uneoploy-

lent rate, was not incorporated into most States' procedures in such a s`

Nay as to yield a Systematic and consistent effect on the lisltributian

o :n lost States, however, tne distr'cts with ninh Jnemploy-

ment rates Did, or the average. receive "lore JED fonds than Districts

with 'ow .remoioyment rates.
d

The two sets of f ndings are not 'ncorisistent. The>simplI mean

t"at the l'.1`fenences 'n '.,(14,ng levels coul1 not De 1irectiv attrIbuted

0 '

to 17.fer'en,:es 'n .net ),rent rates.

_ .

:orcent-a:':rs n; .ow : :one ,arril'es Jr

`''31cli' concentration o' low ,nc)me

'3 not clear.), defined in the Act Jr in thp

tions. 7.o,.nt5 of lovrincone.farlilies are not ava,.lable by school

tie )VAE nas allowed otates to. choose alternative neasJres,

s.cn as Y:.O-nts 3'1;i0a for Title : or school lJnih orogradis, Irq

as tney are Year,/ descried 'n the StYtes')plans. Tie innact of this

was ,axafl'ned Jsing
-ea.4are, noweier :eine oy the parti:.,'ar State,

07th tests.

The independent effect of CL:F was tested ..in 12 States ;see

7aole At tne secondary level, only New vor-K and texas showed a

signfficant and .positive independent effect of :LI= on ,Feaderal

ex;endit,ires. At the postsecondary level, only Colorado showed

positive and significant effect. Kansas and Illinois nad significant

but negative coefficients, indicating CL:F is driving fund to

postsecondary institutions with low concentrations of poverty.

Using the ratio test, 'four Staters showed a small advantage for

districts with high concentrations of poverty (41 to 25 percent), and

nine States showed a larger advantage for the high concentration dis-

tricts. In Utah, Colorado, and Rhode Island, however, the districts

ost

11-27
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TALE 11-8.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONCENTRATION OF LOW-INCOME FAMILIES AND THE
OUTLAYS CF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FUNDS, SECONDARY DISTRICTS, FY 1979

.Ratiol of "poorest' quartile to
"wealthiest" quartile

a_
Independent2 State and Local

State Effect Federal Outlays Outlays

Alabama3 1.24 --

Cal 1 fornia No 1.85 0.33

Colorado No 0.39 1.42
Florila la 1.11 1.34
:11,nois No 1.38 ,3.38

C.ansaS -- 2.99 1.05

Maryland'
f

2.23 --

New lor'< Yes* 7.73 --

Nortn Carolina3 -- 1:09 --

aKlanoma 4o 1.86 1.06

Pennsylvania, No 2.39 --

Rnode Island" '50 0.93 --

South Dakota 1.40 0.62
Texas Yes*** 1.33 --

Utah No 0.71 0.95
wasnington No 1.21 1.11

1. "Poorest' quartile is comprised of those districts with the highest
CLIF that include -approximately 25 percent of the vocational educa-

tion enrolment. The "wealtniest'_ quartile is comprised of those
districts witn the lowest CLIF,that include, approv.riately 25 per-

cent of the vocational education. enrollment.

2. The independent effect is the regression coefficient from the mul-
tiple regression analysis, tested for statistical significance,

3. Tne ratios for these States are from Hartle's study, comprising the

poorest and,wealtnest, quintiles, not quartiles. Thus, tney are not

strictly comparable to other ratios% They are also planned alloca-

tions, not outlays.

* Significant at p < 0.10

***Significant at p 7 0.01.
t

Sources: 3enson and Hoachlander, The Distribution of Federal Funds
Under the Vocational Education Act. Interstate and Intra-
state Allocations, and Hartle, Implementation of the Funds
Distribution Provisions in the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1976

11-23
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with low concentrations spent more, on the average, than districts with

high concentrations.

A similar comparison of postsecondary institutions in six States

shows that in four States the Institutions with high concentrations

averaged relatively more YEA funds, and in two States, Illinois and

Pennsylvania, the institutions with low concentrations averaged,

relatively more VEA funds.

The evidence
s
for the effect of concentration of low income fami-

lies or individuals is similar to that for the previous factors: the

analysis does not indicate that the factor was used in such a way as to

have a consistent and systematic effect on the allocation of funds.'

Yet, in most States, those districts with high concentrations received,

on the average, more VEA funds per pupil than districts with low

concentrations.

P?ograms Mew to the Area, Designed to Meet New and Emerging Man-

power Needs and Job Opportunities. This priority factor proved to be

the most difficult to quantify for inclusion in formulas. The emphasis

on new programs requires an interpretation of "new." Now long is a

,program new? How much of a change in an existing program qualifies it

as "new?" It is the one factor that can be manipulated locally. As a

result, most States have not used it in their procedures.

In fiscal year 1979, only seven States reported using this factor.

Stites that did Use it usually awarded ,points for new programs, or

ranked districts with regard to new initiatives.

There are two qualitativt differences between this factor and the

other three. It is the only factor that does not iddress some measure

of local financial need so that even the wealthiest of districts can

ti
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.

receive funds foT this factor. rurther, it is easier for large dis-

tricts, with many schools and many progrps, to make changes and thus

rt'eceide allocttion points.' Smal districts armore constrained by the

unavailability of'teachers and by high start-up costs, so that program

changes areless feasible for them.

?

Shifts In Distribution Patterns

One qeasorf that the law and the regulations gave more explicit

requirements' for tne distribution of Federal YEA funds was the GAO

report finding in 1974 that- -
0

.4° 4

Federal funds have been distributed by the States reviewed
in a variety of ways, mazy of which do not necessarily
result in funds being targeted to geographic areas of need.
. . . Some major practices noted were making funds
available to all local education agencies within a State,
rather than concentrating funds in selected agencies with
high needs. . . .?

The preceding section analyzed only the consequences of current formu-
nb

las. It did not consider what changes may have occurred as a, result of

the 1976 amendments.

The facts that data collected before the implementation of 4DS

have been of questionable validity10 and that current data are

collected according to new definitions and procedures limit° the

comparisons that can be made, but do not rule out all analyses. With .

reasonable assumptions regarding
)
the `changes in school district charac-

teristics, comparisons canwbe made between 1975 expenditures or 1976
.

grants and 1979 expenditures.44

9.

;
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Conditions for the Analyses

The basic sources of vocational education data for the analyses

are the- fiscal year 1979 VEDS and the data system mandated in Sect4on

437 of the General Education Provispens Act for the-I975 expenditures

and 1976 grants. The 437 system was less carefully edited and validat-

ed than the VEDS data.12 ft fails to provide proper identification

for postsecondary institutions, it is missing data forl'inany secondary

districts (which may mean either no expenditures or expenditures not

reported), and it contains duplicated counts of "beneficiaries" rather

than undaplicated.coumts of students. Further, the expenditures

reported in both systems include carryovers from previous years and

exclude funds obligated but not spent.

Alp Despite the limitations on the data, the following assumptions Can

be made for secondary school districts:

1(1 The relative size of enrollments among districts in

1975-76 is the same as in 1979.

(2) The relative district charaCteristics within States
that influence the distributioh of funds to districts
and the relative size of the target populations and
minority populations were the same among districts in
1975-76 as in 1979.

*" In other words, any changes in enrollments or district character-

istics between 1975 and 1979 Were proportionally the same in all dis-

tricts within a State. Although obviously there were different rates

of change among all districts, it is unlikely that the size of the

changes would affect the analyses.' it is improbable, for example, that

a large number of distrifts with low relative financial ability in 1976
4

suddenly became' districts with high financial ability, or that many

districts with large numbers of disadvantaged students became districts

few disadvantaged students in a matter of 3 years. The

1 2 .
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assumptions thus seem reasonable. The factor probably most susceptible

to error is. the unemployment rate, which fluctuates more than the other

factors.

Analyses of Changes

Two analyses of shifts in expenditures tat parallel the analyses

in the previous section were undertaken. First, the increases or

decreases in per pupil expenditures between 1975 and 1979 were examined

far the thr'ee factors, RFA, unemployment rates, and concentration of

poverty, ranked by quartiles. This analysis tells whether the dis-

tricts with`the greatest need increase0 their shares of the YEA funds

at a*greater rate than the districts with the least need: Second, the

differences- in .expenditures per pupil between 1975 and 1379 were

analyzed with respect to the same three factors, concentration of tar-

get populitions an4 minorities, and locatiop. The resulting regression

coefficients indicate the changes in expenditures per pupil that can be

attributed to a single Particular factor (see Table 11-9).

In a simple comparison among quartiles, the most significant Im-

provement tarns out to be the changes with respect to relative finan-

cial ability (see Table 11-10). In 9.of the 10 States, the largest

percent gains were Ip the districts with the lowest or next to lowest

ft RFA. In Illinois, however, the wealthier districts gained relatively

more than the poor districts.

The analysis of the independent effect of RFA on changes in ex-

penditures per pupil indicates significant shifts related to RFA only ,

leCalifornia and Washington. In 3 of the 10 States, RFA shifted funds

to wealthier districts, though not significantly.

The changes in the per pupil expenditures by quartile with respect

to unemployment rates are weaker but they are still, on balance,

11-32
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TABLE 11-9

r EFFECTS OF FACTORS ON THE CHANGES
IN EXPENDITLIRE5'PER PUPIL IN TEN STATES BETWEEN FY 1975 and FY 1979,

'SECONDARY DISTRICTS

California

Colorado
Florida
Illinois
New York
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Texas

Utah
Washington

Relative Unemployment Concentration

Financial Ability Rates of Poverty

+* +*

«*

1.*

+ *

* Statistically significant regression coefficient..

Source. Hoachlapder and Johnson, An Analysis of the Changes in the Dis-
tribution of VEA Funds to Secondary LEAs

TABLE 11-10

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN FEDERAL.VEA FUNDS EXPENDED IN SECONDARY DISTRICTS
IN TEN STATES, FY 1976 to FY 1979, BY LEA

GROUPED IN QUARTILES BY RELATIVE FINANCIAL ABILITY

Lowest

1st 2nd 3rd

Highest
4th

4

California 37' -1 8 9

Colorado 63 99 -29 -7

Florida -12 567 11 65

Illinois 15 -7 36 1

New York 465 60 -32 -7

Oklahoma . 37 97 15 '55

Pennsylvania 104 313 105 36

Texas 515 136 200 147

Utah 64 46 -24 2 1

Washington 178 275 51 -34

N.

Source. Hoachlander and Johnson, An Analysis of the Changes in the Dis-
tribution of VEA Funds to Secondary-LEAs

128
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positive (see Taole 11-11). In. five Staps the largest gainsrwere in

the districts with the highest unemployment rates; in three States,

Colorado, Illinois, and Washington, the largest gains ',Ice in the

districts with the lowest rates. When other factors were held constant

seven Statelshowed positive changes, however,..onlp Oklahoma showed a

significant shift to districts with higher -*etas of unemployment,

Again, three States show unemployment shifting funds to districts with

lower rates.

4

The most negative results in terms of intrastate shifts in alloca-

tions were with respect to concentrations of low income families (see

Taole :1-12). In half of the States the districts in the quartile with N.

lowest rates of poverty increased their expenditures proportiohally

more than other distriCts.

The analysis of the independent effect of the changes in funding

bears out tne same finding. In '6 of 10 States, this factor caused more
0

funds to be allocated to districts with the lowest concentrations of

low income people.

The inconsistency of the results with respect to the three factors

tested demonstrates the problem inherent in 'attempting to combine

multiple factors into a single formula: The State of Illinois, for

example, app.arentlydeveloped a for:mula that directed mere funds to

districts with high concentrations of poverty, but, at the same time,

the districts with high relative financial ability and low unemployment

also received more money.

The changes in the .States' .formulas also showed differential

shifts with respect to( community size (see Table 11-13). The largest

cities in the 10 States generally benefited the least from the 1976 *./

distribution requirements. In California, Axas, Utah, and Washington

the largest city gained the least in comparison to other communities,

I1-34
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TABLE 11-11

4 PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN FEDERAL VEA FUNDS EXPENDED
01 SECONDARY DISTRICTS IN TEN STATES, FY 1976 to FY 1979, BY LEA

GROUPED IN QUARTILES BY UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Lowest

1st 2nd 3rd

Highest

4th

California -19 11 16 21

N Colorado 194 -18 7 76

Flori 11 29 261 138

Illin:i 55 4 12 9

New York 140 -30 28 350

Oklahoma 71 86 137 123

Pennsylvania 39 107 75 317

Texas 163 1J4 171 351

Utan -2 -25 9 31

4ashinaton 256 174 34 -r4

4 Source_ Hoachlander and Johnson, An Analysis of the Changes in the

Distribution of VEA Funds to Secondary LEAs

TABLE 11-12

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN FEDERAL VEA FUNDS EXPENDED

IN TEN1STATES, FY 1976 to F1 -1979, BY. LEA GROUPED IN QUARTILES

BY CONCENTRATION OF LOW-INCOME FAMILIES-
,

Lowest
1st 2nd 3rd

Highest
4th

California -22 1 17 33

Colorado 187 54 61 ki53

Florida 180 ' 68 43 153

Illinois 34 16 18 3

New York -100 1 -35 284 ,

Oklanoma 101 24 94 142

Pennsylvania 80 38 82 314

Texas 71 289 134 202

Utah 63 -12 -14 2

Washington 155 123 157 30

Source: Hoachlander and Johnson, An Analysis o' the Changes in the

Distribution of VEA Funds to Secondary LEAs
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and in 8 of the 10 States the largest cities dieworse than average.

In three of the States the rural districts and in three the small and

medium -.size cities benefited the most from the changes.

TABLE 11-13

PERCENT CMANGE IN FEDERAL FUNDS EXPENDED FY 1976 to FY 1979,

BY COMMUNITY SIZE FOR TEN STATES

Site

Biggest Gains
Number of States

Smallest Gains
Number of. States

Rural 3 1

Cites, 10000 to 100,000 3 2

Cities over 100,000 2 3

Suburbs of Largest City

Largest City
.2

o 4

Source. '-loachlander and Johnson, An Analysis of the Changes in the

Diet ribution of VEA Funds to Secondary- LEAs

The Distribution of State and Local Funds

State Funds for Vocational Education

The States' own _funds for vocation4Ledirtion are distributed to.N,"
districts in a variety of ways. According to a survey of State

vocational education, directors conducted by NACVE in 1978, in 30 of 39

xesponting States, vocational education received categorical aid from,-

the State.13 Twe9iy-four of the ,30 States used a formula to

distribute their aim. funds.

State aid, 44;tributed by formula, is also used to support voca-

tional education at,-'the secondary ievel. State aid formulas are

designed to equalize re,sourtes across districts and, in most States,

their intentions atilt consistent the Federal distributional policy.

11-36
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1"NRelative financial ability is the principal measure used in State aid
allocation formulas, with the poorer districts (usual ly poorer in terms

of property wealth) receiving proportionally more State aid than the
wealthy districts. 'A variant on the pr pupil distributiOnissed in a

growing number of Stites is the alsignment, of a Height (ratio of the
costs per pupil for various*Qtegories of Jcitional education ,p_rograns

to ;,he cost per pupil of an average student) to vocational education

students. This compensates LEAs for the higher costs associated wi th

vocational education.

Postsecondary and adult program distributional procedures are more

diverse. Some States aistribete funds through State aid formulas;

others target funds *or use categorical funding by institution or by

district. In addition, postsecondary and adult programs in most States

may ch4rge tuition for their programs and, therefore, are not as depen-

dent on tax revenues.

The Local Education Agency

The third distributioh,zoint is at the local level--the school

district (LE/1). Most of the districts in Viet Nation have only one

school hat provides vocational education program and therefore the

d tribu ion of Fede'ral funds-is not an issue in these ditr.ictsp Most

of the s cOndary vocational education students, however, reside in

districts that do have more than one vocational education facility;

these districts must decide how to allocate their Federal and State
.. . ,
funds among their schools and how generally to provide support services

for their vocational education rograms: Furthermore, even in thosey

districts that have only one flcility oflering vocational education;

(including most postsecondary diStricts), but that offer nonvocational

education as sell as vocatvanal, unless the State and local funds are

categorical, district administrators must decide how to allocate, funds
.... .

among Programs. Therefore, the total education agency may represent

1 n
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the most influential fiscal decision point in determining the quality

and extensiveness of vocational education offerings.

cr"

There are no distinguishable patterns for the distribution of

funds by local education agencies. Districts may nave formulas. If

they do, the factors that influence the State allocations, such as tax

weal and concentration of poverty, are not likely to be used since

they tend to bedrstrict or county averages, reflecting the resources

available to all of,the schools in the district. Therefore, any,formal

distribution is most likely to be based on enrollment, proposed

budgets, or project applications.

Summary and Findings

.40 Federal Formula

4

The way in which Federal .funds are allocated to the States and

territories does not assure that those recipients with limited re-

4pources for vocational education always benefit. One reason is that

the adjustment factor.in the formula, median income, is not necessarily

a measure of the fiscal capacity of the State. Median' income also

varies with the-celative cost bf living in a particular locale. South-

ern States generally receive higher allotments per capita population

than northern States, and rural 'tate? generally receive higher per

capita allotments than urban States because of differences in wealth.

However, because of differences in costs of living, the neeilsoof the

southern and rural States may not be as great. If median income were

adjusted for Cost of laving,' tne distribution would look substantially

different. It would also be possible to adjust the formula by other

factors, such as theAnes States use to distribute funds to their dis-

trictsunemployment rates or economic depression, for example. If any

such factors were used, they would direct the flow of ,funds toward

States.that are more Urbanized and industrialized and those that''hgve

older populations.

11-38
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States' Formulas

The Interim Report concluded that none of the methods used in

fiscal year 1979 was capable of fully incorporating all the factors the

specifies to influence allocations of funds, and that the conse-

quences of the allocation processes would bear little systematic rela-

tionship to the targeting goals of the law. This was borne out by the

dati end subsequent analyses. It is difficult to say whether the

resulting distribution is fulfilling the intent of the law or to sug-

gest what procedures would produce distributions most consistent with

the intent of the law. These questions, cannot be answered simply by

looking at allocations to applicants. In practice, OVAL has held that

a distribution that is nearly uniform is unacceptable. But if some of

the factors are inversely related to one another (i.e., a :high need

district according to one criterion is low need according to another)

even a uniform, or seemingly random, allocation could meet the

requirement%, of the law.

Two analyses were conducted .on each of three factors that are

mandated in the law and. generally used by the States: relative finan-

cial ability, concentration of low income families, and unemployment

rates. The first analysis tested the Independent effect of each factor

by seeking to find out whether a change in the factor under considera-

tion, assuming all other faCtors included in the analysis were held

constant, would significantly affect the allocation pf funds to

recipients.

The other analysis compares the average expenditures per student

in the districts with the highest need to average expenditures per

student in the districts with the lowest need. This measures the

results for each factor, without attempting to, account for the influ-

ence of other factors on the allocation:

11-39
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-The results of these two analyses, which- used expenditures as

proxies for allocations, indicate the extent to which the factors

operated to affect the distribution of Federal funds in fiscal year

1979. Expenditures in secondary school districts in 12 States.,showed

no significant Independent effe attributable to relative financial
ability. Unemployment rates had a significant independent effect in

gniy one State, Illinois, and the concentration of low income families
ftactor was statistically significant only in New York and Texas. Thus,

for the three mandated factors that were used in the procedures of most

States, a change in one particular factor showed no systematic effect
on the allocation of %rids, wtien the other two factors, Concentrations
of target populations and minorities and size of community, were held'

constant. The same test was used to determine the independent effects
of the ,factors upon tne expenditures in postsecondary institutions in
six States. The results were similar. the factor of relative finan-
cial ability was not significant in any of tne States, unemployment

rates were vdnificant in two, Aand concentration of poverty was

positive anasignificant in one.

short, none of the three mandated factors analyzed had an

orderly, systematic independent
in the States examined in 19;9.
show an effect, but in no State

ect on the .al location of VEA funds
In a few States, a st...ngle factor did

did all factors show significant

independent effects. In fact, no State had a procedure in place in

fiscal year-1979 that would be expected to lead to independent

effects.

The second analysis, which compared the average per 'student

expenditures in areas with high need to those in areas wi tO 104 need,
_showed more positive effects in line with the intent of the law. Fc4

each of tne three factors, at leas rte States showed higher expendi-

tures per student in the sec ary districts with high need, but three

States snowed higher expenditures per student in secondary districts

'11-40
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with low need. There are no consistent relationships in the

expenditure oc State and Vocal' funds in about half the States

'expenai tures were hi gh#r N1 the l'cw need districts. State and local

expenditure data, however,, are less. accurate than 'VEA expenditure data,

since many types of State and local expend) tures re often not reported

and the findings are l e s s rebi able.

The results of tne analysis of the expenditure of VEA funding

postsecondary schools in six States was mixed in al 1 States, schools

areas with higner unemployment! rates spent considerably more than

schools in areas wi-tn law unemployment rates, in four States schools

with higher concentrations of 1 ow income students spent more than

schools with low concentrations, but in only two States, schools with

aw ref a ti we financial ability spent more than schools with high

relative financial ability.

On :ne average, di stricts that were thesrAost needy with respect to-

each factor ,wer), spending more V,EA dollars than districts that were

less needy. This in most States Federal funds were finding their way

to the 01 stricts most in need, but not because the factors produced

s,'stematic or uniform effects. In gross, average terms, the distribu-

tion patterns indicate a responsiveness to the intent of the legisla-

tion but there still are many" districts that rank high on the need

scales that receive fewer funds than some di stricts that rank low.

Furthermore, the di fferences between the average of the most needy

districts and the average of the least needy were no-L ve arge. In

nearly half the ratios calculated, the average
expenditures of the high

need di stricts were less than 25 percent more than the average of the

1 ow need districts.

The Interim Report suggested that some of, the factors required by

the law, or added by the States, may be inversely correlated with one

another- -i.e., districts with 1 ow relative t financial ability have

I
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either low ,unemployment or low concentrations of low income families.

This suggestion was brorne out by the analyses made with'the 1979 data.

Consequently, in many States it is difficult to observe differences in

the distribution of funds. If each factor represents a unique need,
A

then, in effect, different proportions of the funds are distributed for

different purposes. However, if the triv,e,se correlation is due to the

shOrtcomings of the measures used, the 'intent of the law may be

frustrated. If, for example, relative property wealth is distorted by

inflateb assessment rates in some counties and does not represent the

relative financial ability .of the school district, (a fairly common

problem in many State aid formulas), then the intent of tne formula to

compensate is distortea. Inverse relationships make itvery difficult

to judge the effectiveness of ,all'ocation of 6funds in 5* State with

respect to any one factor.

An analysis of the relationships'among the factors in 12^States

showed that there were many instances':vhere inverse (and nonintuitive)

relationships existed. In tailrornia, for' examine, low relative

financial abilitj was aspciated,with' unemployment,-and in Kansas

$04414and Utah; low relacive financial ability was -Sssociaed with low

concentration of low income families.

'Patterns of.xPenditures among recipients in fiscal year 1979 also

were compared to the patterns of 'reported expenditures among reci- pients

in fiscal year 1975; for 10 States. Data were available only for

secondary school districts. If the 1976 legislatibn made the alloca-

tions procedures more responsive to the intent of, the law, fs expected,

then it would be expected that the vEA expenditures in school dastri4ts

had increasei more in districts with the greatest_ need than rri dis-
pt

tricts with the least need. In general, the analyses showed improve=

ment with respect to relative financial ability; weak improvement with

respect to unemployment rates, and no improvement with respect to

concentration of low income families. In 4 of 10 States analyzed, the
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distributions appeared to be further from the Federal intentions in

1979 tnan in 1975. In each of these States, for two of the three fac-

tors examined, the districts with the least need gained more propor-

tionally tnan districts witn'the greatest need.

The, lack of consistent and significant effects in the analyses of

tne consequences of the States' distribution prqceddres supports the

findings that the procedures are too complex and that'they try to

achieve too many results with too few funds to be effective with

resoect to any single result. Statistical analyses fail to shoW any

consistent results among States, and'altiough the formulas are having

some impact ;on allocations, there are more aberrations and randomness

than there could oe if sound, more clearly defined procedures were

used.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Two recent studies of the simulated effects of changes have been

conducted. Friedricn J. Grasberger et al., Developing and Apply-
ing Analytical Tools to Evaluate the Distributiona) and Equalize-
tional Effects of Federal Grant-in-Ala Formulas and to Improve
Formula Performance, Final Report (-Rochester, N.Y.: Center for

Governmental Research, Inc., January 1980), and Maureen, W. Murphy,

'Analysis of the Allotment of Federal Vocational Education Funds,"
prepared under Department of Education contract no. 300-79-0732

(Silver Spring, Maryland: Applied Management Sciences, September

1980).

2. Stuart A. Rosenfeld, A Portrait of Rural America. Conditions

Affect:Ing docational Education Policy, Vocational Education Study

public ion no. 5 (4ashington, D.C.. Government Printing Office,

1980).

3. 0blicy and Program Memoranda from e Bureau of Dccupational and

Adult Education to the States, 0 ober 1979 and December 1979.

4. p.L. 94-482, Section 106(a).

5. Policy and Program Memoranda. See note 3 above.

6. . Ail analyses did not include all 14 States. All of the necessary

data for a spedific analysis was not available in each State. The

analyses, therefore, are based on the availability of data. most.

postsocondaryganalyses, for example, were 1tiited to six or fewer

States.

7. Another issue raised was whether different algorithms 'or combin-
ing factors would result in an allocation to each recipient. The

contractors developed a typology of the procedurd's in use in fis-

cal year 1979 and suggested which would be the most effective.
Unfortunately, the results in the States tested failed to reveal

any patterns. States that transformed their data into scaler
variables using sophisticated techniques produced no better re-

sults in general tan States that simply classified recipients,
for example, as high', medium, or low. States that used complicat-

ed weighted factor formulas produced no different ;esults than,
for examPle,.Texas, which used no method at ail that was

"it discernible.

8. This is done with-a multiple regression stepwise analysis where
the unit of observation is the school district, with each dis-
trict, regardless of size,'equal to all other districts. In order

to control' for district size, the district vocationalteducation
enrollment was entered as the first independent variable,

1. 0
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9. General Accounting Office, What is the Rote of the federal

Assistance for Vocational Education? Report of the Comptroller

General to Congress (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printihg

Office, 1974):

10. Charles S. Benson, E. Gareth 6achlander, and Bronia Lena Johnson,
An Assessment of the Reliability and Consistency in Reporting of
VocatiOn41 Education Data Available from National Information
Systems, Report prepared under the National Institute of Education
contract no. 400 -73 -0039 (Berkeley: University of California,,

1980).

11. E. Gareth Noachlander and Bronia Lena Johnson, An Analysis of the
Changes in the Distribution of YEA Funds to Secondary LEAs, Re'port
prepared under the National Institute of Education contract nos.
NIE-P-31-0102 and NIE-P-81-0108 (gerkeley: University of

California",. 1981).

12: 3enson, HoachLander, and Johnson, op. cit.

13. Memo from Michael Morton to Dan Durham, "Summary of4Informativ
from Questionnaires Sent to Other States on State Support for
iocational Education," Maryland State Depdrtment of Education,

August 18, 1978.
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CHAPTER III. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESOURCES: PURPOSES,

' PROGRAMS, AND PARTICIPANTS

Introduction

The distribution of resources in terms of ,the four reference

points specified' in Section 523(b) of the Education Amendments of 197b

--services; occupations, target populetioni, and enrollments -- cannot be

analyzed so neatly as the distribution factors considered in the pre-

ceding chapter. The four ptints are, in effect,'artilicial, specified

to help 56cribe how the legislation works with respect to its goals.

They do not necessarily represent terms for which expenditure data are

routinely collected. But since the distribution of funds is simply a

1 proxy for what is really importantthe availability of resources in

schools -- information suggesting both the use of funds and resource ex-

penditure patterns is presented here.

.-:

The first *re erence point, enrollments, is indicative of where and

on whom vocation 1 education funds are spent. Most funding mechanisms

in the Act are n t explicitly based on enrollment, yet they ckn only be

rationally evaluated and interpreted with respect to who are served.

Funds are distributed to States and territories_on the basis of popul.a-

, Lion, but the intrastate mechanisms for distributing funds are baSed on

enrollments. Postsecondary and adult programs are, funded through a

set asrde, established arbitrarily, but the programs ehemselves are

evaluated and compared on the basis of enrollments. Ready access to

high quality programs for all persons is a goal of the Act, but the

degree to which it is attained for different racial and ethnic minori-

ties and for women is measured by enrollments. community size is not a

fa tor at all 'in policies, yettthe relative costs of providing quality

programs are in part &-function of site and location. Descriptions of

some of the patterns. of enrollments and expenditures per pupil broken

down by State, by district, and by student characteilstic, 'should

S
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Illuminate some f the effects of these policies and the issues they

repreoent.

Another reference point, services, ha's been defined for purposes

ofYanalysis,as what is purchased with the funds. Through a number of

different activities, the Act attempts to stiMulate certain services or

activities that are consistentiwith its goals. It requires expendi-

tures on certain services, suchas thi funds for the sex equity coordi-

nator; It permits but does not require expenditures on specific activi-

ties such as co-op or day we programs, it encourages' expenditures on

generad types or activities or services such as program improvement,

and It offersiAcentives for some services such as setting aside 10

percent of the 102(a) funds for special services for the handicapped_

This cnapter analyzes and compares thesedifferent mechanisms and pro-

vides information that might` suggest which are most effective for pro-

duclng changes in the system.
4

The third reference point, target populations, is intended ;o de- .

pict funding patterns with respect to the conc i tration of populations

targeted in tne Act, and to describe for each he patterns of excess

costs that are incurred, The set aides were introduced to increase

the likelihood that students with higher tharKaverage,costs of educa-

tion, such as the limited English-proficient, would be as well served

as.average students. To what extent did that occur? If those provit7

sions are effective, districts with high concentratton5 of target

populations would be expected to have high per pupil expenditues and

high reported exeess costs. This chapter desciibes the expenditure
4

patterns for funds set aside in the Act and analyzes how concentrations

of target populations affect districts' total expenditures/per pupil.

The last reference point, occupatiops, raises issues of access vpii

programs and relatedness of training to employm.ent opportunities, both

purposes of the Act. Who are enrolled in what occupational programs, k.

111-2
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and are the programs related to job opportunities? 14.addition to pre-

senting enrollment patterns by program {expenditures by programs are

unavallable for fiscal year 1979), we have categorized the programs in

terms of two measures which indicate aspects of economic opportunity.

Expected wages indicate whether enrollment patterns among different

segments of the population differ with respect to income opportunities,

and expected job, opportunities indicate whether enrollment patterns

among different segments of the population differ with respect to em-

ployment opportunities.

The are two basic sources of data for the analyses presented in

this chapter tie fiscal year 1979 VEDS from LACES and a survey.of dis-

tricts in 10 States\conducted by the School of ?ducation at the Uni2

versitY of California, under contract to the VIE, during the school

year 1919-80. Each is subject 'o certain limitations. The VEDS expen-

diture data are based on reported outlays and ,therefore may include

carryover ,funds from the previous year and exclude carryover funds from

the current year. i'o supplement data collected by VEDS in order to

answer quA4ons. VEDS could not address, and to be able to perform in-

. trastate analyses, the Uriiversity of California' conduct its survey in

randomly selected secondary districts and postseconda y institutions in

10 States. The States were not randomly sampled, ut were carefully

chosen to include the five "core" States and other, more rural, States

fgoim each region of the country (see Appendix 8). The data from the

#, survey, tnen, are indicative of patterns within States and among some

States but cannot be extrapolated to the Nation as a whole.

The differe'hces among the States are striking and often there are

logical explanations for unusual data that aprear in the tables. In

most cases, no attempt is made here to explain why such data turn up;,

ristead, the, emphasis is oh using available data to illuminate the

policy issues.
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4 Distribution of Resources: Enrollments

The distribution of most vocational education funds is based on

some measure of enrollment. Even those categories of funds that are

distributed on a project or application basis are ordinarily justified

on the basis of the number of students served. The Vocational Educa-

tion Act prohibits funds from being distributed solely on the basis of

enrollment i(equal perlioupil funding toall recipients), but enrollment

is included along with the prescribed distribution criteria in every

State formula,

Enrollment Characteristics

Since the purpose of the Vocational Education Act is to assist the

States in providing ready access to vocational education of high qual-

ity for all persons of all ages on all communities, it is useful to

look a' how it serves segments of the population that historically have

beep underserved by our educational institutions. One indicator of

equity is the extent to which minority populations enroll in any occu-

pationally specific program. Simple enrollment counts of minority stu-

dents,' however, are of little help in interpreting particrpation,

without taking into account the total number who are eligible to

enroll. To,say that 1 percent of vocationel education students were

Asian Americant, for someone who'knew .nothing' about the racial and

ethnic distribution or.the population, yould lead to '" a different

conclusion in California than it would in Kansas. Therefore, this

section will make use of indices, which are atilie ratios of percent

minority 'enrollment in vocational edUcation programs to tithe percent

minority enrollmekt in the total school'adistrict or institution. An.

index of more_than one for a particular group of students, for example,

indicates a higher representation of'. that group in the-vocational

education programs than in the school districts of the State,, and an

index of 1 &s than one indicates a lower representation in the

r.
qNe
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vocational programs than In the school districts.

Table III-1 presents Apg indices for the male, female, black,

Asian American, Hispanic, aryl native American populations for both sec-

ondary districts in fiscal year 1979. All minorities in most States

were enrolled in secondary vocational education programs in lower rela-

tive proportions than nonminority students.

The data were further disaggregated to look at two areas of spe-

cial concern, the large cities and rural areas (Table 111-2). These

data show that blacks and Asian Americans are highly represented in the

vocational, education programs of the largest cities of the States. In

'the eural districts, however, in most instances minorities are not par-

ticipating in vocational -education to the. degree that they are repre-

sented in the total schoolcsystem. This may be attributed to the domi-

nation of vocational agr culture in rural districts and the very small

proportion of all fa ers who are members of minorities.

Federal fujids are,d1stributed to the Sates according to popula-

tion rather than enrollments. Therefore, it is useful also to compare

both the total enrollments and the occupationally specific enrollments

in .vocational education programs among St/!es with respect to each

State's population, which is an 'approximate measure Of the relative

size of the population eligible to enroll (Figure III-1).1 The sec-
.

ondary enrollments vary from about 19 students per 1000 State residents

in California and 0 per 1 00 in Indiana to More than 80 per 1000 resi-

dents in WiscOnsin and Ne Jersey. Pastseconda'ry enrollments range

from 4 students per 1000 in Wyoming and the District of Columbia to

more)ithan 7a per 1000 in Washington and Minnesota. Thus the Federal

funds per eligible student and per student in occupationally specific

Iprogr ms vary considerably among States, depending on the relative en-

rollments in vocational education programs. Variations in enrollment

rates may be indicative of the degree to which vocational education is

86-910 0- 81 - -1(A
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TABLE III-1

INDEX' OF REPRESENTATION BY RACE, ETHNICITY, 'AND SEX
OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION2

FOR SELECTED STATES, FY 1979
44-1,\

'Native Asian

Male Female'' American Black American Hispanic White

I

California .90 1.10 .62 .85 .82 . .94 1.06

Colorado .85 1.15 1.74 1.02 .71 1.01 09

Florida .83 1.17 .86 .96 1.34 1.17 .99

Illinois .99 `1.01 .44 .72 .82 .64 1.13

Kansas .81 1.19 1.38 .98 .98 .83 1.00

Pennsylvania .82 1.18 .63 .82 .50 .64 1.03

South Dakota 1.36 .64 .69 .28 .31 .12 1.04

Texas 1.35 .65 1.18 .71 .13 .63 1.24

Jtah .99 1.01 .65 .57 .80 .57 1.03

1. Index represents the ratio of percent of ethnic, racial, or sexual .

group enrolled in vocational education to the percent of that group

in the total enrollment of the district.

2., Enrollments Include all Vocational education program's, not just

occupationally specificvprograms..
if;

3. States *ere selected frbm tho5e chosen for inclusion on the basis-

61,
of the availability of total -school district data rtbicompute

*
ratios,' g,

. .

. '.. -

Source The Distrbution of Federal Fuflds Under the Vij atftiAal Educa- h

tip Act: Interstate and Intrastata%A11ocatt js, lvgrsity

)
' - ,

of California, 1981 I
p

4"

:-

..o.

.'
,,

. :: 7 h .

0 .
0, , 0

o
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TABLE III-2

-1

INDEX' OF REPRESENTATION BY RACE AND ETHNICITY
OF STUDENTS ENROLLED.IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION=

IN THELARGEST CITIES AND RURAL AREAS OF SELECTED STATES3
FOR SECONDARY PROGRAMS, FY 1979

Native
American

411

DT5tricts With Largest Cities

WhiteBlack
Asian
American Hispanic

Los Angeles .46 127 .73 .91' .95

Denver 1.15 1.27 1.05 .90 .94

Miami-Dade
.....

.,. 4

.69
1.03
.94

.1.81
1.00

1.16 ,

.75-
.85

1.30 ,

Topeka 2.20 -1.52 2.17 1.12 .lw

Philadelphia - .94 .55, .64 1.1-9

Houston 1.06 .27 .87 1.03

Salt Lake City .09 .22 .26 .13 .16.

Rural Areas

Native Asian
American Black American Hispanic White x

California .67 .84 .66 .72 1.09

Colorado, 1.25 - '1.01 .99

Florida .87 - .66 1.06
Illeciwis - .90 .15 .56 ' 1.00
Kansas \. , - - .52' 1.01

Pennsylvania 111"
1.01 .57 1.16 .99

South Dakota .70 - - - 1.03

Texas 2.22 .84 .67 .66 1.16

Utah .53 - - .51 1.03

1. Index represents the ratio of percent of ethnic or racianroup en-
rolled in vocational, education to the percent of that group in the
total enrollment of the district. a

2. Enrollments include all vocational education _programs, not just
occupationally specific programs.

. 3. States were selec'ted from those chosen 'for inclusion on the basis
of, ttie availability of total school district data to compute,
ratios.

4. Empty cells mean that enrollment in that district for that particu-
lar, less than .group was l th 100. .

/ ..

, -

Source. The Distribution of Federal Funds Under theInttnonal Educa-
tion Act: Interstate and Intrastate Allocations, University'
of California, 1981

1 4 fy
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FIGURE III-1

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS
PER 1000 STATE RESIDENTS BY NUMBER OF STATES, FY 1979
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emphasized in a particular State, but they also may depend on which

level of education predominates. Adult programs, foc instance, tend to

be of shorter duration than secondary programs, so that more edu,lts Ean

be served (and counted) in a giveo year at a particular level of ef-

fort.

The total vocational education enrollment per 1900 State residents

varies from less than 40 in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and the District of

Columbia 46 more than 120 in Florida and Wisconsin. Differences might

Oe'explained by funding priorities given to indu trial arts, a_ short

prevocational program that serves large numbers f students in some

States. Enrollments in occupationally specific programs vary from less

than 15 per 1000 in Wyoming, Arizona, New Nampspire, and new Jersey to

more than 60 per 1000 in Washington, Minnesota, and North Carolina.,
01

Differences by Level of Edutation

Section 110 of the Vocational Education Act prescribes that 15

percent of the basic rant and program improvement'and supportive serv-

ices money be Ised to pay up to 50 percent of the cost of vocational

education for persons who have completed or left high school. For VEDS

data collection purposes these-sftdenti have been categorized as either

postsecondary or adult: t e'students enrolled in an associate degree

progiam are designated as pol`atsecondary, and students in progrpos which

may lead to a certificate, a credential, or simply a completion are

designated as adult. Adult programs are further separated into long-

term programs of 500 houror more and short-term programs of less than

500 hours duration.

Enrolments in both postsecondary and adult programs are growing

much faster than enrollments in Secondary programs, and together they

comprise 4a percent of the total enrollment and 60 percent of the

occupatibnally specific enrollment. It'is worth noting here again that

143
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the Set aside for these programs is only required to De 15 percer\t.

Short-term adult programs make up the largest part of the adult eh/roll-

ment, and sometimes even,of the total enrollment: More than half of

tne total Sta. enrollment is in 'short -term adult programs in, for

example; Minnesota and :owa. Table 111-3 summarizes the enrollments.

Another way of 'looking at enrollments, that has implications for

the Federal formula for allocating funds, is in relation to the popula-

tion of the States. The proportion of States' populaVTons that was en-

rol led In all vocational education varied from 42 perf 1000 to 128 per

.00C. Then ifferences could be attributed to the strength of voca-

rional eaucation in 'a particular State or to the number of programs

it of fered or it could simply say something about tne length of the

programs." Again, adult`vprogranis are generally shorter and less expen-

sive tnan Other programs, tnerefore,Ahey can serve more students.

Even more striking are the di fferences among States in7 postsecondary

and adult enrollment with respect to tne States' population - -it ranges

from t per 1000 to 75 per 1000, and is very likely indicative of State

policies that encourage or discourage postsecondary and adult programs,

.Similarly, the range of secondary enrollments as related to States'

populations, which varies from less than 2 per 1000 to 86 per 1000, may

be attributable to the extent to which' States support less intensive
programs suc.b as industrial arts or consumer and homemaking education.

',Rider the Federal formula, fLinds are distributed to the States on

the basis of population, with about half of. the funds being allotted 'in

proportion to the out- df'school age, population. The set aside for

postsecondary and adult students originally was intended to stimuljte

the growth of programs for adults, and thus it is imcibrtant to xatiune

how States in fact did distribute their funds by level of education. a

The, VEA funds that were spent on postsecoodary and adult programi

across the Nation In fiscal year 1979 actually were higher than the-

O
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TABLE III-3

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF VOCATIONAL STUDENTS BY SECONUAR4,
0POSTSECONDARY, AND'ADULT PROGRAMS INSTATES AND TERRITORIES, FY 1979

8

` Settnearv. 4oit
3anclalleet-ott

ef

nn)-t-er '44State 9eloe ;rade .. 3rades .1-12

Va, 23 3 31.5 11.4 5.7 22.3 .
Aft 3'.5 34.2 '3 3 :3.4

. Sec. 44. 34.) 19 0 1.4 2.3
.4,-12. 34.5 35.7 3.3 . 2 2 23.7
Are. 26.2 46 i 0.4 ` 5 1 21.3
05111. .7 7 30.5, 29.9 10 5 13 3
5. 9ar 35 4 :4.5 2 J . 2.2 3.1 .\ct
.6)4.
24nn,

13 5n" 33 4
;7.0

:3.2
4,7

:3.4
3

23.7

-e .2 , 9 ' . "44
4.o i t3.9, 2,n 4 2

' a. ,3 5 .2. 4 , '5 i .,.

Ii ....i '.,

4a9a , :3 .3 .11 '5.3 .3
3 , 37."

31.2 2371 1%5
2'2 . 2.'4 ) J.i 2 3 3: )

.1.8 3.3 .9 . 2.9 7 3
t can. 23.7 33.5 3.4 " .2.3 21.3

6 31.3 1.5 5.3 of 29.2
35.7 3.3 3.5 '15 2

4111e .2.) 31.i 2 5 5.4 48.9
v4. 38.2 28.8 ;15.7 3.3 17.3

...
.LSS.
9,68

3 1
.I.1

67 2
45.7

'''''' 5.8
23 2

J 7

3 .
3..

14.3
35.3 3.1 je2 55 7

3 2'. 2 4 ) 1 2

55.1 3.4 32 .6.1
5e5. P. ., 33." .5 5 44 27.1
N. 35 5 37.)

i
59. :0.5 55,1 .2.1 , 0 ..2

Z3.5 4 3 ie. 1 3 17.1
38." 35.3

4.7
29,n :5.3 -1 o 4 7 10...)

-P. 4 .5.2
41.3
23.3 2.3

4.7

2.3 .5t. ,

L.' 13.3 2.2 31.3
Joe 453 48. 4 ,17.4 4, 3 .3.1
,e:nn I. .3 4 41.) 3.) 4 ) 26 '
.1. 5.' .2.1

4 24.7 37,.3 9.1 0.3 15.7
23.1 30J 13.4 -s
35.5 25.5 13.1 5.3 22.3

".5an 29.3 23.5 34.4 4 p 2. 5
.t.pl 38.) -) 22.5
d4. % 11.3 39.3 0.0. 9.: 40.5
41. 17 . 43,3 da ') 3 3 25. 7
.in. J.) 33.3 11.5
W. J. 6.7 32 3 ?.2 2.4 33. 2
es,. 53 3 2.4 ..i 5.3 21.9
eio .3.3 51 3 1.7 J. _.... 5..
"r5st "er: 61.4 .3., 5.5 2.3 J.)

23.9 3..7 U.5 5 7

Source:. The Vocational Education Data System', 1979
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minimum required. Almost..25 percent of the authorized VEA funds went

to postseCondary and adult vocational education. There were, however,

large differences among States, as is shown in FigUre 111-2. In fiscal

year 1979, 9 States reported spending less than 15 percent'of their

total allocation on postsecondary and adult vocational education; 15

other States reported outlays totalling MOre than double their required

set aside (see 17511 111-4). More importantly, the reported Federal

expenditures on postsecondary and adqlt programs, are not neessarily

indicative of the total expenditures or of State priorities. On the

one hand, three of the States that spent below or near the 15 percent

still matched the set aside at 24 to 1 or more--as much as 123 to 1 in

Delaware. in tneother hand, some States that earmarked less than 20

percent of their VEA funds for adult and postsecorypary programs- -e.g.,

New Hampshire, VermOnt, and Pennsylvania -- invested little of their

State .and local funds in these programs.

Differences by Community Size

Al;hougn there is nothing in the current legislation that requires

States to take into accounb the effects of community size on need in

the distribution process, competition for funds among communities is

nevertheless a State and local issud. Both large cities and small

rural districts cla'im that their very dense or very sparse respective

populations are legitimate indicators of special need.

In the past, studies of vocational education based on national

data have been unable to distinguish among city, urban, suburban, and

rural school districts and thus have not been able to account for dif-

ferences. Thellniversity of California attempted to remedy this by

differentiating communities according to size, both to control for com-

munity size when analyzing other factors, and to describe the effect of

size on enrollments, expenditures, and funding patterns, The districts

in each State were classifiedoas largest city, suburban ring of the

4I
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FIGURE III -2

PERCENT ENROLLMENT'S AND EXPENDITURES FOR POSTSECONDARY AND ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS BY NUMBER OF STATES, Pr 1979-
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National Average: 11.4%
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. TABLE 11I-4

PERCENT CF FEDERAL OUTLAYS). ON POSTSECONDARY AND ADULT.
VOCATIONALEDUCATION 'AND THE STATE/LOCAL MATCH RATIO2

r

'Less Than
15% 15-20% :- 20-30% 30-50%

0
More Thank

50%

Ala. (16) Conn. (11) Alaska (1) Cali f. (22) Colo. (5)
Ariz. (13) Florida (39) Ark. (7) Ga. (7) Iowa (11)'
Del. (123), Indiana (16) Hawaii (12) Ill. (16) P-Mairte 45)
D.C. (3) Miss. (13) Idaho (12)- Kansas (1,0)

Mass. (24) Mo. (6 Ken. (6) La. (6)
N.H. (1L Neb. . (17 Md. (16) Minn. (13)

Penn. (4) Nevada (16) Mich. (18) N.M. (4)
R.I. (10) N.J. (29) Ohio (6) N. Dak, (7)
Va.* (16) N.Y. (13) Okla.' (22) S. Dak. (4)
Wyo. (8) JCL.> (51) Oregon (9) Utah (10)

SC (41) Tenn. (9) Wash. (21)
Vt. (1) Texas (7) WI sc. (26)

so W. Va. (2)

Includes Basic Grant (Section 120) and Program Impr:ovement and
Supportive Services (Section 130).

2. The State and lecal dollars *spent for each Federal. dollar spent
are in parentheses.

Source: The Vocational Education Data System, 1979

4444

largest city, large cities (over' 100,000), small *cities. (10,000-

100,000), an rural (less than 10,000).

The reported Federal and State and local expenditures per voca-

tional education enrollee in districts classified by canmunity size are
ctmpared to statewide averages in TablAs III-5. and III-6. An index

with a value well ,above 1 indicates a disproportionately high allotment
Of funds per pupil and an Icrrdex with a value well below 1 indicates a

d spropo nrti °natal/ 1 cw per pupil. allotment.

The State formulas appear to favor the small ;itieS. (In some of

the States small- and large cities were combined because the sample

154
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TABLE .111-5.

INDEX1 OF DISTRIBUTION CC FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
FUNDS BY LOCATION OF LEA IN SELECTED STATES' SECONDARY SCHOOLS,

FY 1979

California

Colorado
Florida
Illinois

Kansas, -

New York

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
.Texas
Utah

Washington

Largest
City

Suburbs of
Largest
City

School. Districts

/

Rural

Large

Cities
Small

Cities

.1.17

1.18
2

.95

.91

.24

1.01

1.00

2.06
2.50
1.74
.91

.61

1.18

.84

-'

.1.01

.38

.82

1.03

.72

.14

.91
4

.93

1.094

1.11

.90

.85

.79

.17

'.I.42
-

z,

1.18

...

.86

¶.17
1.11

1.19

1.61

.87

1.32

.1.28
3

.963

.91

1.363 s

1.323

.84

.99

1.46

.81

1.32

. .82k.
.94

4, .75

'.82

.77

1.12 r

0.82
c

1. Index represents VEA expenditures per pupil' in districts classi-
fled by size as compared to statewide VEA expenditures per pupil.

2. Includes Miami suburbs.

3. Represents all urban districts except largest city and its
suburbs.

4. This refIcts all Suburban districts and is not limited to lirgest
city.

co4

Source: Tie Disxribution of Federal Funds Under the Vocational Educa-
tion Act: Interstate and Intrastate'Allocations, University
of California, 1981
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TABLE III-6

INDEX1 OF'EXPENDITURE OF STATE AND LOCAL VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION FUNDS BY LOCATION OF LEA IN SELECTED STATES' SECONDARY

DISTRICTS, FY 1979
I *

,

Largest
. City

,

Suburbs of

Largest
City

School Districts

Rural
Large
Cities

Small

Cities

. -

\-CallIcirnia '1.18 .88 1.05 .97 .83

COlorado .70 .80 1.29 1.05 1.63

Florida .922 - '.93 1.11 1.07

Illinois .99 1.10 .93 .96 .85

Kansas .27 .89 .75 . 1.38 1:36

Oklahoma 1.07 .94 1.68a .93 '

South Dakota , 1.91 .66 1.133 .80

Utah .64 .984 .71
3 1.26

Washington .81 .954 * 1,123 1.08

'1. Indef represents reported Sta- te and local expenditures per pupil

for districts ,classified by size compared to statewide average

expenditures Oh pupil.

2. Inc-iudes MiSMI suburbs.
,1

3. Represents all urban districts except largest city and-i. its

'suburbs.

4. Represents all suburban districts.

Source: The Distribution of Federal Funds Under the Vocational Educa-

tion Act Interstate and Intrastate Allocations, University

of California, 1981

r
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Sizes wer small.) The effects of formulas for Federal dollars irl the

largest of he cities in each State are mixed, with seven very near or

above the Stale average and five below. The State and local expendi-

tures in the largest cities, however, are generally low.

Ignoring Sioux Falls as a :largest" city, only Los Angeles has a

very high index desplthe high costs of education in large pities.

Since large city school ajstriots report high per 'pupil expenditures

generally, it appears likely that low indices mean many expenditures

are not being reported. The rural districts report low Federal per

pupil expenditures. Only 3 of 12 States have 'Indices over lhfor-thdir

rural districts, and the highest index, in Florida, is not truly repre-

sentative. Because the school district's (drawn accords l 4p), county

lines) are so 144..ge in that State, most of Florida's rural communities

are located within urban-distrlcts

Un*rtunately, the real problems faced by the city and rural dis-'

tricts are not apparent in a - simple comparison of per pupil expendi-

tures in federally funded programs. Even though the results for the
f

largest cities are mixed, the costs of vocational education per pupil

* are 41most always higher in large city'distrjcs, 4 A,comparison of unl,

adjusted per pupil expenditures does not refle0 differences in th

costs needed to provide similar services. Similarly, rural districts

are often faced with extra costs due to small class size and isolation,

and simple comparisons do not reflect the costs of delivering services.

Furthermore, any districts, that include both urban and rural communi-

ties are classified as urb n. Thus, in States with centralized school

,district organizations, suc as Florida or Utah,,many of the rural

mudities are hidden in the "urban" data.

Although there are wide variations in expenditures per pupil among a

Staties (see Table III-7), comparisons among States not Only are unen-

lightening but can be misleading. The expenditures',per pupil are

.41 111-17
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calculated by simply dividing the total expellitures by the undupli-

cated enrollment, There are two problems with this approach. First,

tlte,encollments do not represent students enrolled full time (FTE).

Ther &fore, a ninth-grade student just beginning a program in vocational

agricultyre.but only taking one course would be given the same weight

as asenior taking 'a full vocational loa at.an area center. The

texpgnditures on each are obvioAly quit ifferent. 'Since FTE data are

of available in most States; enrollments were used. The fact that in

.F orida tbelargest proportion (two-thirds) 0 secondary enrollment is

in grades 9 and 13, which includes ,i,ndustr'ial arts and C&HE, could

explain the pact that the per pupil expenditure is the lowest among the

Statei reported.

Second, informatioh on adult students is reported by the institu-

tion in which they are enrolled, which could be either a high school

' j45
%

perceht) or a postsecondary institution (55 percent): Adult stu-
..

f ' ',dents therefore may be included in the secondary enrollment apd expen-

.ditures.

° 5

-

'4,
Distribution,of Resources: Services

a

Expenditures on services are reported to the.Oepartment of Educa-

tion for the activities listed in the Act and for State and local ad-

4
ministration. Both Subparts -R and 3 are reported for each explicitly

permuted or mandated activity, is are the set-aside funds used for

,

service-for,special populations. Thus, data are available on these

specific uses only.

In order to supplement whcit is knownabout the reported services,

the University of California 'researchers included intneir survey of

districts and institutions in 10 States questions tt illuminate intra-
N

district differences pertaining to expenditures on sex equity, services.

for target populations, use Of funds to contract with private agencies,

1 5 ri

111-18
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TABLE 111-7

FEDERAL VEA EXPENDITURES, DOLLARS PER PUPIL, FY 1979,
fiwY SIZE OF COMMUNITY

State
State

Average
targest
City

School Districts

Small

Rural
Suburban . Large

Ring Cities Cities

4 Secondary

California 214 25 25 '24 18 18

Colorado 34 40 28 30 39 34

Florida 11 10 - 9 12 '16

Illinois 24 22 24 19 29 19

Kansat 34 8 14 14 56 43'

Pennsylvania 81 167 58 `-..... - 104 61

South Dakota 39 96 , 5 - ;'5 32

50 88 46 59 46 39.Texas

Utah 4P 44 36 , 47 46,

4ashington, 20 12 22 - , 2 16

Postsecondary
, ,

California 30 28 30 30 29 67

Golorado 100 265 60 99 94 120

Florida 45 36 - 33 . 55 96

Illinois 35 56 22 16 . 45_ 59

Kansas 20 5 54 18 . 18

r

Source: Data collected by the University of California, 1980

and ,relative use of funds within districts for maintenance, ImpOte-,
(

ments, or expansion of phgrams, 10

Legislated ActiOtie

The'Act requires expenditures oltonly a few legislated activities:

the set asides (one targets levels of education rather than speclfic

services), $50,000 for a sex equity coordinator and prograMs for dis-

placed homemakers in Subpart 2, and vocational guidance _and counseling

-
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and the Re4arch Coordinating Unit in-Subpart 3. All other specifiedV'
services in Subpak 2 and 3 are optional, though it is clear that Coro,

gress intended that preference be given tocthose services that improwed

%or expand.ed programs or 'access to programs.

The most striking aspect of the reported use of funds for laws- 4

lated activities, is that the bulk of the funds are not targeted to

services specifically suggested in the Act, but go primarily foftke
,

general su000rt'cf vocational education'programs or .to State and bocal

administration. Accordinglto fiscal year 1979VED3 Oata:99.$'percent

of the Federal Subpart 2 (basic grant) funds were reported its spelt on

program support and State-and local administration, and.ileceat of

tne state a)ol local funds were report&1 to have ben i4Ntlion these` .

same categories. The only other categories in -whicignificaht per-

centages of the Subpart 2 funds Were spent were construction (3.0 per-.

cent), ,cooperati.ie programs (2.9' percent), and work-study (1.4 per-

cept). The four categories related to overcgming sex bias, and steteo-.'4'

typing only received 1.3 percent of the Federal fund5 and/0.2 percent i

of the matching funds. ProgrSms for displaced homemakers, a reouireV dr

expenditure, consumed only 0.5 percent of the Federal funds and'v)rtu- P14,

ally none of the matching funds (less than 0.1 percent).
0

The funds for Program Improvement and Supportive/Services, Subpart
1 '

'3, 'were more evenly distributed among purposes:,
VoCatiOnal guidance

and counseling, for which 20 percent of Subpart 3 is mandated, actually

consumed 34 percent of the Federal fundV and 68 percent of the State

and lodal funds. Grants to overcome sex bias utilized less than 2

percent of the Federal funds and 0.1 percent of the State and local

funds.---

There are two reasons for including activities in Subpart 2:,:to.

let States know that an activity that might not be interpreted to meet

the goals of the Act is in fact perMissible (e.g., indu.strial arts'and

16 0
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day care), and to stimulate deu red activi ties ( support services for
wom n and cooperative programs). It is clear that the services and
activi ti mentioned in the Act and presumably desired are not

always given priori ty. Of course, the vocational education program

funds may include reported expenditures on the target populations as
required in Sect on' 110 or they may be going towards program

. impr:ovement, which is unreported, but they still are fulfilling
other purposes of the Act. But few resources were expended on

acti vi tfes specifically introduced to stimulate change; e.g., sex

eau'. ty provisions, energy programs, and pl acement servi ces.
2

Examining ,the expenditures by State reveal s even less attention
to the activities listed in the Act stun the national ly aggregated

data, indicate. It snows that expenditures on many of the legislated
activities are highly Concentrated in a small number of States (see

Table III-8). Construction, for example, accounted for about $12

mil ii on or 3 percent of the 'Subpart 2 expenditures in fiscal year

1979.46 Yet only 13 States reported any Federal expenditures on

construction and 4 States -- Mississippi, New Jersey, Wisconsnre, and

Virginia-- accounted for three-fourths of those funds. Georgi a spent

about 90 percent of the total national VEA expendi tures on

residential schools; New Hampshire and Col orado reported more than

60 percent of al 1 of the Federal VEA expenditures on energy

programs, West Virginia and Arizona accounted for 90 percent of the

?rational expenditures for contracted services; the west coast States
-of California, Oregon, and Washington accounted for two - thirds of

the YEA expenditures on support services for women, Texas and

Wisconsin accounted for more than half of the VEA expenditures on

day care reported; and, five StatesCal fornia , New York,

Missouri, Washington, and Massachusettsspent nearly 60 percent

of all the,, VEA funds reported for progrgams for displaced

homemakers.

Kfr.910 0 81 --II
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TABLE III-8

STATES REPORTING VEA EXPENDITURES BY LEGISLATED ACTIVITY
SUBPART 2, PY 1979

Activity

Vocational education Programs

Sex equity personnel
Displaced homemakers
State admini trators
Work-study3
Cooperative programs3
Energy education
Construction
Stipends
Placement services
Industrial arts
Support services for women
Day vre
Residential schools3
Contracted instructors
Local administration

1.

Number of States with Some

Reported ederal Expenditures

(0)1

4g
49

35,

33

12

13

1

-5

15

12 '
9

2

5

20

Although_all reported some VEA expenditures, 24 States spent less

than the required 550,000. 't?4
.2. West Virginia was included as no expenditre" even though it re-

ported 1 dollar,

3. Activities categorically funded prior to the 1976 amendments.,

Source: The Vocational Education Data System, 1979

Subpart 3 expenditures exhibited similar patters. Although all

States spent, funds on vocational guidance and counseling, 20 did not

fund curriculum development and 15 did not fund research. Onl,) 25

States spent any funds on grants to overcome sex bias, and 6 States- -

California, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, and New Jersey- -

accounted for more than 80 percent of the total.
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One of the changes in 1916 was the consolidation of many active-

ties that had been categorically funded into a form of block grant to

give States more flexibility. It, is obviou from the large number of

States choosing not to fund the'se activities (see Table 111-8) that A

State priorities are not\a,lways the same as national priorities. No

expenditures for cooperative programs were reported in 18 states, and

no expenditures for work-study were reported in 16 States. In fact,

for these two activities, not only does the Act euminate the categori-

cal grants that were in the 1968 legislation, but it a14 adds a disin-

centive--it specifies two additipwil criteri.f for the distribution of

funds td districts. school dropout rates and rates of youth 'unemploy-
-J.

meat. When activities carry with them burdensome requirements, some 4-

States may prefer to fund them out of State and local money rather than ^-

have to devise another funding scheme. For example, all States re-

ported enrollments in cooperative education programs, indicating that

they did fund programs through non-Federal and nonreported vocational

education program fundi'.. Thus they avoided the added constraints on

the distribution or use of Federal funds. -

4 s'

Services for the Handicapped, Disadvantaged, and Limited English-

Proficient .\)

The funds that are set'as'ide for the handicapped, the disadvan-

taged, and the limited English- proficient are earmarked for specia.\,

costs that are incurred because of the students' particular handicaps. 3 . '

Like many of the legislated services described in the preceding section

I,
there are strings attached to the funds--in their use, in the reporting

requirements-, and iiiAthe,accountability. State-aggrggated data fail to

show how the -law affecsfZ how students are served. Although special

interest groups generally ,desire mainstreaming for handicapped arld

disadvantaged students, the 1,,p, is'interpreted In such a way that

segregating students in special classes is encouraged. In segregated

classes, all costs are considered "excess," for mainstreamed students,

111-23
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only special services are considered "excess:" The 10-State survey

asked districts whether they enrolled target populations regardless of

whettercthey report

and wno were not.

excess costs and it asked who were mainstreamecl

Aggregating the information for the 1J States shows that set-aside

funds were not used uniformly Cut were concentrated among a.minority of

the recipients. 'O'n fiscal year 1?79 about one in five secondary dis-

tricts and about one in three postsecondary institutions incurred ex-

cess costs for the disadvantaged and handicapped. Only 1 in 20 seLond-

ary and 1 in 5 postsecondary districts offered programs incurring extra

costs for tne limited English-proficient.

These data should not be interptieted to mean that only those dis-
w

tricts reporting excess costs actually served students with special

4 needs. The study survey in the 10 States tried to determine the actual

enrollments independent of the "excess cost" restriction. Table 111-9

shows how few districts that claimed to be mainstreamim handicapped

and-disadvantaged students were reporting excess costs as defined by

the Act: At the secondary level, in 9 of the 10 States, less than half

of the districts that mainstreamed special populations were reporting

excess costs. In fact, for the la States in total, 64 'percent of the

secondary districts and 80 percent of the postsecondary institutions

said ,that handicapped and disadvantaged students were enrolled in their

programs. Either many did not provide special services or many dis.

° tricts simply did not have financial reporting systems that were set up

to track the excess costs or the system to provide the accountability

requi red.

al
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TABLE 111-9

''...

PERCENT OF DISTRICTS IN 10 STATES THAT MAINSTREAM
SPECIAL POPULATIONS AND ALSO REPORT EXCESS COSTS, FY 1980

. .

22)

State

condary Postsecondary and Adult

Han capped Disadvantaged) Handicaoped Disadvantagedt
o

>0.

California 43 / 88 7)

Colorado 25 22 75 64

Florida .25 20 65 . ' S5

Illinois 37 43 100 83

Kansas 33 14 33 33

massacnusetts 4:, 1 32 0 33

New forx 23 15 . 19 '18

North Carolina 50 54 t2 39

South Caxota '''' 23 5 33 67

Texas 27 24 70 58 1

1. The' disadvantaged students, may bec'either academically or economi-,

* ..cal;y disadvantaged, since the reporting systems do not distin-

guish between tnem.
.

Source: Survey data, University of Calitornia, 1980

Jisaggregating thei,survey information further reveals significant

variations among communities of different sizes. Each of the largest

cities in each State, and over half of the other cities of over

130,000:had programs for the handicapped, but only v10 percent of the

rural districts had such programs,

The reported eXperiditures per pupil differed greatly between main-

streamed and segregated stUaents. The median cost for a mainstreamed

handicapped student An fiscal year 1979 was $375, wnile the median cost

for a segregated student was $833. For postsecOndary 'institutions, the

med4an'sosts were 3456 to $1,070, respectively,

o

I

r
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Services to Promote Sex Equity

As was poiAted out in a preceding section,,few States reported any

significant expenditures on activities- to overcome sex bias and sex

stereotypia§, even though such a direction was obviously one of the

goals of the 1976 amendgents% True progress towards sex equity, how-

ever, cannot be measdned by VEA expenditures alone, since many chaqges

require more a change in attitudes than a recommended set of activi-

ties: Examining VEA expenditures on sex equity is indicative only of

special efforts. To find out more about what districts and States re-

port -.loing for sex equity, questions were, included in tne 10-State sur-

vey .to assess change (see Table III-10).

.c

TABLE III-10

PERCENT CF DISTRICTS SURVEYED REPORTING EXPEND1TURE$

'TO PROMOTE SEX EQUITY, FY 1980

Secondary Postsecondary
Percentage Responses PercentageResponses

California 15

Colorado 39

Florida 13

_Illinois 109

Kansas 40

Massachusetts 36

Yew V ork 86

North Carolina 28

South Dakota 32

Texas 91

TOTAL 554

47 18 .83

JO 12 33

39 23 30

14 23 22

10 14 21

44 10 40

10 59 49

29 29 28

3 100

21 14 29

22, 205 40

Source: Survey data, University of California, 1980

Each district fas asked whether as funds were spent on activities

to promote sex equity and whether any teachers had been hired or reas-

signed to nontraditional classes. The assumption is that teachers as

(66 .
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t

no tra itional role models play a large part in promoting sex equity.

0 ly 2 percent orisecondarj, districts and 40,percent of postsecondary

istricts said they spent any (Federal, State, or local) dollars on

activities to promote sex equity. The differences among strata (sLze

of c unity) And among States was striking. Over half of the large

\.citles said they spent funds on such activities, but only 1 in ID rural

commun ties spent funds on prompting sex equity. 4Fewer tan 10 percent

of secondary districts in Colorado; Kansas, New iorke, and South Dakota

spent iny funds, but nearly half the districts in California and

massachusetts did.

F.,en 11 the districts that did spend money, the level of expendi-

ture was suite low. More than 40 percent of the. secondary districts

tnat repoIrted expenditures spent less than $300 in fiscal year 1979:

Postseconary expenditures were higher, with 40'percent spending at

least S3,/300.

Improveme t, Expansion, or Maintenance?

due,
.Anotn r element of the survey that is indicative of 76e types of

serrates provided as the Question of how funds are distributed among

uses for tne marntenance of programs, improvement of programs, addition

o' new- programs, or addition of new services. The legislation clearly

intends maintenance to be given a low priority for Federal funds.

Since Federal funds cannot'be identil,,ied at the district level separate

and apart from State and local funds, the administrators were asked to

estimate how all of tneir vocational education funds dere used. More

than 400 secondar4,districts and more than 170 postsecondary districts

respotlaed witn estiatEs.
-

Among secondary distr,cts, the. use 5f funds oas overwhelmingly for
.

orogram maintenance, wnich is not surprising. Programs remain more

alike from year to year tnan different, and tney cannot/be completely
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4
revamped each year. ConsegUPntly, the expenditures on new programs and

services were much lower tnan expenditures on program maintenance.

Seventy-four percent of the LEAs spent nothing on new programs and 90

percent spent less than 5 percent of their budget for new services; 25

percent bf the LEAs spent nothing on program improvement and 69 percent

spent Tess than 10 percent on program improvement.

Postsecondary district data indicated the use of vocational educa-

tion `,Ands more in the spirit of the law, but more than half still

:evoteq a: least 90 percent of tneir budget to frogram i,aintenance.

5'<:y-three percent spent no more than. 2 percent of :heir budget on

adding newNrograms, 71 percent spellb no more than 2 percent of their

Pudget on adding new services, 17 percent spent no more than 2 percent

,n program improvement, and 69 percent spent no more than 10 percent on

program improvement.

Tnese 1ata arz estimated and based on a sample and therefore may

be suoject to error. HoAever, it is safe to conclude that relatively

few vocational education dollars arg going to update curriculum and im-

prove programs. Since tne bul< of the education budget goes into in-

structional and administrative salaries and facilities, this fact is

not shoCKing. Only a smil part of the budget is available for program

imjhovement.

<,.

1?istribution olf Resources: Target'Populations

Special populations are not required to be factored into the dis-

tribution of /EA funds, but they are targeted for extra resources that

must be pu'rchased with a minimum percentage of the funds. Since con-

straius are placed on the use of these funds, many States'choose to

include concentrations of target populations in their formulas for dis-

tributing f,nds. Two questions are addressed here. First, to What ex-

tent are States making use of Federal and State or local funds to

1 Feu
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purchase services for the special needs populations? Second, are the

VEA and otner vocational education funds being allocated to districts

with the greatest' need based on their concentrations of specialappula-

tions? In other words, do districts with high concentrationslf spe-

cial populations shOw nign per pupil expenditures of Federal funds, in-

dicating tnat special compensatory services
t
being provided?' States

do not report their expenditures of set-aside funds by district, high

total expenditure4 do pot guarantee that funds are,beifig (pent on those

targeted, but they are indicative of the effects of target mechanisms.

0

The YEA, in Section 1: requires that a minimum of 10 percent and

20 per,Cent of Section 102(a) finds must be spent on up to 50 pertent of

tne costs of serving the hanoicapInd and the disadvantaged, including

the.limitedi4English-proficient (LEP), respectively. The regulations

furtner restrict the expenditures to excess costs, de.fined as the total.
costs of vocational eoueation for those in special classes, and as the

costs over and above tne average per pupil costs for those mainstreamed

in regul ar, classes.

Ine 7E3S repor!ted for fa scallyear 1979 both the Fedeal and the

State and local outlays for the handicapped and disadvantaged and LEP,

and the umber dho were enrolled in programs that used Federal dollars

for special Iervices. Therefore the reported enrollments and expendi.-

ture data include only those districts that could show actual expendi-
.

torgs of the Federal funds on special services.

The enrollments of handicapped students that were reported to VEDS

as benefiting from ttie set - aside funds for fiscal year 1979 vary from

virtually none (45 students enrolled) in Alaska to 5 percent of thg

vocational education enrollmentln Rhode Island. The national average

enrollment, based on VEOS, was .1:8 percent. (The Office for Civil

Rights survey, which was not limited only to those' benefiting from spe-

cial services, showed 2.6 percent of all vocational education students

t
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as handicapped.) Eight States reported less than 1 percent of the en-

rollment as handicapped peneffciarios of the set asides) while eight

otners reported more th7ah 3'pencent, The enrollments of disadvantaged
,

ar handicapped drooped -8u percent and 50 percht,, hespectively, from

fiscal ye 4r 1913 reported enrollments, xeflectilig,the'limitations of

restricting the reporting to 'beneficiaries" of set asides. Even using

the most liberal estimates based on the University of California survey

(about douole the VEDS counts), the proportion of handicapped enrolled

in vocational education programs falls far below 3 percent, the propor-

tion of nagticapped estimated to be in'the total school populaeion.2

Tne reported expenditures on the handicapped also varied widely

among States 22 spent Less than the 10 p4.rrcent set aside, but 5 other

(°-
States spent more than 14 percent--40 percent more than required (see

Figure ::I-3). The expenditures appear to bear little relationship to

the percentages of handicapped enrolled in programs, indicating that if

.>
the expenditure data are relatively accurate, there are large differ-

encesA4mong States in the excess costs of sery,ices and quite possibly

in the Rinds of servi.lipurchased. Alaska and Florida, for instance,

rep6rted more than 15 percent spent on the handicapped but show less

than 1 percent of their enroTlment as handicapped. Hawaii reported the

second nignest rote of enrollment of handicapped students in the

Nation, but reported only 8 percent spent on those students.

The State and local match, which must4e at least 1 State or local

dollar for every Federal dollar, fluctuated greatly among the States,

Four States--Louisiana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Oregon--reported

less than tne mandated match, the largelmajority of the States matched

somewhe're between 1 to 1 and 2 to 1, and foir States--Rhode Island,

Delaware, Vermont, and Illinoishad matching ratio on the order of 10,

to 1.

The enrollments of the disadvantaged vary even more than the en-

rollments of the handicapped, ranging from 2 percent of the total State
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FIGURE 111-3

PERCENT OF SECTIONS 120 & 130 VEA FUNDS SPENT BY STATES
ON SPECIAL SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED BY NUMBER OF STATES, FY 1979

17

12

10

3

National Average. 9 0%
111111

5

3

0-5 99% 6.7 99% 8-9.99% 10-11.99%
Source: Vocational education Data System, FY 1979

12-13.99% 14% or more

FIGURE 1114

PERCENT OF SECTIONS 120& 130 VEA FUNDS SPENT BY STATES..
ON SPECIAL SERVICES OR DISADVANTAGED BY NUMBER OF STATES, FY 1979

20

4

9Ta

National Average 18.4%

6

2

.0.13.99% 14-16.99% 17-19.99% 20-22.99% 23-25.99% 26% or more

Source: Vocational Education Data System, FY 1979
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vocational education enrolment in New Hampshire to 33'1)4r-cent IN
. . AS_

Hawaii. The diStributionf is shown in Figure 111-3. Eleven States

reported less than 4 percent of their enrollment as dOidvantaged,

while 13 other States reported more than'12 percent of their enrollment

as disadvantaged. In 14 States, the percent of disadvantaged students.

In vocational educa ion was compared to the proportion of children from

families below the rty line (see Table III-11). The numbers sug-

gest enrollments below what would be expected by tJie percent of

billoren below poverty. If the potential academically dii'advantaged

were included, the ratios would be even lower.

Tie reported expenditures on speciar services for the disadvantaged

and ,.E? varied from a low of 9- percent in Kansas ti a high' of-34 per -

cent in Illinois (see Figure 111-3). The State and local match was, in

most States,, between 1 and 2 dollars of State and localmoney for every

dollar of Federal money, There were some notable $xceptions, however.

Four States--Missourrr-Oregon, Vermont, and West Virginia--did not

match every dollar of Federal money with a dollar of State or local

money; four otner Stites --Delaware, Florida, New Mexico, and New York

--matched by more than 10 to 1.
_ .

For botn the handicapped and the disadvantaged,

little 'relationship between the effdrt to spend the

there seeing to be

set-aside Federal

funds and State and local efforts to provide services. Many of the

Stares with the very high State- and local -to- Federal matches, did not

'spend their set-aside share of the VEA money.

This brief analysis describes trends in States and shows relative

differences among States, but it must be interpreted with caution. The

ZEDS enrollment datawere,limited to students enrolled in districts re-

ceiiing`VEA funds and who incurred costs for special services. 4'xpen-

diture data canndt be evaluated precisely in terms of outlays because.

States are' allowed to carry over expenditures to following years.

411
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The University of California survey showed that many districts that

Actually enrolled and educated handicapped and disadvantaged students

do not bother to use the funds set aside because of the difficulties irk,

maintaining records of the special services, with the result that the

VEDS figures were low.

TABLE 111-11

ESTIMATES OF THE REPRESENTATION OF DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

(1) (2)

Percent. Children 3elow Percent Disadvantaged Rani. of
State Poverty Level Students in Voc. Ed. (2) to (1)

California 13.8 9.0 .65

Colorado , 10.7 5.1 . .48

Florida 21.6 3.5 :16

Illinois 15.1 15.8 . 1.05

Kansas 8.6 4.5 .52

Massachusetts 9.3 2.7 .29

stew Hampshire 10.3 2.3 / .22

New York 13.1 6..0 .46

North Carolina 17.d 10.7 .60

Oklanoma 14.6 3.8 .26

Pennsylvania 12.6 4.3 .34

South Dakota 13.1 6.3 .48

Texas 20.5 4.4 .21

Utah, 8.0 4.7 .59

,0.../

Source The Distribution of Federal Funds Under the Vocational Educa-
tion Act: Interstate and Intrastate Allocations, Unversity of
California, 1981

,)

The Effects of Concentrations of Target Populations on State
Allocations

The 1976 Act, it will be recalled, does not require States special-

icalli to distribute funds to districts on the basis of concentration
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of target populations, it requires only that the States use specified

'portions of the funds for target populations. Nevertheless, many

States did use concentration of target populations as a factor for

distributing all or part of their funds. Therefore one might expect

tne resulting Federal expenditures to bear so Re relationship to the

concentration. This factor was included irsithe analysis of the

consequences of the formula.

The two procedures used to analyze the distribution of resources.

to districts in terms of target populations were described more fj),..1y4

in Chapter II. First, districts within States were ranked according to

tne estimates of concentration of target populatiOns and arranged in

quartiles- -high, mid-high, mid-low, and low. The expenditures per

pupil were compared for the four quartiles. This procedure provides an

estimate of the simple association of expenditures and concentration of

target populations. Second, the independent effect of percentages of

target populations enrolled on Federal expenditures per pupil was

evaluated by multiple regression analysis,3 which measures the'change

in the allocation occurring when the concentration of target population

is changed, assuming other 'enables (e.g., tax wealth, unemployment

rates, concentration of poverty) are held constant.

Examining the data in States ranked iq quartiles according to the

concentrations of target populations reveals tnat expenditures of VEA

funds per pupil were high in those districts with high concentrations

of disadvantaged and handicapped students. In oPder tom the com-

parison easier, the numbers presented in Tables 111-12 and 111-13 are

indices derived by diiiding the quartile's expenditures per pupil by

thelstatewide average.. Thus indicqs over 1 indicate higher than

average expenditures, and Indic% under 1 indicate lower than average

expenditures.
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"TABLE 111-12

INDEX' OF DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL AND STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS
IN SECONDARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS CLASSIFIED BY PROPORTIONS OF
lOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDEAtS WHO ARE HANDICAPPED, FY 1979

Largest

Federal VEA Funds

City

California 1.16

Colorado 1.31

Florida .95

illinois l02
Kansas .23

Pe nsyivania 2.20

Sirth Dakota . 2.47

Texas 1.74

State and Local Funds

California 1.18

Colorado .71

Florida .92

Illinois .98

Kansas .27

South Dakota 1.92

,

Quartiles
2

Low Low-Mid High-Mid High

y

.74,4 -.86 1.24 -%": 3

.854 1.15 .t0 t.-1.36

41.17 .82 .88 1.27

.73 .97 1.28 1.17

.95 . 2.03 1.39 .41

.67 .73 1.p2 2.20

2.88 .50 1.90, __3

.84 .98 .81 1:22

.

1.64 .73, .6 - -3

1.42 1.03 .71 1.30

1.08 .89 .96 1.22

.82 1.09 .98 1.21

1.19 1:58 1.51 .62

.80 .67 1.23 1.22

1. Igdex represents expenditures per student in quarvile compared to

statewide average expenditure per student.

2. First quartile, "low," includes the 25 percent of the enrollment
in districts with the lowest concentration of handicapped stu-
dents, next quartile, "low-mid," includes the 25 percent of the

enrollment in districts with the Next lowest concentration of

A Nshandicasped students, etc.

3, In these States there was too little difference between the expen-
ditures per pupil, so they were grouped into three distinct cate-
.§ories, not four.

Source: Data collected' .from States by the University of California,
1980

. /
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TABLE III-13

INDEX1 OF DISTRIBUTION-OF FEDERAL AND STATE AND LocAL FUNDS

IN SECONDARY SCHOOL DIS RICTS CLASSIFIED BY PROPORTIONS OF

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION S ENTS ki0 ARE DISADVANTAGED'', FY 1979

Federal VEA'Funds

Lagest
City'

I

Low

,Quartiles2

Low-Mid High -Mid
4

High

Colorado 1.31 -. .641 .59 1.11 1.;41

Florida .95 1.23 .78 1.05 1.02

Illinois .92 .64 .99 1.02 1.45

qDsas --#.21 , .32 .175 1.39 1.99

.0-ennsylvania 2.20 .57 .70 1.12 ' 2.21

South Dakota 2.47 . ' .42 , .84 .35 1.53

Texas 1.74 .76 1.00 .99 1

State and Local Funds

Colorado .71' 1.07 1.'12 .84 1,32

Florida .9' '.1.16 .92 1.10 .93

Illinois . .88 1.04 1.03 10 1.08

Kansas .27 196 1.09 1.19 1.68

South DaKota t 1,/ 92 .84 1.26 .65 .87

. .

/

1. Index represents expenditures per student in quartile compared ,to

statewide average expenditure per student.

2. First quartile, Jlow," includes the 25 percent of the_enrollment

in districts wi h the lowest concentration of disadvantaged stu-

dents, next qu# ile, "low-mid," includes the 25 percent of the

enrollment in districts with the next lowest concentration of dis-

advantaged st dents, etc. ---

Source: Data collected from States by the Univemity of California,

1980 /

IU(4
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Kansas was the only State examined in hyc both the VEA and' the

State and local expenditures were below average for secondary districts

with high concentrations of handicapped studints, In five of the eight

States, expenditure' per ,pupil in the dist;icts with high-mid

A
concentrations of handicapped were also higher than average.

1

Sixof,,seven Sti;es examined showed high VEA expenditures, in dis-

tricts with high concentrations of disadvantaged students. Florida was

tne only anomaly. In five of the States the expenditures per pupil in

nigh .concentration districts were at least 40 percent above the state-

wide average. In Six States, tne districts in tne high-mid quartile

_also snowed higher than average expenditures. High State and local

expenditures, however, did not follow consistently the concentration of

disadvantaged students. rhf? pattern5 of expenditures of State and

local funds were :71uch more random with respect to concentrations of

special need students.

In the States in which the independent effect of the concentration

of disadvantaged was tested at the secondary level, three--Illinois,

Oklahoma, and Penns4"ilvania--showed statistically significant effects of

concentration of disadvantaged on total federal expenditures per pupil

(see Table III-14).N. In the other five States there was no si'gnificant

effect.

Three States, California, Illinois, and New York, showed signifi-

cant effects of concentrations of handicapped on expenditures per pu-

pil. In the other six States, the target population showed no indepen-

dent effect on the distribution of funds. Since the proportion of

funds set aside for LEP is small, the effects were not tested.. .

This analysis indicates that with the current funding procedures,

even without specificallytargeting the distribution of funds to spe-

cial populations, Federal dollars would flow preferentilly to those

s, 910 0 11----12
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1;'EFFECT OF OTICENtATION OF DISA6VANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS ON W.A EXPENDITURES iN SECOiDARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS,

Ff 127,9 ,

Divdvantaged

"independentl,

State Effect

Call'ornia , NA
Colorado None

,

: lorida 4 None

New pork
p

*

Vine
'.

Illinois \ ;
..*

I .
Oklahoma c% 4...

... i .

Pennsyl /arra
. +*

Soutn Dakota ilgrle

Texas Nope

* Significant at p < 0.05
t* Sigrpficanc at p < 0:01

*** Significant at p < 0.001
1, a

.

..Haridicapped

flpdependentl

1 Effect

None

:. None

10.4*
- None

)1,

'3. None

_.
None,

7.5t

ci'rie .

.0*

1. The independent effect is the regression coefficient, which mea-
sures the change in the allocation resultintfrom a change-in one
item, with all other items held constant.

Source: The Distribution of Federal Funds Under the Vocatleinal Educa-
tion 4ct. Interstate and Intrastate Allocations', University

of California, 1981

1.

71(1.)
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districts, with tne, highest concentrat'ion$ of ciseadvantaded a

handIcapoed. 7rI5 analvsii indixates now funds, are dIstribut4d to

districts witn respect to addrmata aee not 3n wnon they are spent or

now. e

Though" most of the attention on Apvi-es for tne special poou`a-
. nt,

;o14 Has aeen at tne classtoom level, thg set asides also oily :0

Lopai-i 3 funds, Progpri :oprovemePt and Supportlie Services. Thus, ,
tne 'intent of the Act 's fon6uboart 3 funds, sucn as' those `or-

.

research and curr4c- ,n ceveloorent, to oe _isec also 'or spec7a.

seri'cas for*tne tar:jetec poc.'atI)ns a: tne Stat,les4'. or :re

States as a wnc-'a, tne SZAs reportec 5.oent,-;g tie -; own;

percentages c' =ecesa. f.nis as set'asces or excess !Tits, -1 eic\of

tie 'eg'slatec actlit'es Su-oance arc. :airselIng, 5 oe-cart, 're-

ane --ailing, :0 percent, CurrIcul :eve'Ponent, 23 percent,

;esearcn, 25 percent, Exempiary '-ograins, 13 percent;" :n no case

was tne exPercl:Jre near tie ao qercent narc:caocec p7.4 rsacvartaged

rse: as,oes, :na: coo'les to tne Section 1:2 a; funds. =,rtnerlor3, tne.

States no: .natcn =ecera' set-a'ce cors, soendlng Drt.f St. ta

or Lou. Cc:1'1er for ever/ 5 =ede.a' zal'ars.

. 3"erences among .-1cli1cua' ttates were even --ore st-Ix-nL

:a:"orna accourtec'Or lear'y haf.of tne State f.ncs -sec 'or tarrget

poou'at.ons. :wertf-s'x States arc a7' of tne terrator-e reportec ro

\-
excencIt.,res -o-t o' S-aoart 3 outsays specficilly taroe-ed t'o tne

nanccapped and cisacvantacec anc 1-l1feC.EnsI5n-7rofclent or ''SC2.

year :979. Therefore :nee ouroen- fall on tne live; educaton agencies

to lace ...p tne dl"erance. -re fort set-asides nad :a ccoe out of neat

was c:strlauted to tie distrIcts, '4n:en leant' tnat treir, ef..`ect:ie

Percent set, aszces were actJaI:y 25 Percent h13mer :tne r,atIo of

Suopart 3 ".nds to Soopir.: 2 ends; and e"ect;ie7f comrsec 25 and

112.5 pecceht o' t'ne-4 grants, not 20 and 1.3 percent;

:if:39
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Distribution of Resources: Occupations

'he d1shorlAf3on of resources accordipg to the oocupatiOns for

trailing is of".-ered cannot be described directly. In most States

a.ional education collars are not accounted forliy occupational pro-

and loos :ire are no data to analyze one flow of fends to pro-,,

grans in fiscal year 1979. _2rograms for different occupations re-

,qu'he ter/ different per pupil expena'tures, yet most States distribute

f.nds to e:Igi:,,',5 -ecipients on tne-oasfs of a straignt formerla dis-

oc.hse,en::, .h.oh 's -hocencent of tne 1-ffer'ences in costs associated

,4":'. 'd '''., ';':"ere.': '51,1:c.loat-ons. :n ".hose States that use a

o:st -a-"oursame;7: -aye lethoO,---:ne occ.loatione orogram costs ar

oa' y :actin nib account n tne'heciolents' expndItJres.,

,

:eso te :.:'ee '.cc of,orogrart cos; accoOnt,...ng data, information

anut .se and thus d7straOtition of hesourtes for pccJpatiops can be

Aost Jse".:1 or ::74's refeAnce Do14t are ;1,rthe total en-

"-ents each of 'one various 'oecuoatione. D'rograms, ;2) the oat-
,.

ter's a'...eholl-e-zs by -ace, sex, etnnidity, and target population,

aho 3, tne o,atterns e:ir't'men: according t,.tneexpected wages and
,

emo'oymenI opportunitlesoof tne occJoaties.

Enrollment by Occupation

A tnoJgn :le total enrollrent R vocationa' education .1 fiscal

year :31-3,, ricIc.-g those .n short-term adult programs', was :7.3

on'y -5 Den-cent of :he stunts were occupationkily

soec"c orcgrams--:nose toncentratipg on a'gi,en ';el: 'n sufficnent

oeoth to oe zee:Ied orepahat.on 'or enployme4 in tnat field.

'ne or000rtion o' stoents occGDatiO nally specific programs

,anted dons-leraDly oy :eve: of education. Secondary Drognans, becaUst

' of one r,e'at.,e 1-cortance1or3nE and incisthme,arts, and because of

S -
I of)

4.
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thee VEOS reporting procedure which counts all students below the 11th
grade as being in non-occ.ipationally specific programs, have the lowest

1
proportion of occupational loy specific enrollment, Postsecondary

programs have the highest proportion ',see Table 1.11-15).

o TABLE

PERCENT TOTAL ENROLLMENT :51 OCC'JPATIONALL1 SPECIFIC DROGRAIMS

Percent

SOurc'e

.eve' of E cation

Sec,onoary
.;s:seconda J

, 3r43 :err
AC snort ter',

44

4

Tne-4ccat/one Eckation Data System, 1979

29.5
92.0
37.5
51.0

he lumen's enrolled n occ.oationally specific programs al so var-r"tled amorg State's, sJggesting different priorities 'n the -Ise of 'e era'
.,

f:rics. -ne States el; :r; tne-r:ghest prorportion of stcents in szecl'ic,

3q0orecara:':h ;over per cent, were qtne, 4inne50 ca, and 'lashing-

tan. -he States ;ritn the, lowest percentage :less-than 20 percent) "iere
Arzona, Iowa, New .:ensey, Ai scOnsIn, and 4yor,*gf

. - .

.-,e /E15,$ desc-^loesenro"lhents ,41 -ore than 120.dfferent occJoa-
t-onal programs oy. secordary, Postsecondary, and id.lt enrolment. A.n

exe.ninat:or, of- tne 'reiati re- s- ze of the secondary enrollments, ,lowever, .. -
gayeals that aoput 3n; -thh-c ,,of :re st,Idents are concentrated n only
Sit odc..pati;nal -program,. Ignc.ilt.iral Proouct*or, Seneral vercnan-
.

15,Sing. Accot.r:-ng an.: SomoJtng 0ccJoat'ons , 15%1 ing, 2f47,se uzchnes,

and ;:e.nera: Ofece, Stenography, Secretarla'l , fend' Related 0scJpati3r..s,
. t

, 0

and Auto 'Leona:Tics. -nese ere aricrg tne ^ore trad,tonar ,rocatIonal
.1

educator, programs-offce occ.patIons, vocational agriou'tJre, and the
aver-o?o."'ar I' does not -ean, howe+er, orogVans

a 17 44.

'v. newer xczatl;rs al6e not '^c^eas7nc. It is ,ore Key that the

0

O

1

(
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, 1/4

six programs are simply thosd,that are more commonly offered, since the

sx11.1s (with the exception of agricultural production) are note loca-

+ tion-specific.

11 the postsecondary enrollment thee- is also, a concentration:

. about one tnird of the enrollees are 'still in six prprams, but the

dominant programs are efferent. The most common postsecondary pro-
...

grams are Real "estate, Nursing, ,Supervisory and Administrative Manage-

me,p:, Electronic recnnology, Accounting and Computing Operations; and

Stenograph:, Secretanal, and Related Occupations. Gi+en the .titles

tr.ese programs appear to be more technical tnan secondary

orograhs an: associated diCh new and emerging- occupatlonal needs.

tne snort-term adult programs, =ireman Training ((r-equently for

oolunteerdepartments 1,n rural areas) dominated tne enrollments, witn

1Office Ofc.roations :ne next lost popular.

t-ne ',:oreersity of C40ifornia analyzed enrollments by occupation

based on oat4 .'^o1M forr..tates, Ca'ifornia, Illinois, =lori-04, and

Ooloradot it tne Secondary level 'there was scree deviation from the-

national enrollment pattern's, but all had Jery heSvy enrollments in the

o"ice oeczati-ons programs. In eacn State there as at feast .Ane

3ccJoatlonal none economics orogram with a +ery high enrollment, but it

mas.not tne same program in.eacn State.
i"

lx

Enrollment by Sd, Race, Ethnicity, and Special Need

Tne six progren tnat had trieatest concentration at "the ec-

onoar41evel Dab prehminantly female.enrollent. Because horn& are

Isucn.nore concentrated in a small number of programs ilhan -en
.
are,

either dcmen have been offered lore Bitted opportunities v. 'ewer
,

momen are ta(i.ng adv.antage of ;he complete range of opportunities.

. i

1
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There were more differences, in programs at the postsecondary level

in the four states than at the secondary level. In CalTfornia the, most

Popular programs among women were Real Estate and AwountinT, in

tney here Nursing and Bookkeeping; in C.goradb they were

-,and' Accodn

Fl.orida they were Nursing and AdminiAration, followed by Law Enforce-
.

ment.

In the four States-there were N. discernible patterns in enroll- 0

'tents oy race or etnnicity, as there was for sex. 'A simple program-by-

prcg-incomparisol oy -ace or etnn'cly wo:a oe, irrelevant because,

,n''ke ....omen or handicapped choulations, the ions of' -'ICKS O'

-ispanics are no: uni'orn across tne country. Onev:roul3 no: exile t 5

'or example, to 'Ina a large number of blacks in docational agr'cult

simply because tnese programs tend to be strongest in States with rela-

tiiely sma'r,' minority pooulations. =urtner: due the smell number of

enrollees 'Or some etnnic groups al'id some targeted populations, per-

centages are less aescriptive and lore susceptible :o statistical

error: Tnere'ore, a more apdropriate ak.estion wnen looking at enroll-

merts is wnetner tnere are any differentials by "ace, ethnicity, and

'sex in terns of tne enployient ocportuirties 'or winch :ne training is

rectect.

The Economic Potential of the Programs: Who Is Prepared fqr the

'setter Jobs?

-The Jnitte$rsity of Oa'ifornia created two Measures of :ne economic

potential of tne occupational program: ;I) the relative 4Aiting of

expected gages of the occupations foc which the training is-intenoed,
1

and-..(2) the relative ranking of the expected employment opportunities

*.me occAttions for which the t;ainIng is intended. % Tne precise

met:hodoiogy iswdescrited in Appendix F.. The California researchers

. then ranged all occupational programs for which emqloyment data were

0

III-43
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available accorling tne tWo measures and. far. each measure dliided

them into nigh, mid-high, mid-low, and Dawr:quiortiles. The, high

quartil or tne first measure, for example, contained the programs

mitn the 25 percent of the enrollments that could expect the highest
.

wages, .-ne enrollments in each quartile were then analyzed with

respect to characteristics of, those enrolled, e.g., sex, race,

progr.

special need, for Patin secondary and postsecondary

Expected 'sages

As -ao es ano :::-17.snow, :ne most Striking' pattern in

err, _ment ir terms of exoectec wages ,s :net women are predominantly

o
'n 'ow-wage orocrams. :1 secondary programs, arly '70 percent of tne

women were In\ tne below-average wage occupati ns, and less than 13

Percent were enro"ed in programs' leading to ni gnest-wage In

postsecondary programs, it was only s'rgntly less striking, about 50'

percent mere in be' ow- menage wage programs and aoo..t 12 percent were

tne nignest-wage orograns. Of :ne men, however, only about 14

Percent and :5 percent, respectively, were enrotledin 'secondary and k

Postsecondary orogrems or ipw-wage ,obs, and more than 43 pereInt end

about 35 'oerdert: were in, programs expected to lead to hi gnestzlage

0

1

-ne patterns 4, 'ace and etnn'ci* were l'ess oronouncea. :n two

States, Colorado and fc'orida, Placxs were mucn lest 'ikely to be

trained for high-wage coos and Aucn ;more Ikely to be trained for low-

waglooi :nen nog- hispahic whites at tne secondary level. In Illiniiis

they Sane Piattern'emerged
'''

Put it was leis pronounced. in California,

however, Placks were more neavily egrolled in secondary programs for

high-wage :oos tnan were nonspenIc whl:es.. Hispanics seemed as well

represented as non-4ispanic Twhites in all four States, in both

---1secondary and postsecondary programs.

1 3
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00..0°111..7..1N7 "
TABLE :11-15

ANAL YS IS OF PERCENT PAR 1C1PAT ION Of ETHNIC /SEX :GROUPS .
10,A,AT ZONAL P40G.RA.MS CL.AS.S:F11:0 3Y DR OGRAM WAGE IND: OATOR ,

.`f SECONDARY '-ze. VEL ;11-h 3' 12'-ri GRADE , ;:( 1979
C;

Native
State Enrol 1. Male 7ema7e White 31ac< atsp. Asian Amer.

r;orn,
-ow 25.3 :3.3 35.7 25.3 22.7 27 26.5 31.0
;lid-low 2'. 2 16.3 35.4 27.9 25.1 27.3 35.9 23.3
Mta -ni ;n 25.2 2'.5
yi 3.7. ;r1

;

2-,743. 122 ,82: .54,913 54:647 :1.339 1,521

:olorac.o
-ow 23. -.3 42.' 23.5 31.2 30.9 21.6 23.6

:3. :3.5 22.2 .3.4 13.3 13.2 17.5 17.1
24.3 29.2 26.7 35.7 24.2 41.8 23.3

gn 4.5. -3 50.9 5.9 26,.3 14.8 2'.6 194 31.9

-.;TA, 40,735 03,308 22,727 31,973 2,436 5,502 415 403

.:".orica .*

..ow 35.' :1.6 33.1 23.: 37. 2, 24.3 22.7 27.2
m ,t-' , _ ., :8.2 11 - 27,4 25.8 . 35.3 33. 3 25.2
'41-J4ni ;n 25.1 32.0 22.3 28.: 19. 9 23.3 25.0 13.9
-, -in. 20.: 35.2 10.5 21.3 17.1 15.9 :9.3 28.6

:-A.. 206,75 30, :25,533. :47,412 4,735 :6,125 1,236 206

"1,161s
-Ow 24. 3 .1. 3 39. 3. 23.9 29.5 23.r tv,3. 5 29. 7
..4.1-'N 25.3 :2.3 37.5 24.5 '1.'26.1 30.2 24.7 27.0
41:-hign 23.9 34.0 13.9 24.5 21.5 20.9 22.7 13.9
11 gn 26.2 43.4 9. t27.3 22.3 .1 29.'. 24.3

-0-4- 215,973 117,345 133,96 :69,567. 3-7,140 ,709 1,272 185 ..-t
i

Sot,tn 3a4ota
1.3w i u 9. 5 3.2 . 49.3 .25.'7;'
Mid-'iv 51.9 514 10.3 1.3
4. -1-nt gm 21. 7 29.1 39.3 44.3
-tip 5.9 16.3 3.5 25.7

-3'A ,961 :543 r ,.
1,318. -. so 70 '

. .../
Source. The Di stributioh""rof=ederal .:ands under the locatibnal Education

#
Act Interstate all' intrastate Allocations, ',:ntversity *of
Cal l'ornia, 1981

N40444444 ./44

4

4.

444., 4444

#
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TABLE 111-17

ANAL ISIS CF PERCENT PARTIEPATION CF GROUPS IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

3LASS:F 1E0 BY PROGRAM 4AGE INDICATOR,IrPOSTSECONOARY LEVEL, FY 1979 .

I

-

State Enroll., Male Female 4hite Black' Hist). Asitn

Native'
Amer.

California

-3w.. 31.1 22.3 41,3 30.9 '24.9 30.5 29.1 30.5

21.1. 80.8 21.6 . 20.3 21.7 24.9 6.0 21.4

44. Z5.7 25.7 25.3 26.3 22.3 20.5 74.2 24.7

22.1 31.1 11.4 22.0 '71.1 24.0 20.7 23.4

29:6,52. 39424: 39,541 418,592 .243,33' 5,258

Co'oraco

.)m 7' 23. .15,3 34.3 '23.2 27.8 23.2 24.2 27.

oil

wr pi

22.3
25.5

32.1

20.5
21.5
34.4

29.9
27.1

19.5

30.91,

23.7
19.4

28.ft

22:8

25.4.
19.9

-ign 21..4. 32.2 5.7 19.3 21.9 33.7 24.5 27.4

22,212 ,'2,755 14,455 23,594 1,332 2,520 412 351

F'31Tca

-:;v4 422.29 , 14.2 29. 21.5 21%2 13.; 13.5. 21.0 ,

"04.-:4 23.5 26.7 20.3 22.7 23.7 3,1.5 35.4 23.5

22.3 ° 36.5 31.6 23.6 24.6 22.1 29.4

gh 24.4 37.1 13.3 24.3 25.5 41.0 24'10 26.1-

,
7.5,531 45,933 43,5,28 57,347

6
12,317 5,436 '39 279`

';noes
.

4oN4

- 'ow

22.2

23.2

13.5

3513

34.5

21.3

21.8

23.3

29.9

27.0

23.3

31.1

24.0

31.3

23.3M'4

30.7

mic-nign,

ign

74.5

4.3

16.9

37.2

31.5

.r.:2.3

25.2

. 21. 7'.
1,

, .

2245

20.2 4, 24.'4
,

23.0
21.3

22.0
24.3

7074L of 370' 55.2 .41 6'1,829 t,1551e ;3,903' i,108 5,407 482

source.

4

.

f 1 . ' 4
.. %he Distri-out7on a' reCeral F:ncs Jncer the 18cational Education

Act. Inter,state.aPc. intrastate Allocations, 0nivers ty of

(.
Cal i f orn a , 19a1

1

1 c.
tJ
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The patterns for tne target populations are particularly. surpri s-'
ing , since one might expect the target populations to be excluded from
hpe prograw or the highest paying jobs. In fact, in the three States
in"whi.dn data were ,analyzed, the handicapped in high ?schools were
enrOi lea in programs for high-wage .jobs at a much hi gher than average

rte ;Table I I I-L8). This did not 'nold at -tne postsecondary level in

tne t.o Sta,r.es examined' for which data were avail able. There the

oisadvantaged (and handicapped were enrolled more heavily in programs

preparing for' the lowest paying jobs.
ar

.11 sal iantagec .+e re en-c4-1.4ea in secondary programs for hi gn

Pay' mg jobs a.t about tne same rate as the tote fState enro117nt, but
tney also were more neavi ly enrolled 7n, progr ns for the low paying
joosl oartidul rly Fl orida . (50 percent). At the postsecondary

evel , in he t.o States examined, they were more 11.5eTy to' be in low
expected sage Programs.

,`Expected .ages according to the size of the community (Table III-
. , --. .,

I'';', indi:ate no consistent pitterns amori.g the five States examined.

.3S Inge' es seems to Df`er programs 'or higher-wage jobs than tne rest
of :a' ifornia, and 'Jra 1 South :axota of fers very few programs' eading o

to nip-wage jobs. Otner.i se, I ocal ities' patterns are relatively sim-
filar to St-ate averages.

Erapl Oyment Opportunities

4.

An examination of programs .1 th respect
n:
to' the expected employment

r- opportunities N3 -is te fferent patterns by sex (see Tables III-20
and :1'4-21; ± women are much more concentrated in- high opportunity

loro4rIns at tne Secondary al eNel in four of tne five States, and in

three oe.. of four in hign opportunity programs at tne postsecondary
'eve 1. ortaGo is tne obi,/ except ton 'to "the. Pattern.

III-47
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TABLE 111-18

ANALYSIS OF PERCENT PARTICIPATION OF TARGET POPULATIONS

IN VOCAT1OAL PROGRAMS CLASSI'PIED BY PROGRAM WAGE INDICATOR,

FY 1979

Limited
,English-

State Enrollment Disadvantaged Handicapped Proficient
.

Secondary ProKams

:olorado
Low 34.2 3§.0 22.5 15.9

4,...1-;;;,_ 13.7 16.9 14.4 29.6

mid-ngn 20.3 26.4 24.8 31.5

High 25.3 20.7 38.4 23.0 .

A

Florida
. -ow 25.1 39.7 37.9 N/A

)

Mid-low 27.7 9.3 14.0

Mid -hign 26.0 21.3 19.3

sigh 120.1 i.§.8, 28.8

.

Illinois

Low
mid-low

Mid-n; gh

High

244.3 23.8 . .

25.0 kg 21.5

23.9, 23.7

26.2 t % 26.0

Postsecondary Programs

°lora

.9 30.7

13.5 ' 17.0

24.2 20.6

28.5 31.8.

23.4 27.4 ' 48.6 25.0 '

Mid- ,cm 29.3 32.4 22.9 20.7

mit-high 25.5 22.4 11.0 36.1

nigh 21.1 17.8 17.4 17.2

_.

Mlinois ..

Low - 23.2 28.2 28.7 22.5

Mid-low 28.2 35.5 32.9 46.

mid-nigh 24.6 20.8
...

21.0

k
12.8

High 24.0 15.5 17.4 ° 18.6

Source, The 0.si-ribution of.liederal Funds Under the Vocational EducaJ

tion Act. Interstate and Intrastate Allocations, Uniiersity

o4 California, 1981 .,.°

is

'111-48
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TABLE III -19

PARTICIPATION Ft'Y STRATA OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

CLASSIFIED BY WAGE LEVEL, INDICATOR, SECONDARY. FY 1979

State

California
Low'''.

Mid-low
Mid-high
High

Total Number

RuLd1-

.

Small

Cities
Large Suburban

,Cities----24-ag_
Largest
City

iii

sTotal

28.58 22.57 30,15 26,23 12.78 25.79
22.25 28.83 34.65 29.09 14.70 27.19
33:51 27.64 21.31 25.84 25.08 26.02

'15.66 14.96. 13.89 18.83 47118 21.01
. . ....Air -

16,083 117,005, 54,084 41,578 48:243 277,743

Colorado
4

Low , . 31.7 .

Mid-low ' 28.2 ...

Mid-nigh 10.1 .
MITIn- 29.9

Total Number 6,550>

Florida . o

Low - 21,81
Aid-low 23.98

.3L.61°
Sigh . .20.60

Total lomber 17,541

r°

20.3
34 5
-i

1D. 9

29.3

6,484

3.4
22.1
25.9
18.6

5,282

25.5
16.6
22.7
35.2

13,104

21.5
38.5
15.5
24.5

9,315

25.8
'27.0
18.4
28.8 *

40,735

25. 28.10---45.98
27.01 26.64 , 33.50

, 27.49 24.88 : 22.35
. 19.57 22.59 16.05

81,058 73,281 34,887

Illinois ° , .

Low 21.92
Mid-low 30.D5
Mid-high 25.14
High ..., 22.90

Total__Number 36,474

South Dakota
Low
Mid-low
Mid-high
High

Total :lumber

0

25.6
23.

"19.91
23.08

29.18
19.58

24. 2 29,46 24.62
26 58 31.56 26:61

, 56 056 .6,430 '68,037

.17 9.16 0
80.27 i 5:16 100.00

° 12.94
6.63 c

40.32
19.35

0

0

-603 310 64

-26.10
27.72
26.05
20.13

206,71;7

21.06' -24.89
30:35 24.99 .
21.53 23.87
27,12 26.24

48,976 215,973

7.6$ 18.3
37.9

55.18 32. 4
3.1.10 10 96

299 ,961

Source The D4.2.tributi n of Federal Funds Under the Vocationa EduCa-

/ I

tiort-Nct Inte state-and Intrastate Allocations, Univ rsity of
Califdrnia:19 1

4
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TABLE 111-20

ANALYSIS OF. PERCENT PARTICIPATION-OF ETHNIC, RACIAL, AND SEX GROUPS IN

/OCATIONAL PROGRAMS CLASSIFIED BY EMPLOYMENT OPPOPJUNITY INDICATOR,
SECONDARY LEVEL (11TH & 12TH GRADE), _PT 1979

5iate Enroll. -Male Female White Black

0

Hisp. Asian

Cali fornia
4.2

31.6
214,2 .
43.°0

13,029

11.8 13.
37.2 35.8
18.8 i9.9
32.3 .30.

175,625 28,65

11.1
40.1
17.4..
31.5

'a

52,760

9.3
34.1
20.3
36.4

11,08r

tow 11.7
. 21.5

Mid-low 37.5 45.2
Mid-high 18.7 15.4
4ign 32.1 17.9

TO-AL.' 269,510 116,580

.:olorado .

Low 33.3 17.2 46.6 33.2 40. 32.2 40.1

Mid -low 30.6 53.1 11.9 31.5 17. 28.0 27.4

- Mil-nigh 19.3 13.1 24.4 18.8 23.3 21.1 17.14

Higli 4,6.8 16.6 17.0 16.4- 18.3 18.7 . 15.1 '

4 '
TOTAL 31,238 14,124 17,114 255357 1,166 4,222 212

- .
- Florida .

Low, ) 35.7 47.6. 28.'2 35.2 29.4 33.7. 34 a
Mid-low 18.4'. 13.8 21.3 16.0% 23.5 15.5 12.5

Mid-nigh 17.3 21.8 14.5 17.9 13.0 , 12.7 17.7

High 28.6 16.9 44.4. 31.,0 34.1 38.2 35.8

TOTAL 189,673 73,933 115,740 142,294 40,284 15,744 1,236

Illinois

Mid -low

30.5
41!!..f 15.6

32.6

Mid-high 26.2 23.1 29.1 24.7 32.1 29.6 26.-3

High 28.9 10.7 4'6.3 31.3. 20.8 17.7 20.7

TOTAL 208,341 101,671 106,670 163,551 36,091 7,381 1,141

South Dikota
Low -18-.-4--_,!__51.5 10.8 -

'Mid-low 15.0 21.9 0.5 -

Mid-high 12.9. i 10.5 18.1 '' - - .

High 33.7 16.1 7p.6 - -

TOTAL 1,892 .1,2-84 609 3 2

Natlve
Amer.

10.8
39.3
17.9
32.1

1,490

23.8 -
35.9
20.6
19.6

281

e34 o
18.7
24.1
22.7

203

21;10
30.5
29.4

177

55.1

69

.°

'Sou'rce: The DK stri bution of.Federal Funds Under the Vocational Education

Act: interstate and Intrastate Allocations, University of
California, 1981

1;j <)
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TplLE I -21

ANALYSIS OF PERCENT PARTICIPATION OF ETHNIC, RACIAL-, AND SEX GROUPS IN
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS CLASSIFIE0 qx EMPLOYMENT JPPORTUNITIES INDICATOR,'

OSTSECONBARY LEVEL, FY 1979

State Enroll.

California.

Male Female White

Low 19.2 24 3 .12.6 19.1
Mid-low 29.9 / ..3 . 28.3 29.8
Mid-high 32.4 /30.8 34.3 33.2

Hign 18.5 L/ 13.3 24.8, 17.9

TOTAL 504,306 271,138 233,668 389,467.

Colorado

Low' 28.4 31.5 24.5 2'8.8

Mid-low 25.5 27.2 2'3-.1e 24.9,

Mid-high 25.5 18.1 34.9 24.9
High 20.7 23.3 17.4 21.3

TOTAL 33,174 18,72 14,448 28,561

Florida

Low 31.0 41.1 23.3 29.4
Mid-low 19,9 28.7 12.5 19.8

. Mid-nigh 34.1 26.2. 41.1 36.8
High 14.9 6.0 23.1 14.1

TOTAL 74;662 34,346 40,316 56,268

tow 26.0 41.9 11.9 27.0
Mid,low 24.0 20.1 27.6 21.8'
Mid-high 16.7 23.2 10.8 17.5
High 33.3 14.9 49.8 33.8

TOTAL 115,105 54,412. 60,693 91,423

Black Hiso. Asian

Natty
Amer.

17.6 19.0 21.9 19.4

30.1 30.7 30.3 30.6

29.5 23;9 32.3 30.2

22.7 21.4 15.6 19.9

38,766 47,961 23,453 5,159

26.3 24.6 32.9 23.7
30.0 .28.5 25.4 29.1

28.1 29.0 28.1 27.9
15.6 17.9 13.6 19.4

1,332 2,517 413 351

33.7 41.3 35.3 32.8
21.8 17.3 24.1 18.5

27.1 25.1 29.1 34.3

17.4 16.3 11.5 ' 14.3

12,044 5,397 688 265

21.4 27.5 ' 24.1 27.7

33.6 27.7 31.5 25.8
13.3 14.6 14.1 14.3

31.7 30.2. 30.3 32.1

18,744 3,072 _1,390 476

Source: The Distribution of Federal Funds Under the Vocational education
Act: Interstate and Intrastate Allocations, Universqy of
California, 1981

to.
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Minority stAents are more concentrated in programs with higher

pthan'aV'erage employment.oppor.tunties in Florida, less concentrated in

Illinois, and aocut average in ttie other two States. In secondary

institution's, tne special needs populations enroll in greater

' percentages in programs with more employpent opportunities.

*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In mandating the stud/ of vocational education, the Congress re-

cuested inf3rmation on the distribution of all vocational education

fAncs by four objects. enrollments, services, target' populations, and

occupations. Scnools do not normally .organize4tneir financial accounts

in terms.bf these objects, but tne NIE study has responded'not only to

the questipris in wnitn the Congress declared an interajt but also to

tne policy issues wnicn t,nose questions imply.

Enrolments and the .;istribution of Funds. The Federal Government

distributes /EA funds to the States and territories on the basis

population, not vocational educ&tion enrollments. Within 'States, how-

ever, enrollments drive the distribution of all vocational education

funds. All States distribute VEA funds by a formula that includes en-
.

rollment in one fashion or anotner.

The absence of enrollment from the formul-a'determining the Federal

grants to the States'has implications for the number of VEA dollars per

1
student, bedause enrollments are not proportional to population. Voca-

fttional education enrollments per 1000 population vary among States and

territories by a ratio of mibre than 3 to 1 for total' enrollments and by

more tnan 4 to 1 for the.occupationally specific enrollments. There- 1

fore, States witn4ow rates, of enrollment receive 'relatively more

dollars per pup) than States with high rates of enroMment. Thus, the

impa,ct ofOEA fumfs'on programs can vary substantially amog States.

,

.111-52
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Not only enrollments influence the distribution of funds;
particul or charaCterlstics of; enrol lment, such as level of educatipn,
race and ethnicity of students,. and ccmrrunity swe', may alto affect
distribu4tion. .

Enrollments by ,,level of educationto pot seem to be related sys-
tematically

v
to the di stribution of funds. The VEA set aside for post-

secondary and adult programs is 15 percent of the funds available under
Subparts..2 and 3, but the actual outlays in fiscal year 1979 for these
programs came to about 26 percent of the funds. Forty percent of the
total vocational education enrollment wai in postsecondary and adult
programs in that year. Sixty percent of the total e)irol lnent in

occopationally speciLic programs was in postsecondary and adult
programs,,The States show no syStematic. association between relStively
high: enrollments in postsecondary and adult programs acid relatively
high VEA expennitures on those programs.

Similarly, there does not seen to bd a systematic association
between relatively NO enrollments in postsecondary and adult programs
and relatively high levels 'of State' and local expeodi tures on these

programs. This may be due to the fact that postsecondary and adult
programs have) Other sources of revenue that are not reported, the

- 1 argeit of which ifi tuition. For thi,s reason, the' needs fbr Federal
funds thatispostsetondary and actilt pr °grams' may have are not strictly

ccniparable to those of secondary programs, which. do hot product tii tion
ncane. /

-
,

--Enrollments by rate and ethnicity, are rot used as aktors in State
distribution formulas. VEl)S data shoe that racial and ethnic minori-
ties are general ly represented in secondai. prigraffs at laver rates
than are nortni nority students, which means that they benefit less fran
VEA funds.

-

86-.910 0-84 --I3
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A question frequently raispd:wi th respect to enrol lments has to do

with the effect of community size upon the' di stribution of funds. Are

the recipients of vocational edtication funds advantaged or di sadvan-

taged if they are located in a large city di strt, a rural district,
or a suburban di strict? The rural secondary LEAs in most of the States. _.

analyzed received. fewer VEA fundS ,per pupil than other secondary LEAs, .

even though they general ly had higher per unit costs for programs

because of theirs small -size. The largest cities in the same States
received higher YEA al locations than the State average, but their State

.
and local expenditures Nere ,rela-tively low. Large city programs, like

. ..
those in small di stricts, have higher than average operating costs, and

they also have more competition for local tax ,revenue. Therefore, the

financial needs of both large city di stricts and small rural districts

. are proportional ly greater than;those of other districts.
t

f .
Services and the 9istribution of Funds. There are three ways in

which services are specified in the Act: they are Ti sted in the sub-

parts as either mandatory or permitted activities; they are targeted to
special services for the special populations; and they are stated as

priorities for services to be used to improve and expand programs

'rattier than maintain existing programs.

The services and' activities mention in then Act--.,in most in-

stances 'wi thout mandated levels of expen i tures--have not generated

significant expenditures. of eithe-r VEA or State, and. local funds. In

fiscal year 1979, more tharr 90 percent of the VEA outlays and 92 per-

cent of State and 'local" outlays for Subpart ? were reported simply as

expenditures for general' vocational education .programs and administra-

tion. Less than 10 percent of the VEA funds were reported as expendi-

tures on the more speci fi-c services. What was spent on these services

was highly concentrate() rn a small number of Stites. Therefore, if the

particular services, or tie, are meant to stimulate expenditures
and bring about change, merely permi Wag them is not an effective way

47 ,

I

4
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The fact that some States incur ed large expendi
services and not for other services ndicates that

services, but according to their own

LWithin the legislated activities, those that are designed to over-
. pot

cane sex sterbtypi ng and sex bias are. a Federal prioreity., The expendi-

tures on the specific services and 4activi ties aimed at' sex equity were

smi.1J, in fiscal t year 1979 -0.9 percent of the VEA funds (d) scour; ting
4

the required State level expenditures on th sex equity coordinator)
and less than 0.1 percent of State and to-Cal f funds. About 22 percent

of al 1 secondary di stricts and about 40 'percent 0°,311 postsecodary

institutions that responded to the survey said they spent smile funds on

sex equity, but the average expknditure was quite law.

The second type of services are thote that reflect the extra costs

of serving target popul ations. Even though funds, are targeted, some

States did not spend their entire set aside and fa spent much more

mithan the minimum. VEDS data show that...relatively s 11 numbers of tar- 11.

get students are being served with the set "asides, compared to' what

would be expected based on the rtlative size of the target population .

9 in the general population. The N!E' survey data, however, reveal that

many more hand 'capped and di sadvantaged were ignrol led in progrof than

are report by VEDS tas bepfi ting from
.
the set aside. Thus it is

likely that some di sadvantaged, handicapped, and limited Eng l i sh-

ki
proficient students do not require special services and that oth rs may

receive additional /services, but the -expend turet are not record) or,

repbrted as excess'` costs.

9

$.

Servrces are also linked to program improvemefft and expansion or .$ ,

maintenance, but it is almost impossible to show the use of VEA funcds

fol. these urposet. , Therefore total expenditures we Pe supplied.

School admi nistrators estimate that in secondary school di stricts al l

111-'55
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*. vocational education funds were used ovirwhelmingly for program main-

tenance. Most postsecondary schools also devoted most of their budgets

to program maintenance, but they were likely to spend somewhat more on

improvement and expansion than secoAdarischoolS.

c

Target Populations and the Distribution of Funds. Target popula-

tions directly influence distribution patterns because of the set-aside

provisions in the Act. States use varidus methods to get funds to

target populations, including using concentrations of, such populations

as a factor in their formulas and setting up pools of funds for special

services. Districts with high concentrations of target populations

show higher per pupil expenditures than the State average. Therefore,

it is safe to say that relatively more ftinds arg being spent in' dis-'

tricts with high concentrations of target populations than in districts

with low concentrations. It is interesting to note that in many

States, high concentrations of target popUlat ons in districts turned .

out to be the dominant factor in determining t e amounts of V2A funds

they receive.
.

..

...,

Occupations and the Distribution of Funds. The Federal Government

does not take occupations into\account in the distribution proces.

The States, however, do. One of the mandated priorities is new pro-

grams for-new and emerging industries, wihich implies new occupations.

The States are also required to sho* that progransraze- related to occu-

pational demand,, although there is no explicit connection between this

planning. requirement and the distrioution of funds.

t

Expenditures were not reported by occupation in fiscal year 1979,

and' it is unlikely that expenditures of VEA funds can be separated from

expenditures of. State and local funds. It may be assumed that the dis.

tribution of funds will geneally follot enrollment patterns in voca-

tional education prograMs'.,

V.
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The enrol lment data make It clear that VEA funds are not used

solely for occupational ly specific education. More than two7thi rds of

a 1 1 secondary nrol lments and abyout half of all short-term adult stu-

dents are .in o er than occupational ly specific programs'. An unknown,

but still substantial, proportion of VEA dollars is spent on non-

occupational ly speci fic teducatioe .

Most of those veto are enrol led In occupational ly specific programs
40are concentrated in a small number of programs, many of which are cler-

ic:al and common' to nearly al 1 businessees and industries, such as secre-

tarial- and general office. The funds, therefore, are also highly
concentrated on a small number.of programs.,

4 -

Occupations and Economic Opportunity. Analyses of data for five
,States show that women are predominantly" enrolled in a very smial,( num-
tier, of programs and that they are also much more' heavi ly concentrated

thtril*me4 n in programs leading to lower -wage jobs, particularly clerical
.

and secretarial programs. The demand for workers in .these Jobs has,

been relatively higk, so that women are al so more heavily concentrated

than men in programs leadfng to 4reater emproptent opportunities.
These patterns occur in both secondary and postsetoroldlry programs. The

di fferences in economic opportunities between men and women are much

greater VI differences.oetween racial or ethnic minorities and non-

nority s dents; or between target populations and nonhandicapped aod

nondi s antaged students.

r
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FOOTNOTES

4

1.- This information, by State and by level of education, will be
v 'presented in ttle form in Occupational Education and Training:

A Data Book, t be prepared by the Vocational Education Study.

2. Rankings of he States, 1980, (Washington, D.C.: national
'Education Asociation, 1980), p. 16.

3. In the multiple regression analysis,,thee'unit of observation is
the district, with each district equal to ever}, other district

,regardless of size. In order te control district size, enrollment
was'entered first as an independent variable.

4." James P. Greenan, Use ofState Special Needs Set-Aside funds for
Program Improvement Activities, Draft report fr'im the eadership-
1raining Institute (UrDaDa: College of Education, University of
11inojs,.July 1981). This is a survey of Research Coordinating

Unit Directors conacted for the Office of Crvil Rights.
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CHAPTER IV. ASSESSING EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS,
o

Introduction

P
The first attempt to assess the Uation's public school vocational

education programs and consequently, the adequacy of Federal voca-

tional policy was undertaken 45 years afterirthe adoption of the Smith-

Hughes Act of 1917., In October 1961, at President Kennedy's request,

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare appointed a panel of

consultants to review and evaluate "vocational .education. Its report,

Education ;for a Changing World of Work, completed at the close of

Fieember i962, was the basis. of the11 Vocational itrucation Act of 1963

(P.L. 88-216), which., as has been said redirected and expanded Federal
. 4

2 f'
policy. Under the Act, the Federal Government now undertook to assist

4
the States in order to provide f(s all citizens access to vocational

education programs that were realistic in terms of the Nation's needs

for semiskilled and skilled workers and job ODportuni'aies.

The, Act also 'described for the first time in Federal vocational

education legislation the function of State-and local evaluations of

prograMs and service: In dev loping their plans, it declared, the

Statesowere to follow "policies and procedures" that "insure that due

consjder,gion will be given to he results of periodic evaluations of

State and local vocational education programs in light of, information

regarding current, and projected manpower needs and job oppOrtuni-

ties . . .." (Sec. 5(2)). In addition, the Act facilitated the Oer-,

formance of "periodic. evaluations" by authorizing the use of Federtl

funds to carry them out (Seq,. 41a)(6)).

4

Provisions dealing with evaluative activities have been a distin-

guishing and expandln4 featur of Federal education legislation since

19631 with the most notable early development being the evaluation

requirements of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.1

IV -1
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i'quallty of educationaj programs, on the other, had been registered in

the legislation of 1963 and 1968. However, reports issued in fhe mid-

1970s 'sti5wed that the connection still was not being made.3 Further,

these reports documented deficiencies in the informatibn presumably

useful for planning, including infonnatiol frorl evaluatiOn: Both the
.

Ouse and Senate we heavily influenced by these findings. The House

Report, for examplen4ted that the States were not providing informa-

nA7 pn tne effectiveness of vocational education programs in felati.om

to the goals set forth in.State plans and'the econoFic returns to sta.)

'deks. The very "lackP of systematic programmatic evaluation" dimin-
.

ti

..--) ished the chancel fOr engaging in rational planning and for reaching
srg ' ,

rational resource allocationlocation decisions.4

\ ,

. The 1976 legislation)sugh; io correct these major dpfiCienties in

the vocational education ent prise by providing for (1) systematic

evaluations, (2) raby. mar Aspriented planning, (3) improved occupa-

tional informationsystems and (4) the requirements for new data for

accountability. Congress clearly saw al'l these as interrelated ,ele-

ments. The Senate Repdrt, commenting on the features of the proposed

legislation designed to correctcurrent weaktiesses;'said that

196

The 1968 amendments to the VEA (P.L. 90-576) continued to call upon the

States to give "due consideration" to the results of "periodic evalua-

tions" in shaping State plans and to authorize the use of Federtl

grants to conduct such evalpations.2

The connection between program evaluation and more effective State

and local program plane g'in tne light of needed skills and present

and future job opportunities, on the one hand, and improvement in the

one tey.element of the comprehensiv'e plan would be the'developmp-t ,

of procedures for continuous planning and evaluation, including
the regular collection of data, to be available to all parties in
the State to whom it would be of interest. A solid data t3ase will.

live a State alkois for program evaluation. Evaluation will,

hopefully, leddlto Improv/nent in program quality. 86th data and
evaluation can result in improved planning capabitity.10

B
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In th 976 amendments, then, the new provisions affecting evalua-

tion constitu a key feature of Federal legislation.6 for the

first time, Federal and ,St'ate Governments were fequired to conduct
4

systematic program evaluations. A sharply enhanced elphasis upon

dl

eval tive Activities sought to tie annual and longer -term vocational

eduea ion planning ankprogram offerings to labor market demands for

occupational skills and"tc*al job%opportunities.

The 1976 Evaluation Requirements

y

Unger the 1976 statute (Sec. 112), each State is directed to eval.r

uate tne effectiveness of each .program assisted during the life of

its 5-year' plan, and is authorized to use ,Federal funds for that

purpose.
7

Each State is further directed to use the results of these

evaluations to revise its programs and to make themavailable to the la

Stat6 Advisory Council on Vocatiqmal Education (SACVE), presumably to

be used for its Independent annual evaluation of State programs and

-.services. State's are also to use their results in assisting' LEAs and
,

other eligible recipients to improve their programs. Each State,

moreover, is directed to conduct an evaluation of each . .. . program

wIthin the State which purports to impart entry level job

.skills. . . ." The criteria stipulated. for these evaluations, e the

extent to,which progr'am completers and leavers--

find employment in occupations related to tiikr
training, and

(ii) are considered bytheir employers to be well:
trained and prepared for employment,. . . "

(Sec. 112(b)(B)).

These criteria do not apply in evalwating prevocational and so-called

nonoccupational programs in industrial arts and consumer and homemaking

education.

1v-3
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,

The statute mentions no other criteria for States 'to use in

evaluating the effectiveness of all other programs'. A large number of

criteria are specified, however, in the regulations issued October 3,

1917.
8

These state: 6

1

_

The State board shall, during the five-year period of the State

\\

plan, evaluate in qu.intitative terms the effectiveness of each
,formally organized program or project supported, by Federal,' State,

and local funds. These evaluations shall be in terms of:

a) Planning and operational proce?ses, such as:

Quality and availability of instructional offerings;
Guidance, counseling, and placement and follow-up

services;
Capacity and condition of facilities and
equipment;
Employer participation in cooperative programs of

vocational education;
Teacher/pupil ratios; and
Teacher qualifications.

(b) Results of student achievement as measured, for example, by:

(1) Standard occupational proficiency measures;

(2) Criterion-referenced tests; and
(3) . Other examinations of studentskills, knowledge,

attitudes, and readiness for ent.41,ing employment
successfully.

(c) Results of student employment success as measured, for exam-

ple, by:

(1) Rates of employment and unemployment;
(2) Wage rates;
(3) Duration of employment; and
(4J Employer satisfaction with pert ante of vocational

education students as COmpared ith performance of

persont who have not had vocational education.

(04tThe results of additional services, as measured by the sug-
gested criteria under paragraphs (a), (b), end (c) of this
section, that the State provides under the Act to these spe-

cial :populations:

(I) Women;

ti
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(2) Members
-

of,minority groups;
(3) Handicipped persons;
(4j Disadvantagdd persons; and '

(51 PeOsons of limited English-speaking ability;

Under each of the four dimensions of prbgrami and services to be

evaluated for effectiveness, the regulations li'st relevant criteria it

that differ onesfrom another in nature and also in ease or difficulty
\

of appricatvn. The criteria for evaluating Illanning and operational

processes involve resource factors, for the most part, which are

"input" variables qr measures. For studedt achievement and employment

success, however, the criteria are "outcome" variables or measures.

For evaluating the results of additional services for meeting the needs'

of spdcial populations,9.the criteria are bath input and outcome
......,

measures.'
..--t--

The primary purpose of this chapter is to analyze the 1976 State

evaluation requirements Ind criteria, and its second purpose is to

report on the progress of the States in implementing them. First,

however, the manner in which the=requirements have been implemented is

reviewed.

Implementing State Evaluation Requirements
.

d

4
The more critical of the evaluation requirements in the 1975 leg-

islatio/dre those to be,fulfilled by the Stdtes, because tbey'bear

most directly and immediately upon prOgram plqnning, revision, and im-

provement at the state and local level's. Holy a Itate conducts and ,

uses' te evaluations, can determine thesucess or failure of one of -the

mechanisms upon which the 1976 legislation relied so heavily for

'improving tpe performance of the vocationa) eduOation enterprise.

'Consequently, the RIE has assessed the State evaluation performance at

three different times. in the, spring of 1978, informaeion on Stater

evaluation pPocedure was sptured from all States through documentary,-

1V-5"
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materials and personal interviews.10 During the 1979-80- school

year, information on State and local eval'uat)on practices was collected

as part of case, studies in 15 States.11 Finallyv in the spring of

1981, information on evaluative-capablelities was collected through a

survey of State directors of vocational education,12

Before the. 1976 amendments, evaluation of vocational education -

progr'ams in most States was done informally. Few, if any, StAtes wetre.

conducting evaluation as extensive as tose_laer called for in the

regulations, but some of the elements for developing formal systems

were in existence. For example, most States reviewed local programs,

but only infrequently, as, part of a formal statewide evaluation. Stu-

dent achievement yas measured at'the local level by teachers and, for

some occupations (e . g practical nursing), through State licensing or

certification examinations. Student placement data were collected in

many States, but often by teachers in ways that did not assure reliable

, and valid information. In response to the 1976 legislation, States be-

gan to Systematize evaluation proceduts.

.

By the spring of 1978, some 6 months after the regulations had

been issued but before.a policy memoranduh on evaluation had been cir-

culated by BOAE, work was underway in most States to extend or develop

evaluation procedures. State educational officials were reported as

asserting that they were overwhelmed by the prospect of implementing

the detailed, complex, andr costly requirements of t regulations.

Moreover, 'during the first .year developmental work had to prOceed at

State expense, because Federgl money~ had not been appropriated (under

Sec. 1Q2(d)))forthis purpose. , ki

Of the four dimelsions of pr8lons,Aud services specified ,foi:

evaluatioNin the regulatTol;s--planntng and operational processes, stu2

dent achievemenA t, student employment, and services to special popula-

"tions--reviews of pranning and operational processes and assessments of

IV-6
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student pla6gient were being given most attention. RevieW's of planning

and operatidnal procegses, usually called "program reviews," werd being

conducted in 13 States and being revised and sygtematized in another

37. Procedures for assessing student placement were reported to be in

/place in 20 States and were being revised or developed in another 25.

Far less attention was being given to systematic statewide evaluations
.

of student achievement, for these required the use of instruments which

had not yet been developed. Almost every State, thereforke continued

to rely upon teachers to assess student achievement and waited to learn

what other States proposed to do.

By the school year 1979-80, NIE-supported fiel) work in 15 States

showed that evaluation capabilities had generally been enhanced but

that primary attention was still being devoted to planding and opera-

t4dn'al processes and student placement. Far less progress had been

made in developing mays of measuring student achievement and in assess-

ing the extent1r6 which the needs" of special populations were being

met.

*Tfielsiirveje qif all the States in the spring of 1981 showed that ad-

, ditional and even. major steps .had been taken toward implementing the

;

requirements in the regulations. Questionnaire returns from 50 States,

the. gespondents being'State directors or their designated representa-

tives, gave the following acFount of-the extent to which evalpation re-
,

quirements had been implemented.

The picture delineated by Table IV -1 may be an 'optimistic one. It

does not indicate in what ways requirements were being fully imple-

rAnted; nor does it signal whether the quality of the procedUreS -is

sufficiently high.. As will be shown later, measures of student

achievement are not avail(( le for all occupations, and other research

shows that almost no as essment of speCIRM--f1 geds services is taking

place. Hence, it appeared that even though all States respondi'h to

I
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the questionnaire had m:d4! 'a start on implementing the requirements,

much 'remained to be accomplished.

TABLE IV-1 '

tit
STATE' MPLEMENTATION OF EVALUATION REQUIREMENT, SPRING 1981

Requirement

' No. of Sties
. Fully Implemented

No. of States
In ProCess

Placementlevel Of graduates ' .

Employer assessment of graduates )

Assessment of planning and

'

operational procedures
i

.tAssessment of special needs services

r.:
ltr4 'Assessment of student performance

;

.

35

27

21

.. 18

1'4

"

15

20

24

29

30 \

_

ili,

.? .
,

. . 4.
,Source: 'Tim L. Wentling, A Survey of State Directors of Vocational

Education
a ,

Among the reasons cited for the partial implementation were the

lack of resources to develop and carry out t e required procedures, the

minimal technical' assistance provided b OAE, lack of guides lid

books, and inadequate Federal guidelines.13 Lack of State Interest

Ad effort does not appear to have been significant in accounting for

the partial implementation. The States, on balance, asserted an in-

creasing commitment to evaluation, a belief in its usefulness, and a

willingness to develop capabilities.

By the, .spring of 1981, State directors registered a royal of the

evaluation systems then in place or being develope According to

their survey responses, evaluation findings wer most often used to 0

improve programs, prepare accotIntabili repor s, and assist in dvi-

sionmaking. Asked what evaluations they would.con4uct if the Federal

requrrements were eliminated; the respondents Zn effect replied that

20 t.)
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they would fulfill most Federal requirements, as Table IY-2 shows.

Whether 4n fact this would fake place 'in the absence of .Federal

requivrements ,66-not, of course, be known.

" TABLE I1/12
..

KATE PREFERRED EVALUATIONS IN ABSENCE OF FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS,
5PRING.1981

Type of Evaluation No. of States

Placement '43,

Employer reactiOn 35'
,Planning and opeptiona.l' 38

. processes
Services to' special-'populations 36

CZ Student performance' 34
-Total program 1

Nog 1

11.

Source:' Tim L. Wentling, A survey of State Directors of Vocational
Education '. . .. .

. a

The State officials also reported. that they were in considerable
agreement with the. indicators of program quality, explicitly stated- in
or implied by the statute and the regulations. Thus, as Table ,IV-3

shows, almost all Slate directors 'favor using employer Judgments: and

placement, rates as evidence of program quality. ,However, as will be

Cseen. later, vocational educators have objeceld4o holding vocational
educatioq, responsible for the employm'ent of its students. Apossible
explanation for the contradiction is ttiat while State officials believe
that vocational education programs must be evaluated in terms of their II\
relationship to lati.c> market demand, they do not ,favor the ,particular.
way in which the legislation chose to do this.

Legislative Requirgents: Problemsof Criteria and Data

The 1976 legielation requires data on the employment of vocational
education program compl eters and ,leavers in entry level Jobs related

,

.
1V-9
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TABLE IV-3

INOICATORS OF PROGRAM QUALITY
FAVORED BY STATES,

SPRING 1981

No. of States
Indicators Favoring

Employer feedbaik 47

G' Placement 1 wiel 44

Quality curriculum' material s 37

Job satisfaction of graduates 37

Instructor performance 36

=Student test performance 31

Condition a. 'equipment gs
School staff morale 17

Participation 1

Serving special needg 1

Instructional preparation 1

Faci l i ties 3 1

Instructional material s 1

Retention'of students 1

'Advisory ammittee use 1
;Guidance, counsel ing, and placement 1

Source: Tini L. Wentl.4ng, A Survey of State Di Actors of Vocational
Education

.to their training and on their employees' assessments of thesir training
.

and preparation for work.`.. Such data are aggregated and reported by the1

States to the Federal Government under the new VEDS. On the, urface ,

it might appear 'that these data would be relevant, fi rst ,. for -dging

whether the vocational education programs pursued by secondary students
. --

correspond to labor market demands/ for skills and to actual job oppor-

tunities; second, for revising program offerings and plans;, and third,

for suggling how programs might be improved by indicating deficien-

cies. Ho er , neither category of data i s very useful for any of

these three purposes.

Iy IV-10
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The Interim Report stated that,'by and targe,, in the 15 States

studied,. pladement data were not being used to :revise program offer-

ings, as the \law had intended.14 This seeming ?allure should note

be viewed negatively, however, since a number of probldms are associ-

ated with using the placement measure in decisions on -program offer-

ings. First of all, the variability among. the procedures used to

,secure placement data raises questions about the valtdity and compara-
..

bility pf local and State aggregations of the data. Similarly, it

certainry raises questionsiabout how meaningful nationally aggregated

placement data can be. A second and more severe set of problems

extends beyohd technical problems to the basic limitations of placement

rates.
,

One pf the technical difficulties comes in determining what is

meant by the statement that apcirtain proportion of completers and

leaveit from entry level programs are employed in occupations related

to their training." The idea of "relatedoes.S' differs from one
. .

occupational field to another,, is affected by the distinctive skill

features associated with a particular job with a specific employerl, and

clearly does not have a self-manifesting meaning. In follow-ups,

sometimes teachers decide whether a job is related to training, but the

determination is usually made by students. In very few cases is it the

result of a systematic comparison between the occupational skills

taught in a vocational education program and those required for the

job. Thud it risky to rely upon the reported dat!""relatedass"

in assessing the fit between the content of enteY 'revel training and

the skill requirements of jobs found by completers and leavers. One

.study, comparing the Judgments made by teachers on the extent to which
. . .

the two are related with judgments on educational requirements made

through analyses of the occupational skills of selected job titles in

e

S6 -910 0- 81 - -14
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the Dictionary of 'Occupational Titles, found only a 55 percent

Correspondence between the two,15

l
Against what base sheuld a "placement rate" be calculated? Should

the base be all completers and leavers from a school or in a LEA, a

local labor market, or a State, who Seek employment? Should the base
A

be program-specific? Should the rates take into account onlfthose

looking for full-time employment? Placement data, of course, aPply .

onl,f to the slightly more than half of the completers who annually now

become new entrants into the labor force. This includes those who,

while continuing with th it education, may be working part time. It

should be added that pl cement data are not likely to differentiate

between occupationally s cific students and others enrolled in

vocational education classe

Sinca e the procedures used to calculate placement vary from .place

to place,, the 'resultilik data are not comparable.16 ,..00t 'school, for

example, may calculate placement rate by dividing the number of stu-

dents placed in jobs related to' their training by students looking for

if

,lops: In angther school, the denominator for determining the lacement

rate might consist of all completers and leavers, whether or not they

were looking for a job. If-standardized procedures were used, univer-

sally, aggregated placement rak data would tie meaningful.17
. .

Another question concerning the ias of .the response is illustrat-

L1 by a report on.Oakland, California, ade 'by the NAACP Legal Defense

and Education Fund: The report asserted that the 37 perZent of the .

students followed up who did'not return theA.c postcards are more than

likely the very perlSons who are unemployed and dip not wish to admit it.

The school district reported optimistically that only 3 percent of the

respondents are unemployed,fet although the tot Al teenage employment
..,

rate in the United States was 16.1 percent and bltk teenale employment

w. .percen 1979. /
4...

:

2 i 0
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The problems with the placement rates that have been considered

could presumably be solved, though with great difficulty and at great

expense, tnrough changes of a technical nature in the procedures for

securing data. Yet a question still remaint about the utility of

placement data--even if they were much more valid, reliable,, and

comparable in character than they are now--for reaching decisions on

changes in program offerings or for making program improvements. At

best, as they do now, they would gnal the existence of a problem andl

invite inquiry. Thus, a lower than average placement rate for a school

might reflect the fact that it is located in an economically depressed

area. Or it might prompt an investigation.to find out whether students

were enrolled in programs preparing for occupations in which supply far-

exceeds demapd, Ipether students were being poorly educated 41r jobs in

high demand, or whether schools lacked placement resources.

Placement rates overall or%for "related" occupations may invite

inquiry, but they do not alone suggest corrective action. This is par-

ticularly true for State-aggregated data reported by broad vocational

field, such as trade and industry or health, whith the States provide

for 'ZEDS. Obviously, district or school placement rates for specific

programs of instruction, such as food services, automotiye technology,

or ornamental -.horticulture, would be more useful for finding out what

lower than average rates signified.

Placement rates, finally, are weak indicators of the extent to

which the programs offered correspond to the current demands for semi-

skilled and skilled workers. First, placement rates report on the em-

ployment successes or failures' of student; who had been enrolled in

programs that were offered. They provide no information on situations

in which there are highdemands for ociupational, skills which could be

acqditrAd through programs not being offiered. Newspaper advertisements

or increases in wage rates, however, would. WhereXacement rates give

IV-13
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information on,current labor market situations, they.ma5 prompt program

changes that can create problems. By the time,new program are initiati

ed or old ones modified, labor market conditions May have changed.

Fluctuations, sometimes quite'sharp, occur in the demands for skills.

Shortages in an occupational field marvanish during the 2 or 3 years

it may take-to train new worker's with the required skills.

EmployerrSatisfaction

Whether employers think that, completers and leavers from entry-

level programs are well. trained and prepared `for employment is held

t6 be important and useful information by Federal legislation and is so

perceived by State directors. Unfortunately, the problems associated

with data on what is commonly called ".employer satisfaction" are even

more acute than with placement data.

Employer views can be Obtained in several ways. They may be

solicited by school officials' or registered by employer members of

local advisory councils. They may be gathered in conjunction with pe-

riodic surveys of employer needs for workers in the future. The 1976

amendments reqpired follow-up surveys of employers on student training

,and preparation for employment. The aggregate State reaults of these

surveys are.reported under VEDS.

For several reasons, the employer assessnfent data collected by the
i

States have very limited value. First, the response rate on the

follow-up surveys is too low to be meaningful: it is frequently not
V''

higher than 5 percent and may not exceed 15 percent at best.19. A

second reasx is that the data are likely to be biased: often studnts

identify employers for follow-ups. Vocational education students who

4 'thought their.employers were dissatisfied with their work Would not be

likely to identify.eMployers for follow-up.. On the other hand, employ-

ers who had had unsatisfactory experiences with vocational educat on

1V-14
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students would not be likely to hire them knowingly and, consequently,

would not be 'identified for follow -ug surveys by their enplOYees.20

Third, the terms well trained" ajid "prepared for employhnt4 may

mean different things to different employers and for different occupa-

tions. Since the standards against whiCh employers rate their voca-

tional education employees are not known with any precision, it fi---

risky to place much reliance upon their assessments. Sometimes-employ-
.

ers are asked about the "technical knowledge" than vocational education

comPleters and leavers bring to their jobs, and sometimes they are

merely asked whether they are satisfied with the students' preparatT

for work. Fourth, employers are not likely to know whether an.emoloyee4

is a vocational education completer or Teaver, and, therefore, cannot

compare his or'her perfothance with that of new labor force entrants

who Thad not been enrolled in vocational education- pr6grams. Fifth, it

is repotted that employers. have been reluctant to turn in ,negative

reports because they do4not know how they, will be used. Many often

believe they have nothing' to gain and may have something to lose by

'responding to surveys. There is reason to suspect that employers who

respond are those who can report favorably' on the performanae and

skills of their vocational education employees. -11

During the school year 1979-80, in the 15 States in which case ,

*,.

-studies were conducted, the situation varied in the work underwaysn

indicators of employer, satisfaction. Formal employer follow-up data

were being collected .less commonly than student follow-up data. Almost

half of the 15 States lacked Statewide follow-up procedures with

employers.for either secondary or postsecondary students in that school

year.21 Although in the 1981 survey State directors registered

approval of the employer evaluation requirement, vocational educat-ors

had often'voiced doubts about its worth as an indicator of program

effectiveness when they were earlier interviewed for the. 15 States'Z\\*
case studies. In one State, emploYer surveys Are not plinned because

r .

0,5 2 1:-3
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it had been learned tWat employer follow-u4 was.so highly correlated

with student reports of employment success tiat separate measures of

employer satisfaction would simply be duplicative.

Like placement data, employer assessment datashould not aUtomati-

cally trigger progragma tic decisions. They do not alone serve to iden-

tify either mismatches between program offerings and labor.l'arket de-

mands or deficiencies in particular programs with sufficidnt spebifi-

city to point to corrective action. At' best, they provide infor1ation

about past program offerings rather than guidance for Future aitential

programs.

Evaluation Requirements in the Reguletions

Members or the Congress believed that the two evaluation,reoore-

ments just discussed .would "show most clearly .whether persolns rn

vocational - educatibn are showing the results-of such training,"22

but they dig not preclude the use of other measures in determ4ning' the

effectiveness of vocational education prOgrams. The regulations, as

has been seen; set forth other evaluation requirements which will now

be examined. '

Planning and.operatiOnal Processes

Evaluation. of planning 'nd operational processes in order to

dt-ermine effectiveness and prograi,quality invo es the application,

criteria Which represent resources essentiarfor nducting progO.am

and-4(4?ing services..4yCh .''valuations, frequently called "progr.

Ceviews," canidenlify tio strengths and weaknesses of the ,resourc

base and be acutely relevant to program Improvement efforts. Program

review precedures vary, from State to State, byt there is one that is

fairly typical.23 It generally 'begins with school or district, ' t

self-study, which is followed by an on-site revoew by a team of experts.

IV-16
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from outside the district.
4

The topics that may 4be considered are

numarou.s, as Table IV -4 shows. Sometimes they-parallel those covered

in accreciitatiqp. reviews, such as quality of facilities, equipment,

material, and supplies, and certification of teachers. Sometimes

program reviews focus- on toPlcsemphasized by Federal policy, such as

- access o-programs by the disadvantaged and handicapped, the reduction

of sex tereotyping, or the use Of labor market informatiOn in

.21anninlj.

_

The more the objectives of Federal policy- -such as improved plan-

ning, readier access to vocational education programs for target popu-

lations, or greater correspondence between program offerings and labor
#

usket demands for occupational skills -- become topics in- program re-

*viees'atthe lOclk level, the better the chances are that they will be

realized through actions taken at that level. The States,, by and

large, can exercise littrecontrol over local programmatic decision -

making.'making. Butbileir combined monitoring and technical assistance role in

connection witit prog.ram reviews is widely *accepted by LEAs and schools.

Consequently, to the eZtent that States emphasize Federal objectives in
.4%

this context, they can influence behavior at the local level. -

In-the 15 States studieckin 1979-80, vocational education, offi-

cials.6elieved that'program reviews would primarily be used t9 improve

programs end to, show whether identified weaknesses were being coi---

rected. However, the Stats varied considerably in the actual use they

made of the reviews. About half asked thee local agencies .to state in

writing when and how they plannedtecorredt deficiencies revealed by

,reviews. Some merelylEcomunicaied the results and left it to local ad-

ministrators and teachers to decide to act on them. Many, but not-all,.
"
of the States studied offered technical assistance in improving prO:

gramik24

A
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, TABLE IV-4

TOPICS COVERED IN PROGRAM REVIEWS

Prbgram Operations/Management,

Administration

Supervision
Planning and evaluation (philosophy, goals, objectiv.es, needs

assessment, short- and long-range plans, use of follow-up

data)
Facilities
Equipment

.

Materiels and supplies

Guidance services
Placement services

Sex equity activities
' Access to special po tions'

Additional services to s ial populations

Program Information

Curriculum
Learning/teaching resources
Educational resources
Instructive] context

Student Information

Recruitment

Selection
Financial 'aid.

Activities
Organizations. el

Achievement
Placement
Follow-up

.Staff Information

Qualifications (experience, training)

Professional development

Community Information

' Community resources

community relations
Local advisory. Tncilsjor vocational education

n,

Source: The Abt Report A..

0
t.4

Y
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Student Achievement 75

IL seems on the surfie eminently' reasonable to judge How well or

poorly a course, a program of study, or a school does by what knowledge

and skills the students learn. It is assumed that students should have

achieved acceptable level% of proficiency in the knowledge end skills

that constitdte a givencLrriculuM. The regulations adopt this view in

calling for evaluations of vocational education programs in terms of

,the "results of student achievement,''which,could, presumably, be mea-

. sured in several different ways. 'After the _adoption of the 1976

'amendments, vocational educators declared that they strongly preferred

such evaluative criteria to the criterion of placement. They

maintained then, as the! do now, that the "empleiyability," and hot the

employment, of vocational q ucation students is an appropriate

criterion, since the placement. rates for students-employed in jobs
1

'related to their training are determined by *a host of noneducational

factors.

FOr understandable reason's, howeverfprog'ram evaluations in terms

of student achievement were not being universally conducted. As has

lefen noted,,even as late as the spring, of 1981, 30 State directors re-

ported.that this requirement was not fully implemented. The examples

of pleasures of student achievement.cited in the regulations were' "occu-

pational proficiency measures,' "criterion-referenced tests," Ind other,

ways of determining student "skills, knowledge. attitudes, and readi-

ness for ent&ing employment." 4. .

If the kinds of tests for knowledge and skill profic16ci, conven-

tionally designed and administered by teachers or administrators could

be, ;elied upon, there,4muld be n8 practical impediment to evaluations.,;%

However, there is a major practical problem with "occupational profi-

ciency mvasures" and "criterion-referenced tests." The first do 'not

ye exist for most occupafions, sand criterion - referenced testing is.'

I 11-19,,
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still in its deve?opmental stages. _Developing measures is a complex

aqd costly process.25 In fac4, the dtvelopment of competency -based

assessment instruments has been underway .only relatively

recently. 26 In light! of this fact, it is probably the case that

the 14 States who reported An the 1981 survey that' assessments of

student performance were fully in place were!not using tests of known

reliability'or validity for at) occupations. Still-another point to be,

emphasized i,s that there is uncertainty pout, the relative_weightoof

41fheof the factors teat determine .'readiness for entering employment"

and about the combinations of knowledge, sfiils, and attitudes that are

most significant. Student achievement measures, hdlWeverappropriate

and important they are in ,,theory, can be applied in practice only to a

very liMited-exteht today.

- Additional Services to Special Populations

Evaluating the results of providing additional services for spe-

cial populations, the last of the four dimensions okf evaluation

required by the regulations, was not yet fully implemented in at least

29/States in the spring of 1981. The case studies conducted in 15

States during the 1979-80 school year showed that special needs popula-

tions were given attention in program reviews largely wiN respect to

the availability of services and access to programs. Tht, charac-

=teristic program review questions were: Are 'supplementary services

provided for the disadvantaged and the-handicapped? Are instructional

materials nondiscriminatory in terms of sex, race, or ethnic' origin?

Is placement support. nondiscriminatory with(respect to sex, rye', or

ethnicity? At the same time, how6er, very Atle was being done to

evaluate, in terms of planning ind operational' processes, student'

aihievement 30 student employment success, tile "results -o( additional

services" provided by States to women, members of minor/it; groups,

handicapped and disadvantaged students, and persons of lipited

English-speaking ability.27

, .

2I3
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That 'attention was givers to the provision of services and to

access to programs, rather thin to the "results of additional services"

for special needs populations, is both understandable and reasonable.

Given the problems associated with the criteria for Seudent achievement

and employment success, the likelihood of securing meaningful outcome

data that would lend themselves to U;epyrpose of program 'improvement

appears very slight. The diversity of the special needs population,

moreover, calls for a battery of sophisticated and costly evaluations.

Probably very few local districts and institutions have the financial

and technical staff resources necessary to conduct such evaluations.

They are, of course, Under pressure to produce student follow -up infor-

mation, for VEDS showing employment,, unemployment, labor force partici-

pation, and-educational status by sex, race, and ethnicity, and for

those who are handicapped. There is no *EDS requirement to show what

difference "additign services" provided might have had for each

status. Some.meryAge school districts maintain information systems

with data on target populations, and a few States--Minnesota, for exam-

ple--have ]aid the groundwork for statewide ,assessments of their pco-

gram needs. But this does not mean -that either States or localities

are presently in a position to evaluate the results of the additional

services provided ,for special needs _populatiope NIE supported case

studies of vocational educ4tion programs for these populations in 15

communities and did not find that evaluations of this kind were being

conducted in 1979 -80.28

'CONCLUSIONS

Three major conclusjons may be drawn from the precedirig ezamiina-

tion 'of the evaluation require its of the 1976 amendments. One is

that they significantly stimulated *valuation activities on the pait of

the States and localities. In doing that, the Federal legislation

helped bring about a heightened appreciation of the usefulness of Sys-
.

IV-21
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tmnatic evaluations for program planning and improvement and contrib-

uted to enhancing both State and local capabilities for conducting

evaluations. The second conclusion is that the required statutory

evaluations of the 'placement of vocational education students in

training and of enployerentry-level jobs related to their occupational

judgments on their training a d preparation for employmenj, however

;justified by the need to effect easonably close tie between school-

' ing and the world of work, have le the generation and.collection of

data of dubious validity and reliability. Moreover, even if these data

were valid and reliable, they would have slight Jtiliklity for the pur-

poses 'of improving programs and deciding on program offerings in line

with changing labor market conditions. The tnird conclusion is that

only one of the four approaches to evaluating the effectiveness of,

programs specified in the regulations--that dealing with planning and

operational processes--has the potential to prove' useful for the

purposes of improving programs apt) decisionmaking on program offerings,

at least in the immediate fut.tire. Even this approach needs_ much

improvement in most States before it can realize its full potential. d

The concern of the 1976 legislation yith'employment-related out-

comes was well founded.. There had been reason to believe .,that some

vocational education progrimming was ignoring labor market demand and

supply relationships and that the knowledge and skills taught were not

fully up to date. The statutory evaluation requirements' sought to cor-

rect such deficiencies through better planning and improved programs.

Although the resulting placement and employer satisfaction data are not

helpful in this regard, such mechanisms as local level planning might

be. The difficulties associated with measuring the economic and other

outcomes for paripcipants in vocational education programs are substan-

tial. (Chapter VII discusses what has been learned on this score"

through well-conducted research.) Even with reliable measurements of

student employment sucqss and student achievement, little can be done

to effect progralimprovements, unless rich information on program

IV-22
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processes is also available--an obvious point which is frequently

igpored. This fact, combined with"the technical diffiZUlty and expense

of assessing student employment °success and student achievtment, makes

these more appropriate measures fpr special education research st.11,kes-

than for routine evaluation procedures. These and other considerations

earlier set forth point to the desirability of strengthening program

4 reviews which emphasize relevance to labor market conditions, progress

toward equity goals, and identify the sources of program ineffective-

ness or pobr.quality. '

b
O

;
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FOOTNOTES

1. See Senta A. Raizen and Peter A. Rossi, eds., Program Evaluation
in Education: When? How? To What Ends? (Washington, D.C. :

National Academy Press, 1981).

2. The Act also charged the National Advisory COuncil on Vocational
Education (NACVE) vath the responsibility to review the effective-

ness of programs and to conduct independent evaluations. The

State Advisory Councils were to evajuate prbgrams and services nd

report annually on their effectiveness in meeting the objecliv

of the State 5-year plans. The 1968 amendments also authoriz

the use of Federal funds to evaluate projects for the development
and training of teaching and other vocational education personnel.
See P.L. 90-576, Secs. 104, 122, 123, and 132.

3. The two most influential studies were: Report of the Comptroller

General of the United States, What is the Role of Federal Assfs-

tance for Vocational Education? (Washington, D.C.: U.S. General.

Accounting Oftice, 19/4); and D. W. Drewes and DoUglas S. Katz,

Manpower Data and Vocational Education: A National Study of

Availability and Use (Raleigh, N.C.: Center for Occupational

'Education, North Carolina State University, 1975.) ,

4.' Ibid., p.

5. U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee do Labor and Public Welfart,

Education Amendments of 1976: Report to Accompany S. 2657, Senate
Report No. 94-882, 94th Cong., Znd Sess., 19/6, p. 68.

6. See Chapter I; also, The Interim Report, Chapter V, and Gerry
Hendrickson, Evaluating Vocational Education: The Federal

Stimulus (Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Education, .

TWY7

.c

7. Other prgyisions of the 1976 amendments, it may be noted, dell

with evaluations: These are directed at the Commissioner of",

Education and BOAE (now the Secretary of Education and OVAE,
respectively) and the Advisory Councils, both National and State. e
The commissioner is charged with including summaries of thesfind-
ings of all Federal program reviews and State evaluations ip the
Commissioner's annual repdrts to the Congress. BOAE is required if
to conduct reviews of the federally assisted programs in 1Q states

annually, analyzing their "strengths and weaknesses. . . .; The

National Advisory Council is directed (Section 162(b)), as it had

been earlier, to conduct independent evaluations of federally
assisted programs and to review their "administration and opera-
tion," evaluating their effectiveness in light of their purpose's.

As they had been earlier, the SACVEs are directed (Section:
105(d)(3)) to "evaluate vocational education programs, services,
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and activities," and to prepare an annual report on their effec-'
tiveness. This chapter deals only with the State evaluation
,requirements in Set. 112. .

8. Federal Register, vol. 42, no. 191, Sec. 104.402.
ti

9. The term "minority groups" does not appear in Federal vocational
education legislation.

10. Esther GottlefliSmith and Nancy Holt, State of the Art Voca-
tional Education Evaluation: State Evaluation Procedures nd
Practices (Belmont", Massdchusetts: CRC Education and Huma
Development, Inc., January 1979).

11. Vernon L. Beuke et al.,,Implementation of the Education Amendments
of 1976: A Study of State and Local Compliance and Evaluation
Practices, Fine report to the National Institute of Education,
NIE.407-7.8-0041 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Abt Associates, Inc.,
1980). (Hereafter cited as The Abt Report.)

12. l'im L. Wentling, A-Survey of State Directors of Vocatfonal Educa-
tion (Urbana: University of Illinois, June 1981). The survey was
iEinistered by the National Association of State Directors of
Vocational Educatioq, which, however, played no part in designing
the questionnaires or analyzing the responses.-

'13. 1biy., p. 8.

14. The Interim Report, Chapter V. See also Hendrickson, op. cit.

15. Elinor Woods and Walt Haney, Does Vocational Education Make a
Difference? A Review of Previous Research and Reanalyses of
National Longitudinal Data Sets (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The
Huron Institute, 1981), Chapter 4, Sec. 5. (Hereafter cited as
'The.Huron Report.1 The present edition of the Dictionary of
-Occupational Titles has information on 12,099 occupations and an
,additional 16,702 related or synonymous occupational titles.

. 16. -.'The Iiiiron'Report, Chapter 4, Section 1.

17., This can be done. For example, the Department of Labor has

procedures for determining employment and unemployment that yield
'aggregated national rates for localitites that can be compared.
In fact, uneMpioyMent rates are related to placement rates and

could be substituted for them with much gain and little loss.
Placement rtes of students in jobs related to their training are
a subset of employment rates. So are the rates for students
placed in,jobs not related to their training. Switching to
unemployment rates would mean that the distinction between the two
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would be lost. .Gived the difficulty of determining whether a gob

is"-" related to trainil," the loss might be minimal.

18. NAACP Legal -Defense apd Education Fund, Inc., Vocational Edyca-
tion: Cause or Cure for Youth Unemployment? A Report to the

Citizens of Oakland,' California, April 1981, p, 8.

19. Statement by D. Rokert Morgan of the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics, February 16, 1981.. VEDS information for Ohio,

for example, shows,' a 12 percent employer response rate overall for

students followed1up.

20. The Huron Report, Chapter 4, Section 6.

21. The Abt Report, p. 80.

22. U.S. Congress, House, Committee pn Education and Labor, The Voca-

tional Education and National Institute of Education Amendments of

1976: Report to:Accompany H.R. 121335, House Report No. 94-1085,

94th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1976, p. 38.

23. The Abt Report, app. 66-75.

24. Ibid., p. 74.

25. Walt Haney, :Federal Requirements for the Evaluation of Vocational

Education PreggAms," paper prepared for NIE (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: The Huron Institute, August 1981), pp. 49. p

26. The Vocational-Technical Education Consortium of States (V-TECS) r
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,
eotyping, the standards in this State require that programs with

80 percent or more single-sq enrollment have an active recruit-
ment program to increase enrollment of the other 20 percent en-

rollment of either sex."

28. Jacques Nacson and Ella Mizzel Kelly, Vocational Education:
Meeting the Needs of Special Populaeions (Washington, D.C.:

A. L. Nellum and Associates, 1980).
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CHAPTER V. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND CETA: ,POLICY AND
PROGRAM COORDINATION

Introd tion

:if--

The relationship between the ocattonal Education Act of'1963, as

amended, and the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973

(CETA) is canplex. It consists of many, different kinds of ties and

associations ranging from informal exchanges of information on laU6r

market conditions to arrangements for funding support .personnel and

services, to contractual agreements for operating training programs.

The various aspects of the relationship are neither systematic by'.

design nor uniform in function. . .

AP

The coordination efforts emerge from two, systems that are quite

diverse. Vocational education is largely a State and local program

that delivers education and training ograms. CETA, on the other

hand, i; a Federal system that acts as broker for a variety of Federal

aims such as income transfer, public service employment, and economic

development, as.well as providing training for employment. Unlike the

vocational education system,. under CETA the decisions for the expendi-

ture of Federal funds are made on the local level. Coordination

between the two systems is'the product of a history of Federal policy

that began with the' adoption of the Manpower Development_and Training

Act (MOTA). in 1962, and in which the most recent changes in legislation

occurred with the'1978 amendments to the CETA. It should be mentioned,

too, that the goals for ployment and training which CETA and the VEA

seek to address are alsoi concern of other Federal programs germane

to the development of the Nation's human resources.
. -

c
The relationship between the VEA and CETA is commonly desCribed as

constituting forms of coordination, linkage or articulation. This re-

lationshiprbegan with'a legislative mandate under MDTA and has cane to

I v-1
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comprise the activities of a variety of.State and local agencies and

organizilkions, both public and private, which are involved in the more

effective development and utilization of the Nation's human resources

and which may hav11different, but not incompatible, primary purposei.

In the amendments to the VEA'and CETA adopted 'in 1976, there is an

invitation to coordinate these two domains of Federal policy not only

with one another but also with a third, that dialing with vocational

rehabilitation. This seems to offer the prospect ora less fragmented,

even if, not fully integrated, conceptiOn of Federal human resource

policy.

No large-scale, systematic study has been undertaken to examine

the many ways in which CETA and the VEA affect each other. Most stu-

dies have examined issues specific to the development of particular

programs, thus precluding an understanding of the larger context of

-Federal, State, and local policy in which these programs are formed and

operated. The evidence now availabId is drawn heavily from the atten-

tion paid to exemplary or selected programs rather than from research

on the patterns of behavior induced by the coordination of the two

laws. Moreover, much of the blformation -essential for depicting coor-

dination is not included in the information systems established by the

Departments of Education and Labor. This chIpter attempts to describe

the different forms of coordination od the basis of this body of evi-

dence and the results of more systematic N1E-supported inquiries.

These were the field studies in 15 States conducted by Abt Agsociates,

Inc., the studies of 15 communities conducted by A. L. Nellum and

AssOciates, Inc., and the survey of secondary and postsecondaryonsti-

tutions carried out by the University of California at Berkeley.1

Coordination for Planning

By 1976, the Congress wastmore interested than ever before in in-

* creasing cobrdinatiOn bet;:een vocational education and CETA programs.

A.

22G
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It adopted amendments to the two Acts at,the same time, amendments slq

similar in language that they have come to be called "joint amend---

ments." These amendments were" unique. They emphasized for the firsts

time the mutual participation of vocational education and CETA agencies

and officials in planning the coordination and use of Federal re-
%

sourceS% availably from VEA, CETA, and vocational rehabilitation legis-

lation, for employment and training and vocational education programs.

This.was a departure from previous Federallegislation, which sought to

effect coordination through provisions governing administrative proce-

dures and the uses of funds and by requiring interlocking memberships

between he State Boards for Vocational Education and the State Man-

power Services CouncilO(SMSCs), later renamed the State Employment

Training Councils (SETCs).

The 197¢ amendments to CETA and the VEA were the most direct ef-

fort made,to effect the common use of resources up to that time. In

addition to requiring interlocking memberships between the SMSCs and

the State Advisory Councils on,Vocational Education (SACVEs), with each

organization commenting on the ethei.'s annual report, the 1976 VEA

amendments required each SALVE to identify, after consulting with the

SMSC,

\,"
the vocational education and effilltYment and training needs of

the State and Assess the extent to which vocational education,
employment trenlbg, vocational rehabilitation, and other pro-
grams assisetil,uoder this and related Acts represent a consis-
tent, integratO, and coordinated approach to meeting such

needs . . 1 ,kgbc .1°5(d)(4)). ,

i .

I
The same chargepic. :462(b)(4)(A)) was given to the National Advisory

Council on VociAmiducation, which was to consult with the National
.0

Commission for Manpoitic Policy, later. renamed the National Commission
-' 'ri

for Employment 410icy. provisions created opportunities for

, , /

'planning vocationaleir4a rograms that cut across separate, andTrti',
,_,JAk

what had been larg4ly autonoMousr, policy arenas. Whether these new

ti



opporttinities have in fact been\grasped and exploited is, of course,

another matter.

The 1976 amendnWnts supported 'these coordinating mechanisms by

taking a step to provide occupational inforgItion' that would Teel the

needs of both vdcational education. and employmentand training pro-

grams. This step was the establishment of a National Occupational

Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC), funded under the /EA and

CETA, which was to help establish 16 each State receiving VEA and CETA

funds a State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (SOICC).

Representatives from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(later the Department,of Education) and from'the Department of Labor,

including the Assistant Secretary of Employment'and Training, Were to

be the members of the NOICC. Its 'tasks were' to improve coordination

among vocational education and employment and-training personnel at all

three levels of government and ',

to develop and implement,. . . an occupational information s

tem to meet the common . occupational information needs of a-
tional education progles andemployment and t rograms

at the national, State, and local levels, which em shell

inclufle data on occupational demand and Apply . . . based on

niform definitions, standardized estimating procedure, and

s andardized.occupational classification's . . . (p.L. 94.082,

S 161(b)(1)(B)).

The resulting State occupational infortmation systems were intended to

improve State planning for, both vocational education and CETA pro-

,grams.2

.4
Responsibility for helping the States to implement the coordina-

tion provisions of the 1976 legislation fell to BOAE (later OVAE),

which established a CETA coordination unit to provide Lchnical ,assis-

tance. The subsequent rules and regulations do'flot illuminate how the

SMSC and the SACVE.Commentories might be used. Nor do they comment on

how coordination is to be treated in the State 5-year plano except to

223
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require a description of the mechanisms for establishing coordination

which must include "the criteria developed:to avoid duplication under

this Act and CETA. "3

The problem' of the misuse of resources first received legislative

attention in a, provision of MDTA. Under Sec. 302; "maintenance of

State effort," MDTA dollars were not to replace vocational education

funds provided ender the Smith-Hughes or the 1946 Acts. The Congres-

sional and administhtive concern over the use of Federal dollars is

also to be perceived in the term "duplication of effort," which raises

questions concerning the relationship between the VEA and CETA0 One of

the basic assumptions concerning the duplication of programs as that it

is wasteful to Conduct similar training and educational progr'ams. This

assumption, however, does not take into acsount the fact that it is

difficult to assure a perfect fit between two different prograMs con-

cerned with the same target pOpulation, the economically disadvantaged',

neither constant in size nor uniform in needs. The different educa-

tional, .social, and economic needs of such aspopulation may be best met

4011 many communities by both CETA and VEA prdgrams which on the surface

r appear to be duplicative. For example, a federally funded VEA program

in schools may be identical to one funded by CETA in a community-based

organization (CEO), but the first would deal withein&school youth'and

the second with school dropouts. Thus,: the very mix of service prb-

grams and services that might be called for could be jeopardized by in-

voking a simplistic vecsion'of the rule that "duplication of effort" is

to be avoided.

Coordination Problems

The VEA and CETrmay appear to share common educational and train-

ing goals, but they are very different in operation. They differ in

funding Cycles, flexibility in the use of funds, eligibiTiky require-

ments, planning and accountability requirements,-and in other ways that

V-5
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create problems in the administration of programs. It is not stirpris-

ing that the States were slow in carrying out the coordination require-

ments for planning. A review of selected 1977 State plans by DUE

stated:

Many State plans seem to have trouble differentiating between
mechanisms for coordination, criteria for nonduplication, and

results of coordination. A few State plans just repeat their

mechanisms for,both criteria and results. Some plans say that

close cooperation will result in non-duplication of programs,
but they list no criteria which explain how duplications are

discovered.4

After the CETA terminology changed with the 1978 amendments from "man-

power" to "employment and training" programs, many States coptpued to

use the earlier term. Even as late as 1979 and 1980, many States

treated CETA briefly in their annuad vocational education plans, fre-

quently inba few paragraphs which merely repeated the regulations or

discussed the VEA provisions. Maine's I979 annual plan was exceptional

in thatAt discussed the CETA set asides given to the Governors for

vocational education. The State plans are a poor source for determin-

ing the States' efforts at coordination: Even though the Governors re-

ceived $118.4 million from CETA for vocational education in fiscal year

1978,5 neither this fact nor any information about most of the activ-

ities could have been learned from the required VEA State plans.

Coordinated planning requires both knowledge of the resources

available from different sources and a strategy for allocating the

effectively to meet identified needs. It is difficult to achieve ai4r

the State level because State control over lOcal vocational. education

and CETA program-development is at best, partial, and because knowledge

about available resources is uncertain. Vocational education programs

are forward-funded, but CETA programs are not. Thus, State plans may

be able to forecast resource needs and the availability of Federal

vocational education dollars - -but not CETA resources--for a 2-year

L 2 3-0
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period. In addition, firm knowledge is also likely to be lacking about

the availability of Federal funds relevarit to long-range planning deci-

sions under other pflie*es, both educational and economic.

Fundamental to the dtliiCulties of coordinated planning are, of

course, the differences not only between the purposes of Federal em-

ployment and training and of vocational education policies but also be-

tween their administrative features. The Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act reserves some of its funds for State Governors and dis-

tributes most of its resources through a formula to 476 administrative

units. These units, called prime sponsors, are located in jurisdic-

tions with 100,000 or more inhabitants, which are usually cities, coun-

ties, or Consortia of geographic areas.6 Most of the CETA funds,

some S7 billion in fiscal year 1981,' bypass the States. Moreover, oft

this sum, much was earmarked for purposes other than training, such as

public service employment. CE,TA dollars available for education may

be used for purposes other than vocational training, such as remedial

education and work experience. By contrast, most VEA dollars are dis-

tributed by grants to the States which then redistribute them, asr has

been seen, to eligible reci ents which use them in combination with

State and local,funds. CETA- lars are used by prTle sponsors through*IR
contracts

. and agreements with a variety of public and private organiza-

tions including community colleges, LEAs, CBOs, and profit corpora-

tions. States and eligible recipients which comply with VEA require-

ments may count upon VEA dollars as entitlements, so to speak. CETA

dollars are allocated at the discrekion of the prime sponsor. Finally,

CETA dollars are specifically and wholly targeted to the economically

disadvantaged. VEA dollars are so targeted only in'part. The two

pieces of legislation, however, differ in their definitions of the

economically disadvantaged. CETA employs a much more detailed and

inclusive definition, strut differently from the VEA's. For exam-

ple, beipg a member of a family that qualifies for public assistance

makes ffne eligible for CETA training programs. Under the VEA, tie
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f ust have,received.public assistance. Furthermore, the CETA

legislation dears withAndividuals affected by statutes which act as

13"significant barriers to employment," such as institutionalized and

handicapped persons. The most obvious differe e in definitilin.lies in

the process of identification. ,While public a ation institutionsican

readily identify persons with academic disadvantages, they do not keep

records which show economic disadvantagement.7 .

Differences between CET/ afid vocational education also appear in

the way each is perceived by the officials and practitioners associated

with the other, apd these are obstacles to coordination. Neither the

employment and training community generally, northe Department of

Labor personnel who administer the CETA legislation,.work wrth the YEA

definition of vocational education. In the CETA legislation and for

recordkeeping purposes, that term stand's for all classroom training,

wherever it is conducted by either public or private educational insti

tutions or other organizations. In the tTA perspective, vocational

education extends broadly to all kinds of educational functions that

are classroom-based, and the term may refer to a curriculum, a program,

or an organization. Thus, a common language foc developing coordinated

'planning has, at least in part, been lacking--S situation which has

been an.impedimedt to realizing the coordination objectives of the 1976

amendments.

SACVE -SMSC Developments\

These amendments to the YEA called for reciprocal participation in

planning, as has been seen. Earlier, SACYEs had discussed coordination

with CETA in their annual reports.8 After 1976, closer relationships

between the SACVEs under the SMSC began to develop, and by 1978, the

number of SACYEs discussing coordination in their annual reports had

risen to 44. Atoewiew of 1977 SACVE reports indicated a general desire

for clearer definitions of the role to be played by each,party involved

V-8 t
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in the planning process, for improved collaboration between SACVEs and

SMSCs at the very beginning of the planning proce4, and for more com-

patible'data reporting systems.9

The activity produced "by the required interYocking memberships of

the.SACVEs and SMSCs led to their greater aPprecation of the respec-

tfve roles, funtions, and resources of VEA and CETA programs. By

1979, many prime sponsors felt that a mechanism for comprehensive plan-

ning was beginning to emerge in the sense that the Components of the

. plannlng syStem had been Identified.10 Consequently, they felt

that they could play amore positrve part in coordinated planning. The

SACVEs were registering the same opinion. The North earolina SACVE,

for example, observed, This CounCil believes that the Limb has cane to

move on the goals and recommendationeof the Annual Report of the SETC

from a reactive to a proactive mede.'41 The California Advisory
..

Council on Vocational Education exemplified the idea of an active

"mode" by preparing a guide for lilikinT on the local level no less than

60 Federal programs with goal's similar enough to those of vocational

education to represent ptentialjties .fosr coordination.12 By the
.,.

41,01t.4.early 1980s, it was common for State4departments of education to issue

ports on the status of coordination and how it might be improved..

- or examples a recent study conducted in Pennsylvania examined how

CETA and.educational Linkages might be 'imprbved. Since coordination is

hampired by interpersonal differences, the study suggested that the,

reasons for the high turnover of CETA,staff, a national problem, should

he looked into because coordination mightiibe improved ifimoresstable

staffing patterns could be achieved. jhe study-also proposed a soliu-
.

tion to the problems induced by different fiscal calendars through syn-

chronized joint planning efforts that would allow for "lead time to

develop programs. The study indicated how SETA eligibility require-
..

ments, deemed'by the educators as too prescriptive, might be relaxed

Snd how the-paperwork burden might be lightened by the use of sampling
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techniques. The study concluded that if CETA could be shielded from

political pressures, there would probably be more coordination with

public education institutions.13

In spite of the progress made, the objectives of coordination be-
.

tween CETA and vocational education programs through planning are still

being developed,. -If the SACVE annual reports for 19719 are to be taken

at face value, Much of the reason for this would have to be attributed

to "footdragging" on the part of State education agencies.14 Part

of the reason, however, may be traced to the way SACVEs viewed the

charge given them to review and analyze State'employment and training

needs. Many justifiably interpreted the legislation as requiring data

collection and analysis tasks which they lacked the resources to under-

take, rather than an assessment of the information needed for the man-

dated coordinated planning process by the several parties participating

in it.15

Incentives for Program'Coordination

The adoption of specialized manpower revenue sharing legislation

with CETA drastically changed the role of vocational education in Fed-

eral employment and training policy. Under MDTA, all classroom train-

ing functions had been the responsibility of the Secretary of Health,

Education, and telfare and had been carried out through vocational edu-

cation programs. With CETA, the prime sponsors were give% the re-

sources for entering into contracts with providers of training ser-

vices. VoCational education lost its preferred position, and its in-

stitutions and the school districts in effect had to compete with other

organizations, such as CBOs and private vocational schools, for train-

ing contracts. It was difficult for the vocational education estab-

lishment to "unlearn" MDTA and make the transition to the new sys-

tem.16
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Incentives for coordinating YEA and CETA programs are found in the

provisiobs of the CETA legislation and not- in the 1976 amendments to

the YEA, Which, as has been said, place virtually exclusive reliance

upon planning processes at a means for achieving coordination. , The

CETA legislation views education- -and not solely vocational education--

as,a strategic resource. The legislation mentions education in many

ways, referring, for example, to LEAs, community colleges, in-school

youth, and academic credit. Under the legislation, public schools may

run programs for CETA participants or rent their facilities to prime

sponsors' to be used for vocational training classes, or they may pro-

vide-basic skill instruction without vocational training. On the other

hand, s'C'RBols have been the recipients of CETA public service employ-
,

ment.(PSE) positions, whose occupants work as library aides or bus-

; drivers, for example. For such employees, schools are frequently re-

quired to provide training.

The combination of CETA with educational resources to achieve

vocational objectives can take a variety of forms. In Modesto, Cali-

fOrnia, for example, the LEA, the prime sponsor, and the State Depart-

ment of Rehabilitation entered into an agreemeDt to establish a career

vocational evalultion center in a mobile testing facility in order to

assess the employability skills of handicapped students.

CETA, as amended, had two major incentive mechanisms for coordina-

tion with vocational education. programs. One resulted from setting

aside funds received py the Governors for vocational education. The

second set aside funds to be used for a particular population., Both

mechanisms were combinecrin practice.

Under Section 202 of Title II of the CETA legislationl, the

Governors are required to set aside 6 percent of their funds for voca-

tional education. 17 The uses of these monies are specified in Sec-
t
tion 294. This is therlegislation's only provision specifically man-
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dating that ,funds beused for 'vocational education programs or for

that matter, for any educational program. The unique feature of.this

set aside is that,'the funds go to the States, not to the local level,

as do most CETA dollars. The Go/ernors' set aside is a holdOver-from

the earlier form of coordination under MIA which provided assistance

to the Statei. The Governors also receiveaddition4 funds to promote.
, linkages among State agencies, known as V.percene monies,, and still

other separate fdnds, known as 4-percent monies, ,to encourage coordina-,

Lion and the development of, special services.

0 -

These mandated funds, which are spent in a variety of ways, maybe

given to State vocational education agencies. For example, the 1:per-

cent monies are frequently not received by State vocational educItIon

agencies, but, when they are, they are often used to overcome problems

which hinder the administration of joint programs. Thus, they are used

to resolve problems of scheduling by creating open-entry and ;exit

training programs in vocational education, or by establishing regional

State placement officers in educational institutions. One State used

the 1-percent monies to pay foP the staft of a research project on co-

ordination supported by 4- percent monies. These funds have been used

for research and development Activities, including grants to SOICCs,-

rather than. for those more directly related to coordination, such as

the writing of agreements between agencies.18

The procedures for administering the Governors' 67pel 4cent'monies,

established in th% 1973 Act,19 were not changed by the 1974aMend-

melts. There has been great variability in the administration of these.

dollars on the State, level. SAkState vocational, educatidn agencies

have reported that they employ as many as 10 staff persons to deal with

CETA coordination.P The 'discretionary use of these funds is exem-

plified by one State which'hat only a single prime sponsor. Herl the

State' vocational education agency established a three-member staff to

admiliister the.6-percent monies and was later also given responsibility

/
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for administering the 22-oven% set aside under the Youth EmOloyment

and Demonstration Projects Act. In this State, the prime sponsor com-

bines the Governor's 6-percent and the 22-perceiit set asides with VEA

dollars to run skills center, illustrating the possibilities of both

flexibility and variation in State level adMinistration. Where a sin-

gle prime sponsor exists, as in this example, coordination is much sam-

pler than in a State where numerous prime sponsors are eligible to re-
,

ceive the Governor's funds.

Evidence in the available studies of coordination strongly suggest

that tIfiNinnovative nature and the administrative flexibility of the

`CETA legislation have been a source of difficulty in effective coordi-

nation because they were often perceived as constituting a lack of Fed-

eral direction.

The legislatively mandated agreements between State level CETA and

vocational education agencies have not been the most desirable mecha-

nism for' spending the 6-percent monies. The differences in funding and

planning cycles of the two program areas and uncertainty about the

amount of 6-percent monies that would be available created obvious dif-

ficulties. No less significant were the frictions rising from differ-

ences in the, operating styles of the agencies' responsible for admi is-

tering the funds and in their perceptions ,of how the monies sho I be

spent. Some of these differences went back to the late' 1960's, when

community action agencies viewed granting funds to State vocational

eduCation agencies as concessions to political considerations. Thee

purposes for which 6-percent monies were to be used also led to dis-

putes. Were they to be used to promote communiCa ion and coordination,

or to enable .prime sponsors to purchase vocation 1 educ'ation services

directly from schools? In same States, these se eral sources of prob-
...

lems delayed the writing of agreements and fort d funds to be. carried

over from one year to the next.21

tu

4
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In the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, set asides for the

Governors' use were reduced from 12 to 10.5 percent of the allotments.

This suggests that State vocational education agencies may be in compe-

tition for monies with other State agencies, including the SETCs, whose

funds are also controlled by the Governor.22

. The 22-Percent Set Aside

1

The Youth Employment and Demonstrations Projects Act (YEDPA) of

1976 became Title IV in the 1978 CETA amendments. This measure was

targeted toward e particular population, youth aged 16-21, and was cat-

egorical in ndture. It contained several provisions for coordinating

CETA programs with educational organizations. One is known as the'22-

percent set aside because it requires' that 22 percent of the funds
-.1.....

available+to prime sponsors under Sec. 343(a)(1) "shall be used for

programs for in-school youth carried out pursuant tit agreements between'

prime sponsors and local education agencies . . . ." The legislation

and subsequent regulations distinguish among three different "in-

school" classifications:, (1) ,in-school, meanin "thet status of being

enrolled full-time and attending an elementary, secondary, trade, tech:-

nical or vocational school, a college': including a junior community or

university;" (2) in-school program, meaning "a program which prdvides,

either or both career employment experience and transition services to

in-school youth;" and (3) in-schooi_Youth, meaning "a person age 14-21

,who is currently enrolled full-time in, and attending, a secondary,

trade, technical, or vocational school or junior or community college

or is scheduled to attend . . . or has not completed high school and is

scheduled to attend : . . a program leading to a secondary school

diploma or its equivalent," .

'

Implicit in this threefold classificatiOn are. different ways of 1/

visualizing coordination activities not mandated by law between CETA

programs and educational agericies and programs broadly conceived.

.
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However, it is difficult to know what happened as "1:1 result. .Informa-

tion about a program is not readily 'separated from information about

the population served. There is, moreover, an obstacle to determining

the extent to which Federally funded vocational education serves the

needs of in-school youth:' the DOL does not collect data which classiJ

Pies "in-school youth" by the type of program in which they are en-

rolled. Furthermore, while the CETA legislation elsewhere consistently

uses the YEA definition of a LEA, it adopts that of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act for the\221ercent set aside, which, in effect,
excludes community and junior colleges from contract arrangements in-

vol vin hese funds. The rationale for this,.acCording to the Director

-of DOL's..Of 13,1:,f Youth Programs, was that prime sponsors should be
..

forced to at least\ sit down with public schools rather than avoiding
them by going to thccnimunity college., We are not discouraging activ-
ities with these institutions and expect that with the other 78 percent

.-
of the funds these can be financed. But we certainly want to achieve

public School-CETA linkage as a minimum."23 The regulations, how-

ever, a ow LEAs to subcontract 22-percent set aside funds to 2-year

postseco ary ihstitutions.

Under Y!DPA, linkage was a fundamental element in reducing youth

unemployment, but how much the 22-percent set aside contributed to that

end is questionable. The school systems had to agree only on howithe

. 'set-aside funds were to be spent. The monies did not go to the

schools; they went to a population served by the schools. 'Therefore,

i n,theory ,* the schools could agree to use set-aside funds to establish

education programs.in community -based organizations, or, as was often.

the case in practice, to provide stipends for participants in programs.

One study. suggests that the set-aside funds were for the most part used

to provide stipends.24 Prime sponsors used the monies 'targeted on

in-school populations for a variety of purposes. For example, in fi s-

cal year.1979, in Heber and Morgan counties in Utah three school sis-

terns, the local State college, and the State and local prime sponsor

11.

.c.
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pNed their funds to, augment an existing program for potential and

actual school dropouts. Thus, 85 percent of the monies available for

funding were allocated to the LEA, although the schools do not directly

operate the program. A consortium of the sponsoring school systems,

prime sponsorsvand the State college operate the skill center in which

the program is;conducted.25

The p22- percent set aside created' awareness of the problem of youth

unemployment and of the functions that the schools could perform in

attacking it. The evidence does not point to enduring changes being

brought about in the operations of schools as a result of 22-percent

set aside funds. Moreover, it is difficult to characterize the inter-

'actions that occurred between prime sponsors and schools. One study

concludes that distrust has marked the relationship between the

two.26 Another finds that the 22-percent set aside has "gone a

long, way toward accomplishing its purpose, an occurrence which is all

too infrequent in Federal Social programs."27 One basis for argu-

ing the case for a positive relationship between prime sponsors'and

public schools lies'in the relative ease with which agreements between

them, are made, compared to those entered in by prime spon.sors with

. other organizations.28.

A key 'issue in the relationship betweeNhe

grams arises from they fict that VI latter are

signed to benefit the economically disadiiantaged

schools and CETA pro-

remedval efforts de-

and that the training

programs provided by prime sponsors are suppoaed to equip_participants

with the skills for securing and holding a job. Whethlr schools are

the best providers of education and training for economically disadvan-

taged youth is 1 question which is raised in the provisions of CETA,

and especially in YEDPA, which call for alternative means of providing

the needed education and train)ng.M. TO what extent, then, do the

schools represent a Federal strategy for retaining yOuth in need of

training for employment?

2.10
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- The public schools are, of

efforts. Indeed, the major

Elementary and SecondaryltIcat

tion. The differences between

ESEA and YEDPA funds require no

course, heavily involved in remediation

Federal involvement in education, the

ion Act (ESEA), is compensatory in func-

the purposes and the administration of

discussion here, but it is worth noting

that in implementing the ESEA legislation, the Federal Government has

gained experience in understanding how to administer compensatory pro-

grams in schools. A substantial literature also exists on how to cre-

ate a change in schools.30 No equivalent attempt appears to have

been made with the implementation of YEDPA to learn about how schools

operate, and the resulting lack of knowledge hindered the development

of coordination.

On balance, the several CETA set' asides acted as incentives to

_promote coordination etween CETA and public education, butt they had

mixed effects becau of the many differences in the ways prime spon-

sors and public schools provide service to individuals.31 In some _

cities, much more than 22 percedt of the dollars were allocated to

schools for In- school 'youth programs. In' others, 22 percent---wa-s--

maximum. Administrative procedures and organizational requirements, as

has been said, deI'ayed establishing in-school CETA programs. Agreement

on giving academic credit for work. experience, on scheduling, on the

length of the school day, and oh gradualion requirements had to be

reacbed to permit effective coordination to occur,32 and all of

these issues called for technical assistance effort by the Federal

._Government.

The mixed effects resulting from the 22-percent set aside could

ha been anticipated in light of the characteristics JO the public

sc of enterprise, the discretionary nature of YEDPA funds, and the

fa f that one prime sponsor area may embrace many school systems.

Funding, patterns would vary because, under the legislation, many LEAs

with in-school student poplations supported by YEDPA funds do not

80-910 0-81--16
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themselves receive such funds. This was illustrated by

State prime sponsor in which some 20 staff persons

writing agreements with 300 LEAs, and in which ache
for stipends and none went to the schools for opAtating

\
The Flow of CETA Funds

one balance-of-

re involved in

funds were used

programs.

It is difficult to track the flow of CETA dollars to educational

organizations and their uses. A Federal level accounting ?ystem per-

mitting the aggregation of funds for educational purposes is, moreover,

lacking. Much ofthe information necessary to report on the flow of

CETA funds to educational organizations is in the contract and subcon-

tract files of prime sponibrs and ,remains.to be collected, and analyzed.

However, while attempts have been made to deter:mine the financial im-

pact of CETA on public education institutions, the results of these

studies are speculative because of problems with the data collectiOn.

With the information provided by the Oepakment of Labor on CETA pro-

gram expenditures and estimates on public school enrollments from the

,University of California at Berkeley survey,- it is possible to make'

rough estimates of the dollar flow to education. Table V-1 presents

,these figures. It is safe to estimate total CETA funds for education

on the order of mere billion. a. year at the Close :Of the .

< .

The number of CETA dol lac; fiowin,annually to eduCatMln broadly

conceived is substantNly large"' that, recentqederal annual appropria-

tions for vocational and adult eucatio anaamke Ap at least one -

eleventh

p . 0 . ,v

of all Federal expenditures in eduction. - TOY4r1present more
Y4

than one-seventh of the total CETA apprCiprietion for liscary,eir I979'i I-

,

, about 36.9 billion dollars. The volumt of the CETA doltfirowtis ik'E' 7-- ''5
, .

'pressive, but the funds are,primarily directed to' serving thorteertert-, :: --.

training and employment neeis. Moreover, CETA dollars are used 6.P* AY^

educational agencies or institutions through contractual arrangemen)t?
,

.d.

A
r

,

r

which may changefrom year to year. Consequently, the manner in which
4

'
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CETA funds are used educationally maynot help develop longer -range

strategies for deploying Federal resources toward combined--or coordi-
q

nated=-emplOyment and training and educational goals.

TABLE V-1

ESTIMATES OF CETA FUNDS BY TITLEI

FLOWING TO PUBLIC EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS, FY 1979

Purpose

Title II A, 8, C General Training Assistance
(incl'udes 6% set aside for

vocational education)

Title IV Youth Programs

Title VI, IID Public Service Employment

Titles II, IV Stipends for In-School PrograMs

Estimated CETA
Funds2.

(in millions)

$265

$ 40

$485

$630

Le-NBecause of the lack of evidence on public school participation in
Title III, Programs oftiational Significance, no estimates are pre-

sented. 1
2. Because of the nature of the estimates and rounding, the total is

not additive. ,

Source: Estimates derived from Department of Labor data on expendi-
tures' for classroom training and Unive 'rsity of California at

Berkeley survey data

. . ,

CETA dollars enter the vocational education system in four main

,ways. One is by directly funding vocational education activities, as

is st ulated by tart .in' the case of the Governors' 6-percent set

s A' second is by prime sponsors entering into contracts with
....100

vocational education -institutions for the provision of programs and

services. A third is by'providinl funds or services to individuals to:-

encourage their participation in,p4blic education programs, but not
1

. ,
.
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supporting directly the operations of educational facilities, as is the

case with st6genrstipends. Combinations of two or moreof these sep-

arate ways are common. The fourth way is to contribute resources to

education indirectly in fulfilling other objectives of die legislation,

as was the case with providing public service employment positions in

educational institutions or agencies.33

Large school districts are More likely t eceive CETA dollars

than small ones: both because of the greater conentration of economi-

cally disadvantaged persons in large LEAs and also because large urban

LEAs are more likely to be coterminous with prime sponsor boundaries

than are small LEAs. It also appears that CETA support fdr programs

for adults and out-of-school youth is more heavily concentrated in

postsecondary institutions than inbothers. The dollars received by

LEAs are spent in a variety of ways. They are commonly ,used to pay

stipends.fo in-school youth, administrative activity, assessment and

counseling, instructional activity, job placement, or work experience

programs, but the use of the dollars is determined locally. The cidl,

lars may act as seed money to put a progrem togetner or may fund an

entire program or merely a segment of one. It is not uncommon to find

funds from a variety of Federal, State, and local services pooled in

the local level to establish a program. In Hartford,.Connecticut, for

example, the LEA pools 11 different funding resources to establisj a

nontraditional school setting with one academic center andOwsix voca-

tional centersto serve those who have difficulty with the regular sys-
Nor

teM and drop out.34

It is difficult to prediCt the future flow of funds to vocational.

'education. The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, in addition to

eliminating public service employment and changing the set aside to the

Governors for vocational education, deletes the litaintenrice of effort

for youth clause under Title II. ' This could affect thesnow of funds

to youth. The total' authorization for training purposes is approxi-

i 4
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mately S3:8 billion, but it is/ generally assumed that appropriations

for fiscal year 1982 will fall/below that level.

Administering Coordinated PrilgAlms

40
Problems in program coordination between vocational education and

CETA arise for several reasons, as has been seen. Tht central source,

however, is embedded in differences between the two in their purposes,

in'theapinistration of funds, and in their mech nisms for effecting

coordination.

In the 1976 amendments to the VEA and CETA.and the subsequent reg-

ulations; the directions for installing a process for coordinated plen-
a'

ning are clear. -What is not altogether clear is exactly what it is

that is to be planned in prlogrammatic terms. Coordination in the CETA

context is a product of the decentralization of decisionmaking on

training and employment needs. This requires local level plenhing

attentive to all rtoqtiderations that could aff0 these needs. The

legislation according to its Statement of Purpose is designed

to'provide for the mai1 M1M.feasible coordination of plans,
programs, and activities under this Act with economic
development, community development, and related activities
such as ional education, vocational rehabilitation,
public assistan , -employment training, and social

service programs (P.L. 9 ec. 2).

1 Compared with the coordination under VEA, that

enormously more complex. ti

called for by CETA is

Prime sponsors are, in effects the brokers of Federal revenue-

sharing funds allotted to the States. The funds prime sponsors receive

are to be spent on the training and other needs of a particular popula-

tion in a'specific area.-,Prime sponsors a'lle required to submit plans

to the Department of Labor detailing how the training needs are to be

V--21
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met, what coordination activities they will pursue, and*,what agreements

they will write with other organizations, including educational agen-

cies and institutions, for providing the training and related services

required.

The agrIpments are administrative mechanisms which may be ftnan-

cial , as in the case of a contract with 'a LEA which provides for a

vocational training program, or nonfinancial, as in the case of a 22-

percent set -asid& agreement with a LEA which provides stipends for in- e,

school youth Agreements may also take the form of memoranda of under-

standing or grants. To simplify the accounting of funds, the 00L re-

quire prime sponsOrs to be responsible for reporting on how much money

is spent on poAlationivand programs, but not on the kinds of organiza-

tions which provide services.

prime sponsors enter into numerous agreements, although in thepry

there are other administrative mechanisms such as set asides or direct

funding, which could replace the agreements prbcess. For example, in

.fiscal years -1975 and 19Z the State of West Virginia atone entered

into 536 funded contracts through which almost 3,200 individuals wire

enrolled in an on-the-job' training Program.35 The Michigan Employ-

+ ment and Training Service Council's Report to the Governor for 1978

shows that the States' 22 prime sponsors made 529 contract' and agree-

ments%ith other agencies, of which 38 percent werglentered into with

educational agencies and insfitutions.36 In a, study of CETA's re-

.
lationship to vocational education, the 50 prime sponsors surveyed ce)

ported that they had entered into more than 1200 agreements of di ffir-

ent kinds with' public vocational education agencies'and institutions

(see Table V-2).

The number of agreements made annually by prime sponsors with pub-

lic and'private educational institutions, diOs, vocational rehabilita-
o

Lion agencies, labor organizations, and industrial corporations must

\I-22
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TABLE V-2
1

OISTRIBUTION OF AGREEMENTS AMONG 50 SELECTED PRIG SPONSORS
WITfi VOCATIONALEDUCATION AGENCIES AND JrIPST,ITUTIONS

Form of
Agreement

No. of Financial
Agreements

'No. of NontuAncial
A reements

Contract 667 37
Grant 25 2
Memorandum of

Understanding 140 226
Ofper 16 5

TOTAL 84'8 360

: U.S. Conference of Mayors, CETA/Vocational Education Coordina-
tion: 4 Status Report ,

. - .

runinto the tens of thousands.
.

Since information on Agreements is not
collected either by the Department of Labor or its regional offices, it
has not been 4possible to examine systematical ly the ccmparative effica-
cy of the different forms of agreements. The frequency with which they

Issaave to be made, hotiever, does raise problems for coordinateg planning
activities which -should, at least in theoryy. be developing strategies

. 4
for-matching the training and ernployment_needs of individuals with the
programs and agencies for meeting them. Achieving' arateffective func-

tional fit between identified .needs and available resources for meeting
them may dften require that othe-r Feder;l policies, such as those deal-

& ing. with vitat nal rehabilitation, public assistaoce, or economic

development, be considered in 'State and local planning processes.
- .

- Whether 'this can be assured by ,the present requirements for''coordina-
tion in planning in VEA and CETA legislation is one question. A far

more important question than the composition of planning bodiea is that
of the functional and reciprocal relationships among' separate Federal

t
policies, each one` of which is concerned in di fferent ways with hUman
resource 'development, employment and training, equity, and anti-

!
povertx objectives., 4

.- . .

a
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Concludidg Observations

0'
ft/

Determining the functional 'and reciprocal relationships between

vocational education and CETA programs remains the central problem

underlying coordination of the two a problem that involves questions

of policy far more than of administrative procedure or process. Are

vocational education and CETA training programs A° be viewed as alter- .

native or as complementary routes for the acquisition or further devel-
opment of occupational skills? Should et-TA represent a second option

open tb al 1 individuals to prepare for participation in the labor mar-
ket, or only to those economically disadvantaged? If vocational educa-
tion programs, ipartNularly at the secondary level, are to continue to
represent the first option for such preparation, open to al 1 individ-

q

uals, should VEA funds, -in contrast to State and local funds, be used
' only for the benefit of populations which lack equal opportunities for

vocational education? If completion of school° prograns contributes to

subsequent employment, how could vocational education and employment

and training programs be used sdparately and in combination to best,
bring about this result in ways other than providing stipentls to in-,
school youth? Should the .provl si on of alternative programs or schools
designed to reduce dropout rates be made a CETA responsibility? Shout d

CETA funds be used to provide school placement services far canpl eters
of secondary vocational education progranS?. Answers to these and

similar questions, having to do with the nature of the functional and
reciprocal relationships between ttia.5tkirogramma tic features of two

policy structures, would define thi"boundaries of coordination in

planning.

Requirements for the membership f representatives from the en-

ployment and training and the vocal onal education communities upon

each others' planning bodies cannot in themselves \ssure that such

_matters either find a place upon thei agendas or, if they do, can be

authoritatively answered. In the light of that consideration, it
shoulci. not be surprising that the rignificant advances made in prqgram

M

AP
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coordination since the adoption of the 1976 amendments to CETA and VEA

owed far more to CETA than to the 1976 amendments to VEA.

The VEA amendments, concerned almost e- xclusively with coordination

in State plannihg, produced the least programinatic activity. fhe leg_,

islative provisions for coordination in .planning set general and sym-

bolic goals, but offered no incentives in calling upon agencies and -

stitutions larg. glar unfamiliar with' one another's operations to work to-

gether. Different planning and-funcling cycles, as has been said, im-

peded coordinatipn. Moreover, BOAS.4 implementation of the VEA plan-

ning requirements focused ,on formal Compliance and provided the modest
.

technical assistance to encourage 'Coordination with CETA.37 The
a

regulations emphasized that the State plan must, demonstrate that there

is no duplication of effort but'did4not invite delineating a strategy

for deploying Federal resources. The major accomplishment of the VEA

coordination ,ceqpirement' was to enable. State-level compO is of the

VEA and CETA comma i t i e s to beccmg familiar with each rof 's opera-

The more important developmIrti up ,program coordination on the .4

State and local 4evels were stimulated by CETA provisions permitting or

requiring`funds to be channeled to vocational edu&tiont _For the most

part these funds, authorized' under 'di fferent _CETA titles, have bden

,used flexibly and in ambZnation, servioif ends determined, by the decen-

l.tcalized decisions of prime sponsors. What -is extremely difficult to

assess are the.effects of CETA programs and ,funds on secondary and

,postsecondary vocational programs and institutions. ,CETA dollars that

pay stipends do tenio hold students -in schapl, but jrefher they pro-

duce other consequent results i s not -knc4n. The fl ow of YEDPA dollars

did lead schools to examine and even change graduation requirements,

scheduling practices, and %ways of serving economically disadvantaged

and other student's./ The extent, andApermanence of these effects, how-
_

ever, cannot be.indiceted.

,V -25
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On b;alante, it is Jafe to say not only that coordination between

CETA and vocational education programs has increased since 1976 but

also that the terms of existing legislation and the consequent adminis-
6... trative procedures inhibit further gains that could be achieved through

the strategic deployment of all Federal respurces. It may ell be thit

the most important signal for program coordination provided by the VEA

and CETA amendments of 1976 is the task given to the National Advisory

Council ondocational Education, the State Advisory Councils on Voca-
0 0

tional Education, and the National Commission on Employment Policy:- to

identify training needs and assess the extent to whiiti'll the programs

conducted under all the pertinent Federal programs "represent a

consistent, integrated, and coordinated approach to meeting such

needs. . . ." This charge may be said to invite the adoption of a new

conception of a Apprehensive and unified Federal policy for human re-

source development and employment.

V -2 6
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FOOTNOTES

1. The Bibliography includes full listings of the reports and docu-
ments pertaining to program coordination between CETA and VEA that
were used in preparing this chapter.

"2. The designated participants in NOlCd were originally the Commis-
sioner of Education,,the Administrator of the National Center for
Education Statistics, the Commissioner of Labor Statistics, and as
noted, the Assistant.Secretary of Employment and Training; but no-
official or agency is named as responsible for coordination at the
Federal level.

3; Sec. 104.188 of the VEA regulations.

4. Chris Vogel, "CETA Coordination Study,',' unpublished (Central
Branch, DSOPO/BOAE, U.S. 'Office of Education, November 8, 1978).

5. Analysis of Titles I, II,_and IV of the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act of 1973 for Fiscal Year 1978, mimeographed
(Washington, D.C.: Office of Community 'Programs,- Employme*Ind
Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, May 1979),
p. 21. 6 es

6. For geographic areas of under400,000 persons or in small Stetes,
the prime sponsors are referred to as-balance-of-State primes.
They represent only 53 of the present 476 prime sponsors. State

Governors are ago designated as-prime sponsors for counties .with
fewer than 100,000 population. Counties comprise-the largest
category, with 203 primes, and consortia next, with 143 primes;
cities follow; with 717 There are also fdur prime sponsors which
deal with the, Consolidated Employment Programs which are categor-
ized separately bf the Department of Labor.

7. See Chapter II above for the VEA categories of economic disadvan-
tage as well as the Federal Register, Vol..,42, No. 191, Oct. 3;
1977, p.33864. Concerning the ChlA eligibility requirements, see
Federal register, Vol. 44, No. 65, April 3, 1979, p. 19998.

8. Overview: 1977 Reports of the State Advisory Councils on Voca-
tional Education (Washington, D.C.: National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education, November 1978), p. .18.

9. Overview: 1978 Reports of tip State Advisory Councils on Voca-
tional Education (Washington, D.C.: National.Adv)sory Council on
Vocational Education, November 1979), p. 14. .

10. CETA/Vocational Education Coordination: A Status Report (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Conference of Mayors, November 1979), p.
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11. A Timelto Design, Annual Report of the North Carolina State
Advisory Council on Vocational ,Education, mimeographed (October 1,

1980), p. 49.

12. A Guide for Linking Comprehensive Vocational Services (Sacramento,

California: Advisory Council on Vocational Education, n.d.).

13, Nicholas C. Brown, Improvement of CETA /Educational Linkages

(Bureau of Research and Evaluation, Pennsylvania Department of

Education, October 1980), pp. 49-56.

-

14. Overview: 1979 Report of the State Advisory c.40,40*..ouncils on Voca-

tiodal EducatiOn (Washington, D.C.: National AdviSory Council on

Voce ional Education, January 1981), p. 8.

15. Report on a Survey of State Advisory Councils on Vocational Educa-

tion, National Association of SALVE Exe, ive Directors, May 1981,

p. 7.

16'L The Impact of CETA on Institutional Vocational Ed, ation: An Up-

date 1976 (Washington, D.C.: National League of sties/

Conference of Mayors, 1976), p. 9:

17. Prior to the 1978 amen ents to CETA, it was 5 percent. The

information currently vailable is limited fb the 5 percent

monies4

18. Vernon L. Beuke A. al., Implementation of the Education Amendments

of 19761 A Study of State and.Local Compliance and Evaluation"
Practices, prepared under NIE contract no. 400-78-0041,
ICambridge, Massachusetts: Abt.Associates, Inc., December 1980),

pp. 112-115 (hereafter cited as The Abt Report.)

19. They are not sim6le. CETA funds are first allocated to the

Governors. Although theymay keep a small pdrcentage for adminis-

_tration if they so choose, they in turn notify in writing the

State vocational education board and each prime sponsor of the

funds available within a prime sponsor's area. The prime sponsor

then develops a nonfinancial agreement with the State vocational

education board planning for the expenditure of the funds fro41 the

Governor by the State vocational'edOcation board in the prime
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CHAPTER VI. CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION--

IntroductionA

Since the adoption of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, homeedohomics

education lies been partially supported by Federal vocational education

funds. Under the Education Amendments df 1916 (P.L. 94 -482, Subpart 5,

Sec, 150 (a)), the Federal Government pAvides grants to States for,

Consumer and Homemaking Education (C8HE) prograMi'. These .funds are to

be used

solely for (1) educational programs,pconsumer and homemak-',
ing education consisting of instructinal programs, ser-
vices, and activities at all educatipnal levels for the
occupations of homemaking including but not limited to, con-
sumer education, food and nutrition, family living and par-
enthood education, child development and gull:lance, housing
and home management (including resource management), and

clothing and textiles which (A) encourage participation of
both males and females to prepare for combining the roles of
homemakers and wage'earners; (8) encourage elimination of
sex stereotyping . . ; (C) give greater consideration to
economic, social, and cultural conditions and need espe-
cially in economically depressed areas. . .; (D) encourage ,
outreach programs in communities for youth and adults giving
considerations to special needs such as, but not limited to,
aged, young children, 'school-age parents, single parents,
handicapped persons, educationally disadvantaged persons,
and programs spnnected with health cars delivery systems,
and programs providing services for courts and correctional a*

institutions: . . .
1_ 0

In add Lion to therr use in educational programs, the grants to State

may be spent for ancillary services designed to assure the quality of

all homemakiKg program's.. The authorized ancillary services are teacher

training and supervision, curriculum development, research, program

evaluation, special demonstration and experimental programs,;develop-:

ment of instructional materials, exemplary projects, provision of

equipment, and State administration and leadership.

tem
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States must use at least one-third of the Federal .mney in ecol.
',N.

nomically depressed, areas or' areas with high rates of unemployment for%
A lifte,"

programs designed to assist consumers and toy help improve home envirort-

-mends and the quality of 1 i fe". (Sec. 150(d) ). While State and local
. ,

funds are usually required to pay for at least half the amount.spent on 4 .

C&HE programs elsewhere, in economically depressed areas federal funds'

may be used to meet 90 percentof these costs. -
.

.

Clearly, the special beneficiaries'of -C&HE..programs Are 'persons

who are expected to suffer most because they lack the knowledge' tema(e

sound decisions as consumers- or to perform homemaking fbneil'l- effec-

tively..,

.

,..

The rlograms are also designed 'to prepare meri a rf,,d1 n for'
the dual rores of homemaker and wage earner' All student's are expected

--a;

to benefit from C&HE programs by acqui ring knowledge" and skill's which

can contribute-to improved home environments, consumer decisions-, and :,:

family life. Furthermore, it is hoped that by supporting .ancillary ..',42 "
.-ve.

services, Federai funds may indirectly uc ona programs'tly influenCe edatil ; ,
.. "5:1,

on which Federal funds are not being .spent. .. .

,
) ,...

,
V

Home Economics, Consumer and Homemaking
m...

Education, and Federal policyt,
1

0
,

S

The_ends served by C&HE programs under the Federal
!vocational edu-

cation legtslkion of 1976 are consistent with the objectives of home

'education and professional services as they developed from

the close of the 19th century on. Home economics was initially a

women's curriculutm. With the growth of cities and industry and the

swelling tide of immigrption, schools 'assumed some of the responsibili-

ties for the socializ4tion of the child that had preViouslY been borne

by the family and community, and 'courses in homemaking be ame a logiCal

addition to' the public school curriculum.. They were view d as a means

of preserving and strengthening family values during a period of rapid

social change. From 1899 to 1908, Ellen Richards, one.of the strangest
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proponents of a domestic science curriculum in an expanding public edu-

cation system, held a series of meetings known as the Lake Placid Con-

ferences, through which home economics as a field grew in stature and

scope and developed a national constituency. To Ellen Richards, home

econdmics involved applying economic and, scientific knowledge to the

.management of the home and family and to their spiritual nurturing and

cultural strengthening. Its aims transcended the practical courses in

food preparation Or clothing construction available at the time. She

hoped that through home economics, with its distinctive philosophy, the

knowledge of such different disciplines as economics, biology, psychol-

ogy, and sociology, for example, would be integrated to serve a new

purpose.

Even before the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, the co-

alition of interest groups from education,lbusiness, and labor advocat-

ing Federal aid for vocational 'education included a champion of voca-

tional education for ~females in ,the Naeional Education Association

(NI). In 1910, it had issued a statement declaring that the,imary

aim of vocational education for females was to enable them, thru the

right sort of homemaking training to enter bonits of their own, able tä

assume the most sacred duties with an intelligent prepara-

4 Lion. . . ."1

°

x In 1914, the Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education,

.which had been appointed by President Wilson, recommended Federal fund-

. ing for the education of home economics teachers so that hbme economics'

courses could be offered in elementary and high schools. The Smith,

Hughes Act 'reilected this recommendation. He economics was one of

four subject areas funded under this Act, the other three being agri-

cultural, trade, and industrial education. The Federal grant to the

State was tO°6 used for teichers' salaries and tAcher training. The

home economics programs were to be offered under the supervision of the

A
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State, to adult homemakers as well, as to youth both in and-out of

school.

A major rationale for the inclusidt of home economics in Federal

legislatjon designed to encourage the growth of vocational education at

the secondary level was stated in a,Federal ciratlarciblished in 1918:

home economics "finds its place in the school curricula because it fur-,

nishes vocational edpcation in that occupation in which 93% of all

American women
6
ultimately engage. . . .42

During the 1920's support for home economfs'grew, spurred in par-

ticular by organizations interested in strengthening the family and

counteringthe rise in divorce rates after the First World War. Among

these were the Parent Teacher Asscciation and the Child Study Associa-

tion of America. The American Home Economics Association expanded its

concerns to include child care and parenting, and the subject, matter of

child care was incorporated into the home economics ,curriculum in

1925.

The next important Federal vocational education measure, the

George-Reed Act, was adopted in 1929. It authoripdadditionar fGhd-

ing, above the levels provided by the Smith-Hughes Act, for agricul-

tural and home economics education. It also changed the basis for the

home economics allotments to each of the States. Under the 1917 Act,

they had been determined by the ratio of a State's urban popUlation to

the total urban population of the United States. Under the George-Reed

'Act, they were deterrhined by the ratio of a St'ate's rural population to

4 the rural population of the United States.

The George-Deen Act of 1937 greatly increased the level of funding

for home economics and again gave it the same level of funding as agri-

cultural, trade, and industrial programs. The Act also required ,State

or local makching funds to increase in stages from 50 percent after

:2 5
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1938 to 100 percent

nomics continued to

they were'no longer
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after June 30, 1946. Federal fun s for, home eco-

be allotted on the basis of rur population, but

to be spent on teachlr training.

The George-BardekAct of 1946 further increased

ing for'homeseconomics, but at a level lower than tha

the level of fundr

for agricultural.

programs, and continued the allotment on the basis of rural population.

The ban against using Federal funds for teacher tr ining also tontin-

ued, but in other respect's the States were given ge ater discretion in

the use of their grants. 6+ier legislation spoke of "cooperating"

with the States in order to effect the further development of_ voca-

tional education. The 1946 Act spoke of "assisting" the States for

that purpose.

The - Vocational Educattpn Act of 1963 constituted a change in Fed-

eral vocational education policy. For home economics education, the

Act departed from the ...tradition of a separate'autRbrization and left it

to the States to decide how much was to be spent on that subject area

out of a total grant deteminedi by a formula .based on age groups in the

population and per capita income. jnother change provided that funds

allocated to home economics could be used "to fit individuals for gain-

ful employment in any occupation involving knowledge and skills in home

economics subjects" and thSt, beginning with fiscal year 1966, at least

10 percent of home economics funds had to be used in that manner.

The' 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963

changed the provisions effecting nonoccupattonal home economics educa-

tion, now called "Godgmer and Homemaking Education." Part F of the

1968 legisletton authorized separate appropriations for Federal grants

in support of progcams in'this subject area. F.pr the first time, it

called for home economics to be attuned to "sociil,and cultural condi-

tions and needs, especially in economically depressed areas," empha-

sized preparation of youth and adults for the "dual role of homehaker

VI-5,
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and wage earner," and included consumer education in the home economics

curriculum. It also uthorized a match ratio of 10 State or local

dollars to 90 Federal ars for the amounts. spent in economically

depressed areas and required at least one -third of the Federal funds to

be spent in suctrAreas as those with high rates of unemployment, to

assist consumers "dnd to help improve home environments and the quality

of faMily life." Thus, the .4968 Vocational Educational Amendments

anticipated many key elements of the'Consumer and Homemaking Education

provisions of the 1976 legislation.-

'r

State and Local Responsiveness to the 1976 Federal Legislation

Part A, Subpart 5, of the Educatfian Amendments of 1976 goes well

beyond the preceding legislation in specifying the subject matter of

Consumer and Homemaking Education programs, the ends they are to serve,

and the groups nest in need of the knowledge and skills they can pro-

vide. One,key question inherent in the statute's charge to the NIE to

review and evaluate the effectiveness of programs funded under subpart

5 of Pall A" is the extent to ,i,hich Ofe4&HE systems on ihe State and

local levels are responsive to the intents'of the law, particularly' with

rhpect to the subject matter tdught and the 'targeted grqups of stu-

dents,, A second key question is whether C&HE programS make a differ-

ence to learners. A third set of qUestions, implicit in the first twd,

concerns the degree to which Federal poliCy and its implementation,

distinct from State and local factors, affect responsiveness to the Act

and even thevchatacteristics of CUE programs that do not directly re-

ceive Federal funds.3

Submit 5. indicates priorities among content areas and populations

with special needs, but it dyes not limit federally fpnded programs to

the specified content areas or groups. The language of the law ("in-

cluding but nsot,lfmited td") is indicative, not prescriptive. It per-

mits IStates to choose to use Federal' funds either to maintain

260
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traditional programs or to promote change in the direction of the spec-(

fled content.areas and populations. The Act indicates preferred be-

hwiior, and the term responsivenes?\means, in thii'context, correspon-

dence between that preferred behavior and State and local C&HE pro-

.grams, practices, and activities.
o.

Since the la is permissi've, it should not be surprising that

NIE's study found the degre of responsiveness,to vary considerably

among States. The fact that C&HE program 'Activities more closely mir-.

rorea the law in some States than in others p7 or*to 1976 also contrib-

uted to the present variability in responsiveness among the States.

What Is Taught?

Table VI-1 shows the frequency with which courses in the six con.-`

tent areas were offered in 1978-1979, according to a recent survey of

1,147 secondary schools in 41 States. Compreheniive C&HE, a survey

course covering all six subject areas, is the,most frequently offered

course, and from 1972 to 1978, it had -higher student enrollment than

courses ih any one of the six content areas in the 10 States,studied by

the NIE.4 Neverthegss, enrollment in comprehensive course? de-

, creased during these years from 60 to 31 percent of total CUE enroll-

ment in those States. From 1972 to 1978, enrollment in fobd and nutri-

tion and in clothing and textiles courses remained the highest of the

six content-areas. Food and nutrition enrollment rose from second to

highest in'that period; enrollment in consumer education remained the
.

lowest.

In addition taltenrollment figures, data on course duration give

some indication of students' 'exposure to different. kinds of subject

mater1% A recent study in Minnesota incticates that the total number of

hours oT instruction was greatest in food and nutrition and clothing
-

and textiles and least in consumer education courses.5

1'
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TABLE VI-1

"SECONDARY SCHOOL COURSE OFFERIIGSIN 41 STATES, 1978-79
k

Course Title

Schools Offering Course
N

860 6

%

75Comprehensive
.1
C&HE

-Food and nutrition II 766 \ 67

Clothing and textiles ,'., 732 64

Housing and home furnishings and

home management . 61

Family relations
.76018

698 61

Child development. 631 55

Consumer education 409 36

Source Hughes, Rougvie, and Woods, The National Census Study of Sec-
ondary, Vocational Consumer and Homemaking 'Programs

Course enrollments and duratiOn, however, are only,partial indica-

tors of the extent to which students are'exposed to different types of

C&HE subject matter. Consumer education topics, as well as others em-

phasized in the legislation, are included in a variety of C&HE courses;

they are not confined to courses with the specific subject matter

Iabel.6 For exampld, at least half of the consumer education and

management topics listed in the survey of 41 States were taught in C&HE

programs in 80 percent of the schools covered, though not necessarily

in consumer education classes. However, students enrolled' in a con-

sumer education course are more likely than those in a comprehensive

course to be taught the full range consumer education topics.?

Two kinds/9f C&HE programs were found in the NIE study to be espe-

cial ly responsive to the aims of ,the Act--outreach programs for adult's

and "adult- living" courses for high school students. Both( proglls
,

typically incorporate the four areas given special emphasis in the law;

namely, consumer education, management of resources, nutritional know-

ledge and food use, and parenthood education. Adult outreach programs

V
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are highly depeAlent on Federal funds and provide needed information,

such .,as consumers education, to poor people. Adult living courses,

which .are relatively new but are .becoming inCreasingly common, are surf-

vey courses designed to provide high school juniors 'and seniors with

knowledge that will help them td filnction effectively as adults. The

subjects taught include family relations, careers; and diecisionmaking

ibolving money, food, housing, and children. Adult7living courses
4

frequently attract male students, and do not ceqyre previous course

-.work in C&HE.

',Who Are the Students?

More students were enrolled in C&HE programs between 1972 and 1979

than in any other vocational education program field. Of the 1.4 mil,

lion students enrolled in C&HE programs in the .10 States in 1979, 66

percent were secondary school students, 32 percent were in adult pro-

grams, and 2 percent were postsecondary students.8

Nationwide, a total of 3.7 million students were enrolled in C&HE

in 1979, of whom 75 percent were secondary school students, 24 percent

were in adult programs, and 1 percent were postsecondary students.

Data from the Office for Civil Rights indicate that in 1979, 7Q percent

of C&HE students in high schools, junior and community colleges, and

area vocational Centers were Caucasian, 22 percent were black, and 8

percent were Hispanic, Native American, or Asian American.,

Enrollment in CUE programs in the 10 States increased by 11 per-

cent between 1972 and 1979.9 The growth is chiefly, attributable to a

m___Jthreefold increase inmale4enrollment--it rose from 6 percent in 1972

to 49 perceht in 1977. - Since the increase occurred by 1977, it was,

according to local school admin4sVator3, the_ resoult.o.f Title IX of the

Civil Rights ,Act of 1972, which prOmpted schdolsto eliminate segrega-

'
1
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tidb of students by sex, Wher than the result of ).L. 94-482.10

Female enrollment did not,change during this period.

8 Although females comprised the large majority (80 percent) of C&HE

students Qin 1978, it i§ possible that C&HE programs lost some female

enrollment to occupational home economics; enrollment in occupational

home economics increased by 64 percent in the 10 States from 1972 to

1979, while CUE enrollment increased by only 17 percent.

Another noteworthy development in these States/was the 59 percent

increase 'in enrollment in adult programs from 1972 to 1978, in contrast

to the 2 ppiccent increase in seconliory enrollment." Adult parti-

cipation rose in 6 of the 10 States.

Adequate data on enrollment of the special populations listed in

Subpart 5 are lacking. Programs in the 10 States for these populations

are usually outreach programs offered either in school, with instruc-

tion tailored to the needs
',.

of the_group, or in community settings, most

often in urban areas "where liaisons with a social service network

facilitate identifying and recruiting students with special needs."12

Of the populations listed, the "educationally" disadvantaged and the

elderly are the most 4%tensively served in these States. Educationally,

disyvantaged persons are4defined by these States as inhabitants of

economically depressed areas; there is no separate test to determine

gidisadvant d status. butt -6f-school programs, for this group typicallya

are offered in cities and make uSe of paraprofessionals who live in

communities in which the program's are offered. Instruction focuses on

. problems relating to family life, budgeting, landlords, home repairs,

and consumer decisions. Outreach programs for the elderly are usually

set -up in community centers or housing projects and emphasize effective
4 .

nutrition at minimal cost, budgeting, and consumer skills.

Handicapped persons participate in C&HE programs in school as well

VI-10
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as in community humam services or health care agencies. In some

States, C&HE teachers take part in programs for deinstitutionalized

handicapped adults, providing instruction in consumer skills, cooking,

and grooming. MOst of the 10 States have sponsored iriservice training

.sessions.to prepare teachers to teach students with special needs, par-

ticularly in mainstreamed settings. Two of thtm have published.guides

for teaching the handicapped.

^

Instruction for school-aged parents, usually in child development

and parenting skills, is given where there is local suppoo4r4or...thks

kind of program. Few C&HEiprograms specifically for single parents

were found, but this population overlaps with others named in the law,

as well as with "displaced homemakers." programs for young children or

inmates of cerrectional institutions were also relatively few in num-
.

ber, as were C&HE programs cOnduCted'in connectionswith health care

delivery systems. 0

* Exemplary outreach progrps for special populations appear* to

share the following characteristics: The content it tailored to the,

needs of the group 4r groups foriwhom the program is designed. The

prog4ram is conducted outside of the secondary school system with at

least one staff member responsible for planning, instruction, recruit-

ing participants, and serving as liaison between the program and social

service agencies. Community residents are used as paraprofessionals in

the program. The program'operates within a network of public and pri-
s

agencies that serve the group. Time is required to develop exem-

,--plary programs: most of those found were at least10 years old.I3

41,

Does C&HE Make a Difference to Learners?

The body of research on the effects of C&HE programs on learners

is sma11.14 Studies conducted in the last' 104 years designed to

show whether.C&HE courses affeA the knowledge' of C&HE subject matter,

ti
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the attitudes, or the behavior of those participating in them Mere

identified, and examined. Most of the research 'studies were conducted

with small numbers of high Uhool students (30-100). enrollecl:in classes

in one of the six content areas. Few studieS have.bern conducted with

the target groups specified in Subpart 5. Not only .is tne.body of re-
.

Search small, but the findings are also sometimes inconclusive. .

There is evidence that learners' knowledge of certain content

areas improvedifter taking one or more C&HE classes. Significant

improvement in-knowledge was reported in the areas of-child developpent,

(four studies including one with mildly mentally' handicapped stu-

dents),15 nutrition (two studies),16 family living (one study,.

showing neles improved),17 and metripa' neasurenent15 and

parentingl9 taught in comprehensive home economics classes (one

. study eacn). Knowledge of small business ownership among students in

three secondary C&HE programs was found to improve after participation

in an experimedtal unit in entrepreneurship p--a. greater extent than

that of control group of C &HE students.20 .

Elk
Sttdies of the effects upon knowledge of consumer education have

produced varied results. One, a study of disadvantaged students in 128

school districts, showed that students who had participated in C&HE

programs scored significantly higher on a test of consumer knowledge

than students who had not.21 A-second study involving high school

students showed no significant difference in knowledge of consumer edu-
vw

cation subjects between those who had studied consuner education in

have econanics coursed and those who had not.,22

In a 'study wh4.ch assessed knowledge of low -;income adults in all

areas of C&HE before and after participation in a C&HE prograni, the

greatest gains were made in knowledge of clothing and, text l es ,, but re-

ported gains were not statistically significant.23 Yet a study of

changes in high school students' knowledge, of many consumer and home-,

VI-12
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making education topics showed significant improvement after they had

taken a, comprehensive nonlaboratory course called ?Adult Roles and

Functions."24

Three studies sought' to determine whetheilochanges in attitude

could be attributed to participating in high school C&HE courses. They

focused on changes in students' self-concdpt and.expectatiorfs of mari-

tal roles. Twcrstudies reported that students' expectations regarding

marital 'roles had not significantly changed as a result of taking a

child development course.25 The third study found, that a group of

students who had taken a course in family living expected to be signif-

icantly more egalitarian and less authoritarian in their marriages than

,a control group which had not.26 'All three studies showed no sig-

nificant change in self - concept, but this result is understandable:

such a change should not be expected as a consequences of participation

in a CUE course. Still another study reported that confidence in per-

forming homemaking tasks was greater among adults who had been enrolled

in high school home economics classes for 3 years than among those who

had had fewer years of in truction.27

Only a few studie have investigated the effects of C&HE courses

on the behavior of st ents. In one, a high school teacher observed

that several students ho had taken a 6-week unit in child development

volunteered to work th children outside of class.28 Another sur-

veyed students who had been enrolledin a high school clothing class

within the preceding 5. years and found that respondents who had not

learned about managing credit reported using credit more frequently

than thole' who had,28 A thibl behavioral study administered a

questiophiire on.purchasing habits to adults who had taken one or more

C&HE courses in a community college and to others who had not. It

found that the purchasing deAions of former C&HE students reflected

knowledge of princiRles of consumer education to a significantly

greater extent than those of .students who had not taken C&HE.30

6
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There are, studies that report that former C&HE students found the

subject matter they had leirned fitter turned out to be verl Useful. -

Yet if the effectiveness of C&HE programs is assessed by the7degree to
I

which measurable positive changes in the .knowledge, attitudes, or be-

, havior of students can be attributed to participating in CUE courses,

the research conducted thus far invites a suspended judgment.

alik,
There are several reasons for this conclusion. Most important,

perhaps, is the small number of methodologically sound 'studie'S con-

ducted, particularly of any one content area. In the existing body of

research, precise explanations of what was done that produced a measur-

able change are often lacking; and there is little documentation of .

outcome measures, so that it is not always clear what is being mea-

sured. Furthermore, sample sizes in all except a few, studies are

small. Clearly, the problem of the effectiveness of C&HE programs has

yet to receive systematic investigation from experienced researchers.
--6

The Federal Role in Promoting State and Local ,Responsiveness

4

'State and local dollars pay a far greater share of the cost of

C&HE programs than do Federal funds. .In ffscai year I97;, Subpart ,5,,

funq accounted for 8 percent of the 5479 million spent nationwide in

support of CUE:31 From 1972 to 1179, Fedqral support for C&Ht in-

creased 54 percent nationally, but State and local support increased

119 pgrcent. ./-

, .

Does the relatively small 'ambent of Federal funding prompt or en-

courage States and localities to be responsive to Federal goals? The

answer to this important question is somewhat complicated.

.The Act says that States may use Federal grants for C&HE" programs

which, among other,thidgs. "encourage outreach programs in commentkies

for youth and-adults giving consideratiohs to special needs. . . 1"

2 63
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Often these special populations are not trirdlied in secondary school,

the traditional setting for C&HE instruction. Therefore, to be respon-

sive- to this elphasis'of the statute, States would have to devote.

portion of their total C&HE funding to establishing (or maintaining)

programs aimed at adults and out-of-school youth who could be taught

through community-based programs.

0

Federal funds often constitute the only means available to States

desiring to establish or Maintain the newer programs emphasized in the

law. In tlfe past, State and local funds were generally committed to

the support and improvement 'of existing secondary programs, and local

districts grew accustomed to and dependent upon this support. Tivk pro-

fessional C&HE network, composed primarily of secondary teachers and

the educators of these teachers, is organized in professional asscoa-

tions whith stand ready to lobby State legislatures in thb ever of a

threat to withdraw funds. Moreover, in.the face of.fiscal crises at

the local level, district administrators are generally eager to use

0.whatever State and local money is available for secondary programs and

are reluctant to support new programs, such as thoie for disadvantaged

adults, for example. Consequently, it is difficult for States to

divert State and local monies from secondary programs to,fund -new pro-

grams for disadvantaged adults or- other special populations. Under

these conditions, Federal funds assist States that se9k to depart from

traititi&al programming to mount and maintain'the newer programs empha-

sized in the law. In short, Federal funds can promote responsivenao

to Federal goals.
<-1

As has been seen, there are other incentives in the legislation

for States to broaden the focus of C&HE and introduce the kind of inno-

vative programs encouraged by the Act. At .least one-third.of the Fed-

eral funds is reserved for use in areas that are economicAlly depraced

or marked by high rates of .unemployment. For C&HE programs "to assist

consumers and to help improve home environments and the quality of fam-

V1-15
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ilylife" in such areas, as the statute 'puts it, 90 percent of the ex-

penditures may be accounted for by Federal funds.

Federal funds also play an important role in supporting ancillary.

services such as inservice training, design of 4e programs for in-

school special populations, and payment of salaries of C&HE supervisory

personnel. New programs fften require frequent monitoring and inten-

sive supervision, for which Federal funds pay part of the cost. This

assistance also contributes to the strength of efforts that depart from,

the traditional. Given the weight orconventlonal practices and the

constraining influencet of limited State and local fiscal resources,

Federal money pftin provides the only means available with which local

districts can experiment and develop activities that are consistent

with Federal priorities.

Programs or Adults

In the 10 States studied, adult programs were observed beamong

the most responsive and innovative and were much more dependent than

secondary programs on Federal funding. Subpart 5 funds accounted for 5

percent of the combined Federal, State, and local support of secondary

programs but for 64 percent of the combined support of adult progreals

in the 7 of States for which these data are.,.available.32

The ven States used 90 percent of their State 'and local funds for

secondary programs and divided the remaining 10 percept betwwpast-

secondary (7 percent) and adult (8 percent) programs.

Ancillary Services

According to VEDS information, F"edexaLlunds. contributed 35 per-

cent to meeting the costs of ancillary services other than tate admin-

istration in the 10 States studied, excluding unliquidated o ligations.

In 1978, Subpart 5 funds contributed 34-percent of the cost of research

2"`Q
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.and Oevelopment and 24 percent of administrative costs, in contrast to

only 7 percent of the cost of educational programs.33 It is ques-

tionable, given current fiscal restraints, whether States would con-

tinue administrative activities` at the. same level without Federal
4

money.

Reduced support of administrative costs Could affect States' -re-

sponsiveness adversely because regional and State adminiStrative staf-

fing' plays an important role in promoting responsiveness. The State

C&HE supervisor has major responsirstY for substantive leadei-ship and

Implementation of SubparN5. Nine of the 10 States have one or more

administrative staff members to , assist the. State supervisor.34

40 Status hive regional staff people Nlho help teachers modify their

programs and overcome obstacles to innovate n at the local level In

Wisconsin, not one of the 10 States stu ed, Federal money for an addl-

.
tional State consultant and district person to supervise Federal prof-.I
ects 4nd direct proposals was said to be "crucial for the continued

grqwth in, serving more target groups."35

An ancillary service which can be an effective means for States to

p omote responsiveness at the local level is inservice thining. It

can mA teachers aware of the .goal's of the Act and lend support to

their e forts to promote them. This service was either partially or

,wholly supported by Federal funds in the 10 States.

'Programs in Economically Depressed Areas

A -

According to VEDS information, the 10 States spent 64 percent of

Subpart 5 funds in fiscal 1979 in suppqrt of programs in economically

depressed areas.36 Eight of the 10 spent 50 percent or more in

these areas. State and local monies provided 91 percent of program
a

costs there and 95 percent in areas not)economically teprlessed. Thus,

the CO States more than complied :yth the requirement to spend one-
,
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third of Subpart 5 funds in economically depressed areas, as well as .

with the fund-matching requirement. The Office of Vocational and Adult'

Education (OVAE) of the U.S. Department of Education formerly the

Bureau of Occupational and Adt.00EducatIpn (BOAE) of the 141. Office of

Education, has Instructed States to allocate Subpart 5 funds according

to 'the same formula as the basic grant monies.. As a result, most'of

the 10 States dividelpbpart 5 funds into, two.parts--one-third and two-

thirds--and apply the formula tai both, thereby assuring that at least

one-third goes to programs in economically depressed areas.

Compliance with Subpart-5 and use of the definition of economi-

cahlyUepressed areas found in the Public Works and Economic Develop-

meht Act, however, do not insure that districts' with the reate'st

receive proportionately larger amounts of,Federal funds. r that

broad definition, approximately 85 percent of the Nat s population

lives jn such areas. CUE prggrams specifically de Signed for people in

the most econorgically depressed areas' were found in some States,1but

the formula and set asides- do not in themselves assure al lotments of

Federal funds proportional to need.

Funding Patterns Promoting Innovation

Three pattergs for (the use of Federal funds were found in the 10

States studied. ,The fiAt. °pattern, used by tee States, is to dis-

tfibute Federal money (sometimes mixed, with State money) to all local

school districts that meet State program standards, usually on an en-

titlement basis. The Federal money maintains existing programs which

may or may not refect the specific priorities of Subpart 5. In this

pattern .Federal funds are not clearly visible and there little or no

assurance that the small amount of Federal money received by a district

will promote -responsi veness.

In the second pattern, a district is awarded Federal money in

VI-18
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response to a proposal which demonstrates that program activities will

directly reflect the purposes of the legislation. The money is used to

introduce new elements into the system rather than to maintain existing

programs. Only 2 of the 10 States distribute all their.Federal money

in this way; but in 5 others, which represent thelthird pattern, a 2.2E-

tion of Federal money is used to fund innovative programs, while the

remainderis used to maintain existing programi. In one State, for ex-

ample, small grants of Federal funds are.4iven to school districts for

programs to serve the special ,Opulations mentioned in the law.

Indirect Influence of Feder41 Funds

C&HE'programs which receive no Federal money are under no oblige-
,

tion ta be responsive to the goals of the Federal legislation.. Never-
.

/theless, there are signs that Federal funds exercise ;an influence on

these programs indirectly, mainly as a result of ancillary services--

inservice training, curriculum development, and administration- -

designed to improve program quality and promote the goals of the Act.

Such services are available in many States to all teachers. Inservice

trainiand use of curriculum materials which follow State guidelines,

for example, are often not restricted to teachers in "vocationally

approved programs"-=that is, programs meeting standards established by

the State, a common prerequisite for the allotment of Federal and/or

State monies,37 Another indirect influence can be seen in the fact

that in some States where C&HE programs not supported by Federal funds

are offertd to seventh and eighthrade students, program leadership:is

provided by
i
State supervisors and other administrative staff. More-

/

over, in snail school dis,tricts, junior high school, programs mey be (-)

A taught by vocationally approved teachers who received inservice train-
.

ing acquainting'them with the.purposes of the Federal law.

VI-19
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State )d Local

e

Because the perms

to State and local funds is relatively
Federal legislation varies consideribly among
State and focal factors. Chief140ong these

, which C&HE is integrated into ea Sta,te's larger
ministrative structure; (2) the goils Of ?the ME network; (3) the vis-

a factor; potentially sub-
att education laws, polar

270

Factors Affecting Respohsivene,ss

d the proportion of.Federal funds
11, responsivaness to the

tats-and 'is affected by

e; (1) the extent to
c.ationa education ad-

,

ibility of Federal funds at he local levejet irect Federal control); and 4/
cies, and funding practices.

,

The emphasis'on plann ng and evaluation i . Federal vocational edu-

cation I
legislation' since .4968'has affected qe extent ,to. which C&HE is

integrated into the vocational ajninistr ive structure of

some States. That emphasis;-together with other fat ort, prompted a

gradual change in the organization Of some State vocational, ed ation

agencies after the mid-1970's, away from a program structure

agriculture, trade and industry, home economicsf towN a functiogal

structure (e.g. planning: program operations, *evaluitioil), betty-

suited to the Federal requirements for Manning and evalkiattn. T.; op
C&HE, an important' by-product of this shift has bAn an increased

understanding of and responsibility for .C&HE goals and programs by

State vocational education administrators who 'are respOnsible for
activitiesSuA as research or budget- -which cut across all vocational

programs. This development, in,turn, may contribute to the redirection

of C&HE programs in line with the priorities of the Act.

to the past, responsibility for the substantive goals of C&HE pro-

grams and implemNtation of the Act rested chiefly with the Statt C&HE

*supervistir. However,' that responsibility was seldom accompanied bye aoy

sign ficant parr to change programs or patteronis of State and Federal

supp rt. Under a funCtional organization the redirection of C&HT

frf
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' be facilitiied in several ways. For examp12, a. State C&HE supervi

wanting to innovate but lacking the resources May, with the support of

other administeators, be able to effect changeL'Moreover, administra-

tors with responsibilities cutting acos4 prOgram, areas may scrutinize

C &HE programs for cost-effeCtiveliess and recommend their reorientation.

In the States stddied, organilaiion'of tbe State vocational' educatiod

agency by function appeared to.proMoterelDgAsiveness to SuPpart#5,as
6adMinittrators grew more familiar with We_ goals of the Act. Jive:Ater,

this.increased familiar% might not riecessarify promote responsiveness
,7 where vocational ,education administrators did not agrde with the

goals.

The network of C&HE professional personnel in a Statt..Also affects

responsiveness. If these individuals are united in support of chan4e,

they can reinforce Federal priorities through development of curriculum

materials and program standards, inservice training, and professio'nal

meetings. Conversely, an active network opposed to Federal goals could

deter responiiveness. In States where Federal funds at the local level

are highly visible and are not mixed oith State and local money, pro-

grams are more likely to be charact terized by Federal priorities, par-

ticularly if the receipt of Federal funds is contingent on planning for

programs which address these priorities.;

enrollment in C&HE prograps and, to some extent, resdQbsiveness

are affected by State laws and policies which impose educational te-

quirementslind govern the use of Federal and/at State funds.. None of

the 10 States studied requires' students to.take a d&HE course. CSHE

enrollment in secondary schools in 4 of the 10 Sates might nave been

affected by recent Stateilaws reqpiring consumer education for'all high

school graduates. However, this requirement does not necessarily

promote responsiveness to Subpart 5 or enrollment in C&HE classes, be-

cause the subject matter may also be taught in social studies or bust-
/

4ness classes.

o.
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4f.Erirollme'nt in C&HE programs is, of course, affected by State

deptrtment of education policies. This is ttte case with adult enroll-
ment. in C&HE program$ which is influenced by theway in which the con-
tent of adult programs is defined. Some States authorize only programs.
'clearly responsive to Federal intent, ruling out, for example, classes
in crafts and leisure activities. In such States, a. It enroll-
ment has, decreased.. Enrollment in elects asses, including thos'e in

c

C&HE, may decrease as a resu o a State's emphasis on minimum ca-

tional competencies or basic skills. Decreasing, enrollments or fiscal
constraints may provide grounds for discontinuing C&HE, like other
electives; and this factor, has led some States to adopt polices to
focus money for C&HE on ene educational level' to the exclusion of

o

another.

There.is evidence tat C&HE enrollments age2also affected by the
level of State expenditures for vocational educatiori. In some States,

the ',share of total expenditures accounted for byt.State ` funds is 'smaller
than ;he local share, while in others StIte funds account for three -
fifths and more of fatal excenditures/38 Th rtlie",-.11,-States studied,
at appears 'that those with subitahtial State funding of vocational edu-
cation were general ly. able to direct more Federal.iraney into adult pro-

grams, thus increasing adult enrollments.' Where rel atively. less State
money goes to vocational education, Federal money is sometimes used in
a way that results in higher CUE' enrollment and promotes responsive-
ness. This is the case where federal funds are used to contract with
another agency to run adult programs.

At the local level, autonomy of school'districts can limit the in-
fluence of the Slate C&HE leadership in promoting Federal goals, and
reduced enrollments and budgets,,may discourage a propensity for change,

if it exists. Change takes time; it-is more likely to occur when C&HE
\is an integral part of the administrative structure for vocational edu-

cation in the --State; when change is supported by the professional

-273
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network, and, of course, when there is receptiviti'to 44 goals Of the

Act in tfie local district.

Summary of NIE Findings

1

-1Wha;, in sum, has been learned from the NIE study about (1) what

is being taught.in CUE programs find to which kinds of students; (2)

the influence of the 1976 legislation; and (3) effects on learners,

measured by the exte to which participating in caHE progOms affects

either the knowl ge, at Ludes, or behaxiof of students?

A
. C Urses in tie six Subject matter areas listed in Subpart 5 of the

Education Amendments'of 1976 are all offered. tOurses in food and nu-

trition and in clothing and` textiles had the. two highest enrollments in

1478, as:the; did in 1972., Enrollment' in food and nutrition courses.

rose,from 'second to first place over that period, and consumer educa--

tion had the lowest enrollment throughout it. However, topics in all

fX'

Iontent areas,.as well as the four given special emphasis in the

1976 law, are frequentry taught-in CURE courses other than those bear-
'.

ing the particular content 'area label. The courses focusing most on
f l'

the content areas emphaSized in the law are the outreach programs for

adults and the "adult living" courses for high sclgolistudents.,

. -

The majority of leOrners are sti1 found-in secondary programs, as

they were in 1912, but adult.enrollmerjt in C&HE increased 59 percent ,by
4

1978. Male enrollFent in,secondary school courses tripled between 1972

and 1T, an increase attributed by local officials to Title IX of the'

CivirRights'Act'of 1972, but females still constitute 80 percent of

,all CUE students. The educationally disadvantaged (defined, in the 10

States studied, asiinhabltants of economically depressed areas) and the

elderly are the most exiensIvely. served of the special populations

listed in Subpart 5. Handqfipped persons also participate in UHE pro:
,N H

grlms offered in tchooTs and socifii.service agencies.
p

'

.
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The langdage Of Subpart 5 'encourages, but does not prescribe, pro-

grams in line with Federal Priorities. The language is suffigieftly

broad to permit the maintenance of traditional programs as well as the

introduction of new programs which reflfct the subJects emphasized in

ehe law. The provision for the one-thkt set )de for economically

depressed areas does not insure thatethose most in nded will be served,

exen though the States more than comply with this receirement. There

is evidencestpat the use olrall or part Of Subpart 5 money by a State

to fund districts' proposals which reflect the purposes of the law is

more likely to promote responsiveness than distributing Fedeal funds

to all districts on an entitlement basis.

c
The impact of Federal funds is especially manifest in adult pro-

grams and ancillary sere-vices. Adult programs" are more. dependent on

Federal support than are secondary programs, 'and outreach programs for

adults are among the mast responsive to the goads of the legislation- -

for example, in providing consumer edueatioo to, the poor,--- Federal

funds, play a proportionately larger role in ancillary services than in

educational programs. sAginistrative services at the State and re,

gional levels and inservfte training enable States to promote4respon-

sivenesse on'the local level and also appear indirectly to influence

local programs which receive ho Subpart 5 money to be responsive to

Federal. priorities%

,
r-5

.

State and local factort which..promoye responsiveness are the ilite-.

gration of C&HE ;into the State's vocational edaWation administr Live

process, a professional cSHE network that supports Federal priorit es i

and the visibility of Federal fun t the local level. Enrollmen in

dullC&HE programs is infrUenced by State licies ;With set educatiOnS1 re-
.

, .

quirments andogovern'the use of Federal or State fUnds.:4

21

. '
,

Itelapiyely little rigorous research has been conducted. on the

effects of C&HE programs on learners in. terms of changes in knowledge,
.

o
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attitudes, or behavior. Some evidence indicates that knowledge im-
.0

proves after students Participate in CSHE courses, particularly in the

subject matter areas of child development and nutrition. Significant,

evidence that students' attitudes and behavior are affected is tacking. ..

In,short, no conclusive statement can be made !bout the effectiveness

------o-fGSHEprografirt2Ontheb-as+sofava-ti-atseerctrfindtn-gs.

Le.
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CHAPTER VII: EFFECTS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON PARTICIPANTS

Introduction

Three questions are frequently asked about the effects of voca-

tional educition. One question asks what, difference vocational educa-
.

don makes to learners. For example, does it help them acquire skills,

,get jobs, or" increase their occupational mobility, or does it have

o still other value for-those who might not, in its absence, complete

secondary school? By funding vocational education, the Federal Govern-

ment seeks to change the vocational education enterprise .in ways that

are ultimately expect to affect students. Funds set aside for the

disadvantaged and hand capped, for example, are expected to enhance

those students' opportu ties for gainful .employment. Consequently, a

second question asks in what respects Federal policy, acting throogh

the States and localities, affetts students. .Still a third question

asks what the returgeis to the society on the 'In tment madvby Fed-
.

eral, State, and local govergients in pu i vocational 'education.

Does it contribute tothe well-being of the tiety by equipping wo.rk-

ers with the occupational skills required, for a changing, technologi-

' ...tally advanced, and expandin? ecindMy? Does it contribute to reducing

over or youth unemploymeNt, and if so, is ill a_COstTeffective means

so?

This chapter addresses the first question, which concerns the di f-

ference that participation in vocationay education.makessto learners.

Answering this question is difficult. The effects of participatiqg in

a curriculum cannot readi be disentangled from factors,Shat original-

ly led students to select that curriculum. Moreover, factors other

than curriculum Influence theiednomic and noneconomic experiences of

learners after their years'in schopl. 112e family background and cogni-

tive ability of learners, the plates in.lhich they jive, the quality of

their schools, and labor market' conditions all influence learners'

284
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subsequent attainments. Knowledge of the effects of vocational educe-.
tions on participants is further limited by the difficulties of classi-
fying students as vocational, identifying a comparable group of nonvo-
cational students with whom to ,conttlist vocational students, the diver-

= iity of p;.ograms in different occupational specialty areas, and the

lack" of information on Certain outcome's of the vocational education
perience.

These difficelties and limitations should be borne in minl, in con-
sidering the evidence presented here on the difference Tocat-rdli edu-

cation makes to participants. Results from previivtly conducted stu-
dies, which are'brOad in scope and methodologically relatively sound,
are summarized together with findings from reanalyses of national long-
tudirfel. survey data. Thus, this chapter builds upon the findings of

earlier research preSend in Chapter VII of The Interim Report.

The out-cweg of_oarticifiating in vaktional education which are
a examined were fdentl fi ea:from the goals that are stated directly or are

impl'iCit in -Feder4,1 vocational education legislation since 1,963 or in
reports .of the specia,1 bodies that influenced the legislation of 1963
and 1968.4 The 1.egfsl ates ways in which vocational educa-
tion is intended to benefit the indiv al s who participate -in it4, Two

intended outcomes, for exaimple, are gi,4 in the evaluation provisions
of the Education - Amendments of 1976: employment in'occupations related
to students' training frit.' ,entry-level jobs, ant employers' opinions on
whether students* are well -t-rained and prepared for employment.2 -

.. .
Other intended outcomes -include gainful (paid)`employment above the un-
skilled level; attainment of academic credentials for: postsecondary en-
rollment; occupational knowledge and skills; basic skills in reading,
wilting, and compu'tatidn;3 ability to cope with change in jobs; long-
term odcupationaletvancement; years of schobli'ng attained; employabil-
ity skills; and 4-e4dership.

ew
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Some of these outcomes cannot be studied with available data.

However, for-those that have been investigated,.findings of prior re-

search and results of reanalyses of longitudinal dita are presented.

The research on outcomes associated with participaNp in secondary

vocational education programs reviewed here deals with:

-

1) gainful employment, as indicated by employment status,
onaT-

status, relatedness of job to training, self-employment,

and job satisfaction;90

'2) dccupational knowledge and skills;

3) occupational advalement;

4) years of secondary school attained;

5). ci;lzenspip; and

6) credentials for postsecondaryentollmenti.

1-

In'addition, ev4dence pertaining to outcomes of.participation in post-
-

secondary vocational education p `grams is examined.
t.

z4

Before the research findings are reviewed, a word of warning is in

order: Because oflig difficul ies inherent in identifying a particu;

lar outcome A a fiction of participation in a°vocational education

program and betause of the c ratter of the longitudinal survey data

available, few conclusive statements can be made about the differential

effects of participating in vocational education programs. Further-

more, there are difficulties associated with classifying secondary stu-

dents.in vocational education and general curricula. for example,im

%
about 3 out of loo cases, studepts classify themselvei differently from

(the way' school offjcials classify them. In the reanalyses reported

here, students& reports oftheir curriculum and occupational specialty

wet used to examine outcomes. In this regard, it is important to note

that information on vocational coursework obtained from students'

/1
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':4
'transcripts yielded' findings on outcomes similar to those obtained with,

student's self-reports.

Outcomes Associated with Participation in
'Secondary Vocational'' ducation Programs

. 4 t
. Gainful Employment

Since the time oetheearliest vocational education legislation-- ,

'the Smith-Hughes-Act of 1917--the major purpose of 'vocational education

has'been to prepare individuals for gainful employment as semiskilled

or skilled workers in octupations not requiring-a baccalaureate degree.

Several outcomes have been studied to indicate the effects of voca-

tional education in connection with this purpose, including,employment,

status, hours worked, wages, earnims, occupational status, relatednei's-

of job to training, self-employment, and job satisfaction.

O

In the reanalyses of Ltional longitudinal surveys, these outcomes

were examined for students with exactly 12 years of schooling. Out-

comes were examined at three different times for the cohort of the

National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-

),972)--at entry into the labon market and 1 and 4 years after gradua-

tion (1972 to 1976); aethree time-points for the male cohort of the

NationalLo4itudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience--at entry and 4

and 10 years after graduation (1966 to'1976rand at one time (1979- -

Vhe only time point available) for the cohort of the"National.Longifu-

dinal Survey of Young Americans, aged 18 to 24

White end black male graduates of business and office and trade

and industrly programs, and white and black female griduatef. of ;business

and officetprograms,'were separately codpared with general curriculum

'graduates of the same sex 'and race. Data were not available In the

surveys with which to examine the different sudspecialties withi4 trade

VII-4
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and industry. ,Nor were sample sizes large enough to donsider sepArate-

ly malt graduates of agriculture, distributive edueatiort, or home eco-
nomics )orograms, or female graduates of agriculture, he,b1th,, distribu-

tive education, or trade and industry programs. For each sex,' gradu-.
5",tes of these specialties were combined in the r'eanalyse's. -

Students(1 high school curriculum and occupational 'specialty, if '
available, were identifiedby the students' reports. For the one data

set (NLS-I972) in whici transcript* data- on stude ts' coursework ',were

availabl4e, the transcript information was used to e gainful emr

ployment outcomes in two ways'--in.. conjunction with students' reported

curriculum; and al one. When used in 'conjunction with students' re-

ported' curriculum, vocational coursework explained very, I ittke ,varia-

tion in gainful employment outcomes beyond that explainiki by students'

reports of their curr.itulum.' 'When used alone' (that is without stu-
dents' reported curriculum), the transcript information yielded results
that were in some ways similar to those obtaihed with students' re-

ported curriculum, but, in general , differences in outcomes:associated

with vocational coursework tended to be both fewer in number and small-

er in magnitude than those associated with student? reported curricu-

lum. Clearly, these findings raise questiods about the relationship
between coursework data obtained from transcripts and students' reports'

of their secondary curricullion. These questions:cannot be addressed in

this chapter, and it should be na.ed that results of reanalyses re-
ported here are based almost exclusively on students' reports Of their
wrriculum--the only means 'Of curriculum 'identification available- in
two of the three data sets used io the reanalyses..

There was no evidence that vocational and general curriculum stu-

dents within any, of 'the four sex-race groups differe markedly in

socioeconomic statui 'or pn measures Of scholastic apt u4 or basic
skills; however, it must be kept in mins' that

"1
differences id' al l of the
-
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students" chalacteristics or factors influencing their selection of a

curriculum cannot be controlled in examinations of curricular effects.

.Employment status,. Labor force participation and unemployment

rates of male graduates of vocational programs do not consistently dif-
fer fray those of general curriculum graduates in the natfonal data
sets used in reanalyses. Labor force participation 'rates5 of white
and black male graduates of both curricula are above BO percent in the
10 years following graduation (1966-1971),. -

:Unemployment rate -s °fir/bite male graduates are generally under 10
percent, with Curricular differences small and inconsistent. Unemploy-

ment rates of black male vocational graduates are somewhat higher (gen-.
erally under' 14 percent), and do not consistently differ from those of
black male,general curriculum graduates.6

Female studehts in business and office programs comprise the ma-,

Jority of females enrolled in occupationally specific vocational educa-
Lion programs. In the' first 4 years after graduation, white female

c*
graduates of secondary business programs have slightly but consistently
higher (2 to 11 percent) labor force participation rates than white
fale 4Mduates of the, general curriculum in the reanalyzed national
samples.? Upoji entry into the labor market-, the labor force partici-

`pation,
irate

of these buliness graduates is high ( above 83 percent) and
/ decreases by about 20 percentage pointS by.the fourth year after. gradu-

,14,
aticti . The labor force participatiorlfrate ofl black female business
graAates does not consistently di ffer,from that o brack fale gradu-

.a tes of the general curricul um.

e e

In prior research, unemployment rates 6f females in business and
office programs have been obtained with only one national survey, which
indicated that white and blatk females who had enrol led in or completdd
a commercial program in secondary school experienced tar' less unemploy-

VII=6
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ment within 10 years after high school than general curriculum partici-
pants. 8 Reanalyses conducted with two more recent national samples

indicate that unemployment rates ,:)f White female graduates of general,
business, and all' other vocational progiams combined (except, home eco-

nomics) do riot consistently Aiffer within the first 4 years, after grad-
uation.? These findings were also obtained with black females.

Hours and week; worked. Employed male graduates or vocational and

'g'eneral prqgrams generally work a 40-hour week- regardless of how long
they have been out of Schoo1.1° In the year after job entry, white
male graduates of trade and industry prograInsthe occupational spe-

cialty with the largest male enrollment--work 1 to 3 more weeks per

year than white male graduates of the general curriculum.11 Black

male vocational graduates and-white male graduates of business programs
do not significantly differ ffom.gengral curriculum graduates in the
number of weeks they work per year., Nor do white or black male gradu-
ates of the general curriculum differ from graduates of vocational pro-
grams with respect to -the.number of hours they work per (week or the

number who are employed full time.

Employed female high school grad s work a somewhat shortPr week

(34 to 38 hotirs), on the ayerage th male, graduates.12 White fe3
,

male graduates of business programs more likely than general cur-
.

ritulum graduates to be employed full time (as opposed to part-time) in
the 4 years after graduation, though the difference between these-

groups decreases between job entry and the fourth year after gradua-
t1on,13 White female business graduates work approximately 2 more

hours per week and 3 more weeks per yearthan general curriculum gradu-

ates 1 year after graduation, but *significant differences are not

apparent 4 years after graduation.14

Black female graduates of business programs work 4 more hours per

week end 5 more weeks'Ar year 1 year after job entry than black female

VII-7
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general curriculum graduates.15 Four years afte graduation, these

business graduates work approximately the same number o hours per week

but 8 more weeks per year in comparison to black female gradates of

the general curriculum. There is no difference in the rate orfull

time employment between black female graduates of business programs and

of the general curriculam in the 4 years after graduation.

Hourly wages and weekly earnings. Findings regarding wages and

earnings differ for males and females. For males, prior research indi-

cated that differences in hourly wages and weekly earnings of vocation-

41 and general curriculum graduates are -sma1.1, with average wages and

earnings of vocational graduates usually slightly higher.16 Re-

analyses, in which national survey samples were disaggregated by race,

sex, and occupational specialty, doLnot reveal consistent differences

between the weekly earnings of male graduates of the general and_voca-

tional curricula.17 Average weekly, earnings of both white. and

black male graduates were found to increase with increasing years out

of school. Earnings of black males are consistent) tower than those

of white males, and earnings of females are lower t n males'., I.
. .

Female vocational graduates, including

,
some who had had postsec'

ondary education, were found in some prior research to have slightly

higher weekly earnings than general curriculum graduate at job entry

and 1 year after g'raduation,15 but not 4 years after gradua-

. tion.19 ore recent studies of female graduates with exactly 12

years of schoOling indicate that vocational education is positively

associated with higher weekly earnings for females 4 years after ,gradu-, -

, oation,2° particularly. for white female graduates of business pro

grams.21 These findings are in agreement ,with results obtained by .

v.

Grasso dug Shea for annual earnings and hburly wages%22 e 2

4

White and black female ghaduates of business programs were shown
-

in
.

reanalyses to have higher weekly earnings (by $10 to $20) than

V1128
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female graduates of the general curriculum at job entry, 1 year after
1 1

graduation, and 4 years. after graduation.23 During this 4-year

.period, white and black female students of all other vocational pro-

grams combined (except home economics) had somewhat lower weekly earn--

ings than female business or general curriculum graduates.

Differences in hourly wages between female general and vocational

graduates (usually not disaggregated. by enrollment in postsecondary

programs or by occupational specialty) have not been consistent in

prior research, in some instances vocational students were found to

have higher wages thaii gerieral curriculum students, while in others the

.opposite was true.24

Ocdeoational status. Prior research °indicated that, within 4

years after entry into the labor market, a greater percentage of male

graduates of secondary vocational education programs than of the gen-

eral curriculum were employed in semisk\fled (operative) or skilled

(craft) occupations, while a greater percentage of male graduates° of

general than of vocational programs were employed as unskilled workers

(laborer; or Unskilled, service workers).25 These results were ob-

tained with students in the,NLS-1972 sample, some of whom had had post-

secondary education.

Reanyses wi th samples of students who had exactly 12 years Or

schooling indicate that similar proportions c(firiale Vocational and gen-

eral curriculum graduates are employed in any of three occupational

categories (skilled, semiskilled, or unSkilled).25 FuAhermore, at

entry'and 1 and 4 years after graduation, white and black male gradu-

ates of the general curriculum are employed in jobs_with occupational

status similar to that of graduates of business and trade and industry

programs.2 7 The only exception` to this pattern is that 1 year

after graduation wh.ite male gradutes of business programs were found

VII-9
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.

to hold jobs with slightly higher occupational status than those of

white male graduates of the general curriculum.

Much more striking differences in occupational status were found

between female general curriculum 'graduates and female graduates of

business programs. In the ficit 4 years 'after graduation, white and
black female graduates of business programs are tar more likely to be

employed in skilled clerical jobs than are general curt riculum. gradu-
--;

.ates,28 'and more female graduates of the general, curriculdm," than of
business programs hold unskilled service jobs. In addition, white andr -

black female business graduates were found to have jobs 'With somewhat

higher occupational status than those of general curriculum graduates,.
althOugh this difference tends to decrease by 4years after ,gradua-
tion.29 female graduates of vocational programs other than busi'l ,
ness or home economics tend to have jobs with slightly higbecoccupa-

i
ional status than general curriculum graduates 1' and 4 years after
10'graduation, but this difference is not as marked as that between female

. .
business and general curriculum graduates. . .

N

Relatedness of job do training. EmployMent in jobs related tgt,

training, as has been said, is one of two criteria specified in the

Education Amendments of 1976 for evaluating effectiveness of` vocational

programs.30 Reports 'of job-relatedness based on judgments made by

teachers or foriMer vocational students sometimes show results different

frail those found in research using more objective job classification

measures.31 Findings reported here were obtained with systematic

job classi atiO'n precedures.

Result's of reanalyses using the Educati9n Occupational GrosslCode

Index indicate; that employment in jobs related- to training varies con-

siderably from one occupptional field to another, with the highest pro-,

portions of job-to-training matches in trade,and industry programs for.

males (especially white males) and in bu,siness programs for females.32.

v i, -.1 0 1
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One year-after graduation, 53 percent of white and 43 percent of black
(Title graduates of trade and industry programs 'are. empl oyed in jo4s sys-
tematically classified as related too their -training. Corresponding

percentages for 'female graduates of business programs are 58 and 51
percent for whid4 and black females, respectl vel y.33

I
,

Self-employment. ki recent years entrepreneurship has been cited
as a positive outcome. of participation in vocational education; how:-
ever,, the percentage of graduates of vocational and genera' programs

who are self - employed in the early' years after graduation is under-

standably small.. In one previous study, graduates of agriculture pro-
grams were found to be self - employed in sizable proportions (21.8 per-
cent in comparison to 1.2 percent of ge'neral curriculum gradu-

stes) .34 Reanalyses do not yield clear evidence that graduates of
trade and industry, business 9 onother vocational programs ccefibined are'
. 1 .

sel f-employe4 jore. Often than general Currictillum graduates.35 Re:. ,...

analyses of the data regarding the. earl ier finding of self- employment

of graduates of agriculture programs. could not be Conducted because the
swore's we ,e too small : . . ,". .

-
. .

/
' Jqb satisfaction. Prior research based- on self - reports has con -'

i
, -.. ., sistently indicated that high proportions of vocational education grad-

Oates/ exrfress satisfaction with' their jobs. 36 Reanalyses al so in- .

dicate that high proportions (69 to 96 pereent)37 of vocational
graduates questioned in national sucveys express satisfaction with
their jobs. Percentages of former general =curriculum graduates in

the'se samples-es- who say they are satisfied with their jobs are similar. .

. -
)

OccUpational Knowledge and Skills '

. ,.'.
.

. , Atta_inment of occupational skills by vocational eduCation suden&
has not \een exam ned with- objectiv2 measures in national studies, but
there is some information oil the `occupational knowledgeedge they acquffe.,

, .
. -- .. ....t.
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Gi'asso and Shea repo'ted that male and female students in business and

office programs had equivalent or greater knowledge of duties performed

in several occupations than students in the general curriculum, but

mate and female students in all other vocational programs combined had

less faMiliarity than general curriculum student%with most of these

occupations.38 Male vocational students demonstrated 4r less

knowledge than male students in the, general curriculum of occupations

that require a college education. These results, obtained in the late

1960s; did not differentiate between white and black students. Reanall

yses conducted with a more recent (1979) sample indicate that, in gen-

eral, vocational students' knowledge of occupations is slightly better

than that of students n the,general curriculum;, however, race is asso-

ciated with differences, in occupational knowledge to a greater- extant

than is curriculum. That is to ray, more whites than blacks in both

the general and vocational curricula correct identify duties, per-

fortned in most occupations. These findings were obtained with males as

well asfemales.39

r

" Occupatidrial Advancement

Secondary vocational education is also presumed to lay a founda-..

tion.for later gccupationala vaficement. Prior research on occupation-

al advancement of vocational ducation graduates with no postsecondary,

0 education has been conducted with only one national survey. Change in

gradates' occupational status from 1966 to 1973 was examined for males

who had graduated Oom high school general, commercial, and other voca-

' tional programs 1,1.1966. Results revealed that white and black gradu-

aIes of the general curriculum, particularly white male graduatestex-

perienced somewhat greater advancement than graduatei of commercial or

other vocational'programs."

ti. ,

Reanalyses with a 'later national survey indicate that dale and

f4male graduates' of general' and vocational programs experience similar
, -
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rates of occupational advancement ,within the first 4 years after high.

school (1972 to 19761.41 In general, males tend to advance more'

ra'idly after the first year after graduation, whereas females, partic-

ularly black femaleso advance most rapidly during the first year after

graduation.

Similar percentages bf vocational and general curriculum graduates

participate in on- the -job training or apprenticeship programs during

the first .4 Years aYter_high schoo1.42 More males participate in

these programs than females, possibly, in part, because training pro-

grams are more likely to be offered in industrial then in office set-

tings where many females are employed, More whites than blacks partic-

ipate in on-the-job training programs.,

,

Years of Secondlry School Attained ,

h

lob Secondary vocational,edu cation programs have 1:Roig been viewed by

k ome as a means of holding in school students who would drop out if the

programs were not available.43 Research on' dropout rates of stu-

dents iri different curricula in 'the .1960's. indicated that the dropout

rate of male and female students in business programs was lower than

that of students in the general curriCulum.44 Howeve?,,thestudies

winch compared droodueraies of students in other vocational prOgramt

with those of general curriculum students did 'not yield consistent re-

sult1.45 eo ,

Reanalyses conducted with a recent (1979) national sample provide

tentative support for the .proposition ,that fewer vocational than gen-

eral' students dotop" out of public secondary schoo1.46 Findings fog

blacks and whites, males as well as females, seem to be generally Con-

sistent with thil.-proposition417 However, definitive conclusions

a,bout dropout rates of students in differelt curricula cannot be

reached untilltngi.tudinal data, which indicate patterns of transfer

among high school programs, become available.

29G
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, Just as vocational eButation has been seen tas a means of holding
4

students in school, it is also sometimes viewed as an zeportuni ty for
ec ools to provide education. in citizenship to 'those students, who re-k
in.;1 in scho,o1.44 The notion of citizenship is ,difficult to. define

in operational terms. Voting h'aw's been taken as one indicator of citi-
zenship in prior research. Follow-up studies of 1972 high school grad-
uates 2 and 4 years after graduation- indicated that the di fference in
voting between white and black students is much larger than thedi f fer-
ence in voting between vocational and general curriculum students.

Approximately equivalent percentages oft- male and female graduates cof

the gen.ehal and the vocational curricul a said they were regi stered to
Ate or had voted.49 Another previous study also found no differ-

' ence in voting betweeh vocational and nonvocattonal graduates'.5°

Reanalyses conducted with national samples of graduates vn th exactly 12

'years of schooling confirm these findings: similar percentages., of

vocational and, general curriculum graduates report having voted or

registered within the first 4 years after graduation (1972 to 1976).
This result was obtained with black and white males and femal es.51

Because it is limited to voting,. research on citizenship to date does
not provide evidence to supilr.t or re4te the vi ew that vocational edu-
cation provides an opportunity for--Schools to furnish education in

citizenship to the .students it may be keeping in school.
.

CredentLis for Postsecondary enrollment and Patterns of Enrol lment

t
In the Education Amendments 'tit 1968, the definition of vocational

%.... . .
education included programs designed to prepare students for enrollment

. in advanced technical educ -ation programs. The Education Amendments of

'1976 broadened that definition to include programs to prepare for a
career requhring other than a baccalaureate or advanced degree. The

concern in t'he' Act was that the oppounity for vocational studens to

)
t .36
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continue their training for advanced tqchnical or subpro.fessiooal'Occu-

pation.s should not be limited by their }laving graduated from a voca-
-

tional program in high school.

A survey of postsecondary institutions offering programs belor e
baccalaureate degree ,indicated that the only credential required fo

admission tp the great majority of these schools is a high school di-
,

loma. Thus, graduates of any high school program, vocational or non-

e cational, have the necessary, credentials for enrollment.52 Few

postsecondary schools indicated that they require previous academic

coursework -for bdry ssion, although some recommend it, and none requires

prior vocational coursework for general admission.53

TO what extent do graduates of secondary vocational education pro-

grams enroll in' nohbaccalaureate postsecondary programs? Excluding

those 1972 graduates of secondary vocational education programs in pub-
.

lic schools who did not graduate from a 4-year college by 1,976 and

those who were not attending school full time 'in the fall of either

1974 or 1975; 45 percent had pursued nonbaccalaureate postsecondary

education by 1976. The same percentage of public school general cur-

riculum graduates had one so.54 The majority tlf graduates of bath

curricula who enrolled attended =full time in the first or second year

after high school. These findings were consistent for male and female

blacks and whites.

What kinds of postsecondary programs did these students pursue?

:Although data bearing on this question are sparse, among 1972 public

*hit school graduates a higher percentage of,vocational than general

curriculum graduates reported that they took a vocational postsecondary

program (21 and 17 percent, respectively, of all egraduates, including

those with ho postsecondary education), while a higher Orcentage of

general than vocational graduates took an academic program (14 and 7

percent, respectively). Moreover, general curriculum graduates (other

e
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than black females) Were somewhat more likely than.vocationaL'graduates

.to take their academic studies in a 4-year college. Black male gradu-

ates of both curricula who enrolled in postsecondary vocational pro-
.

grams ere slightly more apt to attend vocational-technical institutes.

than 2- or 4-year colleges.

% .

'In the NLS-1972 sample, 61ack and white' males in postsecondar

vocational prbgrams tended to specialize in mechanical and engineering

technology prograii (including automotive mechanics, machine opera-
.

tions, drafting, construction, 'and electronics), while females special-

ized in office and clerical occupations, and, to a lesser extent,

health services.

Approximately' half -the graduates of seCondaky vocational pEPams

who enrolled in postsecondary vocational programs repoleit-that they
,11.

earned a certificate, license, or 2-year degree within 4 years of high

school graduation, and most had earned them Within 2:years. (It is not

known what proportion of the sample obtainecL each of these credenl---

tials.) A similar percentage or general cUrriculuff graduates in post-
'.

secondary vocational programs repdrted ha4ing earned .a certificate,

license, or 2-year degree.

0

Outcomes Associated with Participation in
Postsecondary Vocational Programs

Th difficulties of determining the effects of students' partici-

nation-in a Nlgh school curriculum, and the vocational education'clir-

riculum in particular, have previously been pointed out. In additio'n

to these and the methodological concerns which pertain to any longitu-.'

dinal study, such as adequacy of response ratesknd availability of

data on outcomes obtained in follow-up surveys, the ipvestigation of

outcomes associated with participation indibstsecondary vocational pro-

grams is fraught with problems. First, it,isespyalfy )difficult
N, V e
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separate a student's characterisflics and the factors .that led to the

decision to pLrsue 15otsecondar schooling from the effects of that.

schooling on subsequent attainments. Second, the diffeAnces. between

vocational and nonvocationaL programs at .thepostsecondary level are

not nearly so clear as at the secondary level: 'The aim-of a. secondary

vocational curriculum clearly.differs from that of an academic curricu-
.

lum. The former attempts to prepare students to enter employment after

high school witfput th ecessity of further formal 'educatiOne while

academic programs p ovicte students with courtes required for enhance

into 4-year colleges. the postsecondary'level, graduates of voca-

tional programs ar4 presu to be ready to enter employment with no

further formal pr,eparation, as are graduates of Arany academic pro-
....

grams.

1 third problem in determining the difference postsecondary voca-

tional education makes to participants is the difficulty o'f identifying

occupational specialties. Students ig different occupational special-
, ..
%ties in secondary school were found to differ or outcomes pertaining to

gainful employment. At the postsecondary 'level, the problems in iden-

tifyfng occupational specialties "go beyond such familiar problems as

missing data, and unreliability of self-reports, to the actual categor-

ies used to describe postsecondary vocational specializatioA and indeed

the very meaning of postiecondary 'vocational education'."55 Stn
another problem in research 6n.-postsecondall).-Outcomes concerns thd

meaning of a'student's not completing a program. As Breneman and

Nelson have asked, 'Does'droppingout represent successor failure? It

could'reflect success if the student learned as much as be intended and
K

left because he found ejob for which he was being trained,' or'failbre

if be concluded the instruction would nothdkp him in the laboi mar-

ket."5

,lotwtthstanciting the difficultieS.inherent in this *rAearch, 'it is

reasonable to ask what difference postsecondary.-vocational education

.3 o
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programs make to participanti. subsequent gainful employment.; To. an-

swer,this question, reanalyses of national longitudinal' survey data

were iconducted w\izhiexam)ned the employment.etatuS, hours worked,
, .

weekly earnings, and occupational status -of students who had. graduated

from vocational and general programs in public high schools and en-

rolled in postsecondary programs below the-bat: alaureate level.

ThesreanalyseS.were condudted with the NLS-1972 sample, which pro.:
.

pro-

vides relatively tIeta.iled,informatidit on the postsecondary educational

experiences oT a national sample of students. Postsecondary students

in the reanalyzed sample could have been in the labor market- up to 2

years when, outcome data were collected in 1976.57 The sample was

not ligited to, junior and community college,- students; it included those

who attended one of the following kinds of postsecondary institutions:

. vocational, trade, business or other career training school; junior or

community (2-year) college; or 4-year college or university: ,Enroll-

ment in a postsecondary institution, as well, as the type of postsecond-

ary program, if appliCable, were ascertained from students'. reports.

Since a Large number of students did not indicate the type of post-

secondary program in4ehich they had enrolled, the possibility of bias

in the sample which remains must be kept in mind, Data.on postsecond-

ary vocational programs were not disaggregated by occupational special-

ty bedabse'of the small sizes of samples (due in part to the fact that

large numbers of postsecondary students dad not'report their special-
..

ties),

Reanalyses indicate that postsecondary schogling below the bacca-

laureate level Confers an advantage on high- school graduates on a vari-

ety of measures of gainful' employment. Postsecondary educatiqn is

associated with several'advahtages for white fAale high school gradu-

at4t. Those Rio take a postsecbndary program (.and,.to a lesser extent,

those without postsecondary schooling who take a vocational program iA

hfgh school) have a higher labor fohce participation rate (by 10 to 20

- 'I
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points),,2 to 7, fewer weeks per yeoar of Unemployment, and jobs with
higher 4ccupationa1 'status than white female graduate of the general.
curriculum with no postsecondary schooling.58 For black females,

postsecondary education is associated with higher occupational status.
In addition, black males and female's with postsecondary schooling have
slightly lower unemployment rates than general curriculum graduates.

without postsecondary schooling. Nonbaccalaureate postsecondary educa-

tion is not associated with di fferent numbers of hours worked per heel,:
or heekly earnings of the 41 te or black males or females in this sam-,

$)1.01e, in comparison. to those th no postsiConCfary education.

While high schoo,1 vocational , graduates with no postsecondacy

schooling do relatively better in certain aspects of gainful anpl oy-

ment than general curriculum, graduates, advantages are more .cammon for
all groups who!have some postsecondary education. Evidence obtained

with this one national ,sample, however, indicates that the type of
postsecondary program (academic 'or vocational) has little effect on ern-
ployment oUtcomes. There are few notable di fferences associated with
the type of pdstsecontiary 'curriculum, vocational or academic, and there

is no consistent pattern of difference:; in labor force particIpaion
,rates, unemplwent rates, number of hours worked per teek , weekly

earnings; or rates of ful 1-time employment.. Consequently: there is no
basis for concluding that one type of postsecondary schooling is asw
crated with greater advantages in gainful empl oyme,nt than another'for
males" or fancies, black or whitd:

It should be emphasized that the evidence presented here on out-
comes 'associated with participation in postsecondary programs is much

more limited than ilat pertaining to secondary programs. Reanalyses

with postsecondary students were conducted with only One national rw-
ple, and it was not 1ossib1e to examine occupational special ti es separ-
ately. In addition, students in tilts sample had been in the labor mar-
ket only 2 years after completing a postsecondary program.

e
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Symmary of Research Findiegs on Outcomes

What,. in sun, hhs been learned about the outcanes. of participation

in a secondary vocational program? Evidence fru; prior 4searCh and

reanalyses_of- national, survey-data, indicate fairly consistently that

- females .Who graduate froni business and office programs--the majority of

females in occupationally s'pecifi'c secondary vocational education pro-
.

gransfare better in the labor market than.rofemal e graduates of the

general curriculum. Specifically, duririg.the 4 years after graduation,
White' female business graduates.,.M th no postsecondary education are

more likely than white female graduates of `the general curriculum to be

in the` labor force, hold clerical jobs, work ful 1 time, earn $10 to $20

'more per week', and have jobs with somewhat higher occupational status.

Black female, graduates of secondary business program, are more likely

to be empfbyed in clerical jobs, earn 415 to $1.8 mo re per week, and

have jobs with somewhat higher occupational status than black , female

'graduates of the general curriculihn. No consistent differences were

found between female graduates of business programs and of the general

-eurricultrn io their rate of occupational advancement or satisfaction

with their joos

Evidence of di fferences betwgen male §raduates of seconder:), voca-

tional and general programs without postseConde'ry education is not as

strong as that for female graduates: One. year' after graduation, 53

percent -of white and 43 percent of black male graduates of trade and
. -

industry programs--the occupational spetialty with the largest male ens
, .

.rollment--are emyed in jobs related to their training. White male
, graduates of trade and industry programs are employed a few weeks more

,
in the'first year of work than white male general curriculum graduates,

and white male gradua tes of -business programs have jobs with slightly

higher occupational status 1 year after ,graduation than white male

graduates of the general curriculum; however, these differences are not

-as marked 4 yea-os after graduatidn. Differences between male graduates,

or

r
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of the general and vocational curriculi without postsecondary education

With' respect to their, labor force participation rate, unemployment

'rate, number'of hours worked per week, fUll time employment, likelihood.

of obtaining Allayment in skil}ed jobs, weekly earnings, and job gat-
*

isfaction tend to be small and inconsistent.

Two points shoilld be borne in mind in considering the evidence

PresenFed here on outcomes of participation in secondary vocational

education programs.. First, differences in outcomes between whites and

blacks, and between males and females, are often cviderdply larger

than curricular differences.' Second, students: reports of their cur-

'riculum and occupational specialty were used to examine outcomes in the

reanalyses of longitudinal surveys. In tbis regard, it is important to

note, that informatIon on vocational coursework'.obtained from NLS-1972

students' transcripts explained very little variation in gainful em-

ploymentoutcomes beyoni that explained by students' reports of their

curriculum: Differences in outcomes associated with vocational course-

work alone tended to be bath fewer in number and smaller in magnitude

than those associated with students' reports.of their curriculum.

Evidence from reanalyses conducted with postsecondarm,students is

limited toone national survey. Forty-five percent of the secondary

vocational education graduates in this sample purSued nonbaccalaureate

postsecon r ducation within 4 years after graduation, as diia simi-

lar per ntage f general curriculum graduates. The secondary voca-

tion education g ate was_jacregly to pursueasWocational than

academic program in postsecondary school, while the oppogite is trues

of the general curriculum graduate. Of the secondary vocational and

general -044iculum graduates who took postsetondary vocational puo-

grams,

.

apProxImately half the gradaated,of each curriculum reported

that they obtained either a certificate, licese, or 2-/ear degree

within 4 years Of high school graduation.

3 .4
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- Postsecondary Education below the baccalaureate level confers, 4n

advantage on high school graduates oria variety of meAsures of gainful

employment. Overall, for the one national sample studied, differences

in gaidful employment outcomes between studentS in -vocational. and

academic \postsecondary.programs are slight: They are riot substantial .

enough to warrant the conclusion that the advantage of postsecondary

education is any greater for students wtvo take a vocational program

than for those who take a nonbaccalaureate academu.pOgram.

44 4

. For white females, postsecondary education is associated with rel-
.

atively high labor force participatiod rates, few weeks of unemployment

and high occupational status, 04 for black females, it is associated

with high occupational status. Black males and fegales who take some

form of postsecOndary education have slightly lower unemployment rates

than black general curriculum graquates with no postsecondary educa-

tion. Postseconda6Kedication below the baccalaureate level is not

associated with the number of hours worked pler week or wgekly earnings

of'black or white male% or females, relative to those with no postsec-,

ondary education.

A Final Note

Of the three frequently asked questions about the effects of voca-

tional education, only one--that concerning the difference vocational

education makes to participants- -has been addressed in this chapter.

It should bp emphasized that the research results reported dO not con-
,*

stitute, And should not be read as, en assessment of the effectiveness

of either' secondary or .postsecOndary vocational education programs.

They Are too 1$imited--by both the data available for research and-the

difficulty of tKe research problem - -to attribute outcomes, both' econom-

ic and noneconomic, to particular educatjcinal experiences.

,

Questions, about the 'effect; oil Fyral policy on students and tfte

;
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return to socion the investment cannot be answered with currently

available national survey data on students. In order to determijie

whether students' Attainments have changed as a result of Federal poli-

cy, a systematic study of State and local policy over time is required,

as well as an investigation that traces how Federal legislation has in-

fluenced the key factors,,of the vocational education enterprise over

time. Questions pertainitg to return on the investment ir4ocational

education require ,data on .costs. Cost-effectiveness might then- be

,determined according to specified criteria. Some might infer that the

investment is warrant 'd from evidence of positive effects of vocational

education on participants, but such evidence would not by itself serve

,to indicate to what extent an increase or decrease in the investment

would enhance or dimin sh.the benefit of the program to students, nor

would it show which features of vocational programs were responsible

for their positive effects. Clearly, before these two important ques-

tions can be answered, additional -research is needed with data col-

,lected specifically for that purpose.

Also inviting inquiry are,claims frequently made about the bene-

fids, which vocational education is assumed to provide. One often-heard

claim, for example, is that vocational education is an ,effective means

of reducing youth unemployment in the aggregate.' This view rests on

the assumptions that youth unemployment results from a mismatch between

skills and,jobs; and that. jobs are availible for youth who acquire

skills that vocational education can provide. Another claim is that

vocational education has value for students not only because of bene-

fits resulting from participation In the curriculum but ,also because of

potential benetits of schioong, such as socialization and, assimilation

into the dominant culture, which are broader than the purposes of voca-

tional education. This claim was asserted in support of the initial

:effort to just y Federal investment in vocationa4 education. It rests

upon the assumpti that students who would otherwise leav school

would remain in school ,to participate. in vocational education, thereby

\\\
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deriving the presumed larger benefits of schooling. Evidence available

at this time does not provide firm knowledge about either the strength

of these several claims or the soundness of the assumptions on which

they rest.

I
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FOOTNOTES

ss

1. See-E. Woods and W. lig'ney, "The-Effects of Vocational Education: .

. Proposed Propositions' and Framework fob Study" (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: The Hdron Institute 1979); and K. Obugherty, The

1 Politics of Federal Vocational Education Legislation: 1963-1976"
(Cambridge; Massachusetts: The Huron Institute, 1979). It ,

2. These outtdme.rneasures and others specr'f;ed in the regulations, '-

are discussed in detail in Chapler IV.

3. For information on this subject see Louise Connan, Basic Skills
Proficiencies of Secondary Vocational Education Students
(Washington, D.C. : Government Printing Office, 1980).

Each of these national surveys offers a unique advantage in terms
of recency, length of time students are in the labor market, or
details of students' coursework. Separate analyses were performed
for white males, black males, white females, and black females. -
For males, general curriculum graduates were compared separately
with graduates of trade and industry, business and office, and
other vocational programs combined; for females, general curricu-
lum graduates were compared with graduates of business and office
and other, vocational programs combined (with the exception of home
economics). Trade and industry and business programs account for
the majority of male and female enrol lment in occupational ly spa-
cific programs, respectively. Only participants with exactly 12
years of 'school ing (1 .e. , no postsecondary education) were in- 6

cluaed in reanalyses of outcomes for secondary students, and this
fact may account for certain discrepanOes between findings from
reanalyses and hose of prior studies. \
Within any of .the four sexrace groups, only slight differences in
socioeconomic status and test scores were found among high school -graduates of the general and vocational curricula who had exactly

., 12 years or school ing. This finding lent support to use of the
general curriculum as a comparison group in `reanalyses. (The only
exception, to this pattern was the higher socioeconomic status of
black males and females in business programs relative to thelepan
the general curriculum.) .

FoNach of the four sex-raze groups, in- addition to descriptive
statistics, multiple regression analyses were performed. Socio-
economic status, job training and experience, and, in some in-
stances, school and community characteristics were 'included as in-
dependent vdriabl es in regressions in order to identify the extent
to which these variables change the power of curriculum to explain.
outcomes.
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This research was conducted through contract with the Huron Insti-
tute. Documentation of procedures used in reanalyses,,of national 8
data sets is provided in E. floods and W. Honey, Does Vocational
Education Make a Difference? A Review of Previous Research and
Reanalyses of National Longitudinal Data Sets (CaMbAidge,
Massachusetts: The Huron Institute, 4981). This reference will
hereafter be cited as Theriron Report.

In reports of priorresearch presented here, greater attention is
generally given to national than to non-national studies, because
the national studies ore broader in scope amPtend to provide
gr,eater.,ARecificity regarding characteristics of vocational and
nolivoceional students. This degree of speoi ficity. faci 1 itates
comparisons,of results 'across studies. For a review of non-
national Studies, see D. Mertens, D. McElwain, G. Garcia, and
M.' Whitmore, Effects of Vocational Education on Participants A
Review of Time or Area SoecificStudies Reported Since-1968
(Columbus; Ohio: The National Center for Research on Vocational
Education, 1980.) - :

5. Current PopulatiOn Survey procedures were used to derive labor
force classifications.

S.

The Huron Repo ?t, Section 4.1. Unemployment i-ates, obtained in re-
analyses are sometimes Lower than those of the same age group in
the general population because samples used in reanalyses include
only high school .graduates.-

ing the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market:Experience,
Grasso and Shea reported slight differences in unemployment rates
between male graduates of the vocational and general curricula
within 13 years after graduation. (See J. T. Grasso and J. R.
Shea, Vocational Education _and Training: Impact on Youth
(BerkeTer. The-CarnegieCouncil on Policy Studies in Higher ,
Education, 19f9), p. 193.) Larger curricular differences in. '
Unemployment rates were reported.by M. Borus et al,, Pathways to.
the Future: A Longitudinal Study of Yoinia Americans. Preliminary
Report: Youth and the Labor Market - 97.4 (Columbus: The Ohio
State University, Center for Human R ource.Research, 1980),
Chapter 15. Rates in that study, ho ver, were obtained with
aggregate, samples of vocational students in the National
Longitudinal Survey of Yoang American's, some-of whom had had
postsecondary schooling, and without reg to occu
specialty. fr
Mthough limited data were available with which to examine curric-
ular differences in number and length of spells of unemployment,
reanalyses of these outcomes generally, yielded no clearly inter-
pretable result's.
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7. e Huron Repori,,SectiOn 4.1.i
8. Grasso and Shea, op. cit., p. 1.93; J. R. Shea et ad., Years for

Decision, Vol. 1 (Washington, 0.C.: GovernMent Printing Office',

1971), p. 105. Unemployment rates were re orted for the sample in

the National Longitudinal Survey of La or Market Ex erience for ,

the years'1968 to 1972. -

9. The Huron ?Ippon, Section 4.1, These-results were.o beerned with

females in the National Longitudinal Survey of,_Ynuerlimencans-and,
the NLS -1972. t

;

4111

10. Borus et al., op. cit. These results were also obtained fit re-

analyses.
. 4

11. The Huron Report, Section 4.2.

.,12, These results were obtained in reanalyses. Borus.et al.,bp. cit.
reported that females aged 18 to 21 work .an avdrage of 36 hours a

,week. 6

13. The Huron Report, Section 4.2.

Ibid. Socioeconomic status -was controlled: using'a composite mea-

sure of socioeconomic status which was bas .on father's educa-

tion, mother's education, parents' income, father'l occuption,
and certain household characteristics.

15. Ibid.
,

16. Borus et al., op. cit.; F. R. Creech et. al., Comparalie Analysis

4f

of Postsecendary Occupational and Educational Outcomes for the

High Schools Class of 1972. final Report (Princeton:, Educational.

Testing,Service, 1977); A. Harnisceeger and O. Wiley,,"High .

Schdbl Tracking and Vocational Stereotyping: Means of Socioeconom7
is Placement," paper prepared for the National Commission for

Employment Policy, April 1980; A. I. Kohen and H. S. Pafnes,

Career Thneshholds: A Longitudinal Study of the Educational and

Labor Market Experiences of Male Youth, v 1. 3 (Columbus L, The Ohio

State University, Center for Human Resour esearch, 1970); N.
,Lewin-Epstein, "Vocational Education," in /Ugh School and Beyond:

2 Policy Issues and Research Oesionevd. J. Coleman et al.t
1Chioago: Rational Opinion Researc en r, 1979); O. E. Wiley .4

and A Warnischfeger,/"High School Lear ng, Vocational Tracking w

and What Then?" (Chicabo: CEMREL, February 1980).

117,. The HurOn Report, Section 4.3. These findings were obtained wiyi,

white and black males. 'In some reanalyses, black male graduatbs

of trade and industry programs were f2Und to earn more per peek
than black male general. curriculum graduates 1 year but not 4
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years after gnoguation; however, these results were not consis-
tently obtained. Earnings were adjusted to constant 1978k doll ars.

.7 # q4.. ,r," . .
Reanalyses were not performed with hourly wages because they would
have had to be derived from other data: Wage estimates obtained
in this manner were considered less reliable for reanalyses than
directly nepgrted wdekly earnings. Grasso and Shea, op. cit., pp.

"--85-86,
reported no significant gifferenees in hourly wages of male -

(rvocational and general curricul(m graduates.

\
18. Creech et aj., op: cit.

0 lo. ,-0
19. Wiley and Harnischfeger, op. cit. This finding was 'obtained with

white females in the NLS-1972 sample.

20. R. H. Meyer, "4EconomtC Analyses of High Scli61 Vocational Edu-
. - cation: The Labor MaTket Effectsgf Vocational Education," mimeo-

graphed (paper prepared for the Notional Commission for Employment .

Policy,-.011ne 1981). Le el of participation in vocational educe-
"i-1,9n was-defined On the, basis'of the number of vocational courses

°

listed,on"-transcuts of students in the NLS-1972 sample.

21.. A. Dustman and T. Steinmeier, "The Relation betWeen Vocational
. TrAinNng in High School and Ecoiomic Outcomes," mimeographed, July

1981. This'findigg was obtained with twobnational surveys--the .

NLS-1972 and the.National Longitudinal Survey oflabor Market
Experience. ,

24,1.

22: geatswand Shen, op:cit., Chapter 4.

oo°j

23. '-The Hurom,Report, Section 4.3. This advantage of famale,business
graduatesjelative to general curriculum graduates remains when
socioeconomic status and number of hours worked per wdek are con-

' %., . trolledm,),81ack female business graduates eap $15 to $18 more per
wjek than general curriculum graduates when socioeconomic status -.
afid number of hourf worked per 4eek.are controlled.

% .

.

24. iorus et al., op. cit.; Gustman anii.Steinmeier, op. cit.;
Harnischfeger and Wiley, 4. ,cit.; Lewin-Epstein, op. cit.; R. D.
Roderick and ii M. Davis, Years for Decision, Vol.' 2, Manpower Re-
search Monograph No. 24 (Washington, 0.C.: Government Printing, N
Office, 1974); Wiley and Harnischfeger, op. cit. Inconsistenta
findings can result from differences in subpopulations examined,
the particular variables which were controlled, or the way hourly
wages

.

-were calculated in different studies.
. .

25. .S. Ir. Pen% 4nd K. M. Holt, ational tongiludinal Study: Tabular
Summar of the Second Foll -up Questionnaire Data 2-1/2 Years
A ter g Sclioo , vo s. "as ing on, .: overnment rinting
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Office, 1977), S. S.-Peng et al. Natiodej Longitudinal Study:

Tabular Summary of the 'Third Follow-up Questionnaire Data, 4 vols:

(Washington, 0.C.: Government Printing Office. 1978).

'26. The Huron Report, Section 4.4. The Census Occupational Classifi-

cation was used to, derive the three occupational skill levels.

These findings were obtai;ld with white and black males.

Ibid. TheOuncan socioeconomic index (SEI) was used as a measure

of occupational sIatus. The SE1 provides ratings of occupations
from 3 to 96 based on the education and income of /people -in those

occupations.
r

28. Ibid. This finding was obtained in'reanalyses performed with

white female samples in two national longitudinal surveys--the
National Longitudinal Survey of Young Americans and the NLS-1972--'

and witn the black fema13.sample in the NLS-1972. Similar find-

. ings were reported by Acrig and,dolt, op. cit., and Peng et al:,

op. cit., though figures were not separately reported for white

and placx females. ,
/

29, The Huron Report, Section 4.4.
..<

30.. The otner criterion is employers' Opinion that students are "well-

trained and prepared for employment," labeled "employer satisfac-

tion with performance ". in the regulations. No data exist on this.

outtome 1n die national longitudinal surveys. Thareforerl7enaly-

ses were not performed, and thece-are no findings to report other

thap those of prior research which,were summarized-1T!'. .pter,VII

of The interim Report. For 'a review of studidt ,''employer satis-

faction, see MertenS-qt al., op. cit. In genes:al, prior research

indicates that employers" usually express,satisTactfoh with voca-

tyonll graduates' Skills and attitudes toward malAif though theere-4

li.ability-of some of those reports6is questionAcce.''-

It is worth noting that the regulations.define 'employers' satis- TAL
faction with vocational students' performance :Is comp*ed with

performance of persons who have 'not had voc4ionaleducation",

however, 61 percent of,employers questioned Wi,on dy were un-

111 able to make this comparison. (See The Huron t,,5ection

4.6)

31. The Huron Repap4, Section 4:5. ,,..

(

,

32. Ibid. These results were obtained with the'NLS-1972 'sample.

Students' 'reports of occupationa,l specialieiek were used The

Education Occupational Cross-Code Index was developed by the

Massachusetts Postsecondary Educatidn Commission.
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33. The percentage of graduates of other vocational prograds combined
who were found to hold jobs related to their training 1 year after
graduation is 15 for white males, 8 for 614ck males, 23 for white
females, and 7 for black females.

. .

H. Vincent, An'inalysis of Vocational Education in Our Secondary

%ools (Washington, D.C.: )l.s. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Office of Education, 1969), p. 40 Follow-up 'data:on
self-employment were obtained in 1965.

. 35. The Huron Report, Section 4,7..

36. Creech et al., op. cit.; Peng and Holt, op,. cit.; Peng et al.,
op. cit. /,

37. The Huron Report, Section 4.8. Self-reports of job satisfaction Ns
are subject to positive response bias.

38.' Grasso and Shea, op. cit., pp. 22-24.
,

.

39. The Huron Report:-SectiOn 5.1.

40. Grasso and Shea, op, cit., p. 100. The Duncan SEI was used to
measure occupational status. Only 'high school graduates with
exactly 12 years of schooling in the sample of the National Longi-
tudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience were Included. `-

41. The Hurori Reporte, Section5.2.' The only exception to this pattern
i5 the higher rate of advancement of white female graduates of

agriculture, Distributive education, health, and trade and indus-
try programs combined, in comparison to white female graduates of
general or business programs. The heterogeneity of this group,
however, makes this finding difficult to interpret.

TheDuncan SEI was used to measure occupational status. Only high
school graduates with exactly 12 year; of schooling do the NLS-
1972 sample were included. '

'42. Ibid.

4
43. Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education, "Report

00914W in American Education and Vocationaltsm; A Documentary
History 1870-1970, ed. Marvin Lazerson and W. Norte*. Grubb ((ew
York: Teachers College Press, 1974).

44. drasso and Shea, op. cit., p. 43; Vincent, op. cit., 17.

45. J. Coombs and W. W./Cooley, "Dropouts: In High School and After
AM, School," American Educational Research Journal 5 (Summer 1968):

343-363; Grasso and Sher, op. cit.; Vincent, op. cit., These
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findings were based on, national data collected in the 1960's.
Methodological problems in estimating dropouSx'ates may account
for differences 'in results of Offerent studies. Probleds include
differencel in response rates between dropouts and non-dropoUts in
follow-up surveys, patterns of transfers of students betwden the
vocational and general curricula, and underestimates of future
dropout rates.

46. The Huron Report, ,,Section 5.3. Because long-term fol)ow-up data

on this sample (thk National Longitudinal Survey of Young Ameri-
cans) are not Yet available, dropout estimates are subject to
change. Rates-may vary among students in different occupalnonal
specialities..

47. Thes tridings are based oncross-sectional data. See Grasso and

Shea:K. cit., Chapter 3; regarding problems of estimating dfop-
out sates with_cross-sectional data.

48, Commission on National. Aid to Vocational Education, ip L.zerson
and-Grubb, op. cit.

49. Peng and Holt, op.'cit.; Peng et al., op. cit. Results were not 0
reported separately for whites and blacks of each sill. No dis-

tinction was made between high school §raduates witlrand without

postsecondary edUcation. .)

50. T. W. Hu et al:, A Cost Effectiveness Study of Vocational Educa-

ti3n: Final Report (Unwersity Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State
university, 1968).

51. The Huron Report, Section 5.4.
N
Approximately 50 to 55 percent of

each group reported that they had voted by 1976. These statistics

are consistent with voting behavior nationwide for that period.

52. Ibid.: Section 6.1. The Huron Institute conducteNfiis survey of

86 public and private nonbaccalaurebte institutions, which in-
cluded vocational and technical schools and junior and community
colleges across ipe United States. A 5-percent national probabil-

ity sample was used.

53. It appears that any prerequisites for admission to specific ad-

vanced technical programs offered in these nonbaccalaureate insti-
tutions can be fulfilled a/fter general admission into the institu-
tions.

,

54. The Huron Report, Section 6.2. By 197d, or 4 years after gradua-
, tion from public high schools, graduates of the generarcurricu-

lum were more likely than vocational graduates to have pursued
postsecondary education, including baccalaureate as well 3s nOn-
baccalaureate programs (63 and 54 percent, respectively), The

4
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4
higher percentage of.general curriculum graduates, particularly
white females, in postsecondary education reflects the greater
proportion of general than vocational graduates enrolled in

academic programs, often in 4-year colleges.

55. p. 6.2.13.

56. 0. Breneman and S. Nelson, Financing Community Colleges: An Eco-,._
nomic Perspective (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1981),
pp. 2-25. .

.

57. Excluded from the sample.were.tbose who had completed 4 years of
postsecondary schooling within 4years of high school graduation
(by October 1976) and those who were enrolled full time'in either
the fall of 1974 or the fall of 1975. (The latter were excluded
because they would not have been in the labor market full time for
two years when data okoutcpmes ware collected'and because they
were more apt to be pursuing a baccalaureate program.)

'

Separate analyses were performed for white males, black males,
white femaldt, and black females. For each of these groups,
eight subgrogns were examined which represented different combina-
tionsof self- reported secondary (general or vocational) and post-
secondary (none, academic, vocational, or unknown) programs.
Within any of thefour.sex-race groups, only slight differences
were found in socioeconomic status.or twelfth grade basic skill
,scores among.the eight subgroups.

An addition to descriptive Statistics, two sets of multiple re-
' gres&ions were performed for the eight subgroups. In the fir it

set; galnful employment outcomes of graduates,of the secondarg
general curriculum with no.postsecondary, education were contrasted
with outcomes of each of the other subgroups with a number of var-
iables controMed, including socioeconomic status (the same com-
poAite measure used with secondary. students), work experience dur-
ing.and after high school, and selected community characterAtics.
In the econd set of regressions, outcomes of graduates of second-
ary vocational Programs who had enrolled in postsecondary vota=

tional,programs'were contrasted with outcomes of each of the other
five subgroups who had had some type of postsecondary'educatjon.
Variables controlled in is set of regression& were socioeconomic
status-, type of postsec ry institutidh, full-time or part-time
enrollment, and receipt o a certificate, license, or degree. See
.Chapter 7 of The. Huron RepoYt for information on.reanalyseawcon-
ducted with postsecondary students.

58. In this section, results of several cross-tabular analyses or mul-
tiple regressions in which one or more variables were controlled

'sare'Stimmarized for any given outcome. Reported results, there- ,

- /fire, d're,approxima;e and may vary.w4thin a range, depending on
tile number and nature of controlled variables. Comparisons with
the high schodl general curriculum are presented here to link
these result's with those pertaining to secondary curricula in the
preceding section. For greater detail see, The Huron Report,,
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER VIII: EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

IntroductiOn

Although Federal vocational education legislation is an example of

economic and human resource development policy, its ultimate goal is

to promote equality of opportunity. As the language of the ,VEA's

Declaration of Purpose suggests, the legislation contains within it a

number of notions of equity. It is universalist in orientation, em-

bracing "persons of all ages in all communities of the State." By

stating that individuals have different needs for, interests in, and

abilities to benefit from vocational training, it recognizes that equal

opportunity does not always or necessarily mean equal treatment and may

inead require a Pluralistic approach. Finally, in setting' forth the
goal of ensuring-ready access to vocational education which is of high

quality and "realistic in the light of actual or anticipated opportune -,

ties for gainful employment;" the legislation speaks to -the historic

link between the commitment to equal educational opportunity and the

national interest in promoting economic opportunities.

.0*

Despite the universalistic language of the VEA:s hclaration of r

Purpose, it is clear that Congress did not intend Federal funds to be

distributed equally to persons of all ages in all communities of the

State. Rather, the legislative history of the 1976 amendments' indi-

cates that the goal of ensuring ready access to high-quality vocational

training to all who seek it is the broad context for the law's more im-

mediate,'programmatic aim of assisting the States to improve their ser-

vices to these groups of individuals who have either been denied equal

opportunity ill vocational education by official act or been otherwise

poorly served by the enterprise,. As was noted in the Senate report 41
clarifying the intent of Congress, the Declaration of Purpose

llits the wide range 0 individuals who' may be beneficiaries
from Federally-assisted vocational eddcation programs. . . .
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to underscore the fayt that vocational edcation may be of
sighificant benefit to persons of substantially varying needs,
and is not limited to certain institutions or levels of educk-

9,tion. However, given the limited amount of Federal assistance
available, it is the Committee's intent that scarce dollars
will be first devoted to those with greatest needs., (Emphasis
added).1

Thus, in much the same way that other Federal education policies set
forth broad, far-ranging gaals and then concentrate resources on those
who% are frost in need of assistance, so too does the VEA give priority
to serving persons who have been identified as having the greatest
needs In vocational education: women, the handicapped, the academic-

and economically disadvantaged, and individuals with limited
English- speaking ability.

This chapter, then, will examine the extent to which the VEA, as
amended 4-1976, has affected- the ability of the vocational education
enterprise to serve women and individuals identified as having -special
needs. It begins by reviewing the ,equity themes of Federal vocational
ed4cation policy' from the Smith- Hughes Act of 1917 to the present, and
then analyzes the fit between the equity, goals of the ,VEA and the pro-
grammatiC instruments that Congress devised to improve upon the Act's
previous mechanisms for realizing these goals. It next examines the
implementation of the equity provisions of the 1976 amendments, and to
ti he extent that the research permits, the impact of these provisions on
women and individuals with special vocational education needs.

-Although the Statesegd localities are respobsible for meeting the
requirements of the VEA only when VEA funds are accepted, the voca-

.
4 tional education enterprise 'as a whole is obligated to, uphold the

Nation's civil right; laws, regardless of the legislative or program-
matic source of its Federal funds. Since these laws, specifically
Title VI of the Civil Right's Act of 1964, Title IX of tie Education
Amendments of '1972% ,and ,Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 0( 1973,

I
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are closely related in spirit VI_ the equity prov4sions of the VEA, this

chapter will also treat the guidelines promulgated fn 1979 by the

Office for Civil Rights (OCR), which explain how recipients of Federal

'funds that offer, or administer vocational education programs can meet

'their civil rights responsibilities.2 Taken-together, then, the ele-

ments of this chapter.seek to illuminate the extent to which-the equity,

measures of the A, as implemented by Federal, State, and local agen;

cies, have been effective in promoting the law's ultimate objective of

equalizing opportunities to, and in vocational education, a goal that is

underscored and supported by the civil . rights laws of :the'. United

'States.

The Evolution of the Equity Goals of Federal Policy -:

The source of the dual economic and social framework in which Fed- .c

era] vocational education policy has operated, as well as the root of

the equity measures of the VEA, can be found in the history of Federal

aid to public school vocational education, whiCh began,with the Smith-

Hu4hes Act of 19f7. Although the motives underlying' the vocational

edutation movement and the attempts to secure Federal aid for it were

digerse, not insignificant among them was the perception that the tra-,

ditiOnal academic studies of secondary schools were not meeting the

needs \of -the Nation' s "1 aboring class," swelling number, of "immigrants,

urban poor, and rural youth who were "destined" to enters nonprofes-

sional Occupations. In 1914, the Commission on National Aid to Voca-k 4

tional Education, whose recommendations had a conSidemble influence on

securing passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, maintained that
O

1. VOCATIONAL TRAINING IS NEEDED TO DEMOCRATIZE THE EDUCATION.

OF THE COUNTRY:

(a) By recognizing different tastes and abilities and by
giving an equal opportunity to all tb prepare for their life work.

Equality of opportunity in our present system of education is not

afforded to the mass of our children. While our schools are

VIII-3
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opened freely to every child, their aims and purposes are such
that a 'majority of/the children are unable to take advantage of
them beyond a certain grade and hence do not secure at public
expense a preparation for their work in life.

Clo?ely related to this view. was the belief that the schools' failure

to relate their curriculum more tersely tothe,w6ld of work was under-.

mining the Nation's economic and tecti;ifdaT development and its ability

to compete in world markets. Vocational education was thus advocated

as a means of promoting equality of opportunity by offering adolescents

who were either failing to enter high school or dropping out an/educa-

tional experience that would pe relevant to their future roles as work-

ers. At the same time; it was also expected to improve the quality of

the labor force and to bolster national economic prosperity.3

- The early twentieth-century arguments on behalf of securing fed-

eral aid to vocational education contained a number of widespread and

untested assumptions about the role of vocational education in promot-
.

in, both equity and'economic development, and the passage of the Smith-

Hughes Act gave additional legitimacy and support to these views. How -

ever #the Act itself was a relatively terse piece of legislation that.

made no:direct refeence either to equity or economic goals. It was

not until 1963, when the VEA was passedr that- these goals were elabor-

ated and made more explicit. Consequently, , it was.the design of, and

eexperience with, this "Act to strength and improve ttie quality of

vocational education and to expand the vocational education opportuni-

ties in the Nation" that established the base upon which the subsequent.

amendments to the VEA would be built.

The problems that refocused attention on vocational education in

the 1960s and informed the making of the VEA were not unlike those

underlying -the SmitOiughes Act: poverty and unemployment, the rapid

pace of technological development and changing skill requirements,
,,

0
.
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poorly prepared *workers, an social _unrest. Although the effeCtiveness

, of vocational education in meeting the needs of the labor market and

promoting equality of educational opportunity had cane under seriods

question, most prominently in the 1938 report ,of a national cpmmittee

appointed by President Roosevelt, the belief that vocational. education,

in principle,. could fulfill t e claims made for it continued to per-

si st.4 This view was sup rted the panel of consultants appointed

. by President Kennedy in 1961 to advise the Nation on the condition and

role of vocational education. The consultants were sharply critical of

existing vocational programs especial ly of their failure to meet the

.1. needs of the economical ly and academically disadvantaged. They, none-

theless went on to affirm the value 'of vocational education and corW-

;,cluded that if it were reformed and redirected, it could play a vital

. role in the Nation's economy and. in improving the life chances of

youths who are sometimes cal led potential dropouts: disinterested, re-

- luctant, disadvantaged, alienated, or cultural ly depriired."5

The panig,',s report had a considerable influence on the aims and

provisions of the YEA of 1963. . The legislation introduced an economic

criterion in the formula for distributing Federal aid to the States,

made speci fic mention `of youths with "special educational handic p's" in

its Declaration of Purpose, and, for the first time', explicitly a thor-

ized the ,States to use Federal vocational education 'funds to serve

"persons who have academic, socioeanomic, or" other *handicaps tha 'pre-

ient them from siicceedirig% in the 'regular vocational education pro-

gram." 4

The VEA introduced three other measures that were primdrily oon

cerned, with improvinj the capacity of the States to serve youths with

special vocational education needs. Iii the first (Section 4(c)), the

Commissioner of Educaticin, was authorized to make grants to help, support

research, training, and experimental programs to meet the needs of, sikh

youths, particularly those in economically depressed communities. The

V111-5
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second, which created a separate pool of Fedelal funds to support State '.
work-sludy programs (Sec. 13), was derived from the commitment made in

the Declaration of Purpose to provide' "part-time enNyment ifor youths
who ne the earnings from such employment to continue their vocational

4,, ,
train hg on a ftil 1-time basis.". In detemining.the criteria fbr lord

,,ing funds to local' ,education agencies (L1 s), 4tates were required 1..9
4

titgive priority to applicants serving ccmmunities with substantial nut-
=4",.,

'0.,.....moo,ov

bers of dropouts and unemployed youth. The final, explicitly equity-
ariented Measure of the Act concerned youths, aged 15-21, who were
identified as needing vocational education in the context of ful 1-tim'e.
residential schools (Set. 14).

Taken togettop, the,. these measures-authorizing the use of Eed-
,

eral funds to meet the vocational training needs of persons with spe-
cial educational handicaps formed the equity base of the VEA. On the

one hand, the VEA's permissive directions on how. the States could use
their Federal funds, as well as its vague and flexible planning re-
quirements, indicated a considerable gap between the commi.tment to im-

proving 'vocational services for youths with "academic, socioeconanit, ;
or other handicaps" and the programmatic instruments that were devised

to realize thi send. In this view, the VEA represented neither a con-
sistent nor an effectively designed policy. On the other hand, its
permissiveness And flexibility also implied a belief that the States
either,shared or were willing to embrace these equitygoals. Seen from

this perspective, the VEA of 1963 served as a first, clear notice to
the States of the objectives of Federal policy, and the-refore allayed
them some time, some monetary Arlcgntives, and a great deal of discre-
tion in gearing up to meet the needs of youth who had be poorly

served by vocational weducatio'n.
.

As Congress discovered during itsionsideration of the 1968 amenc
ments to the VEA,' the States had by and large chosen not "to respond to
these incentives. Of the more than $980 l lion spent for vocational

86-90 O- 81 - -21

t.

I
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education pr'ograms under the 1963 VEA, only $19.8 million, or approxi-

matAy 2 percent, of the Federal funds were spent on programs" for stu-

dents with special needs. According to the 1967 report submitted by

the Advisory 6uncil on- Vocational, Ethication, the vocational education

e.nterprise continued to bi 'unresponsive both to the changing needs of

the etonomy and to the problems of di sadvantaged students. The Council

also faulted the -,enterpri se for fail ing to address the problems of

dibopouts; the hard-core unemployed, and adults who required job train-

ing or retraining. For both humanitarian and economic reasons, 'the

report concluded, "persons with special needs deserve special

2elp. "6

Prompted ..by this evidence that little progress
ward the goal. -of' improving the vocational training

had

persons with educational handicaps, Congress

.discretionary Language of the VEA and, sought to make

iures more 'effective. The result' was the introduction

intp 'Federal vocational education policy.

been made to-

opportuni ties of
reconsidered the
its equity mea-

of the set-aside

-, According to the legislative history of the VEA, "set-asides ',ere

established to provide a base amolint ,each State must use for programs

' for students with sbeciat needs, and to provide an incentive for the

States to target ,more of their funds on these special needs categor-

\es. The 1968 amendments required States to use at least 15 per-
,'cept of their Federal allotment to. fund programs for, the, di sad vantaged

('pergonsFwith-academic, socioeconomic, or other handicaps), and at

. ,.`,1,east 10 percent' of their al lotMent for programs for physical or mo-

tional ly handicapped individuals. In addition, a minimum of one-third

of a.
4

States s' al lotment for consumer and homemaking education programs
%.

had to be -directed toward economical ly depressed or, hi gh-unernpl oynient

areas (Sec. 161(d)). The COrigneis also authorized a new, fully feder-

ally fun' ded progran1 for the disadvantaged under Section 102(b).

32°
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Apart from the introduction of the set:aside requirements aid the
special program for'disadvantaged students, the 19'68 amendments tam-

pered, little with the basic structure and-aims of the VEA. The Declar-

ation of Ptfrpose was amended to include postsecondary students among
the intende4 beneficiaries of the Act, and the definition of "special
educational .handicaps" wars broadened to cover 'physically and mentally

handicapped individuals. These changes, however; did not represent a
departure from the 1963 legislation but rather an elaboration of the
goals set forth in its Declaration of Purpose., Similarly, althopgh tht
States were urged, for the first time, to allocate their VEA funds with
"due.consideration" to handicapped individuals, economically depressed

-.or high-unemployment areas, the relative wealth of local applicann,
and the relatiye costs of their programs, they were essentially free ,to
choose whether or not dr how to do so.

The next time that the Congress considered the VEA was in the con- °

text of the Education Amendments of 1972. The VEA itself vas left vir-
tual'1Y unaltered, but a number of the education amendments of that

year Title IX chief among teem, were nonetheless'directly pertinent to
vocational education and to equity. A landmark piece of civil -rights
legislation, Title IX prohibited sex discrimination in federally
assisted educational programs and served as the first legal notice that

\..!**this barrier to edue opportunity woumn have to be eliminated (Sec.

901(A)(1)). tioreoverP by helping to focus attention on the accumulat-
ing evidence of .sex discrimination and bias in vocational education,

the legislation would play an important role in prompting Congress to
consider this problem in its deliberations over: the VEA in 1976.

In 1974, Congress reaffirmed its commitment to establish4etual
educational opportunity for all children" in passing the Bilingual Edu-

cation Act. In that same year, Con'gress also amended the VEA to in-

t, dude persons of limited English-speiking ability Within the special
needs category and authorized the creation of a separate pooPoof Fed-

VIII-8
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eral money to stimulate the development of bilingual vocational train-.

. ing programs (PL. 93-3 0, Part J) Congress had found that
4

. . ip of the moss acute problems in the United States 'is

that which involves millions _of citizens, both children and

adults, whose -ef forts to proffE7frai vocational t(raining is

iseverely restricted by their limited English -speaking abili-

ty because they come from environments where the dominant

language is other than Engli0; that such persons are therelt,,ji

fore unable to help to fill the critical need foromore and

better trained personnel in vital occupational categories; v
and that such persons are unable to make their maximum con- (

tribution to the Nation's economy and mast, in fact, suffer W

the hardships of unemployment or underemployment (P.L. 93-

380, Part J, Sec. 191).

1

As its statement of findings indicated, the Congress viewed bilingual

training programs as an instrumenrboth of economic and social policy,

a dual and interrelated emphasis which-lay at,Tthe heart of Federal vo%

cational education poll'cy. ,t

As this brief historical overview the egLity theme is vocation-.

al education.legislatiqe:indicates, the time that Cohgress was con-.

sidering the Education Amendmehts 1976 the Federal Gdyernment had'

c early committed itself to impro ing the vocational training opportun-

it s of acadetnically and socioeconomically disadygntagedwindividuals,...

per As with mental or physical handicaps or whose Eng 1 i sh-speaking

ability-was limited, and women-lin short, those persons whose opportun-

ities to gain ready access to high-quality vocational training suited

to their, needs, interests, and abilities had beeri the most ;limited..

Underscoring this commitment to equality of opportunity for, and in,4.

vocational education are t4o diitinCt4but related Federal responsibili-

ties: to guarantee and protect the equal rights of citizens, and to.

promote the national interest in securing a capable, modern, productive

work force. Indeed, it is in Federal vocational education.policy that

the, convergence of these 714storic resplonsibil-ities has been most=

4
apparent; fol. the evolving effort to secure equal vocational education
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opportunities for individuals' who have either en officially ydenied
their rights or otherwise deprived ot, the opportunity to benefit from
vocational education has not only been driven by egalitarian concerns.
It has also been viewed as a means to the end of enhancing tilt( effi-
ciency and productivity of the Nation's labor force.

The assumption of Federal responsibility for promoting equity in
_ vocational 'educltion cannot, of course be viewed apart from the devel-
opment of civil rights laws and related legislation. Briefly summar-

ized and kept .withi-n the time frame of the RA, they begin with the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which held that:

to person in the United Stat4 shall, on the ground of race,
color, ornational origin, be excluded fran participating in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance (42 U:S.C. at 2000(d), 54. 601, Title VI).

One year later, the Congress followed with the most comprehensive pro-
_

an for equalizing educational opportimities ever enacted into law,
the entar,y and Secondary'Education Act (ESEA) (P.L. 89-110, Title
1, 20 U.S. 241a), and declared it to be the

e ,

policy of the United States to provide financial assis-
tance . . . to local educational agencies serving areas with
concentrations of children from low - incase families to expand
and improve their education programs by various means . . .

which contribute particularly to meeting the specul education
needs of educationally deprived children (Sec. 1011.

C e

Thus, if Title VIof the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was a negative mea-
sure prohibiting discrimination, Title I of ESEA estakiished an affir
mative-reSpontibility to improve the educational opportdritiesof the
Natiqq's disadvantaged children.

As has been noted, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
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added sex to the grounds on which no per'son Could suffer official dis-

crimination. That same year, the Congress declgred it to be the poli-

cy of the United States to provide to every person an equal opportunity

to receive an education of high quality regardless of his race, color,

religion, sex, national origin, jr social class. Although the American

reducational system has pursued this objective," Congress went oil to ob-

ierve, "it has not yet attained that objective. Inequalities of oppor-

tunity to receive high quality education remain pronounced" (Sec. 304

8f GEPA, 20rU.S.C. 1221e (P.L. 92-318, as amended by P.L. 93-380 and

P.L. 94-482) ).

One year later, Congress passed the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

which provided in part that:

No otherwise quail fled_ handicapped individual . . . shall sole-

ly by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participa-

tion in, be denied the bene4ts of, or be subjected to discrim-

ination under any program or activity Feceiving Federal ftnan-

cial assistance (29 U.S.C. at 794).

In 1975, Congress took a more affirmative stance toward disabled chil-

dren and' declared it to be in the national interest that the Federal

government assist State and local efforts to provide programs to meet

the educational needs of .handicapped children in order to assure equal

protection of the law. . . ." The result was the Education of the

Handicapped Act, which mar, sled the first time that disabled children

were formally assured the right to receive a free and apPropriatepub-

lic education designed to net their unique needs (20 U.S.C. 1401

94 -142, Sec. 3, 89 Stat. 774, 775).

Reauthorizing the VEA

4
In 1976, Congress learned that despite the existence of these

civil rights guarantees and related educational service mandates, the

3 2 6 .
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vocational education enterprise had ?lade little progress toward ensur-
ing equal opportunity for women and for handicapped, disadvantaged, and
limited English-speaking individuals.8 More specificSlly, the re-
search made availableiongress during its reconsideration of the VEA
revealed that, contrary to the intent of the 1968 equity provisions of
the law--the set aside chief among them- -the States were still failing
to devote more of their own resources to serving students with special
vocational education needs.

'Between fiscal years 1969 and 1973, the percentage of State and
local funds for special needs programs had declined sharply, even

though during this same period the enrollment of handicapped and disad-

yantaged students had increased substantially. According to a report
by the General Accounting Office' (GAO), in 1973 13 States had spent

less than the 15 percent minimum designated for the disadvantaged,'
while 14-States had not sperit the fall 10 percent set aside for handi-
capped persons; 23 States had spent fewer State and local dollars for
every Federal dollar for the disadvantaged than they had in fiscal year
1970, and 19 States had similarly decreased their own expenditures for
the-handicapped.9 w L '41

In addition to its analysis of expenditures, the GAO also reported,
\that, in some,States,1 administrators were making a literal interprets

tion Of tSA's language about using set -aside funds for individuals
whose handicapping condition prevented then from succeeding in regular
vocational progranis. As a result, schools were waiting for these stu-
dents to fail in regular programs before they offered them any special.
services or modifregular programs. A somewhat different, perspec-

.
....

tive on the treatment of handicapped persons was presented in a study

conducted by the Olympus Re rch Corporation. Olympus found that 70

percent of all handic pped students enrolled in vocational education
were segregated in distinct settings apart from their nonhandicapped
peers, a practice that was contrary not onky to the aims of the VEA, as

A
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.

cit was amended in\ 1968, but also tosthe stipulations in P.L. 90-576

about mainstreamingenandicapped students and availing them of a br6ad
-

range of vocational opportunities.10 Taken together, then, the

evidence presented before Congress in 197 indicated ti t.'the States

were not fulfilling the spirit and freque ly failing even to comply

with the letter of the VEA. The problem, howeverl was not attributed

to States and localities along, but also to the insufficiency of the

Federal resource base for encouraging the States to respond to these'

Federal goals.44 -tile House Report noted, If the numbers of di sadvan-
,,,...,..e.

taged and handicapped enrollees are kto be increased, the impetus must

cane from Oda tional Federal funds. "11

6By 1976, Congress was also convinced that the impetus for promot-

ing canpl lance with Title IX and furnishing equal opportunities in

vocational education to both sexes would have to cane fran the Federal

Goverment. One year earlier, the House Committee on Education and

Labor had held special hearings on the extent 'and impact of sex Ms--

crimination and sex-role stereotyping in vocational education, and

according )to Congress, the testimony presented duri thathat time strong-

ly persuaded it of the need for Federal action. Of ticular interest

to Congress was the evidence of women's economic need for paid work and ,

of their inf4rior position in the labor market. "Ninety perCent of all

.women work for pay at some time in their lives," Congress was in-

formed, i.

Over 33 mil lion women-44 x of al 1 women-of working age-,-are
presently working for pay, and this number comprises about 40%

of the total labor force. . . The vast majority of women work
out of economic necessiity, since two thirds of al 1 women

workers are either single, divorced, wids:wed, separated, o'r
married to men earning less than $7,000 per year. In addition,
female-headed families are on the increase in our society, and
now constitute 11% of all families, For minority families the
figure is much'higher,.

Despite their economic need, "women who work . . . earn only 60% of a,

32 n
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L.

niman's salary . : . are conce ated in lower. paying and less, skilled

jobs, (and,] have a much more limited range of traditional occupational

fields from which to choose than men."I2 Although' thes'e patterns
..,

were in part attributable to economic,,and, social, forces outside the

imarliate control of the schools, there was also sufficient evidence to

indTcate that the vocational education enterprise 'had "done nothing to

prevent pilograms from reflecting the general status of' women in -Socie-0,

ty,." Enrollment stjti -stics showed that women were "concentrated in a

narrow range of .courses that are female intensive and low paying," and

that "boys have Wee times as many job options, available to them with-

in male intensive, programs as girls have in female jntensive programs.'

Some schools, it was found, " "actively barred students from certain pro-

grams on the basis of sex,'' in direct .viOtation of Title IX. A survey

of 1,400 vocational schools conducted by OCR discovered that "mare than

1,000 schools offer five or more vocational courses attended solely by

one sex," and witnesses before the'occmmtttee further testified tb "sex,.
discriminkiOn in curricqlar materials, program publications, and test-

ing instruments:"13

By the time the hearings ended, Congfiet; was persuaded that "the

inferior position which women now hold in the labor market is,6eing re-

.inforced by many of the current practiCes in vocational education. We

hav'e also concluded that Federal legislation must address this problem

if `tit is to, be solved.."14 Accordingly; the first- step that

Congress took, was to include among the purposes of the VEA "the devel-

opment and carrying out of prograrns,of .vocational education designed to
"4" Aft

overcome- sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in, al 1 'occupations,

including homemaking. The purpos& of such programs would be tss, furniSh

equal educational opportunity in vocaWspnal -eslucatiOn to' persons of

both sexes." In a sense, then, this amendment to the purposes'of the

VEA did, not expand the responsibtl i ties bf the recipients of federal

funds,. Rather, it was intended to work' in tandem, with Title IX and

. ,

1,
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assist the vocational education_ enterprise to net its civil rights

obligations under .law.
.

. .
The provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
prohibiting iscrimination on the basis of sex in schools and
programs receiving Federal, assistance, will prtclude continua-
tion of discriminatory treatment of male and female vocational
students. The expansion of the purposeof the VEA will make it
clear that Federal funds may be used to assist local school
districts in developing programs designed to meet the require-
ments of Title IX, as well as programs to overcome sex stereo-
typing.15,

/
Taken together, then, tie testimony and research presented to Con-

gress during its recem' sideration 'of the VEA demonstrated that,, contrary

to the intentions of the 1968 amendments, the needs of handicapped,
disadvantaged, and ;limited English-speaking individuals were still not
being adequately met by the vocational education enterprise. Congress

further concluded :that the vocational needs of women - -or, more precise-
,:

ly, the need to eliminate discrimination and stereotyping on'the basis
b.

.of sex, a behavior which affects men as well as women- -were also not

being addressed, and that States and localities required some Federal
\ . -

stimulation to do soy'

I' ,

The Legal Framework of the Equity Provisioni of the YEA

4.

The YEA, as amended in 1976, is a ccmplex piece of legislation
that did not so much change the twin econcmic and social- objectives of

. Federal aid to ItoCational education as it sought to strengthen the in-
struments, for achieving its goals. With respect to equal opportunity,,
the raw now included some provisions specifically aimed at eliminatinga*
sex discrimination and stereotyping in vocational education. In place
of its permissive directive that States allocate their Federal funds to
LEAs with "due consideration" to their disadvantaged and handicapped
populations and to economic and employment conditions,- Congress intro-

duced new and more prescriptive requirements (treated in Chapters II
$,

s

t

o
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and III) that were designed, to ensure that Federal funds were used to

promote their designated ends. The Act retained the set-aside programs

for handicapped and disadvantaged persons, but increased their eesource

levels and required that a portion of the disadvantaged set aside be

used to serve limited English-speaking individuals and to provide sti-

pends for students whose acute economic needs could, not be met under

other programs of the Act. Fidally, the Act retained the fully feder-

ally funded program for disadvantaged students and gave attention to

women and to individuals with special needs in a number of its new

planning and other proce'ss requirements.

Sex Equity

r Desire the heavy emphasis that Congress gave to sex equity in its

deliberations, and notwithstanding the pervasiveness of this concern

throughout the language of'the Act, only two of the law's funding pro-

visions pertaining to this concern are mandatory. For one, each State

is required to_spend at least $50,000 of its basic grant in each fiscal

year to support full-time personnel to assist the State board in.assur-

ing °equal opportunity to both sexes (Sec. 104(b)(I)(2)). States many

augment this amount with Subpart 2 funds or with State administration

monies; however, these additional funds are subject to whatever match-

ing requirements govern the part or purpose from which they were

taken.16 The legislation also contains ,a mandatory nine-part jbb

de,scription for sex equity personnel that enphasizes consciousness-

raising, review, and information collection and dissemination activi-

ties, and assignsthe coordinator a great many responsibilities (see

Table VIII-1) and very little authority.

Second, States must spend some portion of their Subpart funds to

serve the vocational needs of displaced homemakers, single heads _Of'

householdi who lack adequate job skills, homemakers and part-time

workers seeking full-time employment, and persons seeking jobs that are

VIII-16
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TABLE VI I I-1

'FUNCTIONS CF THE SEX EQUITY. COORDINATOR

r. Taking such action as may be necessary to createwareness of
. programs and aftivities that are designed to reduce sex
'stereotyping The.Sarl'vocational education programs

2. Gathering, analyzing, and disseminating enrollment and employ-".

menf data by sex

3. ,Developing and supporting actions to correct problems_ brought

to light. by. such data 9

4. Reviewing the State distribution of YEA -funded grants and con-

tracts to assure that projects address the needand jnterests
of women

5. Reviewing all vocational education programs, in the State for
sex bias

6. Monitoring the implementation of laws prohibiting sex, discrim-
inaticti in employment practices related to vocational,educa-
tion

7. Reviewing and submitting reconmendations on tke annual program

plan and report

8. Assisting local educational agencies and others to improve
vocational education opportunities for women

9. Making the information developed through these activities
available to various State and national policy and advisory
boards concerned with vocational education, as well a's..to the
general public

10. Reviewing Title IX self-evaluaticrnsl

1. Introduced in Regulatio 04.75(1)

Source: P.L. 94-482, Sec. 104(b)(1)

sA

7,
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nontraditional for 'thei sex. However, since -,each State is free toreNn

decide hov much it "deems ecessary". to spa for this purpose, i s

requirement is by and large permissive (Sec. 120(b)(1)(L) and 34 CF

401:621). Subpart 2 monies may also be us to fund day tare fOkr thil-

. dren of students io vocational educatio ograms and to provide sup-

-port services, such as counseling, job development, and job follow-up,

for women ,vitio seek training to prepare them for jobs that are nontradi-

tidnal foC their sex (Sec.'120(b)(1)and.(J)).

/hinds autndrized under Subpart 3 of the Act, Program Improvement

and Supportive Services, may be used to foster the el imtriation of dis-

t criminatiOn and stereotyping based on sex. Under Section 130, the Com-

missioner is permitted" to make grants to States to assist them in

awarding contracts or grants for experimental, developmental, and pilot
projects, curriculum development and improvement activities, and pro-

grams for training teacher's, administrators,, and counselors that have

as their i)al overcoming sex bias. In addition, contracts awarded by a

State for exemplary and innovative projects must give priority to pro-

posals aimed at reducing sex stereotyping (Subpart 3, Secs. 130 -136).

Finally, the authorized uses of grants to States under Subpart 5, Con-,
sumer and 'Homemaking Education, include encouraging males and females

to prepare for combining the roles of homemakers and wage-earners and

promotirig the developnlent of curriculum materials which deal with the
changin4§ roles of both sexes at work and in the home (Sec.' 150).

Apart from the provision that authorize the Secretary of Educa-

tion to use some of the VEA funds reserved for programs of national

significance to suppolt activities designed to promotesex equity, the

k Act allots no other monies for this purpose (Sec. 171(a)(I)).17

-\ The remainder of`the Act, insofar as sex equity is conOerned, deal14,
.c

with planning arid process requirements that ar.e aimed at getting States

to focus more of their attention and activities on this goal and to

stimulate their LEAs to do the same,'

VIII-18
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The sex equity proyis,ions of the VEA are thus mainly hortatory;
much is authorized, but little is requiied, In this sense, although
the VEA's Declaration of Purpose faithfully- reflects the intent of
Congress to eliminate sex discrimination and sex-role stereotyping, as
it As expressed in the legislative hiStory of rthe_ 1976 'amendments,
there is 3 considerable gap between the praninence that the language of
the law gives to this objective and the programmatic instruments that
were devised to transform CongresSional intent into State and Jooal

act ion.

Students With Special Needs: The Set Asides Ir s v
, IN.

The primary. means for promoting 'equ'al vocational education oppor-e'
tunities for students with special needs are the set asides under the

,....,,

,national priority programs. Pursuant to Section 110 of the Act, at

least 30 percent of the aggregate count of futicis available under Sec-

1
tion 102(a) must be used to serve handicapped, disadvantaged, and Inn- &

ited Englisn.-speaking students. This requi anent establishes a minimum

amount, that must be , expended; a State may raise this fl oor if itr7o
.....

desires. Funds used to satisfy these set asides may cane fran eilher' -

both of tne, pools of funds authorized under Subpart 2 (80 percent of
the Section 102(a) allotment) or Subpart 3 (20 percept of the Section '
102(a) al 1 otment) .

In accordance with this basic framework; the handicapped set aside
stipultes that a minimum of .10 percent of a Slate's allotment under

. a

Section 102(a) must be used to pay for up a 50 percent of the costs
of programs, services and activities undir Subpart 2 an of program im-

proyement and suppoirv,e services under Subpart 3 for andicapped Pgr-

sons", (Sec. 110(a) 20 USG 2310(a)). The regulations interpreted this
requirement to mean that set-aside funds can be applied only to' lite

,

excess costs of serving handicapped individuals; that is, the amount ILA,
costs a State to provide such persons ith" services that is alcove the

r
, 7.
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coat of serving students -withottt. special ,needs (34 CFR at 400.303(a)

and400.312). The Act further instructs States to use these funds, to
. ,

the maximum-extent possible, to assist handicapped students to partici-

pate in regular vocational education prdgrams (Sec. 110(d)).

States are also required to set aside z0 percent of their Section

102 -(a) *allotment to pay at least 50 percent of the cost of serving di s-

advantaged students, and they must mainstream these students to the

maximum extent possible. The°1976 amendments for the first time re-

red States to serve limited English - speaking individuals out of this

set by reserving from it a percentage that equals the proportion

of such per ns aged 15-24 relative to the total population of the

State. wi thin is age group. Although the level of expenditure for

serving these students that is determined by this method can be exceed-
,

ed, the amount spent for this purpose out of the funds authorized under

this particular section cannot exceed the overall 20 percent set aside

for the disadvantaged (Sec. 110(b) and Sec. 110(b)(2) and (d); 34 CFR

at411146.413(c)(b)).

Once the amount of this internal set aside has been determined, a

State has discretion over how much of the remaining funds it will use
for vocational programs for disadvantaged persons or for stipends for

students who have acute economic needs which cannot be met unlerwork;

study programs. As with the handicapped set aside, regulations stipu-

late .that the funds made 'available under this provision can only be

used to pay for the excess costs of programs for disadvantaged and lim-

ited English- speaking students, a requirement that does not, however,

extend to funds used for stipends (34 CFR .at 400.303(b)).

Jhe Matching and Excess Costs Requirements. Among the several

different matching requirements of they YEA are -those which pertain to

the special needs set asides. The VEA included set asides for handi-

capped and disadvantaged individual s priiiir to 1976, but it did not

V111-20
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require that States' match each of these separately.' However, when

Congress discovered that some States had not spent any, of their own

resources to meet the need4 of these individuals,, it decided that a
stricter requirement was necessary to ensure that Federal (10 lars did

. .

not supplant State and local funds for- this purpose. l8 The ,197M

amendments thus required that Federal dollars spent under each of the

set asides fo'' disadvantaged ,and handicapped individuals must be

matched dol lar-for-dollar with 'State and local funds that are speci fi-

cal ly used to provide services for these 'students. States, then, must

match each of the set asides separately rather than as part of their
overall match of YEA funds.' At the same time, however, the'eatch for
each set aside remains a statewide aggregate match; that is, there is
no requirement that each .recipient operating a sprogram supported

through the At aside must cane up with, a match for its. VEA

funds.19

The excess costs requirement is also 'an important part of 'the
legal framework of Ore 'Act and has, moreover, been the source of con-

-

siderable controversy.40 In April 1977, OE issued proposed regul a-

tIons. on the VEA and interpreted the set-aside provisions to mean that

States may use Federal and matching State and local funds to pay for

the fiel 1 cost of vocational education programs for handicapped and di s-

advantaged students.41 The States hied to submit their program

plans under the VEA by July 1,11977, and could not' await the promulga-

tion of the final regulations if they here to meet this ,deadline. Con:-

sequently, even though the full -cost rull vas still "open to review and

revision, it guided the planning of the 'States. TA final regulations,
issued on -October 3, 1977, replaedd the full-cost rOle- with the. excess

costs requirements, on the grounds that, if the ,entire cost of voca-

tional education for handicapped and disadvantaged students were

charged against the requirtd minimum of Federal and matching State and

local funds under 'Sections-110(a) and (b), the result might be 4. re-

- _
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duction in the level of resources available to serve these stu-'
dentsp22 e

Since the final regulations were not issued until 3"days after the
start of fiscal year 1978 and 3 months after the tates had submitted
their plans, the States were not required to abide by the excess costs
rule until fiscal year 1979. The regulations were clarified on March
27, 1978, after a number of State and local education igencies ex-
pressed uncertainty about whether or not the excess costs, rule applied
both to regular vocational education programs in which students with
special needs were mainstreamed and to separate programs. The response

would prove consequential : in a regular, or mainstream, program, ex-
,

cess costs are the costs of the extra or Supplemental services that a
is.tudent with speciay needs receives, over and above the services being
_received by the whole .,class, including the extra support that is pro-.
vided to the instructor,. In contrast, if a handicapped or disadvan-
taged or limited'English-speaking student placed in a separate pro-
gran, VEA -and matching State and local funds can be used for the full
cost of operating such a program. The States, however, must make sure

that their average statewide expenditure (the sum of State and local
expenditures) per special needs 'student equals or exceeds the average
per stuant expenditure for'other students.23

..
- Both of these interpretations seek to ensure that the States

devote the same level of resources to students with, special needs as

they, do to other students, and that they ute VEA and matching,State and

local funds to provide the additional servicio these students need to
participate in vocational educatioq. However, by making it both admin-

fstratively and financially more attractive to support separate pro-.
,grams; the regulations implicitly discourage mainstreaming, contrary to

the fhtent of the law: WheflOar or not they do so in pr.actice will be
taken up in the implementation, section of this discussion.

ye"

86-910 0-81-2/
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Special Programs for the Disadvantaged

The VEA's other major funding provision_concerning students with

special ne ; is found under Subpart 4, which authorizes full Federal
funding for Special programs for the disadvantaged (Sec. 140). States

are required to use this separate pool of funds to provide vocational

education to disadvaiktaged students in areas with high concentrations

of youth unemployment or school dropouts.24' They are, also required

to make specific provision for the participation of students enrolled
in nonprofit private schools and must ensure that the various VEA funds

for the disadvantaged are not commingled (45 CFiR at 104.803). Funds

available under this Subpart may be .used in addition to funds that a

State receives under its basic 'grant (Sec. 120), but only if they are

used to conduct Special vocational education programs that are designed

to enable disadvantaged students to succeed in regular vocational pra-

t grams ('45 CFR, at 104.802). ,

Consequences of the 1976 Provisions

The research literature produced during the past decade is uncoil-
.,

manly urtanimouss in agsleing that the reratiooship between Federal ,edu-between

cation policies and the outcomes of such mlicies VS. neither simple nor, -,
I

direct. Results must be viewed in' the context of the-Aesign 'of a law ,
,1 il

and the successive stages toff 41.1iripiemeqtktion at the Federal, State,

and local 'levels, 1\ process thfit invoYes ,aet`drs,settings, and .condi-

dons so numerous and diverse that, by the'limel g.i'Slatipve

classroom programs, the policy°
i
iis" ciften ;been., toter-

preted and adjusted beyond recogNion. 4requently,then, tt is tf1i.1. ,,,.3;

cult tq discern whether the fault's or credit for a po-fiCy's out4es" ,,_ '
lie with the design of the policy itself or with an implementaiio finb-Ot

A
v.'

. . !.,

cess that often loses sight of the spirit, and sometimes even let- % 1,1,

ter, of the law.

,.
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Analyzing the consequences of the equity provisions of the VEA

provides lk particularly telling_ illustration of this difficulty, .for
although Congress made it clear that one of its chief priorities 'for
vocational education was to increase access for womenand individuals
with special needs, and rAiile the theme of equity pervades ',the law,
much is authorized and relatively little is required. In shdrt, while
the 1976 amendments strengthened.some of the equity instruments in the
VEA, they also continued to give the States a great deal of discretion
over %%nether or 'tot they would further this goal of the 1aw:, Techni-
cal..144-speak-rng, then, States and localities could be in compliance with
the letter of the law while choosing to ignore its intent:

Sex Equity

As has been discussed, there are two major funding provisions con-.
cerning sex equity: States must spend at least $50,000 each fiscal'
year to support sex equity personnel, whe have 10 mandatory functions
to perform, and they must alsd spend an unspecified anount.of VEA funds

rto serve the vocational, needs of displaced homemakers: In addition,
there are a ,number of*Procedural req uirements that States must ful-
fill.

Accordini to the 1979 VEDS data, by fiscal year-1979, all, 50
States reported spending some VE/ funds to support sex equity person-
nel, but 24 of them spent leis than the mandatory $50,000. Sex equity
coordinators seem to be in place in all of the States, and some States
support additional staff to assist the coordinator. In nearly three-
fourths of the 15 sampleStates. investigated by Abt Associates for the
NIE study, the coordiniators were 'perfonning all 10 of their mandated
funictions. The extent and depth'of the activities conducted under each
of these functions, varied considerably, with, IniTs.ciousness-raising"
progFams for State and local administrators and teachers being the most
prevalent and, especially, in States with a large population or a large

V11,1-24
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number of school distrfcts, the most time-consuming. Coordinators re-

p ted that their ability to initiate and follow through on the full"

.
gamut of_a vities mandated by the law depended in large part on their

placement wit in the State agency, their access to and support by the

,State director of vocational-education,' and the amount of program funds

made available to then. The coordinato were fi din it 'especially

difficult to be effective at the task State agency's

compli.ince with laws prohibiting sex discrimination in employer prat - -'

tires. Since local districts were frequently failing to conduct or up-

date Title IX self-evaluations, the responsibility to review these doc-

uments Was also hard to fulfill.25

The requirement that Federal VEA funds be used to support programs

for displaced homemakers was being met by 42 States, according to the

latest YEDS data. However, this mandatory but unspecified level of ex-

penditure represented only 0.5.percent,of VEA funds and 1 han 0.1
,-;

percent of State and local matching monies. !fince nearly 60 pe cent of

all reported VEA outlays on programs for displaced homemakers e'from

only five States -- California, New lio.k,*Mis;ouri, Washington, and

Massachusettsit is apparer that not only is the level of. expenditure

for this required activity extremely low, but.00st States are .making
, .

only a token gesture toward complying with this'provision. The few

kprograms that have been obser eci in the States that are activeon be-

hall of displaced homemakers appear to be meeting the ?tent of the law

to provide these individuals with training, support,services, job min-
..

seling, and placemene.26
Q ,

other sex - Equity provisions of Subpart 2 arelper-The

missive: Again, these actactivities were concentrated in only a few

States. Expenditures in California, Oregon,, and Washington on support

Ili

services for women entering vocations programs nontraditional to their

sex represented, two- thirds of all surf expenditures for this purpose,

while Texas and Wisconsin accounted for more than half of the reported
0
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expenditures on day care.27 'Together, the ,4 sex-equity related

provisions of Subpart 2 account for 1.3 percent of federal finds 'and

0.2 percent of State and local funds. Several of the State administra-

tors i;Aviewed-reported that the reason that their State had not used

Subpart 2 funds for support servicesjpas that this population of women

was already being served through displaced homemaker programs author.

ized by the VEA.28 Still, given the paltry sums expended for this

purpose - -ever if expenditures under the displaqed homemaker require-

being fulfilled. Here again, the States ca not be considered out of

require -

mepts are factored in7-it is clear that Go gressional inlent is not

compliance with the law, for although the program of support services

for women is "one of Itfie key provisions pn [sex equity] incorporated

into the Act" (42 FR j3882), the provision is permissive,29

,t," ,

The pattern of expend4ures for grants to support activities to

overcome sex bias, a4horiz;l1 under Subpart 3, Program Improvement and

the Subpart 3.!yrids aut orize0 for related eufposes (see Table VIII-2).

'Supportive Services, was) similar to the record of State expenditures of

Only 25 States spent any funds to support such activities, and together

their expenditures accounted for less than 2.0 percent of VEA funds and
,

0.1 percent of matching hate and local funds, Moreover, 6 of these

States--California, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, and New

Jersey- -were' responsible for 80 percent of the total expenditures for
$

this purpose. However, a comparison of State vocational education

plans for fiscal years 1978 and 1980 suggests that both the number of)

.States intending to "allocate funds for this purpose and the level of

planned expenditures will be increasing. In the meantime, however, the

evidence indicates that the response to the availability of Federal

funds for grants to overcome sex bias has been extremely poor.30

In addition to authorizing funds to 'Promote sex equity, the VEA

retWired States to address the issue of equal access to vocations' edu-

cation by both men and women in their 5-year and annual program plans

"

a
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TABLE VIII-2

OUTLAYS ON SERVICES TO PROMOTE SEX EQUITY, AS A
PERCENT OF EXPENDITURES, FY 1979

.

PercentOi VEA 120 Funds

Percent of

VEA 130 Funds

Support .

Sex Equity Displaced Services Day Care

Personnel Homemakers Women services

Grants to
Overcome

Sex Bias

Alabama

California

Colorado

Florida
. i*

o'

Illinois '

Minnesota '

New Hampshirt,

New York

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

South Dakota

a Texas

Utah

Washington

United States

.84

.12

.95

..,
.32

...

.41

.64

2.46

.20

.98

.16

.69

3.14

.31

2.35

.70

.68

.03

.56

.81

.01

-

.13

.90

1.37

.09

.46

.40 .

.39

.30

.15

1.96

.46

- ..1

.24

-

:

-

-

.23

-

1.02

.14

,

Z

-

.05

-

.-

.-

.17

-

.26

-

.42

.06

-

2.52

-

-

2.06

3.87

10.26

\-

1.39

.54

.50

1.88

a

1. - means no reported expenditures.

Source: The Vocational Education Data System, 1979
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, ,A, , e
and accountability reports. Although this sAt of requirements deems

,:: straightforwar.d*, may States have consistently skirted' rtsponcli ng to it
:i

. I
4-

in a meaningful fashion,. ,, ,

fi ..! .

. One problem sterns from the wilythie States have mets'llie require-.
tient to provide incentives tto encourage their funds r'ecipi'ents to en- .
roll both men. and women in nontraditional courses and to, Bevel model

',Programs ,to" reduce sex bias and sex stereotyping in training fo r' and
. I .

, placement in all occupations (Sec. 107(b)(4)-(A)(iii)). *The States must

adopt at least one incentive for.each of the two. aims of' the provision,,
d describe them in thei; 5-year plans; -the' nature of the incentives

. ..

s not mandatei. .When it bedame clear that a number of States were

using= plaques and publicity . as the chief incentives for, accompl ishing-
hese goals, OVAE- provided guidance oq some more effective choices,

among them monetary ones. The 'evidence indicates that a number of

States persist in relying on =ore ,symbolic gestures.

Another: source of difficulty has been the requiaement that a

State's annual 'program plan describe the results of the activities it
promised to undertake to ensure equal a,c s tb vocational programs by

both men and women (Sec. 108(b)(1)). ccording to the Assistant
.Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education, he results must be ex-

pressed is "specific ind4catOrs of progress in achieving sex equity,

and not as a catalog of activities." A review of the annual program

plans indicates, however, that by and large thi,s stipulation wa s Wig-.

nored: States have merely been repegting the list of sex equity act iv-
ities setsforth in their 5-year plans.31

The final major problem with the implementation of the planning
*requi rements stems not so much from the inaction' of the _States as from

a gap in the VEA's provision .pertaining to the appl icatip S,ris that LEA

and OERs must make, to the States in order to receive Federal funds.

Thp VEA identifies six criteria which a local application must satisfy,
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and further requires the State 'board to dg scribe in itS 5-year plan the

information it will request loCal applicants to provide to net these

criteria (Sec. 106(a)(4)). The law is silent, however, with respect to
.

the plans of local recipients to.overcane sex bias. There is no re-

quirement that an eligible recipient provide the State with information

on the steps it will take to discern and eliminate 'possible sex dis-

cr:imination and bias in its vocational programs; nor do any of the man-

dated functions. of local advisory councils pertain to this concern.

Since the goal of achieving sex equity in vocational education ulti-
mately depends on the practices of local schools and 'instiiutions, the

abiencetof such a requirement may be a weakness.
I -

In reviewing the impl entation of and compliance with these pro-

visions of the VEA, it is e sito lose sight of their purpose; that is,
t

to overcame sex discriminatii.on and sexstereotyping in vocational edu-

cation programs . . ." (Sec. 101). Congress was particularty concerned

about the economic impact of women's concentration in 'a relatively

small number of ocoOational programs that were characterized by low

.status and low wage opportunities. Ultimately, then, tlie sex equity

measures it devised in'the VEA are aimed at furthering women's oppor-

tunities in the labor market by ensuring then equal opportunity in

vocational educption. .To ;assess the impact of the VEA on the status of

women in the labor market just 4 years after the passage of the law,

would be premature, and at any time it would be difficult to establish

a direct or causal relationship between vocational education legisla-

tion and labor market patterns. It is, however, possible to examine

changes in the .p.kttern of female participation in vocational programs

,over time, and in this way discern the extent to which the goal of sex

equity is being realized in vocational education. 'Judging '.from such an

examination, it is apparent that although females are still heavily

concentrated in programs traditional to their sex, there has been a

slow but steady decrease in sex stereotyping in vocational education.
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According to the 1979 Vocational Education Civil Rights Survey,

nearly one-half pf the vocational education programs offered in the

10,584 public schools and colleges surveyed by OCR had enrorlments that
were exclusively'either ma.le4 or female. Women continue tp be heavily

concentrated in health, cbnsumer and homemaking, occupational l-home eco-.

nomics, and office programs, ind their representation in agriculture,
technical, and trade and industrial programs is in each of these cases
less than 20 percent. Males and females still enroll in distributive
education in rbughly equivalent 'proportions, while female represenia.:
Lion in apprentice training.`rograns, especially in area vocational

centers, continues to' be .strikingly low ,at 8.5 percent. The University

hof California's in-depth analysis of-data,, from 4 States, discussed in
gCeater detail in Chapter III, also indicates that women are still
overwhelmingly concentrated, in low-wage opportunity programs. Indeei;
in none of these..4 States does the proportion of femaLgs in high-wage
opportunity 'programs exceed 11 percent at the sewn level and 13

percent in postsecondary, institutions.

, The findings of these and ,other recent studies clearly indicate
that sex stereotyping is stile a wille'spread pr`oblem:in vocational edu-

catIgn:32 At the same dine, however, the status of, women in voca-

tional education has improved, beginning with the passage df Title IX
and continuing through since the introduction of the sex equity provi-
sions y the VEA. As shown by Table VIII-3, ;female participation in
agriculture programs, for examp1:1, went from 5.3 Percent in 1972 to
14.9 percent in 1977, and in 1979 Was 19.2'percent. Female enrollments

in technical programs increased as well, while thede.crease in the pro-
portion of women in cbtisumer:ancl-homernaang and occupational home eco-

,
nomics programs,. where women have traditionally-predcminated, suggests.
that more males have chosen this option and the programs have thus be:

cane slightly less sex stereotyped.

, .
i An examination of female participation rates, in selected Occupa-

34b
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TABLE VIII-3

PERCENT or TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN VOCATIONAL ED9CATION 'PROGRAM-,

BY PROGRAM AREA AND SEX, FY 1972, 1977, AND 1979

Program"Area

1972 - 1977 1979

Male * Female Male Female Mate Female

.

Agriculture 94.7 5.3 85.1 .14.9 . 80.8 19.2

Distribution 54.8 45.2 : 5b.3 '49.7% 46.4 53.6

Health 15.4 84.6 21.8 78.2 15.7 '84.3

Consumer and '
homemAkieg 7.9 92.1 18.4 81.6 20.6 79.4

OCcupational
home economics 14.0 86.0 18.4 81:6 22.2 77.8

Office
occupations 23.7 76.3 24.9 75.1

,

26,5 73.5

Technical ...- 90.3, 9.7 ' 83.0 17.0 82.5 17.5

Trade and ,

industrial 88.4 11.6 85.6 14.4 85.1 14:9

Source: NCES, The Condition of Vocational Education, 1981

2
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tionally specific programs, which 'together account for almost three-
fourths of .all such vocational education ennollments, also reveals that
women are beginning to cove away from programs traditional to 'their
s'ex. Most of this movement has been

5
into programs that have not been

.
readily identifiable on the bails of sex, but there is some'evidence of
a growing tendency for women to enroll in nontraditional programs. Far.

example, as Table. VIII-4 indicates, in 1979 women accounted for Ally
-approximately 17 percent of the enrollment ,in agricultural produCtion,
but this figure represents an increase of almost 11 percentage points
over their 4.0 percent participation rate in 1942. Similarly, in 1972
women represented 9.5 percnt of the enrollment in police technology,
by 1979 their proportio'n was 22 percent.

416

Women's participation in nontraditional programs resins markedly
low. Placed, however, in the context of the longstanding' history of
discrimination and stereotyping on the basis of sex, the changes tnt
have been registered in vocational education enrollment pattirns are
nonetheless noteworthy. It would also not: be unreasonable to conclude

,that, while these changes cannot be causally linked to eithpr Title IX,
the VEA, or to other legislation directly concerned with sex equity
these laws have helped legitimate and support the choices of all stu-

dents who §eek access to programs that are nontraditional to their
sex

Students with_Special Needs
"sta

The primary 'mechanisms in the 1976 amendments for stimulating

States to improve their v'ocationaLedtkation serTices fOr haridicapped,
diSadvantaged, and limited English-spelk-Ing persons are the mandatory
set asides from Subparts,2 end 3 and the special programs for the dis-
advantaged undekr Subpart 4. 1 Since these mechanisms and the req0ire-

ments underlying them were designed to raise the level of State and
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TABLE VIII-4

CHANGES IN PERCENT OF FEMALE ENROLLMENT IN SELECTED
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS, FY 1972 to FY 1979

I

Program FY 1972 FY 1979 Change -

Agri cultural production
Agricultural mechanics
Horticulture
General merchandise
Real estate
N rsing-Associate degree
Practical nursing
Care and guidance of children
Food'management, Equipment services b

Accounting and computing
Programming
Other business data processing
Filing, Office,machines, General offide
Stenography, Secretarial and Related

occupations
Supervisory, Administrativei

management

Typnp, Related occupations
Other officeAccupations
Electronic,. techiiblogy
Police sci ence technol ogy
Other technology
Body and fender repair
Auto mechanics

(Carpentry
Other construction and maintenance 1

Drafting
El ectronics
Graphic is
Mach in shop
Welding and cutting
Cosmetology
Other trade and industrial

Source: The Vocational Education Data System, 1979

.4.0 16.7 12.7
9.9' 8.8

*91 39.7 i 12.8
51.2 54.9 3.7
32.9 50.1 17.2
90.0 89.6 - 1.3
94.4 92.3 Z1
92.8 89.9 - 2.9
75.2' 67.9 - 7.3
59.7 66.7 7.0
49.0 47.9 - 1.1,
49.0 63.2 14.2
82.8 80.4 - 2.4

96.0, 89.1 - 6.9 -

28.0 50.8 22.8
79.6 78.5 -'1.1
72.0 82.6 10.6.
2.1 11.5 9.4
9.5 22.8 13.3
2:0 31.3 29.3
1.9 6.9 5.0
2.2 . 8.6 6.4 7
1.5 8.2 6.7
2.0 8.3' 6.3
5.1 17.6 12.5
4.1 5.6 '1.5

11.6 28.4 16.8
1.0 , 8.5 7.5
1.0 7.5 6.5

94.0 76.1 17.9
18.0 24.2 6.2

r
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local expenditures for special needs populations relativeto Federal
support, the first question to -address is whether or not they have.

A secondary'analysis of BOAE data for fiscal year 19/8 tirttilated
that the level of State and local matching for Federal handicapped and
disadvantaged funds had increased since 1973. However, Abt Associates'

examination of 15 sample States revealed that, duffing tire sane fiscal
year, none of them spent all of its respective set asides and Subpart 4
monies.33 By fiscal year 1979, 32 of the States had spent the(10
percent set-aside funds for handicapped individuals, and half the

States had spent the 20 percent set aside for the disadvantaged. (The

pattern of these expenditures is reported in detail in Chapter III.)

A number of States have complained that the matching requirements
for set asides were making it difficult for then to spend these funds.-
S;e States even began to impose some matching requirements on LEAs and

other eligible recipients, in spite of the fact thAt States are ex-,
pressly forbidden to withhold Federal funds to -serve students with spe-

cial needs from subrecipients that are unable to help finance the
statewide match., This prohibition assumes that a State will be able to

1-find the fundsfor example, from overnfatches 'in some districts -or in
State programs--to compensate districts'tAet cannot help meet the

match. To the extent that this assumption is not always borne out, the
matching requirements may have prevented some States from spending-all

of ,their set-aside funds. Nonetheless, many States have had no prob-
leas generating the required match, and few seen to have burdened needy

LEAs.

In the 1979 Technical Amendments to the VEA, Congress respOnded to

these complaints by permitting States to increase the Federal share of
these set asides beyond 501percentarrd, accordingly, to reduce their
own share--by making a greater amount of such Federal funds available
to LEAs and OERs that, in, the absence of such additional funds, would

VIII-34
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be unable to offer programs to disadvantrgedi handicapped, and limited

English-speaking students. In effect, then, this amendment allows
4 ,

o
financially hard-pressed States to reduce their matching effort belowa

dollar-for-dollar-basis (P.L. 96-46, Section 5(b)). On April 28, 1980,

the Depart:dent of Education published. roposed rules' for implementing

this., amendment. The dotik, sets the criteria for demonstrating

6 financial inability and stipul es that States qualifying for the

matching adjustment must use additional Federal funds from their basic
w

allotments under Subparts 2 and 3 "to substitute for categorical

matching funds that the State is unable to provide . . . [so that]

;total current expenditures for disadvantaged persons wi 1 1 not de-

, crease."34 Whether or not this amendment will eliminate, the prob-

lem some States have had with spending VEA set-aside funds--and end tqe

illegal practices that some resorted to--,is still an open question, for'

, the final regulations have not yet Veen pranul gated.
. ,.

The excess cost regulatiots, in particular, have been a 'frequent

source of State and local complaints and impl.ementatiOn- problems. As'

B 4

was previously rioted, if handicapped or disadvantaged students are

mainstreamed in regular .vocational education programs, VEA and matching

funds must be:used to '13a7 -fox the cdsts of the additional services

these students receive in the class or school; that is, the costs abO'Ve

those incurred by serving vocational education students without spec4al

needs. In contrast, States may use these funds to pay' for the full

cost .of,operatigg vocational education programs that are intended sole-
,
ry far students with special needs, so long as the average statewide

4expenfiture per handicapped and disadvantaged student equals or exceeds

..Itlfe-average,per student expenditure fo\ r all other students.

.The excess cost egOations raise two major issties with respect t9

the purpose of thes,speoiai needs set asides and Congressional .intent.
. . -

The 'first is whether or not they are stimulating State,s and localities

. to spend their set asides, and the other is whether or not they are

3,3

.
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furthering the goal of mainstreaming students with `special-, needs into
regular vocational programs to the maximum .extent possible.

On the first issue, there is considerable evidence that State and
local officials have been extremely conservative in implementing the
excess costs regulations. Some local agencies seen not to be claimi'ng

-all of the expenses for which they could be legitimately reimbursed, or ''
are making ".safe" expehdi tures--on equipment, for eximple--,that do not

necessarily repriesent the best use of these 'funds' to serve students
with speCial needs. Other local agencies prefer not to use these set- I

aside funds at all, for they fear that their 'excess costs claims.wi 11
be found, in error during an audit. Adding to some .State official s,
the problem stems from the lack of clear examples of 'and consistent
technical advice on permissible excess 'costs,,expendi tures. Other; re-

spondents cite the di fficulty of tracking and accounting for 'additional
services, especial ly when students with special needs are mainstreamed
and She costs of serving then need to be traced' for each student indi-
"vidual ly. Few LEA accounting systems are able to provide the type of

.,documentation required by the regulations, and, even -when they can, the
financial and administrative burden of doing so may outweigh the pros-

pect of receiving set-aside funds.35 ___,l
These complaints are supported by the results of a survey of sec-

onddry and postsecondary districts in a sample of 16 States' tioetlo-
gether account for 39 percent of the Nation's vocational education stu: . ,

.dents, 34 percent of Federal VEA funds, and 48 percent of total State
and local expenditures for vocational education. Sixty-four percept of
the secondary and 80 percent of the postsecondary LEAs reported that
they had handicapped students mainstreamed in reguVar vocational educa-

tion programs, but, as Table VI II-5' shows' , only 22 percent of the,,,sec-

ondary and 37 percent of, the postsecondary.. respondents reported incur-.
ring excess costs for these students. Similarly, over 70 percent of
secondary and over 90 per'C'ent of postsecondary LEAs said that they had:

,,
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mainstreamed disadvantaged students, but only 23.percent, and 42,,per-

' cent, respectively, reported incurring excess costs. Giveh that of
these States had sizatile popul,ations of non-English-speaking rndiv

uals, it is not surprising that only 17 percent of 'their secondary LEAs

reported having students with limited English proficiency enrolled ina

vocational education. But even amolig those LEAs, Jess than one:fifth

said. they had incurred toCcess costs in serving these Vtudents; Fi fty,

percent of :postsecondary LEAs reported having this PopulatiOn repre-

'sented in their vocational education 6rogrius,"and only 2b percent in.:

curred excess costs:
s

,

)
TABLE VIII-5 " 'f

PERCENT OF DISTRICTS INCURRING EXCESS 'COSTS .-*
FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDSFY 1979

Population and Type of Service

Disadvantaged
Mainstreamed
Special classes

Handicapped
.Mainstreamed

. Special classes'
Limicted English- proficient
'Number of respondents

Perc.ent
Secondary Postsecondary*,

r' s;viti

29
ffr37

o
622

22

23
p 18

4
550 I

42
. 36

. 20
211

Source: An Analysis of the Distribution of Funds for Vocational Educa-

tioh: A Survey of Ten States, University of California,'
1981

Although these findings may indeed mean that a relativ ly small

. number of LEAs incurred excess costs, it is more likely that ny of

, them were unable to keep track of such costs or found it too bt' some

to do so. The strong positive relationship that the University of

Cali fornia ;found between the size of an LEA and the proportion of LEAs

reporting excess .costs for handicapped students would certainly sup'port

this view, for larger LEAs may find it easier and more advantageous to

ft

35
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track such costs than districts serving smaller geographic areas and

populations of special needs students.

Another striking finding of this survey, as Table VIII-6 indi-

cates, is the relatively small amount of expenditures these excess

-costs represent.' Total excess costs for mainstreamed handicapped stu-

dents ranged from as little as $95 in one secondary LEA to $524,000-11i

another, and these costs did not exceed $7,100 in half of the secondary

LEAs. In over half of the postsecondary LEAs, VEA allocations for

mainstreamed handicapped students- did not exceed $12,500. Similarly,

TABLE VIII-6

MEDIAN EXCESS COST EXPENDITURES
FOR DIFFERENT TARGET POPULATIONS, FY 1979

Medifin, Total

Excess Costs ,

Target Population Secondary PostsecOndary

Median Excess
Cost Per Student

Secondary Postsecondary

Mainstreamed e"J
handicapped ' $.7,100 $ 25,000 $ 375 $ 455

Special programs

handicapped 22,000 , 50,000' ''833 1,070

Mainstreamed

disadvantaged -12,000 34,500 151 166

2 Special programs
disadvantaged 30,000 45,000 505 413

Students with limited

English-speaking
proficiency . 11,000 7,050 331 200

Number of respondents 550' 211

Source: An Analysis of the Distribution of Funds for Vocational Educa-
tion? A Survey of- Ten States, University of California,
1981.

86-910 0-81--23
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the median total excess costs fdr mainstreamed disadvantaged secondary

students was $12,000, so total VEA allocations for these students did
not exceed $6,000 in half .of the LEAs. Considering the paperwork

effort ttrat districts have to make to claim excess costs, these sums
are mall indeed. Finally, and as'might be expected, the excess costs
for separate, special programs were considerably higher than those

incurred for mainstreaming students, mostly by a factor of_ two or

three.36

In light of these findings, it would seen that when ED interpreted
excess costs for separate programs to mean that VEA funds could pay the

full costs of such programs, it inadvertently provided a strong incen-
tive to segregate students with %petial needs, contrary to the intent
of Congress. however, the evidence on whether States and localities
are sin fact, responding to this incentive not to mainstream is not con-

/ elusive. Abt Alsociates found that, during the 1979-80 school year,
VEA handicapped and disadvantaged funds were no longer used predomin-

antly to support separate programs in the 15 States they studied.37

In contrast, the study of, local communities conducted by A. L. Nellum

and Associates found that the number of students with special needs
participating in, regular vpcational programs°continued to be small,
though the ostensible reasons for this varied.38 1... If academically

disadvantaged students are subdivided into those who are only slightly
below national norms on standardized tests and those who are consider-

ably below the norm and likely also to have exhibited behavioral prob-
lems or to be inclined to drop out of schOoT, then the latter. group
terpited to be placed in separate programs 1.f they resided in relatively
large communities that already had such programs and in the sehe'ra.1..,\

curriculum track in communities that had no separate, alternative voca-

tional programs. Students who were only slightly academically disad-

vantaged were generally excluded from (participating in regtilar voca-

tional programs and required instead, because of a. district's profi-
(-4

ciency standards for graduation, to take remedial academic courses.
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The most prevalent practice of serving handicapped students across

al 1 the sites visited for this study wa s to place them in separate vo-

cational programs, Mi nimM ily physc11 ly or mental ly handicapped stu

dents tendeeto b found id sel f-contained programs within ,canprehen-\itv
sive high schools, ile more severely disableditudents were ,general ly

placed in special programs in separate facilities. The handicapped

ikely to be mainstreamed were ones_ wi th physical, sen-

di sabii i ties that did not preve4 them from parti ci pat-

regular, unipdi fled classroom. Thus, A n almost al 1 Ofd

that received VEA set-aside funds for the -handicapped,

school personnel identified separate programs that Were
sometimes initiated, with those funds. Similarly,

offered separate,, al ternative vocational programs for
severe academic problems general ly used their set-aside

di sadvantaged to fund these progtams.38

students most 1

sory, or speech

ing fully in a
the communities

supported,. and

districts e.bat

students with
funCisi for the

Taken together, then, the evidence indicates that the regulitions
pertaining to excess. costs "'are vague and burdensome.39 Although

the research presented here does not provide a solid basis for conclud-

ing that the dual intergretatio4 giyen- excess costs by the- Department
of Education has, in practice, di scouraged mainstreaming, at the very
least, the language or the regulations tends to undeinine the VEA 's in-

.

tent that each State shaft use, to the maximum extent possible," the
funds set aside for handl cappea and disadvantaged persons "to assist
[these individual s] to participate in regular vocational education pro-

.
grams': (Sec. 110(d)).

trot
In the fin analysis, howeve , neither the interpretation of

matching and excess costs requirements of the special needs set ,asides
nor the problems of implementing ,them can be taken as evidence that the

instruments, per se, are inappropriate or untinrkable for attaining the
ends they were designed to promote. For, as State di rectors of voca-
tional, education and other administrators who were interviewed readily,
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admitted, without the set -as,de provisions most States wo01 d not be

spending even t e current relatively modest level of VEA funds on spe-

cial needs popu tions.40 Furthermore, matching req9irements are

applied not only to these set asides but to other provisions Lg: the
VEA; as No similar complaints/ or problems about meeting these

other matches have- been registered in the research.
.1

The evidence instead points to the need for reworking the regula-

tions on excess costs--Title I guidelines provide a useful model--

rather than to rejecting the concept of excess costs itself. To repeal

the excess costs requirement Mould mean that VEA 'funds could be used to

supplant State'and local funds that vocational education students with

special needs are a's end tl ed3 to receive as their more privileged

peep. Consequently, although there are a -number of serious veaknesses

in the current excess costs regulations, the justification for their
promulgation is clear and sound.. If set-aside funds are to guarantee
effective equal opportunity for handicapped, disadvantaged, and limited

J. English-speaking individuals, then some apOication of the principle of

excess Costs is necessary. Laws .assuring the rights to equal opportun-
ities of these individuals exist,' quite apart fran the VEA. VEA funds

for these students, as the Act's references to P.L..44-142 suggest, can
make it possible,io implement these laws more effectively by helping to

pay -for the extra costs associated with the additional services that
many students with special needs require in order to gain access to ore,

participate more fully in vocational education:'

Special Progicams? for the Disadvantaged: Subpart 4. According'to

the lateit =VEDS data, most States aft spending their Subpart 4 funds,

an many* of them are also reporting substantial outlays of State and

-1 ocal monies for special, vocational programs for the ,di sadvantaged,

even though no match is required. WI- States reported ,spending less

than, one-half of their authorized Federal funds irrthithis category. How-

ever, only 7 additional States spent less than three-fourths of the

I-

to
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V,
Federal funds authorized then, while 27 States reported outlays of Sub-
part 4 funds that either equalled or exceeded the amount authorized
then. Since unliquidated obligations- account for this discrepancy in
only a few States, it is likely that this finding is a result of wry-
invei Subpar 4 funds frirri pf.evious fiscal yea'rs'..41

0

Administrators in 5tateestudied by .the NIE noted that vocational
program; for the disadvantaged funded. under Subpart 4 and those sup-

ported with -set-aside monies are generally identical in design. Sub-

part .4 funds are targeted on areas with high youth unemployment andischogl dropout rates, sq i is not unusual to find these funds being

used to support alternate programs for potential dropouts. Some ad-
..

ministrators reported having problems .targriting these funds, since

accurate figures on yoilth unemployment and school dropouts do not exist
. o

at.the State level, much less thedistrict.level. Moreover, once funds'

are filtered to LEAs, 1t is difficult to discern whether or not they

. are going to the neediest schools. By most accounts, local administra -.
- , .

tors give each school at least some VEA monies, a practice which tends
to dilute trip impact not only of Subpart 4 funds but of set-aside mon-
ies in general. t

States were having little or no. difficulty identifying academical-
ly disadvantaged,. students to serve, largely because of4.satewide or

local testing pr:ograms. The VEA also includes poverty as a criterion
of disadvantagement, but States and localities were making little or no

effort to identti, economically disadvantaged students and to offer
then special programs, except insofar as these students ere also aca-

demically disadvantaged. Although the legislative history indicates
that Congress believed that "ecrtmic disadvantage is the clearest
hardship vhkcha person can have 4n order to show thel need for addi-
ttonal services," the VErVs incluSion of poverty, per se, as a criteri-
on of eligibility _for special vocational educational programs may be

inappcopriate.42 In' Title I of ESEA, for example, an .income factor

s Y
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Is used only to determine the eligibility of schotols for assistance;
students are served on the basis-Of academic disadvantage. Moreover,

although academic and economic disadvantages 'tend to be related--and it

is reyortable and desirable to de;ign programs with this relationship

in mind--there is a strong historic ethic against singling students out

solely on the basis of their economic situation. States and localities

are in fact mostly- following Title Is definition of disadvantaged,

which focuses on academic problems, rather than the VEA's. To the ex-

tent that they seek to determine the economic situation of a student,

it is mostly to establish eligibility for YEA prggrzen that offer
financial assistance, such as work-Study or stipends.43

,The YEA and the OCR Guidelines

The provisions in the VEA that focus on women and on individuals

who are handicapped or disadvaataged or who have limited English-

speaking ability are concerned with assuring equal opportunity in voca-

tional education and, are inseparable from the NatiOn's *civil rights

laws. Frani this perspective, the equity measures of the VEA may be

regarded as the pro aromatic applications of these laws to vocational

education, and the Fe eral funds behind these measures as means for

helping recipients meet their civil rights obligations. To be sure,

the VEA's equity provisions were not explicitly designed to enforce

civil rights laws. HOwever, since States and localities are responsi-

ble for complying with thes aws whether or. not they accept VEA funds,

and because of read evidence that they were failing to do so,

the eqUity provisionsOr the Act provide then with additional guidance

and' firrancial -assistance to fulfill their legal obligations to.studer4s

suffering denial of equal opportunities to vocational educati.
.

On March 24, 1979, OCR published a set of guidelines that explain-

ed the civil rights responsibilities of -recipients of Federal funds

offering or administering vocational education programs, and that also

3 t., Q
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-. '
served to clarify the relationship between civil rights laws and the
administrators and- beneficiaries of .the VEA. The guidelines were.--
issued as a result of a 1977 Federal district wart injunction, pursu-
ant to Adams v. Califanowhich cited OER for failing to enforce civil
rights, requirements in vocational education.. They .were also a response
to the substantial evidence that had been'accumulated; both by the

Department and independent civil rights 4roups, gf widespread and con-- . .
tinuing discrimination in vocational education. In adopting these
guidelines, the Department thus intended-to help State and local admen-

, istrators meet their civil rights obligations under law by specifically
delineating how Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1'964, Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 applied to vocational education programs.. No less signifi-
cantly, the guidelines were also aimed at ensuring that the Federal
GavernMent fulfill its responsibility to enforce ccmpliance,with the
Nation's law.44

The vocational education guidelines repre§ented the first mole-
mentation of a new and more decentralized strategy fo'r achieving civil
rights compliance that the Department intended gritually to apply to

all its ;agencies and funds recipients. Previously, OCR alone was re-

sponsible for securing compliance with and enforcement of civil rights
.

laws in education. Federal program agencies were not specifiCally re-
quired to help discern whether applicants for Federal aid or the recip-
ients that they monitored were taking account of these laws in their
plans and activities. Similarly, although recipients were prohibited
by law frail engaging in any activity that fostered discrimination, they
were not formally required to ensure that their subreeipients of Fed-
ral aid used these funds in a nondiscriminatory manner.

_., .. .
,.

The processes of distributing rederarid and overseeing federally
assisted education programs and of planning and runnier these programs

at the State and local levels were therefore totally independent of 'the

l
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process of monitoring 'and enfprcing civil rights compliance. the re-

sult was a number Of problems, at the Federal, State, and local level s
alike, that served to undermine the goal s. of guaranteeing equal oppor-

tunity. The then Department of Health, Education, and Wel fare became

particularly concerned that, when it acted on civil rights violations
and initiated proceedings to recover Federal funds, it would ultimately
hurt students more than punish violators. For by the time this step
was taken, the educational programs supported by these funds tere well

underway. If Federal aid were interrupted or terminated, sct too would
be. the, programs such funds supported,. to the *detriment of al 1 Stu-

dents.
1110

According to the new strategy, as first outlined in the vont ional e

eduCation, guidelines, lead tespOnsibi I ity for enforcement would still
rest with CCR, but Federal program offices and recipients of Federal

funds were to take a more active role in ensuring that civil rights
laws were observed by making this concern a more routine part of their

respective activities. Thus, a particularly noteworthy feature of the
guidelines is that at the same time as they clarified and rational Zed
the Federal role in civil rights enforcement, they al so expanded the

State role in securing compliance with the law.
,

The guide lines require State agencies responsible for the admi nis-
,

tratiki of vocatinial education programs to adopt a ccmpl lance program
of their bwn to prevent, identify, and remedy discriminatory actions on
the part of their subrecipients. In designing ,their programs, State

.agencies must make provisions for collecting and analyzing civil
rights-related data that subrecipients compile for their own purposes

.or that are submitted to State and Federal officials under existing
authorities; for conducting periodic reviews of selected subrecipients
to determine hnetber they engage in unlawful discrimination, notifying
nonccmpl iant subrecipients of the steps they must take -to be within the

law, and attempting to obtain voluntary compliance; for providing tech-

VIII-45
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nical assistance to'subrecipients if they so request; and for periodi-
cally reporting their activities and findings to OCR. State agencies

are not oblig.atect to terminate or defer finandial assistance to any
subrecipient, nor are they required to conduct hearings.45t

The guidelines, cover the distribution of*Federal financial assis-
tance and other funds supporting vocational education.; access and ad- If
mission of students to programs; counseling and prevocational programs;

equal 'opportunoi.ty in the instructional setting, Aicil...r.gters4.,anong ,

other things, to accommodations for handicapped individuals and student

financial assistance, wo -study, cooperative vocational education, job

placement, and 'apprentice traving;* and employment of faculty and

staff. thus, the guidelines speak, to a number of issues that are
directly related to the VEX, most 1)articularly in the section on funds

1. ,
distribution, which :must be read in conjunction with the Vocational

. Education Act and Officl of Education implementing regulations," and
more generally in the guidpge they provide on how to gua.St. rantee equal

opportunities to women and to individuals who are handicapped or whose_

Eng-lisli languageaskills are litniited.46 .

By.March.21;t 1980, each Sta e agency charged with overseeing voca-

tional educatioli programs was equired to have submitted to OCR the

methods of administration A) it had designed to carry out its can-

(fiance responsibilities. Pursuant to this requirement, OCR had issued

a memorandum,' of procedures, ed with the support ofiliOAE and the

Office of General Courisel, which provided suggestions and more detailed
criteria for designing acceptable MOAs. State officials interviewed on
tMis subject unanimously agredd that this memorandum was a clear and

helpful document, ,a view that a legal analysis of the memo supports.

Each State is also required Lanier the guidelines to submit an annual

compliance report; which in 'effect describes tile implementation of its

MOA.

"s-
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Despitethe fact that for about a decade arguments had been made

concerning the readiness, willingngs,, and ability of ;States to assume

greater responsibility ?for enforcing civil right's, laws, a .number of

States objected to the mare aCtive.role this vocational education guide-

lines gave themt >Some of the State .agencies that commented on the

'guidelines before they were finalized argued that enforcement was OCR's

responsibility, not theirs, and that following the guidelines would im-

pose too guata burden on then and jeopardize their relationships with

local age%cies and' other subrecipients of funds. OCR pointed out that

State agencies were already legally responsible for being "certain that

they do not 'require, approve of', or engage in' any unlawful discrimi-
nation' in performing activities pursuant. to State or Federal law; the,
guidelines thus merely restated existing legal requirements and demon-

strated their application to decisions that States routinely made'.in

administering vocational education programst To further clarify the
balance of .responsibilities between the Stales and the Federal Govern-

me t, .00R noted that it neither intended nor expected to delegate its

o 4ation to enforceOki] rights laws. Ra-tRr, the

Guidelines contemplate adding, not substituting, resources for
civil rights compliance-activities. The Bureau of Occupation-
al ,and Ault Education presently monitors State agencies for
compliance with the Vocational Eduation Act. Under the-Guide:
lines, BOAE and State agencies will engage in activities sup-
plementarx to those of the Office for Civil Rights. These
Guideline' do not contemplate any reduction of OCR camp] lance
and enforcement activity. And OCkwill lead, assist- and Rini'.
for BOAE and State agencies in their civil rights activities.
This approach derives from the Department's cowl tment .to
bring all of its agencies and r`ecipientsP the critical task
of obtaining compliance with ctvil rights laws and regula-
tions. It is also supported by the United States Civil Rights
Commission.47

To the extent, then", that the guidelines added to the legal responsi-

bilities of the States, it was by requiring them to"nionitor subrecipi-

ents for compliance. Technically-speaking, even this requirenent'ves

362
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not new,. or it was derived from one of the Title. VI regulations which
had not hoirever, been implemented.48

As CCR indicated, the guidelines also 'changed the Department's
role in enforcement. In keeping with the 4 rartment's new strategy of
obtaining civil rights compliance, BOA was now expected to incorporate

civil rights concerns into its role of monitoring State agencies .for-
ance1 with the VEA. As noted, this strategy did not reduce CCR

'enforcement responsibilities. Rather, the idea was to effect a chaser
working relationship betweeriOCR and the Department agencies that were

most familiar with the programs that Federal funds supported, .for in

having a greater understanding .of the needs, problenis, and activities
of the States, these agencies were in a position not.only to supplement
OCR's activities, but also to assist the States ill meeting their civil
rights obligations.

In July 1980, the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights and the
Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education signed a memo-

''randum of understanding (MOU) that formalized the Department of Educa-
tion's commitment to encourage cooperation between its agencies and set
forth the respective duties and expectations of CCR, and OVAE in imple-
menting the vocational -education guidelines. According to the MN,
OVAE would conduct the initial review of the State's MOAs and then for-
ward than, with its recommendations for approval or disapproval, to

OCR. CCR would then review the tiOAs and recommendations and make a

final determination in consultation with,OVAE. If an MA was found un-
acceptable, CC R' would negotiate'and offer technical assistance to the

State: An earlier drift of-the MOU had. also provided that "BOAE will
not issye a State's final annual program grant award until CCR has

approved Its Methods of Adtinistration." This sentence was deleted. in

the final MOU, .change which seems to undermine the aim of trying to
review' civil rihts p-robterns before Federal program funds are released
rather than having to initiate proceedings to recover illegally used

,.VIII -48
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funds after the activities they support are well underway". ThS MOU.

did, however, give OVAE responsibility for monitoring state impl)ementa-

don of ihes MOAs, in addition to its responsibility for monitoring can-

plianqe Orith the VEX. Technical assistance to the'States was alio to
be provided, by OVAE and reviews of and decisions on,th4" annual ccmpli- .

ance reports State agencies were to proceed in a similar fashion.
- ...-

.

The extent to which, the States are cobrdinattng he requirenents,

and advice contained in the guidelines with the requirenent's'and regu-

Lotions pertaining to the YEA cannot be addressed at this time. For

one, the full story of the implementation of the vocational educations
guidelines is beyond the scope of this report. Second, since the

guidelines were issued only a little over 2 years ago, and their imple-
mentation has been characterized by a number of delays, it is too early

, -
to assess-fairly their impact. It is not, however, premature to ana-
lyze them and the civil rights complidride strdtegy that they address.

. ,>,--

On the whole, the guidelines are clear and consistent, and meet
their stated intention of helping recipients, of Federal funds offering
or adminkstering Vocational education programs to understand thei..r civ-

il` rights obligations. Iloreover; since recipients of Federal funds are
.

enjoined \frqn contributing to, as we 1,1 as engaging in, unlawful di s-

crimination, the guidelines serve to protect States by authorizing then

to seek reasonable assurances that their subrecipients are ccmply.ing
.
with thd law, Their chief weakness is their ambiguity with respect to

what establishes a presumption of discrimination. Key terms in the
i

guidelines, such as "disproportionate adverse effect" and "predaninant
enrollment," are not defined and there is little guidance OR how to in-

terpret them. Alt-hough this rack of sped fici tY ai lows' for a, greater

sensitivity to the particular demographic and other circumstances of

individual States, it may also lead to problems in interpretation, im-
,

'plemdnta.tion, and enforcement. The' fact that officials responsible for,
administering the guidelines in 0 number of different Stgtes all had 4

4.
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different understandings of what standar6 to apply further argues the
need for clarifying the conditions that establish a presumption g dis-
crimination.49 ;

Nevertheless, the guidelines represent a promising new effOrt to
devise a means for securing compliance with the Nation's civil rights
laws. They promote cooperation and coordination between the Federal 1.
8overnrnent and the States and,Nlemonstrating the interrelationships
among these laws and showing, in one document, how they all can be im-
plemented, they help fashion a canprehensive view of civil rights can-
pliance out of the separate laws and regulations that prcpct equal
rights. After years of debate about whether or not the States are
ready, willing, and able to assume a more active role in civil rights
canpl)ance, there is now a mechanism in place which gill permit these
arguments to be tested. The implementation and results of the voca-
tional educ4timl guidelines should therefore be followed with great
interest.

A` 0

Sectary .
.

The theme of equity has figured prominently in the history of Fed- .

eral vocational education policy, most explicitly since the enactment
of ne VEA in 1963. In 1968 and again in 1976, ii; response to evidence
that the vocational education enterprise was not adequately serving
students with special `needs and that States were failing to take advan-
tage of Federal funds avaiJiable fol this purpose, the Congress enacted
increasingly specific and, in some cases, prescriptive provisions aimed
at achieving the.equity objectives of-the legislation. The changes in-

-erbduced, in the VEA were intended to improve the capacity of the States
to provide programs and services to reduce sex di scriminationloand sex
stereotyping ,and to open up vocational education dpliorturrities for in-
dividuals who are disadvantaged, or handicapped, or whose proficiency
in English is limited.
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With respect to sex equity,
the prominence given this aim in
grammatic instruments adopted

i zed , but little is required,
ing a relatively small amount

in

and

of
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there is marked inconsistency between
the rhetoric of the VEA and the pro-
1976 to achieve it. Much i s

the States, by and large, are spend-
YEA funds for this purpose. The re-

qui renent to hi re sex equity personnel has been met by al 1 States.

States may augment thi s mandatory Federal expendi ture for sex equity

functions from other VEA funds, but few have chosen to do so. The

States are al so requi red to spend an unspecified amount of VEA ruh,ols "to

support programs for di splaced homemakers. Although 42 States reported

such expendi tures, almost three - fifths of al I VEA outlays for this ac-
tivity were accounted for by only .5 States. For the Nation as a whole,

expenditures on programs for displaced homemakers were eitrenely low.
The other sex equity provisions of the legislation are perm ss>ie, and
States have taken little advantage of the Federal funds avail able for

this purpose. Finally, although enrol lment patterns indicate that vo-
cational education programs are still markedly sex stereotyped, 'steady

pi:ogress has been made toward the goal of sex equity in recent years.

The VEA's provisions for serving students with special needs, are

complex and more presc riptive. In fiscal year 1979, a significant
o

minority of the States had not spent their mandatory set-aside funds
for handicapped individuals or .for di sadvantaged end limited Engl i sh-

speaking students. A few States claimed that the 'separate match re-
(

qui red for these set asides made at di fficult Tor then to spend these
funds, a problem which the 1979 Technical Amendments to the VEA, per-,

mitting the use of Federal funds for match purposes, were in part in-
tended to alleviate. .As of September 1981, the final implementing reg-

ulations had not yet been issued. The excess costs requirements have

occasioned much greater, criticism on the grounds that they are vague

and di fficult to implement and, they' di scourage mainstreaming and un-

demnine the intent of the set aside: However, some application of the

principle underlying excess costs is nonetheless warranted, for unless

3 r.; C!.
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Federal funds supplement State and local funds, and do not supplant

them, it will be difficult to achieve the objective of improving the
States' capacity to serve students with special neelit-. The States have

far less, difficulty spending monies ,pn the special programs for the

disadvantaged pinch are fully federally funded. There appears, how-

ever, to be little or no difference between the design or targeting of

these prograins and those supported by the set aside for the disadvan-

taged.

o definitive report can be made on the consequences of the VEA's

provisions for studens with special needs, but it is safe to conclude
that the successive amendments to, the 1963 Act, in-oombination with

11/ civil laws, have slowly but steadily stimulated the States to
making a greater effort to meet the needs of these students. The legal

framework under which States devote a certainpercentage of VEA funds

and matching monies to this purpose s flawed, and there have been

problems in its implementation. However, without these provisions the

likelihood is. great that States and localities would not devote even
the relatively modest resources they now do to serving handicapped,

disadvantaged, or _limited English - speaking' students.

A

In March 1979, OCR published a set of guidelints that brought to-.
gether, and applied specifically to vocational education program, a_

number of ,,key provisions of the Nation's civil rights legislation. The

vocational education guidelines require States to monitor their subre-
cipient'of Federal funds for civil rights compliance and give Federal
;:trogr5m offices a more Active role in ensuring that civil rights_obli=
gations are met. It$ is'too early to .assess the effects of this strate-
gy, but the guidelines seem a proysing new means 'for securing civil
rights compliance. After years t) debate about *ether or not the

-States are ready, wtaling, and able to assume a more active role in
protecting civil rights, there is it a mechanism in place for assess-
ing the merits of each side of the debate.
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CHAPYERIX:' REALIZING FEDERAL POLICY 40ALS:
ISSUES AND MECHANISMS

Introduction'

ThZ' charge -to the National Institute of Education to under6ke
study of vocational PduCation calls for "an examination of how to

achieve Compliance with, aiid enforcement of, the provisions of apeplic-
)

able ;Laws of e United States.r This is understandable, for the

stcess ive amen ents to .the Vocational Education Act of 1963 re
efforts' to fin the means for

41realizing mortfully the goals of F al

policy. Issues of compliance by the rcipients of Federal funds with
both the, spirit, and letter of the "applicable laws' of the United

"States, which constitute a central theme in the history of the VEA,
became more comple x after the mid-1960s. In large part this was a

result of the adoption of other legislation with provisions intersect-
ing with those of the VEA. The other "ap 'cable" law's deal\mg with

civil-rights and equality of opportunity in tion arp treated in

Chapter VIII, and,,. intersections 'between Federal 'vocational 'education
and employment and training policies are discussed in Chapter V..

re, J-
The concern of the Congress with assifring compliance reflected a

sense of frustration that had been growing since it appeared that the
goals 'of Federal 15oTicy enunciated in the VEA of 1963 were not being-,
fulfilled. 'The Amendments of 1968 hiad sought to achieve the goals
through new provisions placing expanded and stricter requIrements.uflton
the StateS.. Before the next major reauthorization, however, studies
and reports, testiMony at Congressional hearings, and site vftits to

States by the_itaffs of Congressional, committees showed that failures
to comply with the intent and letter of the law were wrdesp"ea4 and

serious. Th,tse were documented in the 1974 report by the General
AccountihiOffice, cihat is the Role of-Federal-Assistance to Rotational

a.

Education?; which ea' then` staff

0:4*

t.

member for the Sehate Committee or

1)(4
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Education and 'eiel f ar e retails as having had an "explosiveil effect.1
Members of the Congress heard and read that the vocational education

ienterprise was failing to meet eithr the ectincmic or social goals of
Federal policy; that YEA dollars we not prod ding support for new
program's; that course offerings we\re not responding to ohianging

manpower needs; that Federal funds were not alwaysogoing to areas with

the gre ,reed3 Jut were frequent
formula basi's; and that then failures were, In large part the result of
faulty implementation by States, localities, and the Federal

Goverment.

.1 I.

One member of tne Congress felt' ''tnat we are back in 1968. . .

tnat many of the it fs we sought to cure by the 1968 Act have not seen
cured.42 Congress' perception of the .situation was, in short', that

the existing legislition had not served to realize Federal goals; that
the vocational education. enterprise had not been an effective partner
rn imp.ler.nenting Federal poi icy and had even bien resistant to change;

and Federal monitorine,and oversight were sorely. inadequate--"slov,enly
and irres"ponsible" in'"the eyes of the House Committee an EAcation and

Labo;-.3 effect, thQs meant that the Congress approached the task

of reauthorizing the YEA with a cony icrion that key provisions of the
legislation 'would have to be revised in order to achieve ccntlol

with its broad goals and more partiCular objectives.

Key Provisions for Realizing Fectgal Purposes

s . .

The broad economic and seercial purposes of Federal vo ational

education and = the changel in the means for realizing then

adapted irt"1976 have been discussed in dear tier" chapters. Information

has also been presented on the behavior of State and local education

agencies -in response to key revisions in the legislation designed to
bririg atiout compliance with. the intentions of Federal policy. These

key revisibs dealt,_with (1) Improving plannina, for the use of all

rs

0

V
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.
resources for 'vocational training and retraining,, (2) distributing
funds to areas tacking the resources to meet the needs for vocational
education; (3) setting aside funds.to provide programs and. services to
.populations with special needs; and (4) foroviding esources that. would
encourage change in And improyenen't of the vocational education enter-
prfse. A somewhat fuller examination of the considerations that led to
placing rel lance upo th e four methane , and of the *a s in which
they, have worked, is now in order.

Improving Planning

I ..°

The planning process was supposed to be critical for dete ning

now the Federal grants, designed to assist the 5trtei',"vere to be used
In conjihct ion with al l other resources. It had, notte;er, been charac-
terized as neither open to' interested parties and tne publ ic. at large,
nor informed with labor market Bata. The resul t was State planning
doc.ments produced for "ccmpl iahce" which were critized. as being "use-
'f .J1. to no one, in most cases."4 There was also evidence that State
plans toere not being seriously assessed. One .7 nvestigation into the

way the Off icetof Education handled the State plans indicated "tnat the
Commissioner 3f Education had accepted State, plans that no one at thlk r
Federal level nad ever r-4ad in their entirety."'

In drafting new legislation, both riQuses of tne Congress sought to
correct the deficiencies in planning but !adopted' different regte
The Senate.. /Cried at bringing about comprehensive and joint pl Ann ,ng

.
aniong '.the. various` agencies and institutions involved i vocational

*education and occupational tr.tining in order to reduce dupl ication and
okerlap anong programs: The House emphasized the use df labor market

danaad anilkupply information and:, of data on tne ,iplOi:ernent of oca-

nodal educa4ion staldentS. The Senate's concern with cconprehqs ive
planning led to the requirement for a Stateplan'. prepared by a body
tonsisting of representatives of :0 different agencies, organizations,

9

0

c
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or groups which met a specified number of t1lbes-4 'year. The House'

concern with the. role of occupational, and emplOymEnt data in planning

led to provisions for neig,evaluation requirements (already discussed in

'Chapter ti) and the -creation of a National Occupational Information

Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and parallel State Committees (SOICCs).

The Senate solution was, in effect, negotiation and bargaining among

0.

parts with4 different interests, the House spllitTbn was atibiTal

decisio aking made possible by the availability and required use of

pertinent reliable information. Both solutions were adopted in the

1376 amendments.

-4as the 1976 legislation broUght about the improved planning that

.1s an-otojective of Federal policy? By 1980, the representative State

0 ?i3nnrng bcd\es were In operation, public hearings were being

Conducted, the NOICC and SOICCs had been established, and ostudent'

'placement data were generally available. The .States were complying,

w4tm the procedural requirements of the statutory provisions. Buf

gnetner this meant that the desired kind of systematic planning of

docational education programs had been generally .achiev.ed is another

question. Were States in fact carrying out planning -based. upon.'
.4

.
adequat8 knowledge of all resources for training and retraining, that

'mulct minimize overlap and duplication and assure a close fit between

program offerings and labor market demands? ,

I'

The answer, as, mirt be expected, is' a mixed one.
A

States report

tnat,they are becoming more sophisticated in tne use of planning

methods and that More useful operational planning is °taking place but

not 4cessar3 ly.'as'a direct result of Federal requirements. Fild

studies it 15. States indicated that better gccupational and labor

market data were available, but that they were, not necessarily being

used in local decisionmaking on programs: The emphases On the

importaude of coordinating with other structures of Federal policy,

such as employment and training; and of assuring that vocational
o
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education programs are relevant to labor market, conditions assigned
these objectives greater prominence in the -thinking of State and even

IP
1 ocal vocational education administrairs. At the same time, State
officials were sti,11 reporting in, 1980 that the State .plans were being.

produced for compliance purpdses and that the preparation and the

planning of programs in many States were two di fferent things.

It is important. to remember that the plan4ning requirements are
aimed at -the States, thrOugh which the decisions of local education
agencies. and individual institutions are supposed to be influenced,

But control over planning does not mean control over local decisions.
Decisions on program of ferings or the recruitmentof women Or minority
group members

at the local,
nflv.vence al I

goads. State

t he tradition
for-the distri

in nontraditional fields of study, for example, are made
and not tne State, level. Federal lagoal one cannot

the actions and decisions involved attaining, Federal
influence over local planning is Constrained not only by
and practice of 1.-local autonomy, but al so by requi rements
bution of funds, which make funning decisions indtpendent

of planning. These several considerations do not mean .that the States,

are unable to influence local decisiOs or to improve planning. Thi&

do suggest, however, that the provisions of the exi sting legi station
estab 1 isn at best necessary, but not sufficientN.conditions for
effective State planning.

1

Providing Funds to Areas Licking Resources

The 1976 ley sTation, as has been seen, attempted to deal .on ih the
problem that Fediral funds were not fl cwi ng to "those school di stricts
and agencies most In need of those resources to provide programs. "6
The Senate %Wail to this 'pritlem- was to establish requirements for
the apprloVal 'tif.,,,Applicattfrns that instructed the States to give
priority .,to depressed areas wi th high unempl oyment an insufficient.
resources and also to appl ication's proposing new programs designed to

IX-S
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net new and emerging manpower needs and job opportunities.7 The

House solution for ensuring greateii targeting and equal ization of VEA

funds was to designate the most important factor's for dettermi/fing.their

intrastate''Citstribution: relative financial ability and the number and

concentration of law income families (for LEAs)' and the number and

s-tstudents4for_Ather eligible recipients).

States would be al lowed to use other "economic, socioeconomic or .

'demographic factors," as long as those designated were weighted as
,

"most, important."

The funds distribution provi sion final ly "adopted confined both the

ouse and Senate regufrements," which were seen by the ,Conference

cow ttee as proposing "similar changes. "$ Here again, as wi th the

planning provisions, the two Houses prpposed different solutions to
what had been identified as the same problem. The assunption was that

the- several designated factors, with the exception' of new programs,"

wqvld be mutual ly reinforcing. Instead, the ,confination of the two
different solutions, without 'clarification of how they were to be kited,

created 6onfusing and ambiguous S1041-i leading to major problems
41.

with implementation and ccmpl iance,9
,-, .

-0 .
Has the cechanism adopted to as6sure the targeting of Federal funds

wericed as ,..e% intended? The answer to thi s question -has al ready'.been

set forth in Chapter II: there has been some targeting of Federal
. :

funds towards LEAs weth lay relative financial, ability, ghigh,

unemployment, and high concentrations of low income families. But the

targe ing has been pphaza rd, and, the'extent of targeting varies

-,. gree+y, frail State to State. 4'. :, - --t,' '

,"
.

...
Is this Overall 7resUltbIto be attr.ibuted to failures on the part of

....,

the States to comply with the -individual requirements of the Act as

they have -been interpreted by Fede'ral administrators? It is got. All

States studied- by the AIE were distributing funds according to formulas.

I

11
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approved, and in some cases created, by Federal administrators. Nor

; were. the Federal monitors of the State plans lax. In fiscal year 1919,

4%Pey.spent more, than 5,000 person-days on reviewing State plans alone
4

and additional time monitoring for compliance and providing technical

assistancebto States. Federal otficials,did not hesitate to turn back,

a plan and. hold up funding until deficleAcies were corrected. Every

State had 1 s plan returned on the ground that the formula was faulty

at least on during-fiscal years 1979 and 1980.
a

The reasons why Federal funds are effectively targeted in some but

not all States are several and somewhat compliCeted: To begin with,

the formula factors, as they are now deft ed and measured, are not

alrays mutually rlitinforcing,, and may even

anothet"...s targeting effect. A more important reason, for a majority of

the Stat-es, lies in ambiguities in the lavotself, sometimei compounded

by interpretation by 'Federal administrators, which operate to confuse

the.":distribution process. Prob?ems arise from the statute's failure to

Indicate how the two application Apr?,oval factors and the two funds

distribution factors are to operate, toqether without undercutting the

intended effects of eacl, how the factors are to be defined and

measured, how much weight each is to be given, pr how the raw data used

to measure then are to be converted into variables for the formu's
These, ambiguities were licit' effectively resolved by Federal administra-

tors, 'who tended to be preoccupied with State( compliance with the

minutiae of the requirements and who lacked the technical expertness to

devise clarifying interpretations.

.

.

Because the factors' are not mutually reinforcing, and in a few

instances may 'counterbalance one another, ,and because States have the

'discrliiion to Add factorPs the formulas and. assign weights to all
. .

fattors, the StWles can produce, alrmOs't Any distribution of Federal

funds, they wish without being out of,compliAnce.

operate to counter one

3 "/
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A study of the legal framework and its implementation in four

States conducted for tiJ,e NIE ;Tiede cleak,the problems arising from' the

directions given on how appri-Cations: requesting specific amounts of
fund ing for specific projects are to be "E;omb ined with a ,forinul a wh

distributes funds according to a recip-ient's financial ability.
---ittrttirer-trE-s-fAute nor subsequent interpretatiory recognized the

differences between a project approach and an entitlement approach tp

,.
s"

distributing funds . (An entitlement approach uses formul as to deter-

mine how much each recipient wt11 receive, with poor districts receiv-

ing more than wealthy .one's: Under a projeCt approach, an applicant

requests funding fo a particular project or set of activities.) The

funding factors in he Act are used to rank the applicants, but not to

determine how much ach . is to receive. The two approaches yield.,

different distributions and further different objectives. The

, entitlement approach is appropriate when- the objective is n target. .

funds so as to compensate for, lack of resources in districts . 1-t

serves an equal llation function. ThE p oje approach .is appropriate

when the objective is to achieve parti r programmatic objectives,

such as installing nell 'programs. The Act depends upon, a single

distribution procedure* to 7 advance both kinds of objectives, when

fferent processes may A necessary. .
II -

Problems first surfaced wi th "deciding on how application approval

factors were to be comb ined with funds distribution factors. None (:)

the four States in the legal --framework study adopted separate

procedures appropriate to each set of factors. 'Each State, either with

the approval or at th insistence of Federal officials, canNned al 1

four in a single fun g formula, even though they found it difficult
to convert application aprovl factors- -one of siti ich . is difficult to st

quantify and the other not recipient - specific - -to variables in a

formula. Comb in ing the two Linds of factors in the same formula could
'V"

tend to distort the targeting intended by Congress .

I X-8'
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Additional- ambiguity in the statute is found in the definitions of
and measures for kerterms. The statute does not define "economically
depressed areas," "new programs," or ''give '"priority," all of which,
represent notions that thtat'es Are required to use in distributing
Federal funds:: itie term ''economically depressed areas" may be defined
in different ways, and -.Federal, 'administrators have not .prescribed a

Tingle ,def in Won', to be used:- SoRe 'States have adopted' the Department
of Commerce definition; but as itresults in classifying most areas of
i"e 'United 'States as economically depressed, at,.is 21...,Abicus value in
distinguishing among de,pressed areas. The, term 'new programs" is a

sieve rathei 'filen a container It covers programs' absolutely new to
,

the redi;pient's. service areas;' programs new to a sdbool in the
.<=

recipient's area,; old proinam with a new curriculum; and existing
5 /

programs expanded with new facilities,, equipment, and supplies
according to aVinit'ion provided 'by -Federal administrators. In the
absence ofa formal definipion, of he term "give priority," States have
aadoptett-"pridritinng" reChaiques which range from making all appli-
cants meet, these different, criteria to assigning the priority consider-.
atiohs a role only.-on paper.

Event'l cflear definitjon ,ma-ybe nullified by the measure selected
for a given ,factor. For example, one of the funds distribution
factors, relativeafinancial ability is defined in the legislative
history and regulatibns to be assessed property value per capita. SucH

measures of wealtedre.peneraily availibble on .a county rather than a
school district .level.. If strict compliance with the statute_is,
required and the county level data are used, financial differences
between neighboring districts will, be masked. However, a slightly
different measure, property r?eaAh per student, is generally available
4.on a school district level. "Federal .interpretations have fluctuated
between etrgiiiring 'compliance with the legislative requir-ement and

"permitting:States to use the per pupil measure.

S.

4
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Neither the statute nor. Federal interpretationehas resolved how

much weight each statutory factor is toreceiloThe effect that each

statutory factor has on the.final distribution depends, of course, upon

the weight assigned to it in the formula devised (v a State. 'One

State, which ineluded all four factors in the formula, assigned such
- fe,

'negligible weights To the two application approval factors as to

eliminate tteir effects. The addition of other factors, as has been

said, may, serve to cancel ,Ige.effects of a statutory.factor. In one

industrial State, adding the reasonable factor] "manpower needs--
. k

estimated number of job opportunities," tended toneeate the eTtects of

the "unenploynent rates factor.

The, statute and Federal guidelines offer no instructidn.on how

data are to ge converted into variables used in formulas. This is

imporlant because States can redUce.thg equalization and targeting

effects by converting raw numpers which demonstrate substantial dispar-

.,ities into variables 'which minimize thg differences..: IiiCd cu a ng

the points given to relative:financial ability in the formula, some

States use a method which assigns the'same point value to a large group

/' of recipients with widely different indicators of relative financial

ability.. This results in reducing the difference betweenthe amount of
s

funds going to dOltricts with widely different*needs.

Ith

It was early observed that there a're no statutory standards for

judging 'whether the intended equalization and targeting effects are

achieved. Such standards have not been supplied by Federal adrninistra-_

tots, who apparently, did not have the technical kdowledge to devglop

them when 'tile legislation was first being imoleaented.. Moreov'er, in

reviewing a State's proposed distribution formula and measures, they

0

were attentive to tie :letter of the ,requirements *rather than to the

4..question qof whether.the,anticipated equalization and targeting objec-

tives were likely to be achievep; True, they have required the States
0

to show by examples the effect of, the distribution on rich and po&

3 8 2
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districts, but this permitted Statds to select districts which exhibit

the sought-for effects. Federal administrators also focused on Aiether

a State's "economically deprived area" measure included both a

composite and an unemployment Measurd,-and even required several States

to change their formdlas to accommodate the statutory language. /et,

in the case of one'State they failed to detect the fact that State

vocational education funds were being distributed in stet a manner at

to cbunter the equalizing and targeting, effects of the funds

distribution factors.10

Nonsupplanting and Maintenance. A critical aspect of the target-

ing of Federal funds is ensuring that they are used to supplement State

and local funds; otherwise State ',funds can be distributed so as to

offset the effects of, Federal targeting. In applying for a ,grant -

in -aid, a State must provide assurances that VEA4funds

" will be so us d as to supplement, and tä'the extent practicable,
fmincrease the ount,of State and lotal funds that would in the

absence of kuch Federal' funds de piade available for the uses
specified in the Act, and in no case sUpplant'suth State or locl
funds . . .' (See. 106(a)(6)).4

',,,
, \ -

,

0

The revlatioonsoquote.but do notjuether elucidate the statute, and

-Federal officials, in response to' requests for clarification,, have ..
..).

stated that this provision. isAesigned to assure thati,the'aggregate'of
4 /*-

State and local funds available for the purposes of the 'VEA cannot
k
be

reduced because of the receipt of Federal funds., , -,

.

Th4 prohibition against supplanting applies at,both the State and

lk

Vocal levels: neither Stites nor local district may reduce their

funds because of Federal monies. Supplanting at th State leveliwoglq

oc6ir, for example, i'f aStite were to take VocaionaliEducaton Act

funds idto account arid reduce' an eligible recipient's amount of Stet%
. )

funds' according tp the amount of federal funds reddived, thus.erasing
, .

.
, , 416 .' . ..
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the effect of Federal funas. It is possible to test and detects

State-level supplanting, and Federal officials have'dome so. In one

instance, a bill introduced- State tegislature that-wou14-have.

reduced the State contribution to a community college by the amount of

Federal funds it received was held to be in violation of the no

supplant",principle. 1)/

,

At the local level, supplpting it virtually impossible. to detect.

It is extremely difficult td learn what would happen in the absence of

Federal funds in situations in which programs are continuously

undergoing change; nod- Federal funds provide the 'major, share of

resources, and Federal funds are being, used for.the sane purposes as

State and local funds. 10 Moreover,, the .emphal on using Federal

funds for new prwanstraises the additional -problem of determining

whether a previously nonexiXtent program would have been funded without

Federal aidr

, °- \\
4

Funds for,Prograns and Services for Special Needs Populations

Both the House and Senate Committees reacted .strongTy during

reauthorization deliberations to evidence showing that studento'5" with

special needs were no)) being served as intended, .and,thA State and

local expenditures for this". perpote were low and in sdlne, States

actually declinitig.11 It /was clear that programs for disadvantaged

and handicapped students were primarily iederally funded programs, and

the House Committee. was \persuaded that additional Federal funds would,

be needed to increase he ;umbers of handicapped and pisadvantaged

enrolled in vbcational.education programs. )

The mechaTitms relied upon in the 1976 amendments to achieve this

Objective have been treated in Chapters 1, III and VIII: a.20rpercent,-,

set aside of Federal funds for..disadvantaged persons (increased frdm

15 percent), also covering limited English-proficient students,'and a

.384
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10-percent' set aside for handicapped students, both to be matched

dollar-for!elol lar with Stare and local funds., The regulations added
ttie' requirement that Federal and matching funds be applied to excess
costs only.

The -AA's provisions for meeting the needs of specified groups
have been disci.rssed in detail in the preceding chapter,, together with
the ;associated impl ications of. other pertirient Federal legislation.,
That chapter points out -that the interpretation 'of the excess cost
reptiirement which al lows the full costs of separate programs to be

considered excess 'costs may not promote the mainstreaming of
handicapped and disadvantaged students as the law intends. It also

reports that a majffity of the LEAs surveyed whicti had handicapped and
disadvantaged students enrol led . in vocation'a\education programs are

either unable to keep track of excess costs or do not find it worth
their whsle to do so. It notes that less than one-half of those
districts reported; using Federal funds to provide the extra services
for these students. The evtidence suggests that these findings may be
attributed only in small, part to failures to comply strictly with
Federal requirements. Thus, it is clear that the Federal objectives of
providing ,,pro,grarns and services for special needs students and of

4rial4treenliCg then to the fullest possible extent are -imperfectly
adtariced by the excess cost requirement.

4 4
.

More important reasons for the limited real ization of these equity
objectives were the set-aside retruirenttts theriselves. They embody
three distinct elements: they reserve a, portion of Federal 4ney for a
specific Purpose; they restrict the use of the moi to meet' excess
costs only; and they fur;ther 1 imit' the As? of Federal funds to cover
only 'half ,of the excess costs. The conclusiol reached in Chapter VIII
is worth repeating here because it is a judgment on a key mechanism, of
the YEA: namely, that reserving funds for s'pecial populations through
set asides is probably an effective way of carrying out the Federal

*1' .
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objective of providing equal opportunity. State directors of vocation-

al education have expressed, the view that States 'would not be spending

funds at the current level for tie disadv.intaged and handicapped were

it not for the set-aside provisions. The idea of earmarking funds does

not in itself create problems, as tie experience with the earmarked

Subpart 4 funds for Special Programs for the Oisadvanttged indiCates.

The problems arise from the requirements that Federal funds be

used solely for excess costs and that.they be matched. As has been

pointed out, d)stricts are not accustomed to doing the detailed

accounting required to document excess costs in accordance with

standards develond by the Federal administrators, and the amount of

Federal funds received by most LEAs' is viewed as too small to justify.

establishing those accounting przced)Ires. Thus, they run a risk of

,audit exceptions if they receive Nrinds. Some States and LEAs would

rather not run the risk ancrAo not provide. the programs 'and services

with Federal funds. The second problem lies in the necessity for a

. -

State or LEA to find matching funds. the Act makes clear that either

the State or the local agency max supply the match. In point of fact,

many States.pass the responsibil it* for. supplying the match to the

LEAs, in which case the poorest,LEAs ar soften least able to afford the

set asis. The Technical Amendments 1979 (P.L. 96-46) sought to

reduce the severity of this problem b creae/bg the,Federal share of

the' excess costs. Regulations impl ting this legislative change

had not been issued up to September. 1981, and States and localities.

have pot yet taken advantage of the'relief it offers. The matching

dollars, then, still must come from new money or rearrangement of

existing State and local funds. 'The States and localities have been

unaple or unwilling to rearrange :funds, to take dollars from existing

pr grams and use them to match Federal funds earmarked for special

&needs populatorns.
)
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Resources or Change apd Impi-ovement

As has ,been seen, the Declaration of Purpose of tfte VEA of 1963,

as mended, declares that Federal grants; are designed to assist the

States in extending, upproving, and developin new vocational education

prograins. The legislation not only encdurages the pursuit of these

ends, but also prescribes mechanisms fort achieving then. Thus, it

requires that priority be given to applicants propofing new programs.

It also provides that 20 percent of the joint allotment for Subparts 2

and 3 is to be used for authorized activities under Subpart 3, Program

°Improvement and Sypportive Sery ices. It is,important to bear in mind

the distinction frequently made in preceding chapters between what the

States may do with the Federal funds allotted to then and *hat they are

directed to do. The authoriied uses of Federal funds are indications

of Federal prelencese The uses that are',inandated clearly- serve

priority purposes. ,apart from the set-aside provisions, Subpart 2, .as

has beep seen in.Chapter I, sets forth 15 activities for which Federal

funds may be used. Subpart 3 lists six authorized/uses of funds; with

expenditures required on only one, guidance and tanseling.

The State have used the discretion they enjoy to spend almost '91

percent of thel,, basic grants for*.either the general support of voca-

aninistratioh. Uses authorized

'equity act ities, energy pro-

accounted. or only 1.3 percent.

However, na ional figures mask

tional programs or for State and local a

primarily induce change, such as sex

grans, and placenent services, together

of all expenditures of Federal funds.-

an important fact; namelyt that may a few States are responsible for

most such expenditures, as Chapter III makes clear. The same finding

holds, for Subpart 3 activities: the States vary greatly in their.,_

eA
expendftures on them, and only a small' number areYespdhsible for most

such expenditures.
1..

This pattern does not mean that States are not complying with ,the

Tegkl requirements. They are spending, the required .amounts on. the
o

. -
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mandated uses, and they exercise the legal ly granted discretion they
have to use Federal funds, for program an administrative purposes.

Moreover, some of the money reported as being spent on "vocational

education programs" may support change and improvement" in the programs,

but this cannqt be learned from the way Stites keep_ accounts. Thus,

States are in compliance with the Act evert thOugh they use Federal

fimds to serve their purposes and goals, which may or may not be

congruent with those of Federal policy. d

In any case, it is clear that Federal money may readily and in

compliance with the Act serve State purposes and goals. Federal

purposes which are not shared by States and localities are not likely
to attract State and local dollars. Under conditions of sfinanci al
austerity, when program maintenance becanes a primary concern, States

are far less likely to use Federal funds for special needs studknts or
to mount new .programs, for example - -in shot, for objectives central to

Federal policy. Historical ly, Federal objectives in education have

centered on ends that were not at the forefront of concern in most

States as, for example, in the recent case of overcoming sex bids and
sex stereotyping and earlier with research and curriculum development.

It is not surprising that 'bnder permissive legislation States do not
automatical ly use Federal funds to realize Federal objectives whit-oh

they may, not share,.

There

objectives

is no -reason to assume that Feder and State and local'

are necessarily at odds with respect to encouraging change

and improvement in Arcational education. But it is worth reMemtiecing

that since' 1963, Federal policy has sought to redirect and reform the

vocational eduC%tion enterprises and that it has done so in part by
establishing objectives which were either not highly valued or even

ignored by the States. The agendt of policy concerns represented by
Federal legislatio'n` tends over time to become institutionalized in

State behavior. Central in this development is the 'way in which

3 S ,
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Federal legitlatioh is Implemented and adWinistered. In the instance

-of the 1976 amendments, the administration and oversight of the new

legislation has had far-reaching implications for compliance by the

States and lOcalities..

Federal Administration, and Ove2.ight

The Congress was aware of the complexity of the new legislaridn

and therefore delayed the date of its implementation for 1 year, so

lhat.Federal officials would have time to issue regulations wen4States

would have time to prepare for Meeting the new requirements. Th e

Intention was to protect the States from having txmake hasty dec sion's

in 'putting the required changes in pJace.12 This ideal sce rio

was not followed. The regulations were issued late, and the Sta haT

to act without knowing fully what would be required of them.

V
.

go The Education Amendments of 19Z6 were enacted 'on Octobe 12, 1976.

The major provisions of the Act were 'to a e fect onIctober 1 1977.

The first State plans were due on July 1, 1977 these were to be the

5-year plan cover\ng fiscaJ years 1978 -82 and the annual plan for the

first year, fiscal year 1978. However, the final rules and regulations

were ndt issued in final "form until October 3, 1977, 3 days' after the

provisions of the.Act Avere to take effect and three months after the

°submission date,for the State plans. Consequently, the first ,State

plans were written primarily on the basis of the legislation and, to a

lesser extent, on the basis of the proposed regulations issued in April

1977. Since critical Jspects of the statute were ambiguous, the States

could initial y only make informed guesses about what would be required

of them. To reduce the persisting confusiOn and frustration, Federal
a

administrators issued policy memoranda to provide clarification and

guidance where' needed. Fifteen policy memoranda were issued during

,fiscal year 1979 and another five in fiscal ,year 1980. When it was

concluded that too many requirements were being promulgated through

3 )
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such documents, federal admi istrators decided thAt guidancewas to be'.....?
. ,

giv4n when absolutely necestary only through fohnal regulations.

The mode of Federal implementation contributed to unsatisfactory

implementation at eshe State level, pariticularly with respect to the

distribution o ,Federal funds.. The statute, it has been emphasized,

required inte pretation, but the guidance pzovided by Federal

..adMinistrators sometimes made matters worse, and was not always

consistent. The regulations of October 3, 1977, did little more than

.relfea't the statutory provisions on distributing-funds. In response to

"State inquiries and complaints, a discussion document was circulated in

the spring of 1979. This was follOwed by successive drafts of a manual

on the distribution of funds. By Septenbet 198L, after undergoing four

revisions' in the course of ,which policy positions were altered, the

manual had not yet been issued in final form. : The problers thus

created 'for reikiewing State pl ains and boni toting compliance were

nubersius and 'irritating. There were instances of distributioli formulas

being "approved in an early review only to be disapproved in .a later one
and of, the same practice being approved by one Federal .official only to

be questioned by another.
,

The experience of one State illustrates the frustration causp,d by
uncertainities 'and reinterpretations. Initially, this State

t to use a distribution formula for the 1977-78 school year

nitical with one approved for another State. It was, however,

f-s'approved by the Department '(then Heal th, Education, and Welfare),

and A second formula was proposed and accepted: This formula lacked ,a

?new program" factor,. but it continued .to b approved in 3 successive

years. Then the State was informed that formula fbr fiscal year

1981, must Include a new program" factor. The State pi-eferredto use 'a

funding pool for ney programs, a device which was generally permitted,

but not an this ioitance. o A fiscal year 1980 Monitoring Evaluation

Review for Compliance/Quality ..(MERC/Q) -indicated' that the State' s
,
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formul a would be in compliance if a new Program" factor were included.

The State complied, and with Federal technical assistance designed a

"ney program" variable with negligible weight ing for- the formula

-After 1 year, Federal administrators requested that the State eliminate
the factor in the formula for fiscal year 1982.

The experience of this Stapp also serves to 11 Tustrate the

problems arising from the. ambiguity of key terms and from questions of
measurement. In this case,' the' term is "relative financial ,ability
for which the State used a local proper ty measure in its' formula for
fiscal year 1978. T he next year, the State; having adopted a school

finance reform law, requested permission to 'use amore accurate measure

of "relative .financial. 01-1 itY." \ Federal Off icials, apparently nyt
understanding the merits of the 3c4hle proposed, depie,4, the request.

Later, howevet, there was a change of mind 'and the State was permitted
to use its preferred measure in the formula for fiscal year 1981.

Since then Federal administrators have reconsidered the guest iqn and

have suggested that, it would be better if the State readopted its
original, property measure for "relative financial

Interpeetation of the statute, comb ihed with technical assistance,

is one dimeniiion of Federal drqinistr at ion. A second and related
d imension is- ;the Federal Gove ent's ab iloty to oversee and monitor
the States with respect tb se decisions and actions that are both

required and\ encouraged a's result of their receipt of Federal

.grant'.

Federal` officials. sensitive to the sharp critic isms of admintts-
trative failures made during the reauthorizatpin hearings, drew up

detailed checkl2sts of al 1 requirements of the 1976 legislation to be

used in reviewing State phis. In addition, they prepared detailed
guides for monitoring State compliance through the process, already

mentioned, known as Monitoring Evaluation Rev iew for Comphance/

I X-19'
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Quality. Tfie MERC /Q process is a consequence of the charge given

originally to BOAE, and subsequently car-fled out by OVAE, to "conduct a

revAlew analyzing_the 'strengths and weaknesses of the programs assisted

with" VEA funds (Sec. 112(a)(2)).13

The .checklists are exhaustive and the MERC/Q site visits to the

States result. in voluminous document's. The hours spent by Federal

administrators on monitoring are considerable, and Federal administra-

tors have not been reluctant to find a State plan out of compliance.

Yet the, available evidence; derived from State case studies and

examinations of Federal .documents and agency files, points to the

conCTUsion that the-responsible Federal agencies have been concerned

chiefly with securing technical compliance with partiCuler requirements

ratfier than with the overall results ?f State decision and actions in

relation to the broad 'intent..-the spirit--of Federal policy. A's one

State Director said: "OVAE was so concerned with the minutiae that it
--

missed the big picture. We canger8 certain provisions in orderAo come

ltto technical compljanc4'without changing the effect."14

reminiscent of the observation made in the 1976,1iouse Report that

Federal administrators were "demanding a great deal of paperwork and

-detailed data from the States and local school districts but theri there

is no follow-up to determine whether States are complying with' the law

'and no efforts are being made to assist the States in operating their

programs bettter."15

IncentAs and Enforcement Mechanisms

Legislation such as the VEA depends upon incentives and

en?orcement mechanisms to bringabout p;-eferred behavio'rs on the part

of States and localities. An "inceptive",,s something of value offered

to induce desired behavior. In°this sense, the Vocational Education

Act as a whole constitutes an inCentive, in that it offers funds to

States in excinge for commitment; to engage in cer6in actions.

.a
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Enfor ant mechanisms are the oversight and monitoring procedures,

including nmal audits, and the sanctions, or penalties, associated

with failure by the recieignts of Federal funds to carry out .their

obligations under all applicable laws.

4

. .

Incentives. Implicit in-the notion of the Federal grant' as. an

incentive is 'freedom of choice
ii.

States, LEAs, and other eligible

recipients are not compelled to engage in the desired behaviors speci-
.

fied in the law and regulations unless they accept the Federal funds.

At the State level the incentive has worked in the sense that no State

has yet refused funds and all States, consequently have met the

requirements set forth in the legislation.' This is not universally the

case at th'e local level. For ?ever'-'11 reasons some LEAs do not apply

for Federl funds, and tome return funds to avoid Federal requirements.

A survey of secondary and postsecondary LEAs showed that 20 percent of

'the respondents did not receive Federal forjds.16 TR these the vast

majority cited the. burden of regulations in light of the wall, size of

the grant as the main' reason for not applying.17 The incentives

" clearly operate differently 'at the State and local levels. How much of

an incentive Federal funds are at the local level depends upon how the

States distribute the funds. For example, some States distribute all

their Federal funds according t> an approved formtila to the LEAs.

Thus, each LEA receives a lump sum which it subdivides into portions

for Consumer & Homemaking, Special Programs, for the Disadvantaged,

Basic Grant, and set'asides from the sic Grant. In these States, the

Itgrant to which a LEA is entitled, f it chooses to apply, may. be

relatively substantial Vcause a LEA Must apply for funds 'under all.?

subparts. These States report that most LEAs do apply for the funds

because the total grant is to large to forego. . .4
0

In other States, the Federal funds ace divided into their

6mponent parts at the State level, and LEAs apply for one or more

particular' part. States may divide the Basic Grant further into

IX-21
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.
"fudding pools" for new programs, cooperative education and work-study,
area vocational technical institutes, and the like, and LEAs apply for
one or'more of the parts. The exi stenceof such individual pools acts
as an incentive to locals to secure fun'ds to focus on a particular
pcogram, activity, or target group. However, LEAs are al sa free not to

apply for funds and thus to ignore some objectives of Federal Policy,
uch as providing extra services to the handicapped and di sadvantaged.
. .

. Where the standard dollar 7for- dollar match is reduced selectively
for some programs, as in the case of Consumer and Homemaking Education

programs in economical ly depressed areas; LEAs are of fered greater

incentives to fulfill Federal objectives. The full Federal funding of.
Subpart 4, Special Programs for the Di sadvantaged,,is another case of a
special incentive.

So-cal led incentives may turn out to operate as di sincentives, as

is the case of the excesk cost requirements. This occurs,, it has been
argued, with cooperative tnci* work-study programs authorized under

Subpart 2. Local recipitnts may be di scouraged from undertaking' them
because the programs have their own criteria &r funds distribution.
This leads) to a' situation in which there are priorities within pr iori-
ties. Whether the overall .priori ties for di stributing_ funds are in
addition to or in place of the specialized priorities for these

programs crerates problems that may discourage localities from, using

Federel funds for the programs.

Oversight and Enforcement. States and local recipients of Federal
funds agree to 'abide by the requirements of the la and riegul a Lions.

Some apply to the States, and is the responsibil fty of the Federal
Governient to ensure that the States abide by them. Both the Federal

and State Governments have legal responsibilities for ensuring that the

ocal recipients meet their legal _requirements.

IX-22
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At the Federal level, the primari, means for ensuring State level

Compliance are (1) the review of the General APpliO4i1Ori and the 5-year

and annual State plln; (2) monitoring of States in combination 'with

technical assistance; and (3) fiscal audit, These means areused

three stages in the grant cycle: before the award of the grant-ih-aid,

during implementatipn of the State plan, jed after the termination of
the funding period. In the first review, the legislation requirts that

the° Secretary of Education (forMerly the Commiisioner of Education)

"'shall-within four months of the -receipt of a StAte'S .ahnual program

plan and accountability report transmit to the State board an -analysis

of such plan and report, including suggestions for improvements in the

State's programs . . ." (Sec. 112(4)(1)). During the implement'ation

the statutethen provide's for Federal assessment of "theo4isonoths and

weaknOse's of the programs. assisted with funds .available under the...Wat:

in at least 10 States every fiscal year during the im,lrentitiorr
stage. After the close of the funding period, fiscal audits must be

conducted of programs in the same State.,

State oversight of local"behavior is An important dimension of

compliance for it is the LEAs and other eligible recipients which are

responsible for proyiding vocational edutation programs and services.

They make decisions which either implement or fail to implement Federal

priorities,. The States oversee and monitor local acCi;ities through

reviews of local applications and evaluations and reviews- of local

projects.18 The requirements for review of local applications: Jet
forth in the statute, 'call for State assurances that funds will be

distributed to eligible recipients on the basis of annual applications

(A) have been developed in consultation (i) with the repre-,

sentatives of the educational and training_ resources available in
the area to'be served by the applicant and,(ii) with the local

advisdry council required to be established by the 9ct to assist
. - such recipients,
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(B)(1) describe the vocational education needs of potential
students in the area or community served by the applicant and
Indicate how, and to what extent, the program proposed in the ap-
pliCation will meet such needs, and* ( i ) describe how the f indings
of any evaluations of programs operated by such applicant during
previous years, including those required by this Act, have been
used to develop the program proposed in the application,

(C) describe tow the activities proposed in the application
relate .to manpower programs conducted in the'area by a prime spon-
sor established under the Comprehensive Employment and Training

. 'Act of, 1973, if any, to assure a coordinated approach to meeting
the vocational education and training needs of the area. or a

Community, and 4

-.0
( D) describe the relationship betereen vocational educat ;on

programs proposed to be conducted with funds under this Act and
other programs in the area or community which are supported by
State and local. funds . . . (Sec. 106(a)(4).

These detailed requirements would, if met, provide la basis for
inforrne'd review at the State level, for they ask tor. comprehensive

plans identifying _objectives whtoh %foul a determine expenditure

pattern's. In most cases, however, the. local applications do not

contain the information sought. The nature and extent of information
'requested and supplied varies from St'ate to State. in many States it
is impossible to deteinine how a local recipient plans' to use the
Federal funds or how it lgill'distribute funds ening schools and target
funds on specific students. A review of rocal applications in 14

States revealed that:

1. Only one State required the applicant to describe how the
representatives of etruiation and training agencies in the area
served had been involved. (Four did not require any assuranceto
this effect from LEAS.1

P. Thirteen States required an assurance that advisory coun-
, cil members had been involved in preparing the local application.

However, only a few States required that the application describe
how the local advisory council,,,pn vocational education had been
involved.

1 .

e
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3. Eleven States required the applicant to give assurance
that the results of evaluations had been used to de4elop the prci.
posed programs, but only four States required the applicant to
describe how this was done.

4. Only one and four ttates, l'eipectivill4, required the
applicant to describe, first, how the proposed related td
area CETA piograms; and,, stcond, the relationpip between federal-,
ly and State- or locally sponsored programs.

. ' ,

5. Only six States required the local applicant to describe
the needs of students to be served., Met States, however, col-
letted data on student enrollments and curies offered. .

6. While most States required the programs supported with
VEA funds be related to realistic emplo exit opportunities; only
one State required the applicant to des We' the local economic
and employment situation. Many States, o ver, required the LEA
to-collect and analyze thesendata throul a variety of methods
including employer surveys and labor mark projections available
from the United States Employment Service and local employer
contacts. 19

It is reasonable to conclude that ff the-States assigned a groater

value to local cqmpdlance, they could be more demanding and rigorous in

their review ef local applications, instead of relying as heavily as

they have upon technical assistance and other noncoercive means to

'persuade eligible recipients to move in the desired directrion. If this

were done, however, it is possible that applicants which lack adequate ,

edycational resources would suffer most, because they might,not have

the technical staff capabilities to prepare satisfactory applications.

Sanctions

Sanctions may be invoked at each stage of the granting cycle--

Wore the award, during implementation, and after fundingfor failure

o meet conditionS of the statute and the regulations. The applicable

sanctions are set out'in the Vocational Education Act and in the Gen-

eral Education Provisions Att (GEPA). They take the following foal ms: k

t7i) disapproving State plans and reports; (2) withholding funds and'

r1X-25
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suspending. payment of Federal funds for failure to use th properlyr

(3) cease-and-desist orders; and (4) repayment of misspent funds.
et,

If a State refuses to assure minimum conditions in its Plan sub-

mitted before the award, the Secretary may disapprove it and not dis-

tribute funds to that State. Before this step was taken, the State

would be given an opportunity to amend the Plan, and such a giive and

take between the,Federal Government and the State routinely takes place

during the Plan review. Disapproval, as opposed to non-approval,

occurs only if a State refuses to amend the Plan. Some'States have had

their plans heft! up 04- several months, but approval was ultimately

granted. Because students, the presumed beneficiaries of Federal

assistance, would be injured as ,a result and because the action would

invite Political costs, the sanction of denying funds is a,difficult

one to apply.

If, after the Plan is approved, its monitoring shows that States

are not acting in accordance. with their commitments, Federal officials

may withhold funds id whole or in part, or issue a cease-and-desist

order. Authority for withholding funds In part and for issuing a

tease-and-desist oiler are found in GEPA.- The Vocational Education Act

)contains authority onty for withholding funds in full.

The Federal Goverhment has the authority to conduct fiscal audits

in order to recoup misspent funds under the Vocational Education Act,

Sec. 112(`a)(2) and GEPA, Sec. 452, respectively. Section 456 of GEPA

also allows the Federal Government to repay 75 percent of recouped

fund 'to the States, to be used in accordance with the provisions of

the' Act the following year. The VEA and GEPA together give Federal

officials a set of sanctions that they can invcike, if they choosetto

make the "punishment fit t'he crime." An additional mechanism could be

fashioned by having provisions similar to those authorized in Title I

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act when it was amended in

IX-26
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1978. -They would authorize the Secretary to ,publish notice of an

intent iron to withhold funds -and enter into "compliance agreement" with

a State instead of withholding.. Under such an agreemeAt, a.State would

admit it was not in compliance and set forth the steps it would take to

bring it into.complianewithin a prescribed time period. -If the com-

pliance prog,lems involve misuse
,

of funds, the Federal administrators

may withhold only the amount misspent under the GEPA. If the compli-

ance problem lies in an improperly constituted.6tate Advisory Council,

or failure to appoint a sex equity coordinator, the Education.Appeals

Board, in respOnse to a request by OVAE, may issue a'cease-and-desist

order. 1.1p to September °19 &1; no State has been denied a grant-in-aid,

'although the threat to withhold funds has been made, and no cease-and-

desist order has been secured from the Education Appeals Board,/ There

are, in short, powerful sanctions which have not.been.appped.

, 4

By contrast, powerful sanctions with respect to eligible recipi-

ents are not available to the States. The Vocational Education Act

offer's one sanction to States--namely, disapproval of an application.

fie addition, GEPA regulations authorize States to withhold or suspend

payments to a LEA in whole or in 41-'t (GEPA,.Sec. 434(b)(1)). Howehr.,

States are -reluctant. to use this sanction because of its disruptive

effect upon local recipients. F'urthermore, GEM. requires States to

mopitor and gives them -auttfority- to audit, but does _not provide
wit

explicit guidance for either function. 46r does it prescribe the

procechfres to be used to secure repayment of misSpent funds. it is

even asserted that States may not be aware of the statutory author

they have in GEPA:N\-

A Perspective on Compliance

This chapter has assessed the means provided in the Vocational

EducatiOn Act of 1963, as amended, to realize the ends of 'Federal
.°
policy. it has teported on the manner, and the degree to which they

fr. '

.0
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hpve,and have not worked out in the relatively short period of time

they have been in operation. The findings of the inquiries cqnducted

by the National Institute of Education pdint to the conclusion that the

agenda of Federal purposes, going back in large part to long before the

adoption of the 1976 legislation, has led to sought-for changes in the

behavior of the recipients of Federal funds and in the characteristics

of theeocational eduCation enterprise. However, the changes occurring

in both were neither as uniform nor as thorough as had been hoped for.

° The findings permit no verdict of either success or failure to be

pronounced on the means adopted to achieve the ambitious goals of

Federal policy as a whole, Some have worked more successfully than

others, none has worked as effectively as had been expected, none has

been a complete failure, and a few have had unexpected tdoudlntended

results. The reeding on tne 1976 amendments, 5 years after- their

adoption, must be, in short, a mixed one' and a cautious one.

-
4

The findings Of the.NIE studies also establish' a perspective for

considering the issues and problems of compl lance *with' the Federal

legislation. It is one which should discourage e predisposition to

search for villains, so to speak--for willful viol4prs of legal

provisioiA, or for reluctant or complacent Federal enforcer's of the

applicable laws, or for State officials indifferent to national goals.

- This chapter indicates that a realistic perspective recognizes

that the issues and probldMs of compliance and enforcement are several,

interconnected, and complex. They arise from the Federal legal frame-

work ,itself, from its impleMentation and interpretation, %from the
(

grant -ir id mechanism,for effecting the Federal policy role, from- the

and
policies of the States and localities .responsible for governing

operating the. Nation's public vocational education enterprise, from

scale and diversity of that decentralized enterprise, and from

other educational and civil rights legislation that intersects with

Vocational Education Act.
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FOOT,OTES

P
1. Jean S. Frohlicher, "The Education Amendments of 1976: ,Their

Evaluation in the Senate; Their Directions foi the Future,"
mimeographed paper prepared for NIE Vocational.Education Study,

August 1981, p. 18.

2. Quoted in Vernon L. Beuke, et al., Implementation Of the Education

Amendments: A Study of State and Local Compliance and Evaluation
Practices.(Cambridge, Masachusetts: Ant. Associates, Inc.,

ecelrnoer1980), p. 16. See also The Vocational Education Study: .

Ttie Interim Report (Washington, D.C.: Government printing Office,

1980), Chapter Ii.

3. 'U.S. CoKgress, ,House. Committee on Education and Labor, The 'loca-
tional Education and National Institute of Education Amendments of

1976: Report to Accompany H.R..,,12835, House Report No. 94-1701

94th Cong., 2nd Sess., September 219, 1976, p: 29.

4. U.S. CongresSenate, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
- Education Amendments of 1976: Report to Accompan 5.2657, Senate

eport o. 4-:: , 4tn ong., nd Sess., May , p. 66.
/

Fr'ohlicher, op. cit, p: 5.

.6. House Report, p. 33.

7. Senate Report, P. 70. I

8. U.S. Congress, Committee of Conference, Education Amendments:
Report to Accompany S. 2567, House Report Nq. 94-1701, 94th Cong.,
2nd Sess., 1976, p. 219.

9. See Chapter III.

10. The preceding section draws, upon The Interim Report, Chapters III
and IV, and David Long and Robert Silverstein, An Analysis of the
Fiscal and Equity Provisions of the Vocational Education Act
(Washington, D.C.: Lawyers' -Committee for Civil Rights under Law,

September 1981), Chapters I, II, and IV.

11. House Report, pp. 14-15; Senate Report, pp. 76-79.

'12. Frohlicher, qp. cit., p. 46.'

13. The National Advisory,Council 2n Vocational Education has com-

pleted a study of the MERC/Q process which is scheduled for publi-
cation in the fall of 1981.
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14. Quoted 1 ong and Silverstein, op. cit., Chapter IV.

15. House Report, p. 17.

16. Reasons.Cited by 117 Secondary and 18 Postsecondary
LEAs for Not Receiving VEA Funds

Nurikber of LEAs Citing

Secondary PostsecondaryReason

1. Not eligible I 29 ci 5

2. Applicationl'rejeCted 6 2

3. Did not appl because staff or /.1'

other reso ces are insufficient

for prepar ng proposals 45 7

)
4. Did not app because "data

requirements as:e too burde some 32

5. Did not applybecause money
involved was not enough to I

make it worthwhile 29 2

6. Did not apply because Money was
not enough to make up the diffi-
culty of complying with Federal
regulations 24 3

7. Eligible for funds but did not acdept 3

8. Other 34 5

1. Some districts appear in more than one Category, because the survey
suggested that LEAs cite as m06, reasons as were applicable.

Source: "An Analysi/ of the Distribution of Funds for Vocational
Education:,,,ASurvey of 10 States"

17'. The requirements are burdensome. Although, it is generally not

enforced, technically, a recipient accepting Basic Grant funds

must opeia all the components of its, vocational education

accordance ith Federal requirements. If tpUEA apt(1' for and

1
program Inc uded in the maintenance of effort calculation in .

...- receives 510,000 to impebve, for example, kli% 's rts,,
-AP:

. component of its vocational education program m stroperate all

its other components paid for totally out of St e and local funds

in compliance with the VEA requirements for operating such
i .
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programs. In accordance with the regulation requiring this,
Federal administrators have advised that if a State funds a coop-
erative vocational education component of its overall vocational
education pfogram with only State monies, the cooperlative voca-
tional education program must meet all of the requirements for
operating cooperative vocational programs under the Vpi if the
State and local funds used for such programs do not exceed the
maintenance of effort requirement. If the local funds exceed the
maintenance of effort requirement and the use of these 'funds was
not reported under the plan, then the cooperative program
need not satisfy the VEA requirements.

18. The General Education Provisions Act (Sec. 434(a)) authorizes, but
does not require, the Secretary to ask a State to submit a plan
for monitoring compliance with the Vocational Education Act, which
includes (1) periodic on-site visits, (2) periodic audits, and (.3)
investigation of complaints. To date, the Secretary has not re-
quested compliance plans.

19. See The Interim Report, p. IV-36.
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APPENDIX

SAMPLING AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 10STATE SURVEY

In order to address issues related to the distribution of vocation-.

al edudation funds, more information was needed than was available or

would be available from VEDS. It would be essential to have disaggre-

gated ,district level data,already being collected by the States and'to

augment them where, necessary. The strategy chOsen to supplement the

States' dare was tp conduct a survey of LEAs and postsecondary institu-

tions in 10 States.

The 10 States selected for the survey were the five "core" States

(see Appendix B) and five more rural States located in different geo-

graphic regions. The 10 States were California, Colorado, Florida,

Illinois; Kansas, Massachusetts, New York, north Carolina, South

Dakota, and Texas. These States should not be viewed as a "representa-

tive sample" of the SO Statetl*bq they do account for a large portion

of the'vocational education enterpr'iie: 39 percent of allstudents en-

rolled invocational education; 34 percent of YEA funds; and 48'percent

of the total State and local vocationpl education funds. They include

heavily urbaiiizedStates with very.large cities (New York, Chicago, and

Los Angeles, for example, as well as rural and sparsely settted

States. They are located in the Northeast, South, Southwest, Midwest,

and Far West, and they have different types of State governapce and or-

ganization for vocational education. In short, the 10States serve to

Capture a number of important differences among States, and can also

provide information on a significant pal* of the Nations vocational

education, enterprise.

To select LEAs and institutions within'States, the researchers used

a stratified random sampling procedure that permits gederalizing the

`i
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results for the sample within each State to the State as a whole. The

sample contains seven strata:.

Stratum 1: rural LEAs serving no city greater than 10,000

people and also lying outside any standard metro-
politan statistical area (SMSA)

Stratum 2: LEAs serving no city greater than .10,0110 people but

lying within any SMSA

Stratum 3: LEAs serving at least one city with a population be-

tween 10,000 and 49,999 .

Stratum 4: LEAs serving at least one city with a population be-

tween 50,000'and 99,999

Stratum 5: LEAs serving at least one city with a population of

100,.000 or more

Stratum 6: LEAs in the suburban ring of the State's largest

city ,

Stratum 7: the LEA serving the State's largest city

Because of differences in the data available in the States, sepa-

rate questionnaires were created for each State, as well as for post-

secondary programs in each State.

The survei was reviewed and cleared by the Committee on Evaluation

and Information Systems (CEIS) of the Council of Chief State School

Officers and by the Federal Education Data Acquisitign Counci4

(FEDAC). \

In April 1980 the survey was mailed to 941 secondary LEAs and 272

postsecondary LEAs. After two follow-ups by telegrams, the overall re-

sponse rates were 62 percent and 78 percent for secondary and postsec-

ondary, respectively, as Table E-1 shows--relatively high response

rates for mailed questionnaires. Thus, there is reason to believe that

the survey data provide a representative picture of local school dis-

tricts' experiences with vocational education.

t
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TABLE E-1

RESPONSES TO SURVEY

, Secondary Postsecondary

Sample
. State No.

Returns
No. Percent

Sample
No.

Returns,

No. 4 Percent

California 94 79 84 24 18 75

Colorado 53 41 77 21 12 57

Florida 22 18 81 28 24 86

Illtimais 144 116 80 31 24 77

Kansas 71 41 58 19 14 74-

Massachusetts 63 37 59 15 10 $7 ,

North Carolina 33 28 85 31 30 97

NeW York 165 90 55 ,,, 74 61 82

South Dakotd 51 39' 76 3
. 3 100

Texas . 245 95 39 26 15 58

TOTAL 941 584 62
,.,

272 211 -78
4

Source: University of California Survey Data, 1981
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APPENDIX F

MEASURES OF PROGRAM ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

The two separate measures of the relative potential of occupational

programs (employment opportunities and expected' hourly wages) were

derived by University of California researchers .by (L) matching voca-

tional education programs to specific occupations and (2). then merging

the match with data on labor market supply and demand and .wage, level

information. For the first step, matching, programs to occupations, the

researchers relied primarily on a "crosswalk" prepared by the National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (Vocational Preparation

and Occupations, Volume 1, 1979). This links the,,six -digit instruc-
tional program codes used by the U.S. Department of Education to occu-

pational classification systems such as the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles (DOT), the Standard Occupational Classification System (SCC}-,

Occupational and Employment.S.tatistics (OES), and the Census Occupa-

tional System. For the majority of instructional programs, identifying

the associated occupatiiin is Straightforward. However, in some in-

stances, either there is no readily apparent associated occupation or

&the program prepares dents for more tharf one occupational title.

In using the NOICC crosswalk, as well as the Department of labor's

Occupational. Outlook Handbook (1980), at least one iultarne occupa-

tional title was identified for each six-digit instructional program

title. Nonoccupational consumer and tiomemaking programs, as well as

broad-based introductory uses in each .of the major,two-eigitprogram

areas (agricul:turef, distributive educations health, etc.) were excluded

from consideration.

Using this inventoiy, of instructional programs and occupational

titles, the University of California researchers derived two indices of

4' economic opportunity. The first, expected hourly wages, was derived

1
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from data in the Occupational Outlook Handbook. Average hourly earn-
ings were developed from available information and then an average

hourly wage was assigned to each occupational program. When a program

prepared students for- more than one occupational title, hourly- wages
for all of them were averaged and assigned to the program. The average
hourly wage used is for all persons employed in the occupation, not for
entry level workers alone.

The second economic opportunity measure, 'employment opportunities,
is moor* canplex, and was derived by combining four different but re-
lated/measures: (1) the change in average hourly earnings for a par-

t ticular occupational title between 1970 and 1978, used as a measure of

change in demand and supply relationships; (2) estimates of future en-
ployinent opportunitieS supplied in the Occupational Outlook Handbook;
(3) Bureau of Labor Statistics projected average of annual openings

from 1976 to 1985 (Occupational Projections and Training Data, Bulletin
2020,. Apri1,1979); and (4) estimates of employment opportunities rela-
tive to present employment presented in State plans. for vocational ,edu-
cation or accountability reports. The first three measures all relied
on national' data, but the fourth was specifiC to each State.

To combine these four measures into a single index, each occupa=
tional program was first ranked by each measure from lowest to highest. .4

The programs were then divided into quartiles based on enrollments.
Thus, the lowest scored programs, accounting for 25 percent of total
enrollments, were all assigned to the bottom, quartile and given a score
of one; the next higher set of low scored programs, accounting for
another 25. percent of enrollments, were assigned the second lowest

quartile and given a score of two; and so on. Each program has a score
\ranging from one to,..four on each measure. These four scores were sum-

med, and the programs were then ranked on the total score., Finally, as
was done with each of the component measures, programS were disvided in-

to quartiles based on enrollment and assigned a score frbm one to four
(lowest to highest) to constitute an "employment opportunity index."
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